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ABSTRACT 

SAINTLY INVESTSMENTS: PILGRINAGE DEVELOPMENT AND 

CONTEMPORARY HINDUISM IN INDIA 

 

Carter Hawthorne Higgins, Ph. D. 

Cornell University 2016 

 
This dissertation studies recent religious, infrastructural, financial, and legal 

alterations to pilgrimage development in north India by focusing on the aesthetics and 

social effects of knowledge: specifically, that of bureaucrats, priests, and pilgrim 

trusts. In Gogameri, Rajasthan, pilgrims worship at the tomb of Gogaji (a deified 

warrior king with Hindu and Muslim genealogical ties), presided over by litigious 

Muslim, Brahman, and government priests; and at Gorakhtila, a politically influential 

temple of Gogaji’s divine guru, the ascetic Gorakhnath, in the charge of monks from 

the Nath Sampraday. With the Gogameri pilgrimage’s increased popularity since the 

1980s, Gogaji’s tomb and Gorakhtila have become sites for three broad “faith-based” 

development (sev!-vik!s) initiatives: in the pilgrimage economy and infrastructure, 

religious education, and secular vs. nationalist ethics. I illustrate how state and private 

investment in pilgrimage development responds to and encourages expert interest in 

devotional historiography and aesthetic and administrative aspects of ritual practice, 

and then track the consequences of this investment and interest for pilgrims by 

studying the development projects of “religious and charitable trusts” led by Gogameri 

pilgrims in urban north India. In a period represented by rises in Hindu nationalism, 

caste antagonism, and neoliberal reforms, I observe that the Gogameri pilgrimage not 



 

only brings together unaffiliated and sometimes-competing groups of people, making 

for a diverse aesthetics of worship and religious affiliation at a single site; it also 

instigates public and official debate about the values, on the one hand, of state 

secularism in Gogameri-related bureaucracy and litigation, and, on the other hand, of 

government programs and support for pilgrimage development in Gogameri. 
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INTRODUCTION  

WHAT IS PILGRIMAGE DEVELOPMENT? 

 

One’s Own Pilgrimage Site. Small Steps, Colossal Strides, a 2007 publication of the Rajasthan 

state government in India, reported on the “progress” of governmental development schemes 

from the previous fiscal year, grouped together by departments. One of these was the Department 

of dev-sth n, or “religious spaces” (literally, “abodes of the gods”). While the entries for other 

departments could span pages and pages detailing the results of their projects, the Devasthan 

Department included only two items, each less than a quarter-page in length. One of these, 

“Temple Guide Yojna,” proposed to train “selected persons” on the historical “information” 

regarding the old, royal pilgrimage temples under departmental jurisdiction to attract more 

tourists. The Devasthan Department was created in 1949, when the erstwhile princely states of 

Rajputana were incorporated into the independent-Indian state of Rajasthan, and the formerly 

royal property transferred to the state government. To the Devasthan Department went those 

Hindu (and the occasional Jain) temples formerly held by kings. Since she took office towards 

the end of 2003, Rajasthan Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje had been proposing to boost both 

local economies and Devasthan revenue by transforming these temples into full-blown tourist 

hot-spots.  

 The other Devasthan report in Small Steps, Colossal Strides likewise dealt in pilgrimage 

development, though the direction in which this scheme would work diverged from the Temple 

Guide Yojna. This initiative’s name was apn  dh m – apn  k m – apn  n m, which translates to 

“one’s own pilgrimage site, one’s own effort, one’s own reputation.” 
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40. Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam Yojna. This scheme was formulated during 
the year 2005-06 & its main object[ive] is to develop vacant properties/Land [sic] of the 
department by [means of] registered trusts […] making [this land] usable for public 
purpose[. U]nder this scheme a plot […] of [the] government, self-reliant temple Shri 
Gogaji[,] Gogamerhi [sic][,] district Hanumangarh[,] has been given on lease to Bagad 
Seva Saimiti [sic] Trust, Agra[, …] dated 28.11.2005. (Government of Rajasthan 2007: 
32-33)1 

 

Little did I know, when I lived in the “Ma Bachal” dharm l  (pilgrim hostel) in the summer of 

2010 and three-and-a-half seasons in 2013, that this structure was a product of the first religious 

and charitable trust to be mobilized under the development scheme. The Bagar Seva Samiti, the 

religious and charitable trust referenced in the report, had signed a 90-year lease for a plot of 

land legally owned by Gogaji (the deity after whom the village was named) but administered by 

the Devasthan Department (cf. Birla 2009). The Bagar Seva Samiti subsequently constructed and 

operated the dharmshala, but would transfer all of this back to the state when the lease would run 

out. The only English news coverage I could find of the Devasthan Department’s plan defined it 

as a “bid to generate funds for protecting and renovating neglected religious sites.”2 It would do 

this by “privatis[ing]” what had been state temples. Yet it is more accurate to say that Apna 

Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam privatized not the temples themselves but, rather, the 

infrastructural and economic development of the villages in which Devasthan-administered 

temples are located.  

The dissertation that follows may be read as an ethnographic study of the consequences 

of this Devasthan development plan in the village of Gogameri, Rajasthan. Gogameri houses two 

pilgrim destinations for Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs alike, both of which memorialize the feats 

of divine saints known for their miraculous powers: Gogaji, a valiant warrior and petty monarch 

                                                
1 The 2011-12 annual “progress report” of the Devasthan Department reproduced this description in Hindi: “The 
development of vacant plots/property belonging to temples that the Devasthan Department directly manages has 
2 See (http://m.rediff.com/money/report/temple/20050530.htm). Accessed on 17 Feb. 2016. 
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with alternating Hindu and Islamic hagiographies; and his divine guru, the ascetic Gorakhnath. 

On another level, this dissertation is a religious-studies analysis of neoliberal-era development 

and Hindu-Muslim-state competition in India. It approaches larger-scale sociohistorical 

processes and concepts—development, religious change, and the state—with a biographical and 

family-sized view. Maintaining both methodological scopes, this work seeks to bridge studies of 

political and devotional Hinduism, which are often pursued separately.  

More precisely, this is a situated ethnographic history of the emergence of a novel social 

form in Gogameri, one which I, drawing on my interlocutors in the field, term the sev -vik s 

project. In short, this was the re-problematization of development, vikas, as seva—which in 

different contexts refers to Hindu “worship” (Gold 1987; Packert 2010), loving “service” to 

family or otherwise-intimate elders (Lamb 2000, 2002), and organized social “service” 

provision, often given freely to an abstracted society, nation, or humanity (Beckerlegge 2003, 

2011; Murphy 2003; Warrier 2003; Watt 2005; Copeman 2009; Pandya 2014a, 2014b; Gold 

2015; Srivatsan 2015; Zavos 2015). I combine multi-sited ethnography—on priests, pilgrims, 

and bureaucrats in Gogameri, as well as the religious and charitable trusts of Gogameri pilgrims 

in Agra, Noida, and Delhi—with close readings of legal, bureaucratic, and devotional writing 

(which in Gogameri were not always separate fields). This dissertation is moreover the first 

monograph-length study of the pilgrimage to Gogameri, a project which grew, in fact, out of my 

interest in this site’s devotional and sociological particularities. 

The village of Gogameri is located in the northeastern corner of Rajasthan, near the 

borders with Haryana, Punjab, and Pakistan. It is known throughout northern India as the home 

to two renowned ritual sites that draw Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh worshippers alike. One of these 

sites, for which the village is named, is the architecturally Islamic mausoleum of a deified 
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warrior king known alternatively as Gogaji and Zahar Pir (or various vernacular variations of 

both).3 Though the tomb is officially managed by the Devasthan Department, there are 

nevertheless three groups of puj r s, or “priests,” who administer ritual practice within the 

mausoleum—each group articulating its own historiographical reasons to play that role. First, a 

group of men from the Chayal caste community, part of the Kayamkhani lineage of Rajput 

converts to Islam (Talbot 2008), claim to be descendants of Gogaji, whom they say converted to 

Islam just prior to immolating himself through entombment. Secondly, a group of men from the 

Sharma Brahman caste community claim descent from Gogaji’s royal priest, military general, 

and political advisor, Narsingh Pande. The Sharmas’ hagiographies of Gogaji deny that he 

converted to Islam or immolated himself. Instead, they remember Gogaji having fallen in battle 

while defending the Somnath temple, cows, and Hindu women from the likes of Mahmud of 

Ghazni, the eleventh-century warrior king of the Ghaznavid Empire (likely the best-known, and 

most hated by the High Right, of the “Muslim invaders”). Finally, the three resident Devasthan 

employees—a manager, a security guard, and a peon—see to official duties while acting 

somewhat informally as priests: leading daily worship, acting as ethical interlocutors to pilgrims, 

and practicing devotional exercises with other Hindu priests. The other pilgrimage site in 

Gogameri is Gorakhtila, a monastic temple memorializing the austerities of the medieval yogi 

Gorakhnath, said to have been Gogaji’s divine guru. Whereas the Devasthan Department 

administers the mausoleum and its attached agricultural and festival land, Gorakhtila is managed 

by Rupnath, the monastic abbot (mahant) and an initiate of an ascetic order (with householder 

counterparts) known as the Nath Sampraday.4 Since the Devasthan Department initiated the 

                                                
3 I write “Gogaji” in my own voice, though within quotes I reproduce the pronunciation or spelling of my 
interlocutors. 
4 See, for example, Briggs (1938), Gold and Gold (1984), Bouillier (1991a, 1991b), D. Gold (1988, 1995, 1996, 
1999a, 1999b, 2002, 2015), A. Gold (1992), White (1996), Bledsoe (2004), Lorenzen and Muñoz (2011). 
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Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam Yojna, Rupnath has led the temple in partnership with the 

Gorakhtila Dhuna Trust, which was engaged in the most visible projects of pilgrimage 

development and service provision. This dissertation tracks the multi-directional competition 

over temple administration and pilgrimage development among Hindu, Muslim, and 

governmental priestly groups and pilgrims’ religious and charitable trusts. 

 

What is Good Pilgrimage Governance? Colonial-era evidence indicates that a humble number 

of pilgrims and traders have long attended the annual pilgrimage and camel-trading festival in 

the Rajasthani month of Bhadua (Hindi: Bhadrapad).5 Since the early 2000s, however—after the 

lower middle classes started to lay claim to a share of the post-liberalization profits in urban 

India—these numbers have skyrocketed dramatically, with myriad consequences for priests, 

pilgrims, and the government. Those consequences include changes devotional, ritual, 

historiographical, legal, bureaucratic, and economic. I was often told that no one in the area had 

dreamed of the relative wealth now to be had: As Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje hoped, along 

with these pilgrims came their offerings, purchases, and infrastructural investments. In addition 

to the discovery of new sources of income, residents and priests in Gogameri began to recognize 

how unfit the village itself was to house, feed, and see to the health of pilgrims—which did not 

sit well, the Gorakhtila journalists bemoaned, with local discourses of Rajasthani hospitality 

toward pilgrims arriving from out-of-state.6 Something of a scramble ensued to determine whom 

or what should be held accountable for providing adequate pilgrimage infrastructure and social 

services to pilgrims. Since the District Collector of Revenue and Departments of Devasthan and 

                                                
5 In 1910, Ersike reported that “ten to fifteen thousand people” descend on the village of Gogano (one of its older 
names, meaning “[That] of Goga”) for the festival (2006 [1910]: 95). 
6 Gogameri Times. “Santo , uro , phakiro  k  m yar mar dhar bh  R jasth n  upek it kyo ?” Year 1, Issue 1, 
June 10, 2006, 1. Gogameri Times. “Gog me  mel  aur raddh luo  k  pramukh asuvidh ye .” Year 1, Issue 5, 
August 24, 2006, 4. 
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Animal Husbandry had since the 1950s seen to arrangements for the annual pilgrimage and 

camel festival, many proposed that they ought to take responsibility. However, regardless of 

which side they took concerning the developmental and administrative controversies in 

Gogameri, most people contrasted these state bodies with the more effective nongovernmental 

trusts of pilgrims and, especially, Gorakhtila. 

The Devasthan Department contributed to “development” in Gogameri largely in two 

ways: regulating temple commerce and sponsoring pilgrimage facilities. As the department 

controlled Gogaji’s land, it held three annual auctions. Prior to the two agricultural seasons, it 

took bids to rent plots of Gogaji’s fields: mostly from Gogaji’s Chayal priests and other of their 

co-residents of the nearby village of Karanpura, who then sub-let the fields to migrant farmers at 

marked-up rates. The third auction, in late spring or early summer, concerned the “festival 

grounds” (mel  ground), portions of Gogaji’s property designated for the fair. Several months 

before the mela, migrant traders began descending upon the village to set up shop. The 

Devasthan Department organized the festival grounds according to types of goods sold or 

services offered. And the same Karanpura residents (mostly Chayal and Jat by caste) who bought 

up and sub-let the agricultural fields did so for the temple market as well. Hence, the Devasthan 

employees envisioned their contribution to development in Gogameri as organizing and 

managing festival commerce, of which the dharmshalas were thus only one component. The 

department also provided a few facilities for clean drinking water and shade, but, as seen above, 

departmental policy was shifting away from such provisions. Officially, furthermore, it classifies 

the Gogameri tomb as a “governmental, self-supported temple,” which means that it is not 

required to invest in it even though it derives revenue from pilgrims’ donations. Finally, people 

in Gogameri still remember a former Devasthan servant who, they said, was fired for pocketing 
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large portions of devotees’ offerings. Though no one ceased demanding the Devasthan 

Department launch their own development schemes—or criticizing what many said was a 

repetition of colonial extraction—no one was holding their breath. As one of the journalists 

employed by Gorakhtila wrote: “Officers, workers, protectors, and volunteers—they all grow 

tired and lonely and end up leaving the festival organization to Baba’s grace.”7  

It was nearly universally recognized, on the other hand, that the one person in Gogameri 

who singlehandedly contributed the most to infrastructural development was mahant Rupnath, 

the abbot of Gorakhtila and Director of the Dhuna Trust. His succession to the ascetic throne 

coincided with the pilgrimage’s newfound popularity, and many of his personal disciples saw a 

direct connection linking these changes. Since then, he had led the Dhuna Trust to sponsor and 

construct an array of pilgrim facilities both within and beyond Gorakhtila: within the temple, a 

large ritual pond, successive ritual mess halls, new darshan galleries, satellite ritual spaces, 

filtered drinking water facilities, and a sprawling dharmshala; beyond it, several bathing and 

restroom complexes, a bus stand, and the police station. There were likewise a few religious and 

charitable trusts, called sev  samitis, between Gogameri and the two closest towns: Nohar, about 

twenty kilometers to the west; and Bhadra, around fourteen kilometers to the south. In addition 

to building dharmshalas, volunteers and trustees from these associations came to Gogameri 

during the festival to offer pilgrims clean water and food, provide medical assistance, or help 

with organization (parking, feasts, worship, etc.). When village residents, priests, bureaucrats, 

and long-time pilgrims identified an institutional difference between the capacities of Gorakhtila 

and the Devasthan Department to lead development initiatives, they generally juxtaposed the two 

bodies’ “dependences” (nirbhar). While decisions at the Gogameri tomb depended upon the state 

(sark r), those at Gorakhtila did so on Rupnath: It was thus, they said using the English word, a 
                                                
7 Nath-panth. “Samp dak y: khir u han  to bhakto  ko h  hog .” Year 1, Issue 6, September 9, 2006, 2. 
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“private,” or nongovernmental, association, unburdened by the corruption and inefficiency of the 

state. 

An important financial consequence of Gogameri’s newfound popularity was the growing 

public interest in temple revenue and spending. The Devasthan Department, perhaps in the 

aftermath of dismissing a corrupt employee in Gogameri, announced the monetary amount of 

donations it received folloeing each festival. Everyone seemed to have a good grasp on 

Devasthan finances, and often held firm convictions on how and why the department should 

reinvest its earnings from the festival in the mausoleum and pilgrim facilities. As a private 

organization, the Dhuna Trust did not have to disclose its revenue publicly, and gossip abounded. 

Unlike some Protestant Christians in America, no one in Gogameri felt uncomfortable with the 

idea that one could earn well managing religious sites—only with financial and ritual 

mismanagement. And managing a thriving temple could be highly lucrative. After each festival, 

for example, the Chayal and Sharma priests of Gogaji’s tomb sold the coconuts, cloth, and other 

donations they collected from pilgrims to pras d-vendors at other pilgrimage sites (where again 

these would be offered, to a different deity, and then sold elsewhere), or to wholesale businesses 

(which used cloth, coconuts, etc. as production materials). Priests were not the only ones to earn 

in this manner. In the past, for example, Gorakhtila held auctions for their donations, much like 

the Devasthan Department. 

Kalu, an eighteen-year-old store manager within the Gorakhtila temple bazaar in 2013, 

had moved to Gogameri to work with his uncle after failing out of grade school. His grandfather 

originally hailed from a village near Allahabad, U.P. When a bovine disease killed all of his 

cows and oxen, however, he relocated to southern Punjab, where he worked as a day laborer. 

Eventually, he made his way to Gogameri during the festival (sometime in the 1970s), and sold 
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snacks to pilgrims. With the money he made, Kalu’s grandfather won a bid for the coconuts at 

the Gorakhtila auction. Often, when pilgrims offer coconuts to Gorakhnath’s dh  (ascetic’s 

fire), they affix cash to the gift by wrapping it with red- or yellow-colored ritual thread (maul ). 

Several of the fruits that Kalu’s grandfather purchased had been adorned in this manner, and with 

this cash injection he was slowly able to piece his life back together.8 After Rupnath became 

mahant, with his concern for economic prudence and a different style of ritual propriety, he 

suspended the auctions and began to sell offerings to what the Dhuna Trust accountant called 

“department stores.” 

 The matter of donations at Gogaji’s tomb was more complex than at Gorakhtila. It also 

evokes another confluence of changes that, together with neoliberal-era pilgrimage development 

and seva-vikas projects, colors every chapter of this dissertation. Prior to the early 2000s—again, 

when pilgrims’ numbers spiked phenomenally—the Sharma priests and Devasthan employees 

came to Gogameri only for the month-long pilgrimage festival. The Chayal priests watched over 

the tomb throughout the year, but in small numbers: “usually only one or two elders (buzurg),” 

Bakar ‘Ali proposed. The matter of when the Sharmas moved into the mausoleum full-time was 

hotly debated and full of contradictory accounts. It seems clear, though, that they did so within 

the same timeframe as that for the Chayals’ move to send more than just the buzurgs—sometime 

between 2000-2005 (Rupnath’s early career as mahant). Then, in 2008, the Devasthan manager 

of the mausoleum, a man named Shyam Lal Sharma (no relation to the priestly family), joined 

ten or fifteen of the Sharma pujaris to submit a writ petition to the Rajasthan High Court against 

the Devasthan Department and Chayal priests. The Devasthan employees moved in full-time 

after the Justice received the suit. A writ petition is a citizen’s suit against the state itself, a legal 

                                                
8 Winning cloth and sugar-prasad at subsequent auctions, he made forays into related industries, opening factories 
for stuffed rugs (with the ritual cloth used as stuffing) sesame-seed brittle (gajak; made with sugar offerings). 
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right written into the Indian Constitution and perhaps the best example of how constitutional law 

become a matter for the everyday lives of citizens (De 2013). Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ writ 

petition contested a Devasthan bureaucratic order that they alleged was illegal. The judge 

dismissed the suit in 2013, while I was in the field, by suggesting that it pertained to a previously 

decided court case, the orders from which had never been implemented. Indeed, in 1971 the 

Sharmas submitted a petition to the Nohar Munsif Court (the lowest-level civil court in India), 

claiming that they were descendants of Narsingh Pande, Gogaji’s family priest, and should thus 

be given the legal right to lead worship and collect offerings from the mausoleum’s two 

Narsingh Pande ritual sites (a lamp and a pool) during the festival in the month of Bhadua. In 

August of 1980, the Sharmas and Chayals reached an out-of-court agreement, and the Munsif 

Court issued a “compromise-decree” (written in the Chayals’ voice), granting the Sharma pujaris 

administrative rights at the ritual lamp and pool of their ancestor. The next year, in 1981, the 

Assistant Devasthan Commissioner delivered a bureaucratic order to the Sharmas reiterating the 

compromise-decree: They could only receive donations during the month of Bhadua. In the 2008 

writ petition, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas impugned this order. The 1980 compromise-decree, so 

they claimed, did not restrict them to the month of Bhadua; in fact they have always “dispensed 

‘seva-puja’” year-round in the temple. They now demanded the High Court throw out the 1981 

Devasthan orders, grant the Sharmas complete autonomy in the tomb, prohibit the Chayals from 

serving as priests in the temple (they cited Muslim Personal Law, which should have prohibited 

the Chayals from receiving offerings made to an icon), and constitute a “Hindus-Only” managing 

committee to be fully and solely responsible for temple-related decision-making. Although the 

Justice dismissed the case, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas appealed this decision before I left the 

field. 
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 Two aspects of this story require explanation. With pilgrimage development, these also 

evoke the other subjects of this work. First, why were the Chayals, who identify as Muslims, and 

the Sharmas, who identify as Brahmans, arguing over a single ritual space? Don’t Muslims 

worship in mosques, and Brahmans in temples? Secondly, why was Shyam Lal, the Devasthan 

manager, filing a suit against his employer, the Devasthan Department? With regard to the first, 

one should know that the question of the tomb’s name and type is by no means settled. The 

Chayals and certain others referred to the structure as a kabar (qabr: “tomb,” from Arabic), 

makbar (maqbar : “mausoleum,” from Arabic), or darg h, the last originally derived from 

Persian to mean “royal court,” but which today names the ritualized tombs of Sufi saints. The 

Devasthan Department, the Sharmas, and likewise many others call the tomb a sam dhi (“tomb” 

or “deep meditation,” from Sanskrit), and the structure which houses it, a mandir, or Hindu 

temple. Although the general practice is for Muslims to bury their dead and Hindus to cremate, 

certain classes of Hindus, especially renouncer lineages like the Nath Sampraday, bury the 

deceased, often seated in a yogic position (although this is not the case with Gogaji). The 

Devasthan website explains the temple’s “important architectural characteristics” in the 

following way: 

 
The temple of Gogaji is a happy combination of Hindu and Muslim style[s] of 
Architecture. […] Inside the temple is the shrine of Gogaji, in [which an] engraved statue 
can be seen in the form of a warrior riding [a] horse, with a lance in hand and snake 
around [h]is neck. Thus the statue appears to be of a valiant knight undau[n]ted and 
confident. The temple is visited by all caste[s] and all communities.9 

 

Hence, the easy answer to the question of Muslim-Brahman competition over the same worship 

structure concerns the contested nature of that site and the saint and/or god buried within it. 

Thus, like the Gogameri (pilgrimage and camel-trading) festival, Gogaji’s mausoleum exhibits 
                                                
9 http://devasthan.rajasthan.gov.in/images/Hanumangarh/gogaji.htm  
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what Chakrabarty calls “conjoined and disjunctive genealogies” of descent (Chakrabarty 2000: 

255). This dissertation forgoes a search for the pristine origin of the Gogameri pilgrimage or 

seva-vikas (cf. Gupta 1998).10 Instead, it takes the position that the concepts, practices, and 

materialities reconfigured in the tomb, festival, and seva-vikas are the results of longer histories 

of translation (Flood 2009; Moose 2005), where this word is understood partially in the sense of 

network-enrollment (Callon 1988; Latour 1998, 1999; Law 1999). In other words, at various 

points experts identified sets of desirable associations between humans and nonhumans 

(pilgrims, Gogameri, the tomb), attempted to convince humans to join in and play certain roles, 

and then developed a series of practices to encourage human and nonhuman elements to continue 

playing their defined roles. 

Answering the second question regarding a Devasthan employee’s civil suit against the 

department itself, one might begin with reference to Shyam Lal’s personal history of legal battles 

with his employer, and the even longer history of the battles of his employer with other of its 

employees. Hired in the early 1980s as a non-permanent “manager,” Shyam Lal was promised he 

would soon be “regularised”—that is, given the tenure, pay increase, and benefits of a 

permanent, full-time government servant. When I knew him in 2013, Shyam Lal had recently 

filed a petition in the High Court to hold the Devasthan Department in contempt. The outcome of 

previous cases between these parties, judges and justices had mandated the Department either 

regularize Shyam Lal or release him with full pension. So the Devasthan representative in 

Gogameri—who teamed up with Gogaji’s Brahman priests to eject Gogaji’s Muslim priests from 

                                                
10 Gupta suggests a “conjunctural analysis,” which pays as much attention to global circuits as it does to north 
India’s more particular history and culture (ibid: 8). Conjunctural analysis likewise indexes the historically specific 
conjuncture of the “institutions and discourses which position subjects and which configure their experience” (ibid: 
10). Gupta proposes that a conjunctural analysis demands an “antiteleogical strategy,” and he devises three 
“macrological frames” in which to situate the everyday lives of rural farmers: the discourse of postcolonial 
development, the trajectory of global capitalism (and its connection with “development” in the postcolonial world), 
and the “major international transformations in the technology of food production” (1998: 12-15). 
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the “temple”—appeared to be a thinking, feeling subject, who could be vulnerable in his own 

dealings with the state as well.11 (The longer answer to the question of the state’s role in the daily 

life of the tomb occupies chapters three and four.) As the Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam 

scheme indicates, the topic of the state beckons one back to the subject of religious and 

charitable trusts and their seva-vikas projects. These government-registered associations were 

asked to perform developmental functions that the postcolonial state once sought to do.  

 By the time I met its trustees in 2010, the Bagar Seva Samiti—the first trust registered 

under the Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam Yojna—was pitching its developmental projects 

as both vikas and seva. As I became familiar with other trusts, I realized that everyone in 

Gogameri now spoke of pilgrimage development as a seva-type of vikas. The priests at Gogaji’s 

tomb likewise referred to their ritual leadership as sev -p j . Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ 

petition further claimed for the Sharmas a hereditary “right to ‘sevapuja’” (and to donations 

therefrom, used in turn “to dispense ‘sevapuja’”) (Mathur 2013). The longer-term pilgrims in 

Gogameri, who petitioned Gogaji and Gorakhnath for divine interventions in their life-

difficulties, likewise spoke of their labor (cleaning floors, assisting priests, worshipping) as acts 

of seva.  

 Beyond the multivalent uses of the concept of seva, one of the more intriguing instances 

that I noticed almost immediately, and then ubiquitously, related to a binary opposition of 

motivations for service, again across multiple language games. The dichotomy differentiated 

those who intended to perform seva transparently (not necessarily selflessly, for people 

petitioned, repaid debts to, and acted devotionally toward deities through seva), from those who 

                                                
11 Given his interlocutors’ monopoly over critiques of the state, Singh turns to “forms of uncertainty and 
vulnerability within state power” (2015: 83). (Noticing that the most varied mythologies “concede fallibility to the 
gods,” he wonders if “our moral calculus [will] collapse if we concede vulnerability to the state.”) Rather than 
contradictions or failures, Singh sees in the uncertainties and vulnerabilities a pattern of composition. The state is 
made up of “diverse, agonistic parts”: departments, people, legislation, etc. (2015: 100). 
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engaged in seva of any type in order to “eat” (kh n ), a euphemism for embezzlement. 

Juxtaposing one’s transparent seva-motivation to the hidden profit-motivation of others, one 

invited others to recognize one’s participation in a “layered and shared” sovereignty, akin to that 

which dharmshala operation and temple endowments offered to migrant merchants in 

precolonial India Birla (2009: 77).12 They also performed their position among a number of 

different controversies in Gogameri. One controversy concerned hagiography and devotional 

historiography on Gogaji: Was he Hindu, Muslim, or both, and which type, and what should his 

affiliations mean for devotees and priests? A second controversy linked the first to the 

widespread identification of a metaphorical relation between Gogaji and the Indian nation. Both 

demand the allegiance of Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs alike, though the specific roles and 

interrelations of each “group” varied drastically across accounts. Where the Chayals extrapolated 

a secular Indian patriotism from this metaphor, the Dhuna Trust pointed to a Hindu nation 

inclusive of respectful religious minorities who understood the importance of “Hindu culture.” A 

third controversy, which emerged above, regarded the dharmically most proper and fiscally most 

efficient configuration of state and private contributions to social service provision and 

infrastructural development: What roles would the state, priests, pilgrim trusts, and volunteer 

organizations play in what was a state-nongovernmental partnership? This dissertation tracks 

these larger sociohistorical controversies microscopically, focusing on individuals and small 

groups’ experiences of, and knowledgeable contributions to, a historically contingent intersection 

                                                
12 Birla argues that the trusteeship model of colonial governance and Indian nationalism in the late-nineteenth and 
early-twentieth centuries transformed the relation between philanthropic giving and modes of sovereignty. 
Precolonial migrant merchants donated d na and temple endowments in order stake their claim in the “shared and 
layered sovereignty” of their new homes. Colonial regulation of temple endowments, on the other hand (recast as the 
extra-market exception to a theoretically liberal economy), served to codify the state’s claim to a monopoly of 
“modern, non-negotiable sovereignty” (2009: 100-05). 
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of the new mandate to offer seva-vikas to Gogaji, Gorakhnath, and their devotees; and 

hagiographic and spatial-representational controversies.  

This work approaches seva-vikas and hagiographic controversies by describing the active 

reconfiguration of relations between humans (priests, pilgrims, bureaucrats, etc.) and nonhumans 

(Gogaji and Gorakhnath, physical pilgrimage infrastructure, architecture, trust documents, 

offerings, priestly accoutrements). Any idea of a single “community” is misplaced here given the 

high numbers and relative anonymity of pilgrims from one another. I will therefore refer to what 

I call the Gogameri pilgrimage public. Within this broad grouping, I focus my attention on two 

sub-groups, both of which recognize a vocational affinity with each other, even if they disavow 

other affiliations. First, I refer to those based in and around Gogameri who help manage and 

development the pilgrimage as “technicians of pilgrimage,” including are all sorts of local, 

Tahsil, and District officials and bureaucrats, as well as the hieratic collectives at the mausoleum 

and Gorakhtila. With respect to the government, I have written with the most focus on the court 

cases between the Sharma and Chayal pujaris, and on the Devasthan bureaucrats in Gogameri. 

Secondly, those pilgrims from urban north India who operated religious and charitable trusts, 

dharmshalas, and seva-vikas projects in Gogameri, I call “stranger pilgrims” (see Ch. 1). Rather 

than positing at the outset a set of criteria for the formation of “society” or “community,” Latour 

(2005) suggests we study the way in which actors in a given group articulate these criteria 

themselves. One of the more fruitful methods by which to trace actors’ definitions, he proposes, 

is to pay particular attention to “controversies,” because it is here that actors, seeking an order for 

the things and humans with whom or which they are affiliated, work to “reassemble the social” 

(ibid: 21-23)—or, in Gogameri, the historical affiliations of the Gogameri pilgrimage public.  
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Plan of the Dissertation: The chapters that follow may be read in pairs, which have been divided 

into three sections. Each section is organized around the way two sets of actors—technicians of 

pilgrimage and stranger pilgrims—responded to specific controversies: 1) historiographical, 2) 

legal and bureaucratic, and 3) infrastructural and ritual-spatial. What this organization effects, I 

hope, is the construction of a larger, dissertation-long narrative. The first section presents longer, 

somewhat non-secular histories of seva-vikas and the Gogameri pilgrimage; the second section 

offers more recent, state-focused histories of pilgrimage administration and development; and the 

third section shows Gogameri seva-vikas in action. Within the frames of each section, the first 

chapter illustrates the expert (priestly and bureaucratic) enunciation of “needs” for seva-vikas, 

whereas the second observes how pilgrims inhabit these calls to seva-vikas in creative ways. 

 The first chapter presents historical sketches of the sociological character of the 

Gogameri pilgrimage from the end of the nineteenth century. It introduces the reader to certain 

discourses to which the actors in the rest of the dissertation responded—of the Muslim Chayals’ 

ritual leadership for a largely poor, lower-caste pilgrim clientele. The chapter reviews the 

changes that the penultimate king of the Bikaner Princely State made to Gogaji’s tomb. When he 

sponsored renovations, he covered the tomb and inner sanctum in marble, but also had a m rti 

(devotional icon) of Gogaji carved directly into it. As most theologies bar an Islamic ritual space 

from housing images, this changed the characteristics of the tomb fundamentally. The chapter 

ends by illustrating some of the hagiographic and spatial-representational controversies 

occupying the Sharma priests and Gorakhtila Dhuna Trust. The second chapter teases out the 

extent to which priestly efforts affected pilgrims by illustrating the hagiography and ritual 

practices of a Gogameri pilgrim trust in Agra, U.P. It analyzes the effects that the expert 
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knowledge of the trust president-cum-guru had on ritual forms and historico-religious 

affiliations.  

 Shifting the emphasis from hagiography and ritual practice to the state, the third chapter 

deals simultaneously with the court case between the Sharmas, Chayals, and Devasthan 

Department, and the biographical developments of Devasthan pujaris’ investments in certain 

ritual forms. Each of this chapter’s three substantial sections retells the recent history of 

competitive pilgrimage administration at the tomb: legally, in terms of ritual form, and in terms 

of the developing devotional investments of Devasthan employees in Gogameri. Remaining with 

the Devasthan Department, chapter four investigates the application forms for trust registration 

with the Devasthan Department, and for plots of Gogaji’s Devasthan-administered land to build a 

dharmshala. The chapter collates a Noida-based trust’s documents with Rajasthan’s Religious 

and Charitable Trust Act, 1959, and ethnographic vignettes of of the trust president and his 

family. It struggles with the religious motivations and bureaucratic pathways for seva-vikas in 

Gogameri, and makes a case for connecting notions of inscriptional and psychic documentation, 

which might serve as a starting point for a religious-studies engagement with the anthropology of 

bureaucracy, knowledge, and documents.  

 Turning away from the state, chapter five follows the efforts of the nongovernmental 

Gorakhtila Dhuna Trust to elicit government funds and incite devotees’ donations by building 

associations with state and political actors: in particular, the Chief Minister of Rajasthan, 

Vasundhara Raje, and the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, both well-known Hindu nationalists. 

In addition to accounting for the rightest rhetoric of Gorakhtila, this chapter also shows the effort 

involved in managing a large pilgrimage temple while also working toward pilgrimage 

development. Cultivating political and financial associations kept mahant Rupnath away from 
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the temple, but these associations also enabled him to learn to manage the daily life of the temple 

in ways influenced by state bureaucracy. Whereas chapter five deals with high-profile political 

affiliations and incitements to seva-vikas, chapter six examines the nitty-gritty of dharmshala 

and temple construction and operation. Returning to the religious and charitable trusts from 

chapters two and four, it describes their architectural interventions in the hagiographical 

controversies introduced in chapter one—both in Gogameri and their home cities (Agra and 

Noida). This offers a privileged look into the process whereby urban proponents of alterations to 

Gogaji worship and genealogical affiliations constructed ritual sites that functioned, in part, as 

strategic “arguments” in ongoing controversies (Blackburn 2007). Architecture, as the aesthetic-

functional production of tactile-visual works, served these trusts by grounding their lineage 

claims in the physical infrastructure of pilgrimage. Oriented in and by temple and dharmshala 

space wed to such lineage claims, worshippers and pilgrims possessed at their fingertips the 

experiential possibility of identifying themselves, Gogaji, and Gorakhnath, with the 

reconfigurations of the Nath Sampraday and Sanatan Dharm that each trust proposed. In order to 

enroll pilgrims in such associations, though, such projects demanded routine management and 

toil and others’ recognition of righteous seva-vikas modeled to address their own “needs.” I 

therefore characterize the felicity of architectural arguments in connection with trusts’ 

bureaucratic delegations of skilled toil, and with the aesthetic, ethical investments of trustees in 

the pleasures of this labor.  

The conclusions of Saintly Investments indicate the depths of overlap in Gogameri 

between the religious and charitable, state and private, and micro-political and affective poles of 

seva-vikas. By developing the pilgrimage infrastructure, experts fulfilled their own devotional 

obligations. With priests and delegates writing and expounding on the religious merits of 
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development work, Gogameri pilgrims encountered the ritual aesthetics of charitable investment 

and outreach. Acting as technicians of public ritual space, pilgrimage-development workers 

(including pilgrim-trustees) also transformed the legal-bureaucratic and spatiotemporal 

conditions of possibility for pilgrims’ sensory experiences during pilgrimage worship. This work 

teases out the process by which ritual-spatial technicians assembled diverse and circulating 

aesthetic material (with multiform historical ties) in their buildings and representations thereof, 

and how this enticed pilgrims (or not) to join in broader seva-vikas projects attached to these 

sites. Given that many projects I surveyed incorporated the aesthetics of members’ bodily-

sensory perceptions of divine presence, the dissertation proposes that the relative successes and 

failures of developmental, devotional, and political-legal projects hinged in part on participants’ 

(or would-be participants’) perception of congruities between the aesthetic forms of these 

projects and the recognizable, divine life-forms of Gogaji and Gorakhnath. 
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CHAPTER 1 

STATE AND PRIESTLY HISTORIES OF FAMILIAR AND STRANGER  

PILGRIMS IN GOGAMERI 

 

Ganga Singh’s Gift to Gogameri. One of the few infrastructural works the Devasthan 

Department bequeathed to Gogameri pilgrims was greatly appreciated. The department 

sponsored the construction of metal “barricades” covered with aluminum roofing along the 

several-kilometers-long queue in which pilgrims waited for darshan (during the festival, all day 

and throughout the night). Within the tomb complex, the covered barricade was installed in 

between the inner sanctum and the temple’s small-fort (mandir ga h ) to save pilgrims from the 

elements as they passed from one roofed structure to another. A happy coincidence, perhaps, this 

portion of the tent-set now hides from view two inlayed stone panels, which might otherwise call 

into question the Devasthan classification of the structure as a Hindu temple—and thus even the 

propriety of departmental jurisdiction there. The right panel, carved in Arabic, sports the first 

half of the kalm , or Islamic declaration of faith: l  il ha illa’l-l h; “There is no God but God.” 

The left panel, written in Persian, has proved difficult to understand. The most I want to 

conjecture at this point is that the first two lines call the “one buried here,” the “tower/axis of the 

Shaikhs” (qutb al-mashayikh/va al-auliya shaikh).13 The third line, said many Chayals, their 

affiliates, and even a Devasthan Inspector, gives the signature of Mahmud Ghaznavi, the 10-11th 

century warrior credited with invading the Indian subcontinent and destroying Hindu temples, 

such as Somnath in Gujarat. 

 

                                                
13 The “shaikhs” could refer either to Islamic saints, or to “converts” (Gogaji, best among converts). Andrew 
Amstutz and Rishad Choudhury both looked at photos of the tiles twice. 
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Figure 1.1. Tiles from the front of the tomb: Persian (left) and Arabic (right).  

     

 

If this reading is correct, then the many devotional and secondary internet sites would be correct 

to state that the “inscription in Persian at the main entrance describes Mahmud of Ghazni’s 

regard for Gogaji.”14 Even if this is an incorrect reading, it would change my ethnographic point 

very little, given the investments of Chayals and others that Mahmud revered Gogaji—and may 

have even built the tomb. 

How, this work asks, could the tomb’s Brahman priests and Devasthan manager (who 

spent extended periods of life inside the mausoleum) look at this tomb, and decide emphatically 

that it is a Hindu temple? Like the formation of seva-vikas, this change in perspective was a long 

time coming and the result of many interrelated contingencies. The first and, in many ways, most 

decisive seed—I might call it, following Benjamin (1979: 313-14), a prophetic moment—was 

sown by Maharaja Ganga Singh, the penultimate king of the Bikaner Princely State, when he 

                                                
14 For an example of devotional websites, see (https://www.facebook.com/GogameriHanumanGarhRaj/), and, for 
one of a secondary site, see (http://www.worldlibrary.org/articles/gogamedi). (Most of the text on both kinds of sites 
seem to have been copied and pasted the same prose.) 
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sponsored a series of “renovations” (j r oddh r) in 1911. The other historic inscription on the 

mausoleum’s exterior attests to these. Above the entrance door one finds this stone inscription:  

 
1.2. Stone inscription above the door to the Gogameri mausoleum:  

 

 
 

o  
colonel his highness r  man mah r j - 

dhir j  r je var narendra siroga  r mat 
r j r  108 r  sir-gang  sinh j  bah d r G. C. 

I. E. E. K. C. S. I. A. D. C. r  mah - 
r j  kum r j  r  105 r  s d rl s h j  s hab 
k  jñ  se r  gog me  k  j r oddh r hu . 

sa vat 1[?]9[?] miti pr h bahi m vasya 
t rekh 29 June sa  1911  [English calendar (sic)]. 

 

Essentially, the inscription conveys the message that Ganga Singh sponsored “renovations” at 

“Shri Gogameri,” which were completed on 29 June 1911 C.E. at the behest of one “Mr. 

Sadurlas H j .”15 The first four lines consist almost entirely in honorific descriptors of the king: 

“Colonel, His Highness, sir, greatest of kings, lord of all kings, greatest of men,” etc. Below, I 

                                                
15 Erskine (2006 [1910]: 37) helps make sense of the English acronyms: After Ganga Singh was made an honorary 
Major in the Indian Army in 1900, he led his Imperial Service regiment into war with China. In 1902, on a visit to 
England, the Prince of Wales appointed him “aide-de-camp” (A.D.C.). Then, after leading another regiment into 
battle in Somaliland between 1903-04, he was awarded the title of “Knight Commander of the Star of India” 
(K.C.S.I.) in June 1904, and finally, in 1907, that of “Knight Grand Commander of the Order of the Indian Empire” 
(G.C.S.I.).  
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point out that many forms of bureaucratic, legal, and devotional writing within Gogameri circles 

in the ethnographic present utilized a similar aesthetic form, what I call the encyclopedic listing-

off of crucial facts. These honorifics thus comprised the most crucial fact for the king. For 

present purposes, though, I emphasize two other aspects of this inscription. First, Ganga Singh 

renovated neither the “temple” nor the “darg h” of Gogaji but, instead, the “Shri Gogameri” 

(which pilgrims and priests continue to call it). Secondly, the man to whom these renovations are 

attributed is named “Sadurlas Haji.” The Rajasthani word sadurlas descends from the Sanskrit, 

rd l, meaning a lion, panther, or leopard. The suffix haji, of course, is an honorific title applied 

to those who have made the Haj, or Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca. Knowing nothing else about 

this man than his name and profession as attendant of the tomb, I will say this much articulates 

with Talbot’s (2008) interpretation of the Kayamkhanis of northeastern Rajasthan, a lineage of 

Rajput converts to Islam who drew cosmologically and ritually on global aspects of Islam, but 

who were perhaps more concerned with the Rajput-warrior culture in which they felt at home.16 

This Haji, that is, possessed a name derived from Sanskrit that refers refers to the martial 

Rajput’s association with the lion (si ha).  

 Like other Chayal priests in the ethnographic present, I often overheard Pyar ‘Ali discuss 

the hagiographical and spatial-representational controversy with pilgrims. During one such 

conversation, he told a small group of elderly pilgrims how Hindus began worshipping Gogaji, 

calling him a bir (Hindi: vir; “hero”). 

 
The thing is that Gugga was a Chauhan Rajput who became a Muslim, so Hindus worship 
him as a Chauhan Rajput. We’re Chauhan Rajputs ourselves, but [our ancestors] 
converted to Islam a few generations after Gugga did. […] And look at [the tomb]! It’s a 

                                                
16 Erskine’s political history of Bikaner frequently refers to a group of ruling “Rajputs [who] converted to Islam” 
known as the “Chayals” (2006 [1910]: 24, 25, 105). They were one of the groups from the area who battled with 
Bika (founder of Bikaner, from the Rathor lineage of Jodhpur) and his descendants between the mid-fifteenth and 
mid-sixteenth centuries. 
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kabar (grave); it’s always been a kabar. And another thing: The m rti didn’t used to be 
here. Ganga Singh, the king of Bikaner—[…] he came here and installed the murti. But 
there was no murti before that. 

 

Murti is a common word in many South Asian languages for icons of Hindu deities. As Pyar ‘Ali 

here indicates, the Gogameri tomb is covered in marble plating, in which an image has been 

carved. When Ganga Singh sponsored what the inscription proposed were “renovations,” he thus 

“altered” the characteristics of the ritual “landscape” (Blackburn 2007), transforming the mazar, 

kabar, makbar, or dargah into a structure that the Devasthan Department would decide in is a 

temple 1949, thirty-odd years later, precisely because of this royal investment. 

As it turns out, this was not the only seeming-dargah that Ganga Singh fundamentally 

altered. Through “a subtle transformation,” Khan (1997) writes of the Gogaji and Ramdevji 

tombs, Ganga Singh “raised previously low deities (associated with low caste groups) to the 

level of hero-ancestor worship and bhakti” (1998: 24). The case “more interesting” than 

Gogameri, she argues, is that of Ganga Singh’s renovations at Ramdeora-Runicha: 

 
He surrounded the shrine, which obviously looked like an Islamic dargah, with an 
enclosure wall and a few other buildings so that it would also resemble a Hindu place of 
worship. However, he dared not desecrate the old sacred graves (to which ornate cloths or 
cadars are still offered in the Sufi style) by replacing them with Hindu chatris or 
chaturas (pillared kiosks and platforms erected over the samadhi of a saint or hero). 
(Khan 1998: 24) 

 

Khan conceives of the motivations for these landscape alterations in terms of caste: Ganga Singh 

sought to reclaim the tombs of these warrior kings, who largely appealed to the lower castes, for 

respectable caste Hindus.17 It is interesting to note, though, Ganga Singh replaced Urdu with 

Hindi as the official language of Bikaner, and served as the Chancellor of Banaras Hindu 

                                                
17 This may be due in large part to the concern of the journal article from which I quoted, which deals far more with 
caste disputes more than it does religious ones. See, however, her book (1997).  
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University (Seghal 1972: 60, 63). And both the Hindi movement and the University played into 

an incipient Hindu nationalism (Rai 2001; Renold 2005). I am not proposing that these two 

associations automatically rendered the king a Hindu nationalist, nor that “religion” (pace Khan) 

defined his goal more than “caste.” In changing the ritual landscape as he did, Ganga Singh, the 

person, would have most certainly exhibited a complex array of intentions. The most crucial 

aspect of this story for present purposes are the subsequent events and controversies that his 

renovations enabled, whether intentional or not. To that end, I describe two further aspects of 

Ganga Singh’s reign, through which I elaborate Singh’s (2015) appropriation of Dumézil’s 

(1998) theory of Indo-European sovereignty. These will aid my understanding of Gogaji, who is 

remembered as a petty monarch, and the forms of dharmik and ritual sovereignty that occupy 

chapters below. To foreshadow my argument, the other components of Ganga Singh’s career 

concern the mah r j ’s sizeable investments in public infrastructure, on the one hand, and his 

authoritarian proclivities, on the other. These are conceptually important not because Gogameri 

seva-vikas evokes continuity with Ganga Singh’s rule but, instead, to the extent that seva-vikas 

projects comprise what Lefebvre (following Nietzsche) calls a historical repetition (always 

characterized by difference) (2004). 

 Singh opens his discussion of state power in rural Rajasthan with reference to a local 

deity named Thakur Baba. As it turns out, Thakur Baba shares certain features with Gogaji, who 

before his entombment was a Rajput king and warrior in northeastern Rajasthan. When villagers 

claimed for Thakur Baba a certain “territorial authority,” Singh proposes, they motioned toward 

a “bipolar concept of power as a capacity for violence and for welfare” (2015: 3). Thakur Baba 

thus beckons “a more pluralized” notion of sovereignty  (ibid: 43-44).18 Like the village of 

                                                
18 Singh searches for conceptual tools different from the eternally pessimistic and totalizing views of Carl Scmitt and 
Georgio Agamben. Agamben, Singh interprets (2015: 55), builds on the dual compass of “redemption and 
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Shahabad, the Gogameri mausoleum was less plagued by an “unrelenting negativity of 

domination and resistance”—between the state and “the positivity of community, or static Hindu 

hierarchies”—and more likely to exhibit “varying intensities of conflict” among the state, 

citizens, and citizens’ trusts, which were likewise inhabited with “forms of intimacy and 

cohabitation” (ibid: 5). Singh develops the Durkheimian notion of sacred ambivalence in tandem 

with the bipolarity of sovereignty, “premised on law and violence, the latter at its most extreme 

being the right to kill” (ibid; emphasis in original).19 Singh therefore turns to the work of 

Georges Dumézil (1988) on Indo-European mythical representations of sovereignty. Comparing 

Indian and Roman antiquity, Dumézil reads the Vedic Varuna (and Roman Romulus) as 

sovereign “force,” and Mitra (or Numa) as sovereign “contract, the ‘friendlier,’ ‘pact-making’ 

aspect of sovereignty” (ibid: 44). 

 
Understood as complimentary, Dumézil argues, force and contract together constitute 
sovereignty ([1988]: 80). I take force to mark a potentiality for coercion and contract to 
signal a variably negotiated bond, involving different forms of give-and-take. I take this 
concept of sovereignty as bipolar, […] inasmuch as it marks an unresolved, non-
dialectical tension, present at varying thresholds. (Singh 2015: 44; emphasis in original) 

 

From this perspective, an understanding of sovereignty based on Agamben’s writing (1998, 

2005) would rest entirely on Varuna. In order to understand state investments in pilgrimage 

development, and the forms of sovereignty that trusts claimed through seva-vikas, this 

dissertation draws from Singh’s conceptualization of Mitra and Varuna. 

Born in 1880, Ganga Singh succeeded to the throne at seven years of age, though a 

Council and Political Agent administered Bikaner until he turned eighteen 1898 (Erskine 2006: 

                                                                                                                                                       
catastrophe” often imparted to Benjamin’s work. For scholars “who had not pinned our hopes on an extraordinary 
redemption in the first place,” however, Singh finds no reason to “hurl ourselves into the abyss.” 
19 In a future project, I plan to rework several notions of sovereignty in order to develop further what below I call 
dharmik and ritual sovereignty. Rather than a force over life, I have in mind priestly or gurus’ force over life-forms, 
including the life-forms of divinities. Hence, these are forms of ritual-aesthetic sovereignty.  
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37). He would go on to form and lead the well-known camel corps in France and Egypt during 

World War I, and in the Middle East during World War II (Seghal 1972: 60). He was also a 

signatory of the Treaty of Versailles, and represented the “Ruling Princes of India at the 

Assembly of the League of Nations held at Geneva in September 1924” (ibid). Perhaps his world 

travels influenced what on most accounts were the major administrative shifts of the king’s 

career, which exhibit the alternating Mitra- and Varuna-tendencies of sovereignty. On the one 

hand, to quote official postcolonial-state writing, Ganga Singh’s reign was the “first time that the 

State Government thought of giving some consideration to development schemes for the welfare 

of the people” (Seghal 1972: 261). In addition to such steps toward democratization as 

establishing a Legislative Assembly and a judiciary separate from the executive, he also formed 

a Department of Public Works in 1891 (ibid: 61-62, 67).20 Through this department, Singh 

expanded the railroad from 146 in-state kilometers in 1898, to 1,413 by by his death in 1943 

(ibid: 62).21 He also worked alongside the colonial state to extend irrigation canals from the 

Ghaggar River, which flowed abundantly in Punjab but was severely depleted by the time it 

entered Bikaner.22 As one of the king’s contemporaries put it, before his reign “artificial 

                                                
20 When Ganga Singh came to power in 1898, both a Diwan and a Council advised him (Erskine 2006: 65). He then 
dispossessed with the office of Diwan in 1902, established five Secretariats (one of which was the Deprtment of 
Public Works), and invited three of these five to join his Council. Seghal narrates how Ganga Singh’s innovative 
rule raised the kingdom “from a small petty principality into one of the premier Princely States” (1972: 61). By 
dismissing the Diwan in 1902, he could then “guide the administrative machinery personally” (ibid). In 1913, he 
created the Bikaner Representative Assembly (and renamed it the Legislative Assembly in 1917), “invested with 
powers of legislation, deliberation and interpretation on the model of the Central Assembly in British India” (ibid: 
61-62). By establishing the Representative Assembly, Seghal writes (ibid: 67), Ganga Singh planted the “seeds of 
political life” in Bikaner. However, “as a result of [their knowledge regarding the] more liberal institutions” in 
British India, the king’s “freedom loving” subjects were unsatisfied. 
21 Before this, Erskine identified two railways that Ganga Singh inherited: one linking Bikaner to Jodhpur (opened 
in 1891), and another from south Punjab (opened in 1889, and then again in 190s) (ibid: 61). 
22 The Ghaggar river, which lay predominantly in Punjab, dried up without a heavy monsoon rainfall; and the 
embankments and dams built in the river before it reached Bikaner further diminished the Princely State’s access 
(Erskine 2006: 54-55). Ganga Singh teamed up with the colonial state to build new dams and canals, and Erskine 
estimates that the king invested nearly Rs. 500,000. While the colonial bureaucracy controlled the canals from 1897-
1904 (during which time they netted about Rs. 10,000 annually), they handed these over to the king in 1904. He was 
then able to irrigate just less than 12,000 acres over the course of a year, with a net profit, again, of Rs. 10,000 
(“about two per cent, on the capital outlay”) (ibid: 55) 
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irrigation was practically unknown” in the area (Erskine 2006: 54). Then the Gang Canal, as the 

British named it in his honor, opened in 1927: 

 
The Gang Canal, which takes the place of pride amongst a number of ameliorative 
measures initiated by the Maharaja for promoting the well-being of his subjects, 
converted a big area of the State from desert into the lush green and fertile fields. More 
than 500 new villages have come into existence since the opening of the Canal and the 
region vies with any other in India in agricultural prosperity. (Seghal 1972: 62) 

 

Ganga Singh also appointed “a trained engineer” to head up the Department of Public Works 

(ibid: 78). Whereas in the ten years prior to this appointment the department focused largely on 

royal and military facilities,23 after 1901 it moved on to build jails, hospitals, schools, and roads 

throughout the kingdom. Ganga Singh was the kind of king, in other words, who invested state 

funds in the construction of material and social infrastructure meant for his subjects—something 

which many in Gogameri continued to discuss with some regularity in 2010 and 2013. These 

investments constituted the Mitra tendencies of his rule.  

 On the other hand, Ganga Singh prohibited anyone within his territory either to take an 

active role in anticolonial politics, or to utter a critical word in public or print regarding his 

administration (even after they migrated to other parts of India) (Seghal 1972: 67). “Political 

workers” from British India or elsewhere in Rajputana were likewise barred from entering the 

kingdom, and Bikaner residents were subject to punitive measures even for sporting the Gandhi 

cap. When a number of scathing political pamphlets nonetheless began to circulate, Ganga Singh 

                                                
23 During the 1890s, the state spent “nearly three lakhs” a year on departmental projects—beyond the railway and 
Ghaggar canals. These projects, Erskine reports, included a new audience hall for the fort (2.8 lakhs); “the lines and 
hospital of the Imperial Service camel corps; the additions to the Central Jail; the Bhagwan Das Hospital, named 
after a wealthy banker of Churu whose family provided the necessary funds (a lakh of rupees); the Ganga Kacheri or 
public offices; the Maharaja’s fine new palace, called Lalgarh, which, with its electric light installation, guest-house, 
offices, etc. has cost upwards of ten lakhs; and the Victoria Memorial club, erected at a cost of about a lakh rupees 
subscribed by the leading citizens” (Erskine 2006: 78). Outside of Bikaner city, the state sponsored the building of 
“several hospitals, police stations, schools, and other buildings, besides a couple of irrigation tanks” (ibid). 
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pushed the Public Safety Act through the Legislative Assembly in 1932.24 The state confiscated 

articles attacking this Act, and a group of writers and public speakers were arrested on charges of 

sedition, and later sentenced to imprisonment. The Act was, as Agamben (2005) would say, a 

naturalized state of exception. These authoritative Varuna tendencies, however, did not obliterate 

the Mitra characteristics of the Public Works Department. 

 Ganga Singh implemented repressive policies, but his rule also saw a veritable explosion 

of public works built in the interests of his subjects. Another tendency of sovereignty as it 

manifested in Gogameri concerned the sovereign’s devotional deference to divinities and gurus. 

Many of the Chayals, as much as the Sharmas and Devasthan pujaris, spoke of Ganga Singh’s 

great adoration for Gogaji as a motivating factor in his renovations of the tomb. What we have, 

then, is a king who transformed popular dargahs into temples, constructed public works in the 

interest of infrastructural and political modernization, and led an at-times repressive state. From 

this vantage point, Gogameri seva-vikas seems only partially novel: New syntheses were forged 

out of a stock of heterogeneous material (performatives and conceptualizations of sovereign 

responsibility to provide infrastructure and social services to subject-citizens, a mausoleum that 

looked like a dargah but housed a murti)—only some of which was new (Gidwani 2008). What 

was older, perhaps, were expectations of sovereigns: public works, devotion, and devotional 

investment in public religious works. Something that Singh’s (2015) reformulation of the Mitra-

Varuna model misses is thus the subject-citizens’ expectation to recognize in the acts and works 

of the sovereign the criteria of devotion (and not just care). This dissertation does not study kings 

or kingship, nor was anyone with whom I worked a subject of one. Yet people spoke of kings 

frequently. Royal Rajputana was as alive in conversations, imaginations, and entertainment and 

                                                
24 Essentially, this law “proscribed any agitation among labourers, prohibited the entry of any book or newspaper 
containing matter liable to create disaffection against the rule or his Government, and made it obligatory to apply for 
permission to hold any public meeting” (Seghal 1972: 66). 
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scholarly media, as it was in the concept, rhetoric, and practice of the Devasthan Department. 

This body, as official literature routinely states, “protects” and “fosters” the “religious culture” of 

the erstwhile princely states.25 Finally, as devotees said often, Gogaji and Gorakhnath’s was the 

sacc  darb r, the “true royal court”: the former, that of a maharaja (king); the latter, that of a 

maharaj (as ascetics are called). In that sense, nearly every chapter of this dissertation concerns 

the performatives of dharmik and ritual forms of sovereignty: the power of priests and pilgrim 

trusts not over life but, rather, the life-forms of gods and devotional practice.  

 

The Familiarity of Gogameri Pilgrims. I once sat in the courtyard of the villagers’ Ramdevji 

temple with the priestly attendant and a commodities distributor from nearby Bhadra. In the 

course of our conversation, they both came around to reflecting on a noteworthy change in 

Gogaji’s personality of late. They said he was first named Jahar (z har; “evident”) when people 

noticed that he was “appearing” from beyond the grave. Many pilgrims proposed that Bachal, 

Gogaji’s mother, exiled her son from the kingdom for decapitating his cousins in battle. Though 

exiled, Gogaji returned nightly in secret to meet with his wife—a return which many people cited 

to account for his name, Jahar Pir (or Vir). As he visited his wife thus before entombment, so he 

could even later be seen emerging from the ground beneath cows to drink milk directly from the 

source. While this was common knowledge, the priest relayed, what only residents of Gogameri 

knew was his habit of flying his horse through clouds above the village on the a ham , or eighth 

day of the Hindi month. “My brother used to see him too,” the goods distributor proposed: Those 

who could, saw him, and those who could not nonetheless heard the trot of his horse’s hooves as 

it carried Gogaji across the sky. Sometime in the early 1990s, however, people stopped seeing 

and hearing him in this way. Thinking about the timeframe for this disappearing act, I later 
                                                
25 See, for example: Devasth n vibh g, R jasth n v r ik prat  eva  pra sanik prativedan, 2011-12.  
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wondered what role India’s political climate had played. Did Gogaji’s recession signal a 

realization that the anti-Dalit and anti-Muslim politics and violence of the 1980-90s betrayed the 

historical pluralism of the Gogameri pilgrimage? I mused on the idea that at some un- or pre-

conscious level devotees recognized that engaging with Hindutva or anti-Mandal politics 

obliterated an inner spiritual value previously attached to this half-Muslim, half-Hindu saint of 

the lower castes. In order to make such an argument, though, I would have to locate historical 

documentation of an earlier instance of everyday pluralism (cf. Bigelow 2010). Colonial 

ethnography, conversely, mitigates against this wonderfully romantic tale of a heart-broken 

Gogaji, only now truly seeking refuge in the belly of Mother Earth. Instead, one finds 

hagiographic disagreements over Gogaji’s conversion, death, and religio-political associations, 

which most colonial-era writers unsurprisingly attributed to either “Hindus” or “Muslims.” 

 In 1878-79, Alexander Cunningham, a Major-General of the Royal Engineers in Bengal 

and the Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India, took a “tour in the Panjab” 

(1970). In Sirsawa (Sirsa, Haryana; a two-hour drive from Gogameri), he encountered claims 

that this town had been the natal home of “Bachal Rani, the mother of Guga Chauhan” (ibid: 80). 

Cunningham relays that Bachal married the “Chauhan Raja of Bagar-des” (b ga , an unofficial 

name of the desert region in which Gogameri in located) during “the time of Mahmud [of 

Ghazni].” The capital of Bagar-des was then ‘Dardera’” (Dadreva/Dadrera: Gogaji’s birthplace 

and kingdom, previously in the Bikaner Princely State and now in the Churu District of 

Rajasthan).  

 
The story of Guga is known all over Northern India, from the Himalaya mountains to 
Narbada. Songs are sung in his praise on every return of his birth-day, and he is 
worshipped equally by Hindus and by Muhammadans; by the former as Guga Chauhan, 
the invincible champion of their faith, and by the latter as Guga Pir and Zahar Pir, the 
brave convert to Islamism. He is also, strange to say, more especially revered by the low 
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class Bhangis, or sweepers, who celebrate his birth-day by a grand procession with a 
huge black flag, and the singing of numerous songs in his praise. (Cunningham 1970: 81; 
emphasis in original) 

 

Not only did Hindus and Muslims call him by different names, but they also celebrated different 

narratives of his life. Cunningham heard “a Muhammadan version” of the tale in which Gogaji 

left the kingdom at his mother’s behest and went to Mecca to meet Ratan Haji (his other guru, 

secondary to Gorakhnath) (1970: 84; Oman 1889: 71; see also Horovitz 1913). The “Hindu 

account,” on the other hand, had “Goga Bir” falling during a war he waged against Mahmud 

Ghaznavi.26 This version likewise held that Arjan and Sarjan (Gogaji’s cousins) enlisted the 

military service of the (Muslim) Emperor of Delhi. The sorts of hagiographic disputes I 

encountered in the twenty-first century echo what was at least a disagreement documented as 

early as the late-nineteenth century. Perhaps this was a disagreement of genre, though. Ahmad 

(1963) points to two literary genres that he writes emerged in relative autonomy from one 

another in late-medieval north India: Persian “epics” of “Muslim conquest,” and Old-Hindi 

“counter-epics” of “Hindu resistance.” Without the ability or concern to engage critically with 

Ahmad’s classification or conceptualization of these genres, I find his argument helpful in the 

current context for two reasons. First, if these literary genres did in fact develop separately, then 

it is possible that the hagiographic controversies of which I write are also, in part, a matter of 

genre and, hence, aesethetic sensibilities. This would encourage one to see in these controversies 

                                                
26 In a report on another tour—“in the Central Provinces and Lower Gangetic Doab in 1881-82”—Cunningham 
develops a theory regarding what he calls “demon worship” (1969). More specifically, he writes of “the aboriginal 
race of Sauras, or Saravas,” which he understood to be the pre-Aryan, pre-Muslim population of South Asia (ibid: 
v). He then argues that “demon worship” must be the original religion of the Sauras, inasmuch as Hindus and 
Muslims of the lower classes both continued to practice it. Not only did demon worship withstand Aryan and 
Muslim attempts to eradicate it, but it also gave birth to such popular traditions as the “worship of Guga Chauhan” 
(ibid). The missing link here is Cunningham’s conflation of a number of Indic terms for deceased-but-present spirits. 
Hence, he writes that “Bir” means “spirit,” and equates the worshipped bir-virs with those “ghosts […] called pret, 
or bhut, or betal, and even pisach” (ibid: 141-42). “At first,” he writes, the title of bir “was probably used only for 
those who fell in battle,” citing the meaning of bir as “hero” (ibid: 142).  
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more than a structural antagonism between “Hindus” and “Muslims.” This move is particularly 

helpful for the present story, for in Gogameri there was no clear division between Gogaji’s 

“Hindu” or “Muslim” hagiographies. Indeed, many non-Chayal Muslims I knew supported the 

proposition that Gogaji did not convert to Islam, and did die defending “India” from Mahmud of 

Ghazni. Additionally, many Hindus and Sikhs rallied behind the Chayals’ reconfiguration of 

historical narrative and pilgrimage worship. Secondly, the directionality of Ahmad’s 

definitions—epics of Muslim conquest, counter-epics of Hindu resistance—reverses that in 

almost all scholarship on present-day Hindu nationalism. With Hindus as the religious and 

political majority in India, it is difficult for scholars (myself included) to sympathize with 

Hindutva claims of Hindu political victimization. In Gogameri, though—as in other parts of 

India, I suspect—those who sound the most like Hindu nationalists (the Sharmas and Gorakhtila 

Dhuna trustees) identified themselves by victims—first of all by Muslim invaders like Mahmud 

of Ghazni, and more recently by the Congress Party’s “pseudo-secularism,” constitutional 

reservations for the lower castes, and a growing geographical inequality in the wake of economic 

globalization. It is unsurprising, furthermore, that the Sharmas and Dhuna trustees should have 

reformulated their disputes with the Chayals within the popular historical narratives propagated 

by the RSS and its affiliates. I thus realized in the field that in order to write well about this 

(minority) segment of the population, I would need to find some way to reconceive of their 

positions. This is where the directionality of articulation (“epic”) and response (“counter-epic”) 

in Ahmad’s argument came of use. What sort of analytical reorientation might enable me to 

listen more carefully to my interlocutors?27 

                                                
27 While the violent antagonisms over Hindutva, caste reservations, and pre-colonial Islamic ritual space (in the icon 
of the Babri Masjid) roared in India, much of the cutting-edge scholarship in Asian studies pursued the logics of 
power and resistance in the colonial period (Guha 1983; Scott 1986, 1990; Chatterjee 1993; Dirks, Eley, and Ortner 
1994). Although I do not reproduce the language of this analytics, I found that by imagining the seva-vikas projects 
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 It is certainly true that the Hindu Right—like the Christian Right in America—insists 

“they are being persecuted unless they are thoroughly in power” (Connolly 2008: 44). The so-

called Hindu nationalists I knew in Gogameri also spoke of their resistance to the Chayal 

Muslims and Congress Party in terms of their own historical victimization at the hands of 

Muslim “invaders” and state secularism. Beyond this well known, representational political 

strategy, I tried to understand their claims of Hindu victimhood—or claims that Gogaji died 

trying to protect cows (those holiest of creatures) or Somnath (that holiest of temples) from 

narrative figures bent on destroying all things Hindu—as they might be felt. Inspired by the 

recent anthropological impulse to postpone critique (Riles 2001, Moose 2005, Singh 2015), I 

proceed to grapple ethnographically with my interlocutors’ (empirically incorrect, politically 

suspicious) felt convictions that they are historical victims, with the Chayals’ apparently 

unshakable position in the mausoleum as the closest instance. It is my hope that this exercise will 

contribute to scholarly literature on the Sangh Parivar’s strategic transmission of such narratives 

by highlighting some of the heretofore neglected affects, ethics, and intellectual and devotional 

investments involved at the “ground level,” which rendered certain Hindus more likely to 

appropriate RSS-inspired methods of self- and historical interpretation. If this enriches my 

conceptualization of religious disputes, how does Gogameri help to think of the caste politics of 

the recent past? Again, I turn to colonial-era ethnography from the end of the nineteenth century. 

 Perhaps the most robust ethnographic description I found of Gogaji devotees (colonial or 

postcolonial) is from a book by John Campbell Oman (1841-1911).28 The title of his chapter on 

                                                                                                                                                       
of the Sharma pujaris and Dhuna trustees as this sort of “resistance,” I was better able to sympathize 
ethnographically with the sentiment. 
28 Oman lived “in each of the Provinces of Northern India from Assam to the Punjab,” during which he “[did] [his] 
best to understand the character and intellectual condition of the people of the country” (1889: 5). The book, Indian 
Life: Religious and Social, thus consists of “sketches of Indian life,” particularly “the mode of life and habits of 
thought of the humbler ranks of the community” (ibid: 5-6). 
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Gogaji devotees carries the weighty name (to which I return below), “A Strange Cult; The 

Worship of Zahir-Pir” (ibid: 66-84). Oman writes in particular of the Lalbagi community (“of the 

Mehter or sweeper class”), who heralded Zahir Pir as their “patron saint” and made vows to offer 

donations to his shrines “in affliction or trouble” (what I call vow-requests) (1889: 72). The 

chapter dwells at length on the processions they organized for the decorated standards they said 

represented Gogaji on his wedding day.29 He is particularly interested in the manner in which 

standard-bearers are said to become the horses of Zahir Pir, the profit-motivation of the Muslim 

custodians of Zahir Pir’s tomb in far-off Bagar, and what he casts as the imposition of rules for 

ritual propriety (by both the standard-bearers and tomb custodians). Now the Lalbagis were 

called Hindu by the British, but Oman considers them neither Hindu nor Muslim.  

 
At present day their occupation is for the most part that of sweepers and scavengers. The 
Lalbagis then […] are rejected of Hinduism. They do not even call themselves Hindus, 
although often classed as such by Europeans. They are certainly not Mussulmans. But, 
like a race of out-castes, they haunt the outer courts of temples of both religions to pick 
up such crumbs of comfort as they may be permitted to appropriate. They believe in the 
Brahman; they consult him on most occasions of life and he takes their money. The 
Mussulman Fakir is equally an object of veneration by them, and many an offering do 
they make on the graves of Syuds. Although neither Hindus nor Muhammdans, they take 
part in many festivals peculiar to the two creeds, and have succeeded in finding for 
themselves a patron saint who combines in himself the double advantage of having 
belonged at different times to both creeds, having been […] born a Hindu and dying a 
good Muslim. (Oman 1889: 81). 

 

Like Cunningham—who noticed that the Punjabi shrines of Zahar Pir (but not Goga Bir?) “are 

much frequented by the lower classes” (1970: 84)—Oman seems to conceive of an overlap 

between the Lalbagis’ degraded caste position, “strange” animistic ritual practice, and devotion 

to the ambiguously affiliated Zahir Pir.  

                                                
29 These standards were a ubiquitous site during the Gogameri pilgrimage festivals I witnessed in 2008 and 2013. 
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The chapters that follow describe how many—but certainly not all—Gogameri pilgrims 

felt the need to respond preemptively to exactly this undesirable triangulation of Gogaji with the 

lower castes and what many saw as their ignorant, historically degraded ritual practice (cf. 

Willford 2006). More often than not, these pilgrims were more recently affiliated to Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath, rather than children and grandchildren of Gogaji’s bhagats. Those pilgrims who 

were most active in religious and charitable trusts were often also most invested in “elevating” 

the Gogameri pilgrimage out from under the veil of these stereotypes. Hence, while their projects 

exhibited what Ferguson calls “faith in development,” they were also concerned with the 

“development of faith,” or the cultivation of devotional qualities in ways indebted to economic 

knowledge and developmental practice (Rudnyckyj 2010; quoting Ferguson 1999: 14). Their 

efforts did not end there, however.  

As I did above in the case of the sky-riding Gogaji’s disappearance, here I again start out 

with a wrong but logical-enough hypothesis, and then work backwards to construct my 

argument. To overstate it in a way that would seem odd to my interlocutors, many of these new 

trusts sought to prove varying convictions that Gogaji and Gorakhnath were not confined to 

lower-caste straddlers of religious boundaries. To that end, and again to overstate things, they 

worked to associate their deities and their followers to a “transcendental Hinduism” (cf. Willford 

2006)—in Gogameri and what follows, the “linked histories” of the Nath Sampraday and 

Sanatan Dharm (cf. Blackburn 2001; see Ch. 2 below). It would not be enough to say that Gogaji 

and Gorakhnath were incarnations of Vishnu and Shiva, respectively; pilgrims would need to 

appropriate a reconfiguration of the pilgrimage such that these saintly divinities were served 

(with seva-puja) in kind. What I actually observed among these sorts of pilgrims and their 

priestly counterparts was a long, slow, and only partly successful trend to replace ritual practices 
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that looked and felt like Lalbagi worship (processing with standards, self-flagellation with iron 

whips, now-banned goat sacrifice and gifts of liquor, and aspects of dargah worship like laying 

cloth sheets over the tomb) with ritual-aesthetic forms more congruent with Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath’s “true nature” as high Hindu gods. Chapters two, three, and six analyze the 

processes by which priests and pilgrims alike imported such forms: the havan sacrifice, with 

roots in the Rig veda and more recent ties to the Arya Samaj; and what people called vai av 

rt , which consists of a priestly offering of ritualized camphor lamps (McHugh 2014), and the 

now-obligatory arti hymn, “Om jay Jagd  Hare,” which praises Krishna as omnipotent deity 

and the signer’s personal savior.  

 The preceding pitched recent ritual transformations in Gogameri as if they resulted from 

an intentional strategy, which is only half true. Unlike those of “reformers,” the objectives were 

not always transparent; some only began to seem so in retrospect. One could call them a 

historically dispersed strategy (de Certeau 1984). As in the epic/counter-epic distinction, much 

by way of the competing ritual reformulations struck me as guided by ritual-aesthetic 

sensibilities. It was not the case that (most) upper-caste Hindus sought consciously to replace 

“lower-caste” “syncretism” with an urban, middle-class variety of Sanatan Dharm. Rather, their 

motivations emerged through the complex reverberations of aesthetic, ritual, location-influenced 

dispositions, and intentional, ethical, devotional investments.  

 Oman relates how Lalbagis remained connected to Zahir Pir’s tomb even though few of 

them had made the pilgrimage there themselves. They maintained direct lines of communication, 

he writes, through the efforts of the tomb’s “custodians”—whom I suppose were Kayamkhani 

Chayals (one of them may have even been Sadurlas Haji): 
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But his tomb is removed from the great centres of population and wealth. Lalbagis, like 
other people, need some more present object to quicken their devotion and open their 
purse-strings than a distant grave. This the custodians of the tomb thoroughly understand, 
so they periodically send out missionaries to remind the Lalbagis of the necessity of 
contributing towards the maintenance of the tomb and its guardians, if they desire a 
continuance of the blessings secured to them through the favour of the saint. (Oman 
1889: 72) 

 

These missionaries, of course, were “Mussulmans,” and Oman’s account depicts them as 

traveling the entire subcontinent, “promising the protection and good offices of the Pir” (ibid). 

Oman says that they “expect[ed]” donations, whereas “empty-handed worshippers [were] of little 

account” (ibid). When they visited Lalbagis, for instance, they would allow “privileged men […] 

known as Bhaggats” (usually those who had made the pilgrimage to Bagar) to raise the saint’s 

standard (ibid: 73). The custodians “exercise sufficient control over the Bhaggats,” Oman 

proposes, “and insist upon the observance by them of the customary practices” (ibid). 

How do these histories aid an understanding of the Gogameri pilgrimage public? One 

notices certain continuities today with this late-nineteenth-century description, including the 

imperative to see to the tomb’s upkeep, and a strong intuition of the Chayals’ profit-motivation. 

Both of these may correlate as well to the sociologies and financial theories of worship to which 

the new seva-vikas trusts responded (see the introduction). In that case, the older configurations 

of the Gogameri pilgrimage placed poor, lower-caste, ambiguously affiliated communities in 

something of a jajm n -type patron-client relationship with the tomb’s Muslim priests. First, 

reversing the pejorative title of Oman’s chapter (“A Strange Cult”), I designate the majority of 

pilgrim—whose devotional practices worked upon heterogeneous material shared with the 

Lalbagis (narrative, materiality, aesthetic forms, relational habits, etc.)—as “familiar pilgrims.” 

In one way or another, what they did and said on pilgrimage to Gogameri was familiar to 

Gogameri priests and residents and scholarship alike. Secondly, combining this title with that of 
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a collection of short stories written by García Márquez—Strange Pilgrims (1993)—I use the 

term “stranger pilgrims” to refer to those who designed and lead the seva-vikas projects of 

Gogameri trusts.  

On one level, the adjectives “familiar” and “stranger” indicate varying intensities and 

durations of intimacy. As Cunningham and Oman demonstrate, there are more and older 

precedents for the configuration of pilgrimage associations (among the Chayals, lower-caste 

devotees, and Zahar Pir) than there are for the seva-vikas projects of trusts led by stranger 

pilgrims. This is not to say that all familiar pilgrims appreciated the Chayals, embraced the 

“conjoined and disjunctive genealogies” of the Gogameri pilgrimage, or were themselves 

members of lower castes. Indeed, we have just seen hagiographical and genre disputes between 

“Hindu” and “Muslim” pilgrims from the end of the nineteenth century, and it is likely that both 

of these “groups” would have sponsored worship through the Chayals. (Even Ganga Singh did so 

with Sadurlas Haji.) Nor do my shorthand appellations imply that familiar pilgrims are somehow 

historically different from stranger pilgrims, as if the mere fact that certain ritual forms predated 

others made their contemporary temporal experience somehow “plural to itself” (Chakrabarty 

2000; cf. Blackburn 2010). With “familiar” and “stranger,” then, I refer most specifically to what 

was familiar in Gogameri, and what was of recent import: it is thus a historical distinction 

particular to the Gogameri pilgrimage. And yet, the stranger pilgrims whom I knew claimed that 

their reconfigurations were historically more consistent with both Hindu antiquity and the 

preferences of Gogaji and Gorakhnath (which, for them, were overlapping). Wanting to 

understand rather than contradict my research subjects’ sensibilities, I answer this tension by 

appealing to García Márquez’s book. Each of its short stories presents idiosyncratic scenes of 

Latin Americans in Europe. As Latin Americans, of course, the characters would have been 
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partly descendent of Europeans—which would have made, the book’s conceit goes, for a strange 

historical relationship to their current location. When stranger pilgrims claimed greater access to 

or clarity on the historically proper configuration of the pilgrimage encounter in Gogameri, the 

analogous orientation was that of Narayan Bhatt, who in the sixteenth century “rediscovered” the 

landscape of Krishna’s earthly life in Vrindavan even though its traces had long since 

disappeared (Haberman 1994). As stranger pilgrims journeyed to and spent more time in Gogaji, 

this orientation was strengthened by encounters with co-travelers—to draw on Anderson’s 

(2006: 53-61) depiction of another kind of pilgrim—with whom only loose associations 

developed. Although stranger pilgrims did not come to constitute a “community” in any 

conventional sense, many recognized among each other a resonance of sensibility and vocation 

(cf. Connolly 2008). To the extent that they identified these abstracted overlaps, perhaps it would 

not be incorrect to speak of a “community of [seva-vikas] concern” (Copeman 2009: 15). I shall 

refer to these pilgrim trustees—a small but influential circle from among the Gogameri 

pilgrimage public—as stranger pilgrims, and it is an ethnography of their trusts that chapters two, 

four, and six seek to offer.  

 

“Text” as “Document”? Fashioning the Go-To Record of Truth: In May 2010, one of my 

closer Chayal interlocutors, a middle-aged man I call Pyar ‘Ali, introduced me to another pujari 

named Ayub. Pyar ‘Ali distinguished himself from Ayub in terms of education: Whereas he had 

dropped out of Karanpura’s inferior government school after only a few years, Ayub studied 

through the tenth grade, and could thus, Pyar ‘Ali proposed, hold more learned conversations 

with me. Ayub began by narrating the basic frame of Gogaji’s hagiography upon which they 

agreed with the Sharmas. When Gogaji showed up following his second exile, Gorakhnath 
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instructed him to go to a dangerous forest and “recite the mantra: ‘la ilah illa’l-lah.’” Gogaji 

should likewise go to Bhatinda to meet “an Arab sadhu” named Ratannath (or Ratan Pir), whose 

caravan had recently arrived in India. After studying under Ratannath, Gogaji returned to 

Gogameri, where he is still alive inside the tomb. “Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs,” Ayub 

continued, all make the pilgrimage to Gogameri—to this site “where there is no j ti (categorical 

social difference; here, religious or caste group). Everything I’ve just told you,” he concluded, 

“is what I heard from the elders (buzurg).” 

 Meanwhile, a Devasthan Inspector from the Bikaner office showed up, and was now 

standing behind Ayub. Immediately following Ayub’s proposal that jati held no importance in 

Gogameri, he chimed in: In the beginning of time, the Lord (bhagv n) created four jatis among 

humans. Later, all of the kings of India were fighting among themselves, which gave “Muslim 

armies and thieves from the northwest” the opportunity to “cross India’s borders,” “forcefully 

convert Hindus” to Islam, steal all of “India’s wealth,” and destroy India’s temples en masse. 

“This a proven fact (pram it),” the inspector ended.  

 “I don’t know anything about what’s proven,” Ayub retorted. “I just know what the 

buzurgs told me.” The inspector repeated his claim that the history he was relating was 

composed of factual statements. Anyone interested in Gogaji “needs to know the whole history 

of India.” Ayub and Pyar ‘Ali protested: We were discussing Gogaji, rather than Indian history. 

“Look,” the inspector tried again, “it is a proven fact that Muslim invaders came [to India] and 

converted large numbers of Hindus to Islam through force.” Ayub assured this man of his 

ignorance of “historical evidence” (aitih sik pram ).  

 “This is our job,” Pyar ‘Ali offered, “and this has always been our family’s work.” Faced 

with a deadlock, the inspector gave up and walked off, and Pyar ‘Ali and Ayub took turns 
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responding to anticipated arguments against the Islamic or otherwise-shared ritual-aesthetic 

forms of the Gogameri tomb and pilgrimage. “This tomb is a masjid,” Pyar ‘Ali proposed, “and 

everyone used to come here” regardless of religious or caste affiliation. “We don’t know why the 

murti was [carved into the tomb],” Ayub said, countering the common citation of this image to 

support the temple argument. “But we do know that Gogaji was a pir. Others call him ‘vir,’ but 

both [Moinuddin] Chishti and Gogaji are revered as pirs. This is the truth, and everything else is 

a lie.” When I asked if this was a “Hindu vs. Muslim” disagreement, Pyar ‘Ali resisted this 

understanding. “This official is just crazy (p gal)—he talks too much.”  

 This vignette evokes something of the new discourse in Gogameri on corroborated 

hagiography. When the Chayals told pilgrims of Gogaji’s life and feats, they did so quite often 

with authority. They also made frequent reference to what the buzurgs, or their elders, used to 

say. Largely uneducated, the Chayals had neither the training nor the interest in written proof of 

the narratives they relayed to pilgrims. The new discourse came, instead, from writers affiliated 

with the Sharma pujaris and Dhuna trustees (themselves unaffiliated). The parents of one of my 

teachers in Jaipur made the Gogameri pilgrimage occasionally, and made me a copy of their 

favorite chapbook, entitled “The Researched History of Gorakhnath and Gogaji” (Gorakhan th 

eva  Gog j  k  odhp r  itih s) (Sharma and Sharma n.d.). Mahant Rupnath, abbot of 

Gorakhtila and director of the Dhuna Trust, wrote the prologue to another research chapbook, 

and praised its reliance on “historical proof” and “facts” (Rupnath 2007; Omprakash 2007). One 

of the Gorakhtila journalists had been writing a research book on the Nath Sampraday for the 

past ten years. Akin to the Chayals, most Sharma priests tended to stay away from conversations 

about history. Generally, when I asked a question pertaining to Gogaji or the tomb’s history, they 

would refer me to a book that one of their relatives, a retired judge in Jaipur, had written. “O.P. 
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Sharma’s book includes everything,” I routinely heard. “He has all of the documents from the 

Devasthan Department—the whole written history.” Chapter five deals at length with the 

Gorakhtila journalists and periodicals (Nath-panth, on religion; and Gogameri Times, on 

development). Here, I examine the new discourse on proof in O.P. Sharma’s book, the title of 

which translates as, “The True Court of Lord Shri Gogaji: An Evidenced Book Corroborated by 

the Ancestral Priests of the Temple” ( r  Gog j  bhagv n k  sacc  darb r: mandir ke pu tain  

puj riyo  dv r  paripu  pr m ik pustak).  

With the historical-sociological lead-up to the dissertation nearly told, I still need to 

indicate the sorts of hagiographical disputes held between the priestly families at the tomb. In 

addition to orienting the reader to the narrative peculiarities of the following chapters, this serves 

two other functions. First, while historians and anthropologists have pointed to moral narratives 

of capitalism, development, and modernity (Gupta 1998; Chakrabarty 2000; Keane 2007; Smith 

2008)—where economic progress is taken to indicate moral superiority—those of development 

and seva in Gogameri were diverged empirically. Secondly, if international development has 

entered a new phase in which more, better theory and policy is the name of the game, and 

organizations now seek most of all to control official and popular interpretation of development 

(Moose 2005), then knowing the religio-moral narratives of pilgrimage development is a crucial 

analytical step. Since seva-vikas in Gogameri was funded almost entirely by religious and 

charitable trusts, through donations elicited through the cultivation of associations with 

important, well-placed, potential donors (ibid), then coming to know these historiographic 

disputes may also facilitate a richer ethnographic understanding of the rhetorical practices so 

central to development work in Gogameri. Without further ado, I turn to the priestly and 

scholarly controversy over the historical Goga Chauhan. 
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One set of details on which most parties agreed was that the basic narrative of Gogaji’s 

life begins with his parents, Jevar and Bachal Chauhan, king and queen of Dadreva in what is 

today the Churu District of Rajasthan (a three-hour ride from Gogameri when the train runs). 

When Bachal could not conceive, she consulted the ascetic Gorakhnath, who agreed to grant her 

a yogically inseminating substance—an actually usually presented as a response to her 

superlative guru-seva. When the day came for Bachal to receive the boon, however, her evil twin 

sister, Kachal, beat her to the punch. Kachal was also yet to conceive, and disguised herself as 

Bachal in order to convince Gorakhnath to give her two servings of his potent ash. This he did, 

and Kachal conceived Gogaji’s twin cousins, Arjan and Sarjan. After Bachal arrived at 

Gorakhnath’s ascetic camp shortly afterwards, she eventually did persuade Gorakhnath of her 

identity, though it took a while. Rather than ash, the great yogi conferred the resin of the guggal 

plant (Amyris agallochum) to Bachal, and made a prophecy of the child she would birth. It 

became apparent both while she was with child and after the birth of her son that he possessed 

miraculous capacities, such as the ability to speak to the Lord of the Snakes and save people 

from snake bites.30 As Gogaji grew older, he was routinely faced the competitive jealousy nature 

of Arjan and Sarjan. He married a princess named Siriyal.31  After Jevar passed away, when 

Gogaji was succeeding to the throne, Arjan and Sarjan laid claim to a portion of the kingdom. 

Gogaji denied their claim, so the brothers enlisted the military services of the sovereign of Delhi 

(usually Akbar or Prithviraj Chauhan). On the eve of battle, Bachal asked Gogaji not to kill his 

cousins, but he did anyhow. In fact, he decapitated both of them. Catching wind of this, Bachal 

exiled Gogaji from the kingdom. Still the dethroned Gogaji subsequently snuck back into the 

                                                
30 This dissertation does not deal in this dissertation with Gogaji’s relation to snakes. Whereas many scholars have 
identified Gogaji as the preeminent healer of snakebites throughout the Hindi-speaking countryside (Vogel 1926; 
Briggs 1938; Lewis 1956; Lapoint 1978; White 1996), no one in Gogameri ever gave credence to such propositions.  
31 Another source of Gogaji’s renown is his appearance in the epic of Pabuji (another of the Five Pirs, Warriors, or 
Gods of Rajasthan), largely through a wedding scene. See Smith (1991), Hiltebeitel (1999) 
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palace each night to visit his wife, Siriyal. Bachal discovered this deceit as well, and banished 

him a second time. He now left the kingdom in search of a holy man who could initiate him into 

an ascetic order.32 This is where the basic narrative of Gogaji’s begins to fragment. According to 

most enunciations, Gogaji set out for what is now Gogameri, where Gorakhnath was practicing 

austerities (at the spot atop which the Ancient Dhuna was built at Gorakhtila). The most common 

endings are of two varieties. First, the Chayals and many stranger pilgrims recount that Gogaji, 

dejected by his second eviction, informed Gorakhnath of his desire to immolate himself through 

willful entombment. Gorakhnath answered that as a Hindu he could not be buried, but suggested 

Gogaji go to Bhatinda, Punjab, to receive initiation from Ratan Nath/Pir, who himself was an 

Arab Muslim. When Gogaji learned to recite the first half of the kalma (“There is no god but 

god”), Mother Earth opened up and received him inside her. The other common ending is largely 

the same—which I heard from stranger pilgrims, the Sainsis (hereditarily musicians who sing 

Gogaji’s praises and story for pilgrims to the tomb), and many of the chapbooks in the temple 

bazaars. The only real difference here is that Gogaji did not convert to Islam. Instead, with the 

yogic abilities he learned from Gorakhnath and Ratannath, he enticed or made Mother Earth 

swallow him whole. While these serve as pilgrims’ standard narrative options, the Sharma priests 

and Dhuna trustees had other conclusions in mind. 

 The Sharmas and Dhuna trustees discounted the hagiography told by the Chayals. To 

their mind, Gogaji did not convert to Islam. More than this, he spent his life fighting off the 

incursions of medieval “Muslim invaders.” As chapter two discusses, most of the research 

writings produced by stranger pilgrims and technicians of pilgrimage redefine Gogaji’s 

                                                
32 For the oral hagiography of Bhartrihari and Gopichand, two other kings born of boons from Nath ascetics and 
who renounced the throne to take initiation (whether they wanted to or not), see A. Gold (1992). 
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appellation of “pir” (Sufi holy man) as a Muslim mispronunciation of bir or vir (martial hero).33 

They also speak of him as an incarnation of Vishnu and the greatest of Shiva devotees (just as 

they do of Gorahnath as the incarnation of Shiva). Although O.P. Sharma’s judicial mode of 

argumentation distinguished his writings from others, in this regard he is no different. Evoking 

the narrative of Vishnu’s other incarnations, Sharma attributes to Gorakhnath the prophecy that 

Bachal’s son would grow up to “destroy adharm and establish dharm” (n.d.: 16).34 One of the 

more significant differences between Gogaji and Vishnu’s avatars concerns the the demons 

whom they descend to slay.  

 
Violent Muslim offenders and attackers from northwestern India and Afghanistan, such 
as Mahmud Ghaznavi, began to attack [“India”] in order to slaughter cows, rob temples, 
and suppress the innocent public. Gogaji responded by chasing them away from Bhatner 
Fort35 (having broken their faces [m h to ]) seventeen times. Being forced to retreat time 
and again, the attackers drove thousands of cows out in front of Gogaji’s army as a 
nefarious ruse. Surrounded by cows, Gogaji could not attack anyone. Gogaji, the 
superlative devotee and protector of cows, had previously halted the attackers while they 
were on their way to Somnath, with the goal of protecting cows. When he [now] saw that 
he would have to injure cows in order to stop the attackers (who were darting from side 
to side), he established the greatest human ideal by telling his general, Narsi Pande, that 
he would renounce his ninety-three-year-old human life in order to safeguard the welfare 
of cows and society, and return his material body to its form of subtle akti. In this 
revolution of the wheel of the universe, he took samadhi in what is now Gogameri, [a 
samadhi which was] produced out of [his] vast shakti. Before anyone else, pa it Narsi 
Pande ignited the first lamp, which is worshipped even today as “the first lamp, of Narsi 
Pande,” or as “samadhi lamp.” (Sharma n.d.: 19-20; emphasis in original) 

 

OP Sharma’s story continues: With the success of their bovine diversion, the “army of attackers” 

began to flee. On their way back from pillaging the Somnath temple, however, they were 

                                                
33 The p ñc p rs are often explained in devotional and scholarly works alike as Rajasthan’s most important “folk 
deities” (lok devt ), and each exhibits qualities now identified, exclusively by many, as either Hindu or Muslim.  
34 One of the sources of O.P. Sharma’s evidence, particularly on markedly religious issues, is the Bhagavad Gita. 
“The Lord said in the Gita, [‘]In each age I assume an incarnation in order to establish dharm and destroy evils, and 
to dispossess devotees of suffering (bhakto  ko ka o  ko d r karne; see “Om jay Jagdish Hare”), and, instead, 
grant them happiness-[and]-prosperity (sukh-sampatti; ibid)” (Sharma n.d.: 20). 
35 Bhatner is the older name for Hanumangarh. Many of the Sharma priests, as O.P. writes in this text, told me that 
Gogaji shifted his military headquarters from Dadreva to Bhatner because the latter offered a more strategic location 
in the middle of the old trade routes that “the Muslims” used to invade “India.” 
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confronted by an “army born of Jaharvir Gogaji’s invisible shakti” (ibid: 20). From the grave, 

Gogaji defeated these “malecchas” (Sanskrit: mleccha), or non-Indian barbarians. At this 

“second go-round, Narsi Pande and Bhajju Kotwal likewise sacrificed themselves, finding refuge 

at Gogaji’s samadhi. Gogadev ravaged the malecch of Ghazni in exactly the same way as Lord 

Ram put an end to Ravan’s rule, and Shri Krishna the evil administration of Kans” (ibid). 

In ordinary, everyday situations, to which this section’s opening vignette attests, the 

Chayals authorized their narratives by attributing them to the buzurgs, or family elders. Now 

those Sharma men who worked as pujaris in Gogameri made appeals to what their buzurgs said 

as well, though they diverged in how they responded to contestations: Unlike the Chayals, in 

these circumstances the Sharma priests often cited O.P.’s writing verbally. This text, in other 

words, also functioned for the Sharmas as a document (Riles 2006; see Ch. 4 below). This was 

something akin to what Latour calls the ability to “muster on the spot the largest number of well 

aligned and faithful allies” (1998: 23; emphasis removed). The reference to O.P. Sharma’s 

book—or any other piece of devotional writing in Gogameri that answered the novel 

hagiographical discourse on evidence through the use of accompanying knowledge practices—

diverged greatly from the laboratory knowledge that Latour studies. Instead of an “agonistic 

encounter” over the research conclusions of professional academics, the hagiographic 

controversy in Gogameri predated the emergence of devotional historiography, as I have shown. 

And yet I will read more into my interlocutors’ devotional-historical writing than Foucault 

(2003) did, for example, in Marxist and Freudian scholarship claiming scientific status. Rather 

than seeing such claims as an indication that these writers employ “verification procedures,” 

Foucault writes that they endeavor to discredit other “subjects and experiences of knowledge” in 

order to elevate their own “theoretico-political vanguard” (ibid: 10). The writings of O.P. Sharma 
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and the Gorakhtila journalists performed this function as well: They surely sought to produce 

texts that might contribute to the network-project to dispossess the Chayals of their ritual 

position and legal right within the mausoleum. “Proof” served this project well. Contra Foucault, 

though, if this was the only reason for the new discourse on evidence, there would be no reason 

for others to appropriate related knowledge practices to very different ends. On the other hand, 

one should be clear on what counted as “proof” in Gogameri circles. Essentially, this term 

designated historical state documents as well as texts, be they religious or not. The favorite 

evidence-texts of the Gogameri-based Hindu Right, in fact, were “historical novels” about the 

Hindu resistance to Mahmud Ghaznavi’s desctruction of the Somnath temple: Jay Somn th 

(1976 [1937]) by K.M. Munshi, and Somn th (1957) by Chatursen Shastri (see below). In both 

of these novels, the main Hindu protagonist who sacrifices his life to save India’s cows, women, 

and religious heritage is a Chauhan king from Dadreva was named Ghogha Bapa (read as 

Gogaji), and his Brahman priest, Nandidatt (read as Narsingh Pande). Although these supplied 

basic narrative structures to O.P. Sharma and the Gorakhtila journalists, the evidence cited was 

much more diverse. In short, the use made of evidence in Gogameri circles was strategic and 

micropological. To end here, as Foucault did, one would nonetheless sacrifice insights into the 

production of religio-historical truth-claims in Gogameri circles, and the intellectual investments 

of conservative Hindu devotees in RSS-inspired narratives of medieval Muslim invasion and 

Hindu resistance. Without understanding the production of truth-claims and historiographical 

investments, it is nearly impossible to comprehend the seva-vikas projects of the Sharmas and 

Dhuna Trust. In order to see how this worked, I now turn to Sharma’s text and its collation and 

use of such evidence. 
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 Like most other research writing in Gogameri, “The True Court of Lord Shri Gogaji” 

opens with letters of congratulations from politicians (governors, ministers, state-level party 

presidents, district administrators, etc.). These perform the importance of the text, authorizing 

both it and its author. What follows is a combination of legal and bureaucratic history-telling and 

criticism, reproductions of state documents (stretching back to the end of the Bikaner Princely 

State), devotional narrative, architectural interpretations, and religious instruction. This material 

has been arranged expertly by the retired judge to rely on “proven record” enough that readers 

might understand the book in its entirety as an exercise in empirical argumentation. Indeed, the 

last third of the book consists almost entirely in reproduced documents that Sharma found in the 

state archives in Bikaner. Sandwiched between these “reports,” “notifications,” and “author’s 

[direct] comments [on the documents],” he has placed a one-paged chapter entitled, “Deserting 

the Cultivation of Religious Belief” (dh rmik vi v s ke anusara  k  parity g)” (n.d.: 62). In the 

text as a whole, O.P.’s criticisms target the Devasthan Department far more than the Chayals 

(although he sees as one of the department’s gravest errors the decision to call the Chayals 

“pujaris”). This, however, is the one point in the text that points unambiguously to what he sees 

as the Chayals’ mistake. Another way to translate the title, they “abandoned the pursuit of their 

religious beliefs.”  

 
One of the virtues of this temple is that both the Hindu and the Muslim sect worship here. 
By virtue of their ancestry from Shri Karamchandji (Kayamsi), the Kayamkhani folk 
likewise worship (pujte) Shri Gogaji, as their ancestor. In accordance with this 
parampar , Muslims (formerly Hindus) of the Chayal caste […] used to perform the 
tasks of guarding and protecting this temple and its fields. [… T]hey also used to support 
and honor the temple’s Brahman pujaris absolutely. Insofar as the Chayal chauk d rs 
(security guards) helped the Brahman pujaris, and because of their twenty-four-hour 
guard, the Devasthan Department began to call them “Chayal pujaris” symbolically 
(pr t k tmak taur par [symbol ke r p se]). The Brahman priests, for their part, have come 
to be known as “the Hindu pujaris” [which he finds oxymoronic]. Up until the year 2008, 
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these Chayal Muslims exhibited faith and belief by fulfilling this religious duty. In their 
reply to the case against them, dated 17.11.08 […], they clearly expressed faith that— 
 “It is accepted that the temple of the folk-deity Gogaji, which is a self-
supported government temple of the Devasthan Department, is in the village of 
Gogameri.” […] 
 “It is accepted that the tomb there is that of Gogaji, the lamp (a lamp in a 
niche in the wall to the left) is that of Naharsinghji, and the pool on the platform 
built outside of the tomb is that of Shri Naharsinghji.” 
 This type of statement is being presented in several courts, which previously 
considered and decided on [the administration of] this temple and its thousands of bighas 
of land. A petition is currently under consideration to form a temple committee, and these 
Chayals presented a rejoinder to the High Court in the year 2008, which diverged 
thoroughly from the abovementioned faith and belief. They even denied that Shri 
Gogadev is a Hindu god. Although they themselves also worshipped these murtis, 
they have even claimed that Gogaji converted religions, and that this is a mosque. 
(Sharma n.d.: 62; emphasis in original) 

 

As this passage evinces, Sharma presents his arguments to respond directly to primary data: here, 

citations and quotations of legal documents filed by the Chayals in the High Court. Of course, 

this does not mean that his ideas necessarily come from his research.36 For instance, the Chayals’ 

reply does not say that Gogaji was not Hindu, but that he also converted to Islam; and does not 

say that the tomb is a mosque, but a “temple-cum-masjid.” I therefore read the Chayals’ reply to 

the petition myself (which Sharma likewise reproduces in “The True Court of Lord Shri Gogaji”) 

in order to understand just how O.P. Sharma engages with it, in addition to hearing from the 

Chayals themselves.  

 
REPLY FILED BY MUSLIM CHAYALS 
BEFORE HON’BLE HIGH COURT  
 
SBCWP No. 3836/08 (Pandit Shyam Lal Vs State & ors.) [3/13] 
in Reply to the show cause notice [3/9] 
 
 Gogaji was by caste Chouhan and remain[ed] a[] disciple of Guru 
Gorakhnathji. He was [a] staunch follower of Ratan Hazi [sic] Peer[,] and[,] 

                                                
36 I do not see this as a distinguishing characteristic of Sharma’s writing, from, say, my own. (I have certainly 
included arguments here that I began developing prior to fieldwork.) Rather, O.P. likely developed his arguments, 
changed and added to them, in relation to the state documents he studied. 
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before taking Samadhi with his horse, he confessed Mohammedanism[,] i.e. [he] 
take [sic] Kalama before Ratan Hazi Peer. Since Lord Gogadevji confessed 
Mohammedanism, he was taken as [a] Chouhan, [who] converted [to the] 
Mohammedon faith and [was therefore] called Chayal [M]usalman. The Chayal 
[M]ohammedon[s] are descendent of lord Gogadevji and are performing Puja of 
Lord Gogadevji[,] [him] being their ancestor[]. 
 The petitioner has deliberately suppressed the material fact that the temple 
in question is [a] Masjid cum Temple. The construction of this temple is in 
accordance with the temple culture but it is in the nature of Masjid culture. Photo 
of the temple is submitted herewith for reader reference and marked as EXHIBIT 
– R/4/1 collectively. 
 The petitioner has also suppressed the material fact that [the] samadhi in 
question is also a Samadhi in Muslim culture[,] i.e. culture of a kabra. (Quoted in 
Sharma n.d.: 63) 

 

Nowhere does the reply deny that Gogaji was Hindu. Instead, one should read it in confirmation 

of the view that this Chauhan Rajput “remained” an initiate of Gorakhnath—despite the fact that 

he “confessed” Islam immediately before entombment. This cumulative situation, moreover 

(lifelong relation to Gorakhnath, subsequent relation to Ratan Pir, a decisive but literally short-

lived embrace of Islam), resulted in his appellation as “Chayal Muslim.” This articulates with my 

interpretation of the one Sadurlas Haji mentioned in the stone inscription memorializing Ganga 

Singh’s renovations. What is more interesting, however, are the claims pertaining to the tomb’s 

architectural style, and to Shyam Lal and the Sharma priests’ “deliberate[] suppress[ion]” of the 

“material fact” that this draws from traditions of Hindu-temple and Islamic-tomb architecture. 

Dismissing the suit, perhaps the justice ignored these rather serious allegations against Shyam 

Lal and the Sharmas inasmuch as matters such as whether the mausoleum is a temple or masjid-

cum-temple—or the tomb a samadhi or kabra—fell outside the High Court’s jurisdiction. As it 

stood, however, the High Court’s decision makes no reference to the Chayals’ architectural 

argument. This is surprising given the oral accounts the Sharmas offered for the reason for the 

petition.  
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 Several months before the court issued its decision, Indar Sharma described the need for 

litigation thusly: 

 
We call this a mandir, and the Muslims call it a masjid. The government also says it’s a 
mandir: The Devasthan Department submitted a document to the court saying so. If the 
High Court orders it, the Muslims will be forced to leave. […] Muslims can’t accept 
offerings [made] to a murti. Hindus go to [the Chishti dargah in] Ajmer, but they can’t 
perform arti there. Here, there is arti but no namaz. The Muslims read namaz outside of 
the mandir: They have their own masjid for that in Karanpura. 

 

As the Chayals’ reply indicates, these priests do not actually propose the mausoleum is a 

mosque. Generally, when they intentionally responded to claims that it was a temple, the Chayal 

pujaris alternated between several words (kabar, makhbar, dargah), only one of which was 

masjid. It seems to me, however, this term indicated the Islamic character of the ritual space, 

rather than designating this a place to recite namaz. For one, the Gogameri mausoleum was open 

to women, and the Chayals facilitated women’s worship without much distinction, whereas 

women are not permitted to enter their mosque in Karanpura. Further, many Chayals indicated 

the murti as another distinction, which certainly would not have been allowed in a mosque. For 

the most part, however, the priests tended not to hold this manner of discussion in mixed 

company. Most priests were well aware of their disagreements and saw no chance of convincing 

the other party. As this short illustration indicates, many writers interested in historically verified 

hagiography sought, in part, to discredit other collective subjects and experiences of knowledge. 

At the same time, the historiographical controversies further involved differences of devotional, 

intellectual, and affective investments, something visible in O.P. Sharma’s writing on the tomb 

itself. 

 
The space that is today occupied by Gogaji’s temple (Gogameri) and the temple’s small 
fort (madir-garhi) is the site of a centuries-old, greatly divine shakti. That site was once 
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situated along the banks of the Sarasvati River, which previously gathered together the 
sub-streams of the Sutlej and Ghaggar Rivers, which flow this way before emptying into 
the desert-ocean of Jaisalmer [and] Barmer. (Sharma n.d.: 26) 
 
The stories heard from generation to generation of Narsi Pande’s descendants, and the 
archives of the former Princely States, confirm (paripusht) that in the beginning this 
temple resembled a shed and was surrounded by huts and sheds; and that there was a dev-
sthan for three murtis in the main shed that was carved out of slaked lime, dirt, and stone. 
Later, in the year 1908 [Vikram calendar], Shri Ganga Singh—the twenty-first king of 
the Bikaner Princely State—enhanced it entirely with marble, and beautified it by 
covering the slaked lime and stone with marble. Between this renovation and the present 
day, the Devasthan Department of the state government in independent India has done 
nothing by way of substantive repairs, even though this temple takes in an annual income 
in the tens of millions. (Sharma n.d.: 26) 

 

Why might Sharma begin his architectural analysis in reference to dried-up rivers? One of the 

effects of O.P. Sharma’s collation of citations and quotations, proposed above, was to give the 

overall sense that his arguments composed a positivist-empirical account of the Sharma priests’ 

devotional convictions. The allusion to ritually important—indeed, deified—rivers is an example 

of the moments in between verified propositions, which readers might accept as also verified and 

therefore factual. This may have been particularly necessary when it came to O.P.’s descriptions 

of the tomb’s construction, for other than the murti there was very little primary material 

attesting to its Hindu characteristics. (The commonest citation, as Indar stated, was that of the 

practice of arti at his tomb.) By locating Gogaji’s resting place at the confluence of goddess-

rivers, O.P. Sharma adds devotional-narrative weight to the site. In the second paragraph, 

moreover, the sources O.P. cites are the “stories heard from generation to generation of” the 

Sharma priests themselves, the “archives of the former Princely States,” and Ganga Singh’s 

renovations. Yet in this chapter he largely allows the rest of the book to speak for itself, without 

telling us which documents he means, or how they “confirm” his description of the temple. 

Merleau-Ponty writes that whenever a specific object, region of space, or other human subject 
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appears in perception, it does so against the “background” of other objects, regions of space, and 

persons (which together constitute a “field”) (1962: 4, 6, 13, 16, 67-68, passim).37 Reformulating 

this phenomenological term, one might understand the proof, evidence, and quotations from the 

rest of the book to work—when they do—as the proper “background” against which readers are 

asked to assess such statements. The consequence, under felicitous circumstances, might be 

assent to the more empirically questionable propositions—but also more crucial in terms of 

narrative and micro-politics—about the Gogameri pilgrimage: Gogaji, a good Hindu nationalist 

and protector of the Hindu dharm/nation, was martyred saving cows and temples from barbarous 

Muslim invaders, including Mahmud of Ghazni; Narsingh Pande was Gogaji’s general, and the 

Sharmas are his descendants and thus also the proper heir to the temple. This assent, moreover, 

served as one of many conditions of possibility for pilgrim-enrollment in seva-vikas projects (see 

Ch. 2). 

I find it hard to imagine that pilgrims who stumbled upon this book would read it 

dispassionately, assess its engagements with historiographical methods and sources, and then 

deliberate on whether or not the Devasthan Department is as criminal as O.P. proposes, and 

whether or not the Chayals ought to be forced out of the temple and dispossessed of their “right 

to ‘sevapuja’” (as the High Court put it; see Ch. 3). Instead, like the rightwing evangelical 

                                                
37 Merleau-Ponty constructs a “dialectical” definition of this individual “bodily space,” proposing that 1) “external 
space” is the background against which 2) the “figures” of objects, other bodies, and one’s “body image” are 
perceived and used by 3) the embodied subject (ibid: 101-02, 105). In perception, then, other figures come to the 
fore (or remain in the landscape) against the background of both external and bodily space, the difference being that 
in the latter case they do so as the “goal of our action” (ibid: 102). If the embodied subject dwells and maneuvers in 
space in such a way that it utilizes all the sensorial fields (ibid: 249-53), the subject of human space lies beneath the 
conscious “I,” because the latter does not possess the capacity to articulate all of the body’s knowledges, 
perceptions, associations of different perceptions, and abilities to act (ibid: 253-54, 280, 294). The perception of 
space concerns not “states of consciousness,” then, but the “total life of the subject, the energy with which he tends 
towards a future through his body and his world” (ibid: 283). As Taylor points out (1995, 1996), there is a shared 
emphasis on the “background” of embodied perception and intellectual cognition in Heidegger, Wittgenstein, 
Merleau-Ponty, and Bourdieu.  Human agents are “engaged” and “embedded in a culture, a form of life, a ‘world’ of 
involvements,” which entails a notion of agency “shaped by one’s form of life, or history, or bodily experience” 
(1995: 61-62). The problem then becomes the intelligibility of this agency, which for Taylor abounds only in 
practice and through the subject’s “background” (1996: 68-70, 75-78, 170-71). 
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readership of the “Left Behind” book series in America, it was likely that readers who found 

Sharma’s positions compelling were those whose sensibilities and dispositions already resonated 

on many levels with those of the Sharmas (Connolly 2008).38 Does this mean that O.P. Sharma’s 

work, or that of others involved in the hagiographic controversy, consciously misrepresented 

itself when it claimed to work empirically with “historical facts”? Emphatically, no; otherwise, 

there would be no reason for these authors to engage so intensely with historical documents. Of 

course, this novel discourse on verifying and corroborating hagiographical claims emerged 

among the Hindu Right in Gogameri; but I found good ethnographic reasons for this. Those such 

as the Devasthan manager, the Gorakhtila Dhuna trustees, and Sharma pujaris, I want to say, 

were devotionally, vocationally-professionally, affectively, and intellectually invested in the 

narratives they told. The problem was, most of the phenomenological “given” (the tomb, its 

attendants, pilgrims, hagiography, etc.) almost completely confirmed commonsense views of the 

“conjoined and disjunctive genealogies” of the Gogameri pilgrimage. Since the majority of 

human and nonhuman factors seemed to undermine these investments, it would be necessary to 

locate the surely documented precedents for their investments—in state archives, literature, 

Devasthan files, and academic studies. It was for this reason that nearly all of the knowledge 

practices of right-leaning Hindu intellectuals associated with Gogameri turned routinely to the 

two historical novels about the destruction of the Somnath temple: Munshi’s Jay Somnath (1976 

[1937]), and Shastri’s Somnath (1957), both of these novels lend themselves to Hindu nationalist 

                                                
38 Connolly writes of an assemblage working variously to link the Republican Party, Fox News, evangelical 
churches, and right-wing entertainment media (like the “Left Behind” book series) (2008: 40). In all of these the 
resonance machine “infiltrates the logic of perception and inflects the understanding of economic interest” (ibid). 
What drives this machine are what Connolly calls “affinities of the spiritual” across religious affiliation, class, 
gender, and race. Such affinities are able to “translate some economic interests into corporate greed and fill others 
with religious intensity,” as well as to “convert some articles of religious faith into vindictive campaigns to oppose 
those outside the faith and abrogate our collective responsibility to the future” (ibid). The central manner in which 
these affiliations are able to work thus, Connolly proposes, is through the shared “dispositions to revenge lodged in 
different doctrines” (ibid: 41). 
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readings of Gogaji’s hagiographical connection to Mahmud Ghaznavi. Dismissing these texts as 

the literary fabrications of known Hindu nationalists, though, one would forgo the insight that 

conservative Hindu devotees gave credence to them as closer to the actual events of Gogaji’s life 

than the “books in the [temple] bazaar,” which were roundly dismissed as hurtful conspiracy 

theories. How did these historical knowledge practices figure into seva-vikas projects? 

 

Historicized Space: The Panorama-Museum and Ancient Dhuna. This dissertation uses the 

term “project” in order to signal two aspects of the seva-vikas of Gogameri trusts. First, as many 

anthropologists have indicated (Moose 2005; Gidwani 2008; Rudnyckj 2010; Singh 2015), the 

forceful and insightful arguments of the so-called “post-development” turn (Ferguson 1994, 

Escobar 1995, Gupta 1998) now appear to hamper more than help ethnographic analysis. By 

defining development in terms of the ideology of Enlightenment rationality and the 

epistemological violence of colonialism, this literature tells us little of how the ongoing material 

and intellectual practices of development workers and organizations operate. For both Moose 

(2005) and Singh (2015), the question is less one of the whether or not a development plan or 

agency works, than it is of how these operate and define success. By writing of seva-vikas 

“projects,” I invoke ongoing efforts on both the theoretical and practical level, and my use of the 

term implies this processual toil. It likewise denotes change, rather than an expectation of 

consistency between theory and practice. Yet the second reason to write of seva-vikas projects 

promises to enable the trustees of whom I write to give their works some consistency. Building 

on Pandian’s formulations (2009), I conceive of seva-vikas as an ethical project: an ongoing 

process whereby trustees deliberated and then acted on themselves, their associations, their 

material environments, and the world—in conjunction with ethical interlocutors (priests, gurus, 
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bureaucrats like Shyam Lal), the texts they produced, and the narratives they told of Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath’s superlative acts of seva and vikas. Just as seva-vikas projects demanded 

abstractions of “society,” “religion,” and “the nation”—in order to intervene in them, work upon 

and reconfigure them (cf. Gidwani 2008: Ch. 3; Copeman 2009)—most stranger pilgrims and 

technicians of pilgrimage likewise objectified themselves and their associations in order to 

develop faith (Rudnyckyj 2010). In both operations, one’s understanding of hagiography, one’s 

cultivation of associations with ethical interlocutors, and one’s investments in devotional 

historiography made all of the difference for that which Gogameri, the self, and various 

collectives were in the process of becoming.  

In closing, I pursue this point by describing the overlap between infrastructural 

development and the “production of [ritual] space” (Lefebvre 1991). I first visited Gogameri in 

late summer, 2008, when preparations for the annual pilgrimage festival were in full swing. I 

noticed a sizeable crowd gathered along Highway 61—which splits Gogameri right down the 

middle, with the tomb of Gogaji on one side and Gorakhtila on the other. Two men noticed me, 

introduced themselves as the journalists from Gorakhtila, and welcomed me to the site of the 

new Gogameri “museum” (sangrah lay). Construction was well under way, and folks had just 

attended a public function to unveil and admire the large memorial statue of Gogaji, seated atop 

his horse and seemingly headed off to war. As we strolled the grounds, Sarvan Suthar and Safi 

Mohammad Bhatti (which is how Shravan and Shafi pronounced and wrote their names in 

English) explained that Gogaji was a “folk-revered deity” (lok p jn y devt ), as well as a 

historically and politically significant figure: His importance for Rajasthanis, they said, was 

therefore both “religious” (dharmik, dhy tmik) and “secular.” Accordingly, Sarvan and Safi 

elaborated, the Rajasthan Heritage Protection and Promotion Authority (r jasth n dharohar 
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sa rak an eva  pronnati pr dh kara ; hereafter RHPPA or the Authority) was building the 

museum to encourage cultural- and political-historical tourism in Gogameri. This “secular” 

attraction, envisioned to complement Gogameri’s religious appeal for pilgrims, might then 

bolster the local economy with a cash infusion and newfound visibility both nationally and 

internationally. When she was Chief Minister the first time, Vasundhara Raje had directed the 

RHPPA to break ground on such projects at the state’s pilgrimage sites. This would thereby 

buttress Ms. Raje’s efforts to develop the religious countryside, increase temple revenue, and 

spread recognition of a different kind of tourist circuit. Like others in Gogameri, Sarvan and Safi 

held high hopes for the Chief Minister’s campaign and the new Gogameri museum, for these 

were well poised to intervene in two deficient fields of action and experience in northwestern 

Rajasthan. “The two most important lacks (kamiy )” in the area, Sarvan said, were “vik s, 

development, and r ra-v d, nationalism.” 

 The center of the Panorama, as it is officially titled, is the larger-than-life murti of Gogaji, 

riding his horse to battle. Encased within the brick fence, the rectangular grounds house 

exhibition halls built to form a semi-circle leading the eye to the murti, just as a foot path leads 

the visitor, left-to-right, through the exhibits.39 Along the footpath, furthermore, the Agency had 

erected waist-high, brick and cement signposts in which text was carved, citing the aesthetic 

form of stone inscriptions. Rather than accord with devotional hagiographies current either in 

Gogameri or its pilgrim circles—which, we have seen, might have been impossible anyway—the 

narrative events summarized on these markers were drawn, sometimes verbatim, from the Hindi-

language historical fiction, Somnath (1957), by “ c rya” Chatursen Shastri, a later-colonial and 

early-postcolonial-era novelist and Hindu nationalists. Together, these faux stone inscriptions 

                                                
39 I often found the design to be somewhat poorly planned, given that the main attraction lay half-way through the 
exhibits. Pilgrims frequently bypassed these to approach the murti (not a memorial statue, per se) directly for 
worship. 
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composed a revenge fantasy of heroic Rajputs sacrificing their lives to protect the wealth, 

temples, and women of Rajasthan and Gujarat from blood-thirsty, lustful Muslims—whom the 

panorama’s paintings depict with dark skin, red bears, and green hats. (The Hindu warriors’ skin 

was a peachy pink.) The Rajputs were encouraged and trained, furthermore, by Gorakhnath and 

other narrative ascetics from the Nath Sampraday. Instead of the medieval, power-wielding yogis 

with whom scholars have long been acquainted (Briggs 1937; White 1996; A. Gold 1992), 

Gorakhnathand the others here appear as incarnations of the high Puranic gods, seeming to 

transpose these heterodox, quasi-Shaiva meditators into a Vaishnava-inspired framework. Gogaji 

too seemed Vaishnavized, so to speak. Once heralded as the only of the panch pirs (or five 

Sufiesque Hindu warrior-saints) to spread well beyond the Rajasthan state borders, the Gogaji 

presented here echoed those priests and pilgrims who called Gogaji an incarnation of Vishnu. 

The RHPPA thus ensured that pilgrims would be exposed to the sort of hagiographic narrative 

one heard from the Sharma pujaris and Dhuna trustees, presented here as authorized, 

corroborated historical fact. 

Particularly through dharmshala and temple construction projects, Gogameri seva-vikas 

served as a repetition of Ganga Singh’s renovations. Not only did a dispersed network-strategy 

of building work to “reclaim” the tomb for “Hindus,” but trusts also presented claims to a certain 

ritual sovereignty in and through their built structures. As “technicians of public ritual space,” 

however, stranger pilgrims certainly responded to Rupnath’s massive efforts to reconfigure the 

ritual and infrastructural landscape in Gogameri. By constructing more, unambiguously Hindu 

ritual spaces, a disperesed network worked to remake Gogameri into a more thoroughly Hindu 

pilgrimage site. The only drawback to this conceptualization, as pointed out above, is the extent 

to which it depicts such a strategy as a fully conscious, coordinated effort. The Gogameri 
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Panchayat Committee, I was told, had decided to pursue this sort of strategy, and Rupnath and 

the Dhuna Trust took up this program with unanswered enthusiasm. There was no evidence that 

the RHPPA took part in the plan, however. Added to this, the Gorakhtila journalists and Sharma 

pujaris spoke disparagingly of the Panorama-museum’s wild historical inaccuracies. It would 

seem that the micro-political overlaps in this attraction and O.P. Sharma’s work indicates a 

transformation of historiographical sensibilities much wider than a strategic effort to bolster the 

Sharmas’ proposed ritual sovereignty in the mausoleum.40 It was then such sensibilities that 

came to reverberate with devotional affect and ethical investments, making one more or less 

responsive to planned ritual space. The disputes and projects in Gogameri are so intriguing 

because of the micro-politicized affiliations that developed in surprising places (one of the 

Gorakhtila journalists was a Muslim BJP politician; one of the Devasthan employees, a 

conservative Hindu man, supported the Chayals over the Sharmas). Many affiliations that 

seemed intuitive, moreover, never developed: among the Sharmas, Devasthan priests, and Dhuna 

trustees. The design of connections made between people and space, alternatively—between 

devotees’ sensoria and the built environment—constituted one of the more successful attempts to 

form and shape micro-political affiliations. No one was better here than Rupnath. The new 

buildings he sponsored within and beyond the Gorakhtila complex were of two kinds: grand 

ritual spaces with aesthetic forms indebted to the new middle-class architectural spectacles like 

Akshardham in Noida; and infrastructural facilities, like the bathing and toilet complexes, a bus 

stand, and the police station. By altering ritual space and investing in the physical and social 

infrastructure for the Gogameri pilgrimage public, Rupnath and the dhuna Trust reconfigured the 

                                                
40 The political ascendance of older narratives of Hindu resistance likely resulted from national histories of Hindutva 
mobilization and history writing. A recent trend of this process, for example, saw the BJP sponsoring rewritten 
school textbooks (Bénéï 2008), which then articulate with the conservative histories disseminated through 
entertainment media (Mankekar 1999; Rajagopal 2001). 
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dharmik Mitra-mode of sovereignty elucidated above in the figure of Ganga Singh, Maharaja of 

the Bikaner Princely Sate. 

Evoking Ganga Singh’s renovations of the mausoleum, the new Gorakhtila structures 

stood as testaments to the dharmik Mitra-tendencies of Rupnath’s ritual sovereignty. They also 

contributed to the dispersed, network-strategy to relocate Gogameri from what, it was argued, 

was its historically inaccurate status among the smaller, regionally specific healing shrines with 

“conjoined and disjunctive genealogies,” back into that hierarchically higher class of pilgrimage 

destinations in which their written histories identified it. The design of the Dhuna Trust’s new 

construction projects invited pilgrims to experience this relocation sensually: to know, in that 

space, that one was inhabiting sacred ground where Gogaji and Gorakhnath, perhaps 

interchangeable with the Vishnu and Shiva of whom they were avatars, had lived and performed 

acts of asceticism, heroism, and self-sacrifice. The new ritual pond, for instance, was named 

Goraksh-Ganga, using Gorakhnath’s differently ritualized Sanskrit name and citing the holy river 

goddess, Ganga. In the middle of the pond, Krishna and Radha sat atop a budding lotus, and the 

gha  (ritual banks) offered sites for havan (Vedic sacrifice). The pilgrimage encounter afforded 

at the Goraksh-Ganga pond thus reconfigured not only space, but also the mode of ritual practice 

and the trans-refional, trans-historical affiliations in which the pilgrimage could be imagined. 

 Like the Goraksh-Ganga, the Ancient Dhuna was primarily a ritual space. A dhuna is an 

ascetic’s fire, and the Ancient Dhuna marked the spot where Gorakhnath was said to meditate. 

Like the Panorama-Museum, however, it was also an experiential-historical space—in this case, 

the devotional history of Gorakhnath’s austerities during Gogaji’s lifetime. Rupnath and the 

Dhuna Trust had directed the contractors and artisans (insourced from Bengal) to design it with 

this in mind. Rupnath and Dhuna trustees were likewise committed to offering pilgrims what the 
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Gorakhtila periodicals called “the joy of recreation” at the pilgrimage site.41 To serve both ends, 

the entrance to the Ancient Dhuna was constructed in the shape of a tiger’s mouth. The inside 

walls were decorated with painted moldings of Hindu nationalist “heroes” (Bhagat Singh, M.S. 

“Guruji” Golwalkar, etc.). The railings and moldings were styled in the manner of a tree house, 

with shapes of tree limbs and leaves; the walls were painted like a dense jungle, and in between 

the national heroes were painted moldings of wild animals, hunters, and forest-dwelling ascetics. 

When residents and pilgrims spoke of Gogameri’s development, they frequently began with the 

lifetimes of Gogaji and Gorakhnath, when the entire area was engulfed in a dense jungle, which 

added to the mystique of Gorakhnath’s asceticism there. Thereafter, they often said, droughts, 

farming, and immigration destroyed the forests. Altering the ritual landscape to evoke these 

hagiographic pasts, Rupnath and Dhuna trustees enabled worshippers experientially-cum-

imaginatively (but always in relation to the material environment) to recognize the contiguity of 

their current location and ritual actions with devotional narratives proffered by the trust. Using 

exactly the same jangali spatial forms, Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust had also designed and 

sponsored the construction of the Gorakhtila bhandara (mess hall) and, surprisingly, the 

Gogameri police station. If the Devasthan Department’s Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam 

scheme encouraged citizens and their trusts to provide the infrastructure and social services the 

state could not, then Rupnath’s financial (and aesthetic) investment in the police—a thoroughly 

public department—reversed the direction of money flows between the state and its citizens. 

While Gogameri residents and stranger pilgrims often explained this investment with reference 

to rumors of the abbot’s criminal intent (his Varuna-capacity), I close this chapter by suggesting 

                                                
41 The citations are too many to give. See, for instance: Suthar, Dr. Shravan. “Samp dak y: u ho, j go aur dhyey ki 
pr pti tak ruko mat.” Gogameri Times, Year 1, Issue 1, June 10, 2006, 2; Suthar, Dr. Shravan. “S mprad yik 
samanvay k  pr t k uttar Bh rat k  prasiddh dh m Gog me .” Gogameri Times, Year 1, Issue 1, June 10, 2006, 4; 
Gogameri Times. “Gogameri Times sam c r patra k  lok rpa  sam roh sampan.” Year 1, Issue 2, June 25, 2006, 
1. 
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how it alters my understanding of the sovereignty involved in state and private partnerships. In 

addition to pilgrimage development and service provision offered to the Gogameri pilgrimage 

public—the would-be “subjects” of the asetic “throne” (gadd )—Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust 

granted saintly investments to the local government as well. As Ganga Singh’s “renovations” of 

the Gogameri tomb altered the devotional, historiographical, and political possibilities that this 

structure would present to pilgrims, priests, and the Rajasthan state government alike, so 

Rupnath’s renovation of the police station transformed the directionality of neoliberal 

development, signaling his own ritual sovereignty that enabled him to care for the state. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AN “EXPERT” GURU? KNOWLEDGE, RITUAL, AND AFFILIATION IN AGRA 

 

 Resolving Sangita’s Lament. “Sev  to Gaungaji is commonplace in my family,” writes Dr. 

Sangita Sharma in the introduction to iv Gau g  pur  (n.d.b: 3),42 the second of her two books 

published conjointly by the Gorakhnath temple and private hospital her father-in-law built in 

Agra, U.P. “I gained peace of mind when I [first] visited Gaunga Meri for dar an. Along with 

this, my tasks that had stopped short of fulfillment were completed” (ibid). Thus far, this is an 

unexceptional description of a pilgrim’s relationship to Gogaji and Gogameri. Pitching the 

import of the book, though, Dr. Sharma quickly transitions to a problematic that betrays some 

unique characteristics: 

 
My curiosity deepened. […] Even after contacting several important people connected to 
Gorakhnathji and Gaugaji Maharaj, though, my questions were not answered precisely. 
Society, family members, and relatives have also criticized and poked fun at ‘Gaungaji 
Maharaj’ in various ways. Then, my venerable guru, Shri Surya Sharma,43 built Shiv 
Yogi Gorakshanath and Jahar Vir Baba temples in Agra, where [Surya] selflessly 
prevents every type of problem, tends to society (sam j sev  karte hue), and imparts 
knowledge (jñ n; hereafter, gyan) to devotees. […] Through the blessings of my gur j , 
[…] I studied up intensively on the questions in my heart. (Sharma n.d.b: 3) 

 

What would inspire a medical doctor with a Ph.D. in practical Hindu astrology working as the 

director of a medical foundation for poor women funded partially by USAID to write a 119-page 

book? The answer is twofold. First, none of Gogaji’s renowned ritual specialists possessed 

knowledge enough to satisfy an educated devotee’s queries. In the previous chapter, I addressed 

a similar concern of writers and speakers involved in controversies in Gogameri: the dearth of 

                                                
42 Within quotations, I follow the pronunciation and spelling of speakers and writers: “Gaugaji” or “Gaungaji” as 
opposed to “Gogaji,” and “Gaungameri,” “Gaungamendi,” etc. rather than “Gogameri.” 
43 Although I use Sangita’s real name, given that I speak of her here generally through her published works, I use 
pseudonyms even for people whom she mentions by name in her texts, Surya being the prime example. 
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“research” or “evidence” regarding the historical Goga Chauhan. For Sangita, though, the issue 

is not proof. As signaled in the penultimate sentence in the excerpt above, Sangita’s differential 

interest pivots on gyan, a type of “knowledge” that involved learning in several disciplines—

specifically, the gyan of Surya, her guru and father-in-law. 

 Education likewise figured into the second problem that Sharma sets up for redress: her 

family and friends’ pejorative treatment of the object of her devotion, Gogaji. Urban-based, 

middle-class Brahmans with graduate degrees, Sangita and Surya cultivated and advocated 

personal involvement with a divine saint who has historically appealed to the Hindu, Muslim, 

and Sikh lower castes of the countryside and urban working neighborhoods. Registered in 

Sangita’s report on these intimate-devotional criticisms is an unease shared by Surya: They were 

both painfully aware that most north Indians continue to recognize in Gogaji’s personality and 

worship such a socioeconomically marked aesthetics, normally unbefitting people like the two of 

them.  

 Both of these concerns ran beneath the works of Surya and Sangita’s public religious and 

charitable trust, the Bagar Seva Samiti—the first trust mobilized to provide privatized 

infrastructural development and social service provision under the Devasthan Department’s 

Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam plan. Indeed, as Sangita so strikingly writes, Surya allayed 

her worries through 1) the construction of temples, 2) the prevention of disciples’ problems, 3) 

his seva to society, and 4) the impartation of gyan. Appropriating Sangita’s chronology—from 

family seva through these two problems to their resolution in Surya’s leadership—I interpret 

Surya’s gyan as consisting of trained knowledge practices that intervene in wider fields of action 

and experience.  
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 As will have become clear to the reader, the socio-political landscape in Gogameri since 

the rise of its pilgrimage festival’s popularity, following India’s economic liberalization, was 

characterized by competing, overlapping, state and private sev -vik s projects: of economic, 

religious, and political “development” (vikas), offered to Gogaji’s devotees as acts of worship-

seva directed toward him. Such projects emerged alongside partially novel methods for engaging 

in older hagiographical debates regarding Gogaji’s religious and political affiliations, and what 

these were to mean for two recent ritual-legal contests: the Chayal and Sharma pujaris’ court 

battles over ritual and financial autonomy in the mausoleum; and the Devasthan Department’s 

regulation of these priests’ involvement with pilgrims, the tomb, and money. Like others, the 

Bagar Seva Samiti’s contribution to these competitive exchanges included building and ritual 

projects, and written and oral arguments grounded in what Surya, using the English, called 

“research.”  

For those enlisted in Surya’s projects, as well as for those unaffiliated but friendly with 

him, Surya’s gyan distinguished his projects and arguments from others: Surya stood out as a 

vidv n—a man “learned” in, or “scholar” of, disciplines of knowledge generally held in high 

esteem. Using his prescriptions for my own scholarly knowledge practices, I propose that 

Surya’s methods of knowing emerged from his “reflective coordination” of various forms of 

expertise: Brahman-priestly, tantric, multi-shastric, astrological, and state-bureaucratic. Those of 

Surya’s knowledge practices I discuss here intervene in two fields: 1) in the lives of disciples 

seeking his or divine help with social, economic, or medical matters; and 2) in forms of ritual 

practice and trans-regional, trans-historical affiliations (Nath Sampraday, Sanatan Dharm, Indian 

nation). Together with the trust’s building projects, all of these interventions constituted the 
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Bagar trustees’ seva to gods, pilgrims, and what they call “society” or “the community” 

(sam j).44 

 After first detailing Surya and his wife Shachi’s narratives of Surya’s training and gyan, I 

describe his micro-level interventions into his disciples’ afflictions, and propose that these entice 

disciples to engage in a self-relationship I term “ethical self-re-rhythming.” I then turn to the 

trust’s macro-level, ritual and devotional-historiographical interventions by attending to its 

emphasis on havan, vai av rt , and the import of these for his “reformulation” of the “linked 

histories” of the Nath Sampraday and Sanatan Dharm (Blackburn 2001).45 On both the macro 

and micro levels, others’ recognition of the effectiveness of Surya’s knowledge practices formed 

crucial conditions of felicity for the trust’s efforts. Surya worked to enroll devotees in the 

projects in two ways: by creating debt relationships between his disciples and Gogaji through 

facilitated miracles, then advocating reciprocity through specific courses of ritual action; and by 

presenting Gogaji and the Nath Sampraday to educated, middle-class devotees in narrative and 

ritual terms they could appreciate aesthetically. I end with an examination of the basis of Bagar 

Seva Samiti’s devotional-historiographic and ritual reformulations in Surya’s discontent over the 

two problems with which Sangita opens Shiv Gauga puran: what he cast as the unlettered 

                                                
44 See Copeman (2009) and Moose (2005) on the objectification of “society” in guru-led devotional orders enrolled 
in voluntary blood donation, and an international development-aid organization, respectively. 
45 Rather than “reformation,” which lends itself to visions of “stable, ‘traditional,’ Buddhism,” Blackburn writes of 
eighteenth-century Lankan transformations in lay, monastic, and royal Buddhist engagements with texts, learning, 
devotion, and spaces as a “reformulation” (2001: 9). In particular, she identifies three changes: 1) in the “social 
organization of Buddhist monasticism,” 2) in monastic “intellectual practices,” and 3) in these intellectual practices’ 
treatment of texts (ibid: 13). This reformulation she ties to the rise of the Siyam Nikaya, at the hands of which Lanka 
witnessed the birth of a “widespread educational system backed by monastic and royal leaders [that] trained 
Buddhist monks through a common curriculum” (ibid: 41). Of course, there exists within Surya’s group of followers 
no set curriculum, no established set of texts, and no centralized educational system, which means that the 
reformulation of the Nath Sampraday under Surya’s guidance diverges greatly from eighteenth-century Lankan 
textual communities. Still, with regards to Surya, the “interwoven processes of education, administration, and [elite] 
patronage” (Blackburn 2001: 75) do indicate some circumscribed basis for comparison. Additionally, as the 
previous chapters demonstrated, an “innovative discourse” on Gogaji and Gorakhnath materialized in Gogameri 
networks was also characterized by “an unprecedented self-consciousness about the relationship between learning 
and proper [devotion], and about learned [devotion] as the key to the illumination of the darkened [Nath 
Sampraday]” (ibid: 77). 
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interpretations and un-Sanatani caste configuration of the Gogameri pilgrimage. I argue that 

Surya’s knowledge practices responded to a “temporal apprehension” of this configuration, an 

apprehension which must be understood in terms of how pasts and futures pervaded Surya’s 

presents.  

 

 “Reflective Coordination”. Surya took a keen interest in my dissertation project and wanted to 

share with me his own “research,” which he said formed the basis of his trust’s literary, building, 

ritual, and genealogical projects. As he was wont to do with others, he told me: “No one in 

Gaugameri knows anything, but I’ve been doing research about Gaungaji Maharaj and Baba 

Gorakhnath for thirty years.” This research included reading primary and secondary literature on 

these deities and their devotees, and an attention to and documentation of the devotional modes, 

spaces, accouterments, and narratives with which he came into contact during his travels in 

northern India. Once, after Surya had claimed to be the “only person in the whole of India with 

any gyan about Gaungaji,” I wondered out loud how he had come to acquire this knowledge.  “In 

India,” Surya explained, “we have the stra,” or body of knowledge contained in disciplinary 

treatises historically written in Sanskrit. “So I thought about everything having to do with 

Gaungaji on that [shastric] basis. [… For example:] Why are there flags on top of the 

Gaungameri temple? Why was Gaungaji buried and not cremated? […] Look, if you are devoted, 

then your mind will find a path. If you don’t use your brain, though, you won’t find a path ahead. 

In Sanatan Dharm, which is to say the Hindu way, devotion is extremely important, but a path 

will open if you think in the correct manner.” 
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 Leaving devotion for later,46 it is important to note that what Surya called the shastra is a 

literary genre employed in many disciplines of knowledge, just as Surya’s gyan encompassed 

different types of training. He was tutored in Brahman priestly duties and Sanskrit reading since 

childhood, for example, and received a non-religious education in public schools and a university 

in Agra. During his thirty-odd years working up to the position of an upper-level bureaucrat in 

the U.P. state government’s Forestry Department, he also completed a Master’s degree in 

practical Hindu astrology, where he began studying various other shastras, such as the 

architectural and object-spatial work, Vastu shastra. Several years before this, his wife Shachi 

told me, she would often awaken in the dead of night to find herself alone in their bed, with no 

sign of Surya. When she confronted him about these nightly absences, Surya refused to explain 

himself, so Shachi resolved to follow him surreptitiously. One night, pretending to be asleep, she 

waited until he left and then wandered behind him at some distance. They walked to a Kali 

temple on a hill on the outskirts of Agra, where for several years he had been studying tantra—

which he explained as the use of mantra, bodily-spiritual disciplines (s dhan ), and asceticism 

(tapasy ). Disbarred by the guru there from discussing his disciplines so long as he was training, 

Surya, by the time I came to know him, claimed openly that his education there had come to 

form a significant part of the foundation of his healing practices. 

 Surya’s expertise in these fields of knowledge related to the form and content of the seva-

vikas efforts of the Bagar Seva Samiti in Gogameri and Agra. By itself, though, this training does 

not explain his managerial skills. Although no one ever said so, I want to argue that his 

bureaucratic leadership in state government informed the way he ran his group of disciples, the 

Bagar Seva Samiti, and its spaces. For the last ten years of his tenure with the Forestry 

                                                
46 For Surya and Sangita, as in eighteenth-century Lanka, learning was itself an “act of devotion, […] responsibility 
to the life of the larger religious community, and […] part of ethical inculcation” (Blackburn 2001: 19).  
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Department, Surya oversaw offices in five separate districts, but worked in his own for only a 

few hours once every two weeks or so. “He was the head official (adhik r), right?” Shachi 

laughingly explained when I voiced my surprise at this. On several accounts, Surya was able to 

maintain this lax schedule because of his macro-command of the projects that his juniors 

spearheaded, and by delegating tasks to trustworthy workers.47 Bureaucratic delegation 

continued to serve Surya-as-guru: Under-priests led daily arti and havan at the Samiti’s temples 

in Agra; his daughter-in-law authored its books; another disciple, Ghulam, performed its public 

events; and his wife managed the building and upkeep of its dharmshala in Gogameri. Surya 

thereby freed himself up to meet with disciples, an ability without which, I argue below, none of 

his interventions would succeed. 

 In 2013, when Surya reacquainted me with Ghulam Singh—his disciple and a 

professional singer-expounder of religious narratives—he instructed me to take notes on what the 

latter would sing and discuss. “Mix that,” he demanded, “with what I tell you and what’s written 

in [Sangita’s] books, and then use your brain to write.” Increasingly after this, Surya introduced 

me to others as his “student,” using the English word, and gave me suggestions for how to think. 

Offering that I too could become a vidvan like him, he repeatedly asked me to “mix” (mil n ) 

the best elements of different sources of gyan, and then to write socke, “thoughtfully,” or dim g 

lag ke, “having applied the mind,” the latter which implied resolve or reflective intention in a 

serious or difficult matter. I want to take Surya’s prescriptions for my knowledge practices, then, 

as characteristic of his own methods of knowing: He became a vidvan by approaching singular 

problems48 (in disciples’ lives and Gogaji’s common lore and worship) alongside several other 

                                                
47 This is not uncommon, Surya’s youngest son-in-law told me, who himself operates a women’s university in 
Lucknow from his Agra home on an even more relaxed schedule than Surya.  
48 Upon Lacan (1988) and de Certeau’s (1984, 1986) readings, Freud’s methods of listening and reading were the 
most revolutionary, and careful, when he engaged case studies in their “singularity”—on their own terms, and with 
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disciplines of knowledge, which he negotiated in relation to the question at hand. Following 

Surya’s words, I call this a method of “reflective coordination.”  

 

Knowing in Mysterious Times. Every year Surya organized a ten-day celebration in Agra in 

conjunction with the holiday of Shivaratri, the “night of Shiva.” Although similar in some 

regards to festivities throughout South Asia and the diaspora, Surya’s program featured more 

centrally a saptah, or seven-day musical recitation and spoken exposition of Gogaji’s kath ,49 

timed such that the band’s narration of Gogaji’s birth—the largest and most festive observance 

of the event—fell on the naumi (one of Gogaji’s minor holidays), and Shiva’s wedding on the 

thirteenth day of the Hindi month of Magh. In 2013, the first major activity was the kala  y tr , 

or “procession of clay pots [filled with Ganga water],” largely attended by women intent on 

making vows to Shiva in the hope of obtaining his blessings for their own weddings, marriages, 

or husbands.  

 In the evening, after most of the crowd had dispersed from the trust’s Gorakhnath temple, 

I found Surya reclined on a twine and wooden cot in the half-acre courtyard where the saptah-

katha was to be sung and heard.50 Atop several blankets spread in a semicircle in front of him sat 

around fifteen of Surya’s disciples and non-initiated devotees from the lower-class neighborhood 

surrounding the temple. They were discussing the miracles of Gogaji and Gorakhnath, either 

witnessed or recounted by those connected in some capacity to Surya, this temple, or Gogameri.  

                                                                                                                                                       
attention to the minutest of details—and then allowed the case to shape his interpretation (rather than employing his 
pre-formed theoretical apparatus to each case). See also Highmore (2006). 
49 As Lutgendorf (1991: 114-15) indicates, the literal translation of katha as “story” sidesteps this theatrical genre’s 
performative and instructional qualities. Lutgendorf defines katha as “slow, systematic, storytelling recitation, 
interspersed with prose explanations, elaborations, and homely illustrations of spiritual points,” which actively 
involves professional expounder, audience, and ritual “milieu” alike (1991: 114-15, 118). 
50 Surya had just arrived from Gogameri that morning in time for the kalash yatra. Laughingly, he leaned in close to 
me and said he had left Agra two days before, and spent only one day in Gogameri. His face grew more serious as 
he reclined again. “I don’t like staying there for too long,” he explained of his short trip. “There aren’t any vidvans 
there. Everyone just does what they’ve always done, and no one knows why they’re doing it.” 
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 Enter a man whose attire and demeanor registered his elite socioeconomic position. Surya 

turned towards the approaching disciple, smiled, and called him over hospitably. Everyone else 

stood up to welcome him. After a round of greetings, Surya offered this man an elevated seat and 

inquired about his trip from Delhi and the welfare of his daughter, who was studying in Europe. 

As those parked on the ground congratulated this man on Surya’s Gorakhnath temple—he had 

funded a large majority of the construction—Surya’s smile slowly faded and he broke eye 

contact with this man. Vikram bhai, a tall, skinny man with henna-dyed hair and a taxi driver’s 

uniform, had been standing behind the blankets to the left of the semicircle, but now inched his 

way to his guruji’s side. When Surya noticed him, he lifted his palm from his hip, and Vikram 

deposited a lemon therein before sidestepping back to where he had been standing. Felicitations 

on d n gave way to the wealthy donor’s reports on political corruption, his Facebook posts about 

Anna Hazari, and the history of the BJP’s first ousting of Congress. Surya’s glance moved 

between men with the flow of conversation as he held Vikram’s lemon up to mouth and blew on 

it. Political commentators alternated periodically as Surya rotated the fruit, blessing each portion 

equally. Several minutes later Surya nodded to Vikram, who hurried over to collect the tart 

talisman. As soon as Surya handed it off, he grabbed a notebook lying beside him. He opened it 

to the last page where several cut fragments of an empty sheet had been stored, removed one of 

these, and began to draw dots on the top center. Surya now completely ignored the conversation. 

He drew a grid of nine boxes, and wrote Devanagari letters in each and to the sides of the grid. 

As with the lemon, he held the paper up to his lips and blew for several moments. He then gave 

the yantra to Vikram bhai and rejoined the conversation. 

 Surya was frequently surrounded by disciples, a physical centrality that mirrored his 

command of their attention. And the trust’s dharmshala in Gogameri and temples in Agra, 
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Surya’s location between others granted more than one person access to their guru. While he 

listened or contributed to certain disciples’ conversations, as in the example above, he sometimes 

activated “potent” (cf. Ortner 1989; Blackburn 1999) objects for others, such as mystical 

diagrams (yantra) or small fruits onto which he had breathed. This broad type of activation is 

common among a variety of ritual specialists with a penchant for healing in South Asia 

(Flueckiger 2006), though it is not often foregrounded in middle-class circles claiming 

intellectual lineages of religious affiliation. Nor did Surya underscore the centrality of such 

objects to his projects. As with other ritual and narrative practices that he claimed appealed more 

to the lower classes and castes, Surya’s engagements with potent objects were mediated through 

his gyan.51 Temporally, for example, objects such as Vikram bh ’s lime functioned similarly to 

a pharmacy’s refilling of a prescription, in the sense that they were replacements for consumed 

or applied media of an expert’s knowledgeable intervention in one’s problems. Like controlled 

medication, potent objects also required a prior consultation with Surya. Depending on the 

sensitivity of disciples’ needs, Surya sometimes also chose to hold private audiences. While 

Surya declined to allow me to witness the latter (given this sensitivity), his descriptions thereof 

register commonalities with the many public consultations I witnessed. In both types of 

meetings, Surya elicited disciples’ narratives of their troubles, asked after possibly connected 

habits and circumstances, and sometimes consulted astrological charts (though this was not 

always necessary). Finally, Surya elucidated for his visitors the causes of their ailments and the 

socio-ritual course of treatment he found best suited to deal with their particular case. These 

varied from carrying on one’s person an object to protect against headaches, to elaborate, 

sometimes-ongoing series of sacrifices and pilgrimages for the successful search for a spouse. 

                                                
51 Surya’s embarrassment over their class aesthetics therefore lost some, but not all, of its sting. 
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The latter, in fact, figured more prominently than small potent objects in Surya’s micro-

interventions into disciples’ daily lives.  

 Surya made himself available for discussion and consultation without appointment once a 

week after evening arti at the Gorakhnath temple in Agra. He also did so for the entire month of 

Bhadua at the dharmshala in Gogameri. Otherwise, he met disciples in his or their homes.52 One 

of the many substantial differences between medical care and such series of consultation-

diagnosis-prescription-course of treatment stems from the mysteries both of the Hindu guru—

whose schedule, absence, and presence often confounds disciples’ expectations and 

understanding—and of the universe in which he or she operates, which is potentially full of 

unknown, unseen powers both benevolent and malevolent (Gold 1987: 40-41). The uncertainty 

of the present in the face of crises or during consultation with one’s guru required Surya’s 

disciples to cultivate a prospective balance between patience, trust, and persistence: an example 

of what I call “ethical self-re-rhythming.”53  

 During the summer-2010 and spring-2013 saptahs, Surya’s willingness to grant 

consultations to those without appointments depended on his schedule and current disposition 

                                                
52 Sangita includes two further means of consultation in Shiv Gauga puran: a “coupon” for one free mail-in 
question, and a “questionnaire” (pra n val ) based on a yantra, which the reader uses numerically to match question 
and corresponding deities, and finally to find the answer (Sharma: n.d.b: 51-76). Sangita’s astrological schedule was 
less informal than Surya’s. She held appointments with patients nearly every night at their home. 
53 With this term I combine Foucauldian ethics with Lefebvre’s “rhythmanalysis.” For Foucault (1985, 1986, 2003), 
ethics refers to one’s self-relation through monitoring, testing, improving, and transforming one’s behavior in order 
to become an “ethical subject.” Lefebvre, on the other hand, writes of the body (and temporal experience in general) 
as a matrix of diverse rhythms, sometimes brought into equilibrium by the “repetition [of actions] pushed to point of 
automatism and the memorization of gestures”; Lefebvre calls this process “rhythming,” through which one comes 
to possess a trained schema of socio-embodied-subjective perception of/in, and practice in/on, time (2004: 39-41). 
While rhythming may be read in part as a response to Foucault’s “discipline” (1995), my proposal for the concept of 
self-re-rhythming places Lefebvre alongside Foucault’s “arts of existence,” with which he specifies “intentional and 
voluntary actions” through which persons transform their own behavior and being in accordance with specific “rules 
of conduct” and practical aesthetics (1985: 10-11). For disciples of present-day Hindu gurus, this ethical relationship 
and aesthetics involves seeking the help of an “ethical interlocutor”: The guru is “recognized [as possessing] an 
aptitude for guidance and counseling” (1986: 51-53), but the disciple must retrain his or her temporal orientations in 
order to take advantage of this ethical, interlocutionary expertise. 
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towards the disciple in question.54 The spring-2013 saptah, for example, was a large event, and 

Surya and others spoke of how taxing it was on his energy. Surya arrived each morning around 

nine or ten o’clock, several hours before the day’s events would start, to eat, bathe, chat with 

others, and nap before the performance. He did this in part to get into the “mood for Baba’s 

katha,” but also to make himself available to others, knowing that he would remain busy late into 

the evening. On the fifth day of the function, Surya joined the saptah’s musicians inside the main 

temple structure, where the performers had made their camp for the week. The lead singer-cum-

expounder, Ghulam Singh, had invited his disciples from his home district of Itawa, U.P., to 

meet his own guru, Surya. These three men knelt before Surya as the latter explained the impetus 

for the trust’s seva-vikas in Agra and Gogameri. Meanwhile, an elderly woman walked into the 

temple and began weeping. Distracted, Surya made a number of false starts attempting to 

maintain his train of thought. He then called out to the elderly woman. “If you have to cry,” he 

chided, pointing to Gogaji’s m rti behind her, “then cry in front of Baba.” He tried to continue 

the conversation but apparently could not. “Come here,” he directed the woman. She cried, 

motionless, heeding neither command. Surya asked her what the problem was, and she reported 

that her grandson had gone missing. Surya suggested she bring her son and daughter-in-law to 

the saptah in the afternoon, and offer coconuts to the dh  (ascetic’s fire) during the evening’s 

havan. As he said this, he rose to his feet and left. The woman remained unclear about what to 

do, and Ghulam spent the next ten minutes assuring her that her grandson would return if she 

trusted Surya and followed his suggestions. 

                                                
54 Staged in Gogameri, the 2010 saptah was far less attended than that in Agra in 2013, so Surya was spread less 
thinly than he would be at the latter. Downtime gossip frequently ended with families, couples, and individuals 
slipping hints of their questions and difficulties into conversation, and then pulling Surya off to the side for private 
chats. In a more organized manner, the day following the conclusion of the program found Surya holed up in one of 
the dharmshala rooms, holding longer and more intimate meetings with those disciples who, Shachi told me, had 
traveled to Gogameri to attend the saptah and consult with their guruji. 
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 This woman’s crisis, as most, occurred without concern for Surya’s schedule, and left her 

time enough only to make a loose appointment for later. One of the reasons why disciples were 

willing to cultivate behaviors of patience and trust in Surya, effectively subordinating their 

immediate concerns and fears for the future to their guru’s whims, was the recognition of his 

gyan. Surya, that is, used his knowledge to wield powers that remained obscure to others, which 

allowed some to understand his caprices as the riddles of a man who knows and intervenes in the 

puzzles of the universe. Most consultations take time, in fact, and Surya’s disciples often waited 

with bated breath, so to speak, for a chance to convene with their guruji.  

 Two days after his quick dealings with the elderly woman, I was sitting with Surya and 

Raj Kumar Singh, a factory owner from Delhi. Coming in and out of a light doze, Surya had 

been involved half-heartedly in our discussion of Gogaji’s lack of visibility in the Indian media. 

One of Raj Kumar’s friends from Itawa joined us, and Surya, recognizing him through a squint, 

leaned forward with a smile and asked if he was ready. As he watched his friend remove a small 

pad of paper from the back pocket of his slacks, Raj Kumar explained to me that he had 

introduced this man to Surya after hearing of his anxiety over a promotion review at work. Surya 

began listing off supplies at a pace too quick for this man to write them down in order: “one red 

sari, one coconut, gh , mustard oil.”  

 Did you say one coconut? “Yes. Ghi, mustard oil—” Sorry, guruji, how much ghi? “Just 

bring a half liter.” Surya waited this time, peeping through his only slightly opened eyes to tell 

when the man had finished writing. “If there’s any left over, you can put it in the dan 

receptacle.” He had already reclined again, and now kicked out his right leg to indicate to the 

appropriately responsive twenty-something man to his right that he desired a leg massage (an 

intimate form of guru-seva; see Lamb [2000, 2002]). Without missing a beat, Raj Kumar began 
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attending to the left. Surya continued to rattle off the list of supplies for the Gorakhnath havan 

and Kali puja, intermittently asking the young man to his right about his studies in Lucknow.  

 “So when do you find out [whether you will get the promotion],” Surya asked 

Rajkumar’s friend when the list was complete. “Right, so you need to come [here] and have the 

havan and puja performed the Saturday afternoon beforehand. Until then, keep a clay pot with 

Ganga water in the front right corner of your home. Every morning and evening, after showering, 

light a lamp to Baba and offer worship.” Surya’s plan to petition Gogaji for help with this man’s 

promotion utilized astrological knowledge of the most effective time for worship, knowledge 

from the Vastu shastra of where to place which potent object, and expertise in what now seem to 

be two pan-Hindu modes of worship with prestigious lineages: havan and Kali puja. 

 For Surya, the disciplines of knowledge and training he considered in relation to 

diagnostics and treatment—astrological, priestly-ritual, vastu-shastric, tantric, and what I might 

call lay-sociological and historical—worked in tandem, though only on two conditions. The first 

is what Surya, using the English, called “judgment.” Once, Surya asked me in Gogameri, “What 

will you do if you become sick; if you can’t sleep; if you have a headache?” I had not answered, 

thinking these questions were rhetorical. “Your business isn’t running,” he went on. “Your store 

isn’t doing well. There are no crops in your field […].” He paused, staring into my eyes intently. 

“It’s a matter of these things. What will you do if you get sick?” Realizing that Surya was fishing 

for a response, I offered that I would see a doctor. “And what if you’re not better after seeing the 

doctor?” When I replied that I did not know what I would do, Surya had successfully established 

the grounds for explaining his knowledge of afflictions and remedies: 

 
In order to know [what to do], the first thing is to purify ( uddh karn ) this body—purify 
the sense perceptions. Then you stop [consuming] meat, fish, alcohol, onions, and garlic. 
When the body and sense perceptions become purified, judgment comes to you, in here. 
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Surya pointed to his head. 

 
You come to me and say, “Guruji, I’m sick; my mother, father, brother, sister, son [or] 
daughter is sick.” And without even thinking, a judgment will come to me [such that I 
will be able to say], “Yes, this is why [illness has befallen you], and this is what you must 
do [to be healed].” 

 
“Judgment,” for Surya, referred to a sort of self-arising understanding of the causes and 

treatments of socioeconomic, psychophysical, and supernatural afflictions, a form of 

understanding reserved for those whose bodies and sense organs remained free of substances 

that, according to Surya, “destroy one’s ability to reflect correctly on the universe.”55  

 The second condition on which Surya’s learning in various disciplines of knowledge led 

to an ability to intervene felicitously in the difficulties of others was whether the deity petitioned 

through many of his courses of treatment becomes “happy” enough to act on the petitioner’s 

behalf. In Shiv Gauga puran, for example, Sangita gleans a crucial moral instruction from words 

she attributes to Gogaji’s mother, Bachal. Following Gorakhnath’s anger over (her twin sister) 

Kachal’s deceit and theft of the inseminating ash meant for Bachal, the latter pleads with the 

powerful yogi not to take back the potent object that he had mistakenly given to her sister.  

 
Women need to learn from this story thusly: You should never think poorly if someone 
else benefits from your puja. These days, men and women want the fruit first, [and to 
offer] puja later; but this is wrong. 
 […] When you perform Baba’s puja or darshan, Baba fulfills your heart’s desires 
of his own accord. Baba would never desire for his worshippers to remain afflicted. […] 
The condition is this: Lose the fraud in your heart in front of him at the time of worship! 
If there is fraud in you while you perform puja, you will never in your life receive the 
fruits of this darb r. Baba hates these kinds of people, [… but] is quickly pleased with 
devotees who are clean of heart and who attend to him truly (sacc  sev ) […]. (Sharma 
n.d.b: 47-48). 

                                                
55 In diagnosis, “judgment” also made use of what Surya and Ghulam named “psychology.” Equating this with 

tm -vijñ n, or the “science of the soul/eternal self,” Ghulam described the effects of psychology thusly: “Whenever 
you look at someone’s face, you can tell whether there is sorrow or happiness inside that person.” In addition to 
training in astrology, Vastu shastra, tantra, and Brahman ritual practice, Surya’s “judgment” therefore also 
presupposed a reflective hyper-attention to the outward criteria of interior states (cf. Wittgenstein 1978). 
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While Gogaji and other deities chose not to act on some worshippers’ behalves,56 there were 

steps one could take to ensure that they would. As with the guru, the devotee’s access to god here 

mandates a specific temporal orientation: Gogaji takes care of those who, “clean of heart,”57 

attend to him sincerely58 through worship before making demands of him.59 Training in 

prestigious disciplines of religious and non-religious forms of knowledge by itself was thus not 

enough for Surya to harness divine power effectively for worldly tasks. Accurate diagnosis and 

prescription, as well as effective remedy, required further self-cultivation on the part of both 

Surya and disciples: a steadfast distance from substances that block the passages of “judgment” 

on the part of the guru, and an “ethical self-re-rhythming” in regards to the mysteries of guru and 

                                                
56 Surya and others were well aware of instances in which his ritual prescriptions had failed to produce the desired 
outcome. A family in Roshan Nagar, the neighborhood surrounding Surya’s Gorakhnath temple in Agra, had 
severed ties with this place of worship some time in 2012. I had lunch once with Surya at this family’s next-door 
neighbors’ home. “They’re still suffering,” the patriarch said. “Yep,” Surya rejoined, without looking up from his 
plate. A lunch guest from Delhi asked Surya who was upset. “Oh, some neighbor came to me last year with some 
problem their kid was having. I told them to do puja and whatnot here, and then to offer a Rs. 5,000 dan in 
Gogameri. […]  Their child got better but then [the father] didn’t go to Gogameri—he didn’t give the offering—and 
now he and his wife are having marital problems.” Narratives of unanswered prayers had them all occurring when 
the ritual petitioner had either not consulted Surya or not executed his course of action. Ultimately, these 
descriptions concluded, the petitioner had left Gogaji or Gorakhnath unimpressed. 
57 One might here tease out the connections of Sangita and Surya’s knowledge practices, and the heterogeneous 
material on which these operated, to intellectual and moral currents of the recent prat, spread across north India and 
then—through the diaspora—the world. Freier, for instance, observes that early-twentieth-century writings of the 
Gita Press privileged a “cleanliness of heart” over one of the body as the “essential prerequisite for attaining God” 
(2012: 404). There, the “cultivation of the mind […] became the focal point for emotional control,” which would 
ultimately lead to a Hindu nation governed by dharmic principles (ibid). 
58 Keane analyzes the Protestant construction and colonial spread of a “representational economy” in which “modern 
sincerity” came to specify a desirable “relationship between words and interior states”: words should “express 
underlying beliefs or intentions” (2007: 207). As with Sumbanese Christians, Sangita’s “true heart” in worship is in 
part of a “moral project” for a certain kinds of modern subjects, which intends to eradicate “social errors” and 
undesired “constraints of social entanglement” (ibid: 197). In Sangita and Surya’s assessments, though, these errors 
and constraints are not premised on globalized, Protestant semiotic ideologies policing the relationship between 
materiality, agency, and the human subject (ibid: 197-99). Rather, they are based in critiques of lower-caste and 
class historical forgetfulness or ignorance, and self-interest in worship across caste and class lines. 
59 Although Kachal was not held to this standard, her character (and its consequences in the personalities of her 
sons) is ultimately responsible for setting in motion the series of events that led to the tragic conclusion of Gogaji’s 
family, marriage, and mortal life. It is the compassion of the Agra community’s moral idea and master signifier, Ma 
Bachal—over and against the anger of the divine saint with whom she intercedes on devotees’ behalf—that makes 
this exception to the rule tenable. The reader is therefore taught to emulate Bachal, who “attended to Gorakhnath 
[for twelve years] in thought, word, and deed” (Sharma n.d.b: 31) before asking Gorakhnath for a son. 
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gods on the part of the cel . The success of the actions of both, however, ultimately depended on 

god; hence, perhaps, the strictness with which these self-disciplines were sometimes observed. 

 In this section, I presented ethnographic vignettes of the various stages and conditions of 

Surya’s knowledgeable interventions into the difficulties of his disciples. While certain minor 

problems could find resolution through the use of “potent objects” that Surya activated, more 

serious afflictions often required divine mediation. At this micro-level, consultations with Surya 

and petitions of Gogaji demanded of disciples an intentional re-programing of their temporal 

orientations: patience, trust, and persistence when approaching the guru, and a sincerity in 

worship prior to expecting god’s help. Equipped with these new (and perhaps never fully 

formed) temporal orientations, Surya’s disciples sought Gogaji through ritual actions with 

prestigious lineages of Brahman expertise in Sanskrit and post-Classical literature: above, 

Gorakhnath havan and Kali puja. It was frequently through ritual prescriptions and the debt 

relations they enacted that Surya enlisted disciples in the Bagar Seva Samiti’s macro-

interventions in ritual and genealogical practice in Agra and Gogameri—interventions to which I 

now turn 

 

 A Song for Gogaji in Krishna’s Name: Surya guarded his knowledge against corruption from 

dangerous substances such as alcohol and meat, but he did not withhold its sometimes-esoteric 

contents from the Gogameri pilgrimage public to whom he wished to speak but which he 

described as historically adulterated. Whereas Surya’s micro-interventions in the life-challenges 

of disciples worked on a smaller, family and individual-sized scale, the seva-vikas project of the 

Bagar Seva Samiti sought to utilize his knowledge to intervene in larger fields of action and 

experience: namely, ritual and genealogical practice and the physical, ritual landscape of Agra 
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and Gogameri. While Ch. 6 discusses the Samiti’s temples, dharmshala, and hospital, this one 

focuses on Surya’s “reformulative” (Blackburn 2001) contribution to ritual and lineage contests, 

and some of the workings of and reasons for these. 

 When speaking of the religious affiliations and systems of behavior he advised and 

attempted to live by, Surya alternated between several names: the Nath samprad y or panth, 

vaishnav or san tan dharm, and the “ancient system” (pur n /pr c n paddhati) of living, 

worship, and philosophy preserved in and by Brahmans. Two ritual forms ubiquitous in the 

temples and practice of the Bagar Seva Samiti, and emblematic of its reconfiguration of this 

paddhati, are havan and arti. While arti has become the quintessential form of daily worship for 

a majority of Hindus around the world, havan draws in name and aspects of procedure on Vedic 

literature.60 

 At the trust’s two temples in Agra, Surya’s priestly assistants led disciples in fire 

sacrifices called havan, twice daily following arti: The pujari recited simple Sanskrit mantras 

punctuated by a pause and occasional glance, which probed lay worshippers to utter the 

interjection, sv h , and deposit offerings of clarified butter, sandalwood powder, or foodstuff 

items into the fire. Surya unofficially led havan in Gorakhtila and the Gogameri tomb complex, 

                                                
60 One could also add saptah-katha here. Scholars of contemporary Hinduism have noted both the long history of the 
public, performative qualities of Vaishnava bhakti and its texts (Novetzke 2007), and the transformations such 
performances have undergone in the recent past. Lutgendorf notes that since the nineteenth-century rise to 
prominence of katha (here: recitations of Tulsidas’ Ramcaritmanas), individual performers, and the “regular 
‘circuits’” through which both travel, the “urban merchant classes” have replaced the rural, community-based 
patronage of the past (which often supported performers through offerings made during arti) (1991: 159-60). This 
developed into an “increasing vogue” among the wealthy and aspiring middle classes for sponsoring private 
performances (ibid: 164). In his studies of the localization of saptah (seven-day recitations of the Bhagavata 
purana) in highland Garhwal, furthermore, Taylor describes how village deities act as empowered hosts to recently 
arrived copies of the Bhagavata purana text as mobile artifact (2011). Hence, local religious culture welcomes and 
authorizes new practices and texts, but only on its own terms. Now, Surya is not a merchant and his saptah-kathas 
not private, nor did Ghulam expound on a prestigious text from the corpus of Vaishnava bhakti. Additionally, my 
fieldwork suggests that Surya, Sangita, and Ghulam would roundly dismiss any claims to a resolute localism in 
Gogaji’s worship, which Taylor wants to claim for Garhwali village deities despite his interlocutors’ own 
representations. Instead, Surya and Ghulam produced an interactive performance of Gogaji’s story, reflectively 
coordinated with a rather prestigious ritual form of an early-twenty-first-century Sanatan Dharm. 
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and officially at their Gogameri dharmshala, though generally for small groups of disciples who 

commissioned pilgrimages with him to address rather serious difficulties. The word havan is a 

variation of the Sanskrit homa, a fire sacrifice that first appears in the Rig veda and was re-

popularized by the Arya Samaj in the colonial period. As with the name’s morphology, havan in 

the trust temples likewise varied from the Veda. Rather than Vedic chants, for example, Surya 

and Vikas pujari (the closer of his two assistants and officiant at the Gorakhnath temple) recited 

a series of Sanskrit exclamations of “om, salutations to ___,” filling in the blank with the names 

of deities that largely post-date the Vedic period. The fire was different as well: in this case, a 

replica of Gorakhnath’s dhuna (ascetic fire) instead of a hearth built according to Vedic 

instructions. A non-conformity of purportedly Vedic rites with the texts of the Veda is common 

in north India, though, and does not detract from their prestige for those who valorize their ritual 

activities by claiming their descent from the Vedas (Smith 2009).61 Indeed, for Surya and many 

associated with him, havan stood as a preeminent form of ritual treatment, as well as a general 

precaution against many of the afflictions these were meant to remedy.62 This they did not 

through the “potent objects” described above, which evoked the ritual-aesthetic forms and 

                                                
61 Sangita herself registers an awareness of the plurality of havan’s forms when she instructs her readers to hold 
havan before leaving on pilgrimage to Gogameri, inside Gorakhtila, and at the tomb (n.d.b: 86, 91, 100-01). She 
notes that “havan are performed in many ways,” but assures the reader that “Baba Gorakhnath will accept your 
havan in any form; each method of havan and ritual action more broadly depends solely on reverence (shraddha) 
and belief (vishvas)” (ibid: 101). What is striking in this sentence is the conundrum this assertion would have posed 
certainly prior to the 1980s, but likely also into the 1990s. At that time worshippers disposed toward reimagined 
Vedic havan would likely not have possessed faith in the guru of Gogaji, nor would those with a “belief” in 
Gorakhnath’s presence and power have necessarily engaged this primarily through havan. 
62 Worshippers’ experiences and assessments of havan in the Agra Gorakhnath temple, of course, varied, as did their 
reasons for participating. During the 2013 saptah, a group of middle aged women and their adolescent daughters had 
havan performed every morning before they circumambulated the center temple structure 108 times. At a crucial 
time in the girls’ lives, with exams and marriage proposals on their way, they “just wanted to make sure Baba [was] 
happy.” Another man from Itawa district told me about the “peace” (shanti) he “felt” (mahsus) during havan—what 
with the smell of the sandalwood, ghi, and smoke facilitating his ability to focus solely on Gogaji. The rhythm of the 
mantras, pauses, svahas, and offerings likely contributed to this as well. Possessed attendees, often slapped, 
beguiled, and yelled at by Vikas and family members during havan, likely found it less meditative. 
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tantra-mantra of healers sought out by the lower castes and classes. Instead, this was a mode of 

worship with a Vedic name and, currently, a pan-Hindu purchase.  

 Associations with the practice, name, and materiality of Gorakhnath havan granted Surya 

and those close to him the ability to understand their objects of worship, their ritual actions, and 

themselves in relation to a reworked set of prestigious trans-regional, trans-historical affiliations. 

They did so in two ways. First, in the case of the old woman whose grandson had gone missing, 

Surya’s initial prescription was a family offering of coconuts during havan. After the boy was 

located and brought home, Surya specified their debt: a month’s worth of weekly havan at the 

temple in Agra, and a pilgrimage to Gorakhtila. Havan was a common prescription in Surya’s 

micro-interventions in disciples’ lives, and successful remedies meant an accrued debt to 

Gorakhnath, often repaid through pilgrimages, havan, and the like. Implicit here was an 

increased involvement in the activities and spaces of the Bagar Seva Samiti, and a certainty of 

Surya’s authoritative knowledge. Second, havan rendered Gorakhnath worship desirable for 

those already oriented to Brahman and Vedic authority. A Baniya pharmacist, for example, 

attended the havan led by Vikas pujari in Agra on a regular basis. He told me he had not 

worshipped Gorakhnath previously, but began to do so when this “Brahman temple” offering 

daily havan opened in his neighborhood. Now he worships “twice daily […] to make baba 

happy.” While havan worked more explicitly towards the enrollment of Surya’s disciples in the 

trust’s reformulation project, arti did so in a subtler manner for a larger number of people. 

 Every morning and evening in Gogameri, the man with the highest-ranking post in the 

Devasthan Department’s office there leads a now-ubiquitous Hindu form of worship known as 

arti, which consists most crucially in one set of acts. While the government priest waves a silver 

tray supporting lit lamps in circles in front of the tomb, the gathered worshippers sing what has 
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become the compulsory arti hymn, “Om jay Jagd  Hare.” Composed in the mid-late nineteenth 

century by a Punjabi man named Shardha Ram Phillauri, this old-Hindi hymn praises Krishna as 

both universal lord and the singer’s personal savior. Following the conclusion of the song and 

lamp worship, the Department employee leads everyone in Sanskrit chants and subjunctive 

exclamations of “Victory to [Gogaji and other deities, one’s parents and guru, and Sanatan 

Dharm]!” Finally, everyone spends durations of their own choosing in quiet prayer and gestures 

of bowing, prostrating, or touching Gogaji’s feet, before receiving prasad (here, the heat of the 

lamps and some variety of sweets).  

 Most accounts I heard date the prevalence of this exclusively Hindu mode of worship in 

the architecturally Islamic tomb no earlier than the mid-1980’s (see chapter three). Sangita’s Shiv 

Gauga puran, however, offers another explanation of its origin within the tomb, one that Surya 

frequently recounted for disciples and devotees. After Gogaji entered the earth but before a tomb 

had been constructed, a pastoralist grazed his herd of cows in the area. Gogaji visited this man in 

a dream and instructed him to perform arti where he had “taken samadhi” (Sharma n.d.b: 44). 

The cowherd protested that he was poor and had no “cymbals or conch shells” with which to do 

so. Following Gogaji’s mandate, though, he touched the earth Gogaji had entered, and heard 

cymbals and conch shells sounding from heaven. The soil itself possessing miraculous qualities, 

Gogaji urged the cowherd to gift it to those in need of divine remedy. After some time, those in 

the environs began to wonder which divinity lived in the ground at this spot. Sangita suggests, 

“the people said, ‘If there is any information at all on which god this is, then it is clear (j har)63 

that he is an exceedingly high god’” (ibid). Thus, they began calling him Jahar Vir. She claims it 

is a mistake, however, to confuse Jahar Vir with Zahar Pir: 

 
                                                
63 Like many Hindi writers, Sangita does not write the “za” consonant with the bindu that transforms “ja” into “za.” 
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Muslims started performing his puja. The one whom Hindus call Jahar Vir, who is a 
participant in punishment (dand ka bhagi), they call Jahar Pir. […] People take him as a 
deity (devata) of Muslims because he is known by the name pir. Such an illusion in the 
minds of these people is incorrect. His worship [among Muslims] began as a result of the 
Mughal administration. (Sharma n.d.b: 44) 

 

One of the oft repeated arguments for identifying the Gogameri tomb as a mandir, rather than a 

darg h, makbar, or any other variety of Islamic ritual space, cited the performance of arti to an 

iconographic image as evidence. By dating this form of worship prior to the construction of the 

tomb and attributing it to Gogaji’s miraculous mandate, Sangita puts the issue to rest for readers 

predisposed to arguments thus constructed (see Ch. 1). This did not mean, however, that Surya 

and his followers merely chose a side in another Hindu-Muslim face-off. 

 At the time of my fieldwork, with worship in Gogaji’s mausoleum combining Hindu, 

Muslim, and Sikh styles, Surya and his wife, Shachi, emphasized the superiority of arti, but not 

exactly in the same way as the Devasthan officials and Sharma pujaris. Since the early 2000s, 

they had campaigned to reform the pre-arti bathing of the tomb. Whereas the Devasthan and 

Sharma priests washed it with water, Surya and Shachi demanded they do so according to what 

they variously call the vaishnav, Brahman, or Sanatan-Dharm “procedure”: that is, with the five 

holy products of the cow (milk, yogurt, clarified butter, urine, and dung). “Nothing happens 

because of water,” Shachi animatedly exclaimed in the summer of 2010. “The pañc-d n makes 

Gaungaji happy. That’s what purifies him. We started arti up there [in the proper manner…] 

They don’t listen, but as long as I’m here they’ll have to bathe Baba with yogurt and the rest.”  

 I presumed that Surya and Shachi’s insistence on arti would place them micro-politically 

alongside the Devasthan officials and Brahman priests. Yet, in the wake of nearly three decades 

of work on confrontations between Indian Hindus and Muslims, one of the more interesting 

aspects of Gogameri’s competition is the incomplete alignment of socio-ritual predilection and 
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micro-political agendas with caste, religion, and class. While these ontological identifiers 

certainly stood among the many socio-historical locations in and from which pilgrims developed 

bodily-intellectual schemas of perception and practice, Surya and Shachi’s ethical and family-

moral developments demanded a different kind of attention to arti than that given by the Sharma 

pujaris. Aesthetic-ritual choice was thus neither fully determined by caste or class habitus (or a 

combination of both) or religious affiliations, nor was it something over which subjects had 

complete intellectual mastery. The difference between Surya and Shachi’s own estimations of 

and relations to the Devasthan officials and the Sharma priests elucidates such non-alignment 

within a single family, and one at the institutional apex of an increasingly important trust. 

Shachi, for example, and despite her misgivings about the materials used to bathe the tomb, 

much preferred the Devasthan officials and Sharma priests to Rupnath and his monastic 

assistants at Gorakhtila. In her estimation, the government responsibly reinvested the money 

donated to the tomb back into the temple, while Rupnath used his to live a life of luxury she saw 

as antithetical to renunciation.64 Additionally, she related warmly to the Devasthan pujaris 

whenever she visited the tomb, and always sat for a while in the Sharmas’ office with the elder 

priests, drinking tea and exchanging gossip. “They’re the ones doing arti,” she explained when I 

                                                
64 “He’s the boss, right?” she said of Rupnath. “He’s alone over there, so he can do whatever he wants. Up here”—
she pointed in the direction of the tomb—“the government is in charge.” Hoping to probe the comparison, I played 
the devil’s advocate, saying that many viewed the Devasthan officials as thieves, reallocating donations from 
Gogameri to their Hanumangarh office, while Rupnath was building up the infrastructure for pilgrims. “Nah!” 
Shachi sucked her teeth and quickly dismissed this assessment. “This is the government, right? They take care of the 
entire organization of the festival. You should see the [police] force they bring here. [Rupnath] has so much 
money—what does he do? He uses [the police] force over there.” When I pointed out that Rup Nath seems not have 
more money, Shachi agreed, but argued that he “uses it in the wrong way. […] He’s built a house for his mother and 
father, and another one for his sister too. He also uses money from there to open businesses: a petrol pump and a 
liquor store.” The implication of her report that Rupnath had built homes for his family members was the he 
contradicted his ascetic ideals—renouncing family in particular—while that of the businesses was to stress his 
greed, dishonesty, and theft from the temple to satisfy these. The liquor store served to foreground his lack of 
concern for moral asceticism even further. “He does lots of wrong things (galat kam), but the government uses all of 
the money for the festival.” 
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asked about their affiliation. “Without them, who knows? There might not be arti twice a day. So 

of course we get along.” 

 Surya, on the other hand, largely avoided the Devasthan officials and Sharma priests. 

Even though the latter were from his own sub-group of Brahmans, he also described them 

disparagingly, accusing them of swindling the faithful. “I’m the first Brahman in the world who 

doesn’t do this,” he told a troubled Brahman woman once, rubbing his fingers together to 

indicate money. “Look, the problem in Gaungameri is that everyone is eating (kh n ). I put one 

rupee into the dharmshala, and the [Devasthan Department] eats one rupee. That’s why there are 

no provisions for pilgrims.” As for the Sharma pujaris, Surya disliked the way they led worship 

“without knowledge of what they are doing and why.” This knowledge of worship related not 

only to the targeted outcomes of one’s practice—as with his socio-ritual treatments—but also to 

the historical lineages in which these practices should place worshippers. In other words, 

worshipper and priest alike ought both to enact and understand arti relative to specific 

knowledge of ritual practice and historical narrative—this being more important at times than 

caste affiliation. 

 My discussion of Gogaji’s arti draws on Keane’s analysis of what he calls the “creed 

paradigm” (2007: 69-72) in Protestant Christianity. A mobile arti paradigm, conjoined to the 

hymn, “Om jay Jagdish Hare,” and a series of embodied performatives, lent itself to the 

localization of a reconfigured Sanatan Dharm in the tomb complex, but in a way at variance with 

the Protestant creed. I conceive of a dual process through which arti invited worshippers to 

verbalize their personal relationship with Gogaji in a way that identified both self and divine 

interlocutor with a broad vision of Hindu dharm, and objectified these public performatives and 

their resulting or hoped-for interior states to legal and cultural assertions of the resounding Hindu 
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character and history of the Gogameri network.65  The seva-vikas efforts of the Bagar Seva 

Samiti in Agra and Gogameri—similar in this sense to the Gorakhtila journalists—worked 

towards a reconfiguration of persons, landscapes, historical narratives, and practices affiliated 

with Gogameri’s divinities more elaborate than most other trusts. Arti offered the possibility to 

aid in this work greatly, principally due to its global dispersion and rhythms. Geographically, for 

example, most everyone connected to Surya knew of the worldwide reach of arti and “Om jay 

Jagdish Hare” among Hindus, from movies and family members or neighbors abroad. I heard 

Surya register as much on several occasions. By singing this hymn during arti in the Gogameri 

tomb, worshippers could imagine in Anderson’s sense (1992) not a national community but, 

rather, their worship of these divinities as part of something akin to what Willford calls 

“transnational,” “transcendental Hinduism” (2007: 2-3, 285-86).66 In terms of rhythm, Surya was 

clear that his disciples (and Hindus in general) should perform arti twice a day at specific, 

astrologically determined times. The universal claims of Hindu astrology thus reinforced the 

possibilities for imagination and performative reassembling by inviting worshippers to suppose 

the global-cosmological simultaneity of arti.67 

                                                
65 Keane analyzes the spread of Christianity through a quasi-Foucauldian attention to the “moral impetus […] 
embodied in everyday practice that “detach[es] from particular social contexts and [becomes] available for universal 
circulation” (2007: 43; emphasis in original). Practices such as the recitation of creeds then act analogously to 
Foucault’s “subjectivation”: “such small, repeated, habitual semiotic practices […] work toward shaping persons at 
an intimate level” (ibid: 76). 
66 Willford found that Malaysian state propagation of Islamic modernism since the 1980s stigmatized Malaysian 
Indians as “backward” and “dangerous” (2006: 12, 42-43, 52, 94). This led to a revival of “village” religion (ibid: 
50, 88, 222) among working-class Hindus (procession, spirit possession, self-mortification, etc.), who thereby 
attempted to transcend state discourse through an autonomous capacity for self-identification. Elite and middle-class 
Hindus found themselves located somewhere between—and embarrassed by—both state-sponsored disparagement 
of Hinduism and working-class Hindu revivalism (ibid: 2-3, 128-29). A different kind of Hindu revivalism was 
pervasive among the Hindu middle and upper classes, one based in “Neo-Hindu” ashrams and oriented toward a 
“Vedantic” bhakti with ties to colonial-era Indian elites (ibid: 125-98). The revivalism Willford calls a 
“transcendental Hinduism” focused upon a “transnational referent in ‘India,’” which “attempts to overcome the 
Other’s desire [state discourse on Indian difference, and working-class Hindu reassertions of Indian difference] and 
reinscribe a cosmology of hierarchy in which a transcendental truth towers over and outside the contradictions of 
middleness that produce it” (ibid: 159). 
67 Attending church on Sunday morning, Keane argues, Christians “are invited to imagine that other Christians are 
doing so simultaneously around the world” (2007: 52; emphasis added).  
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 Havan and arti performatively tied Gogaji and Gorakhnath worship to purportedly pan-

Hindu modes of narrative and belonging. With havan, Surya worked in Gogameri (and in Agra, 

through Vikas pujari) both to direct devotees in need along a ritual course of remedy peppered 

with names, procedures, and objects that cited Vedic origins, and to provide a space within his 

configuration of the Nath Sampraday for those whose devotional sensibilities might have 

precluded attention to Gorakhnath. While certain pilgrims and even one ritual specialist at 

Gorakhtila staged havan in Gogameri, the practice was far from standard. By foregrounding the 

imperative for twice-daily havan, and executing them in Agra through his pujaris (and in 

Gogameri when he was there), Surya redefined worship and historical affiliations for devotees of 

Gorakhnath. Part of this reorientation was underway in Gogameri, as in the case of Gogaji’s arti. 

Surya and Shachi were not content with what they saw as the Sharma pujaris’ partial step in the 

right direction, though. By calling for a modification of the material objects and rhythms of arti, 

they sought to expand the possibilities that this mobile ritual paradigm offered to pilgrims for 

imagining the contiguity of Gogaji and Gorakhnath worship and a “transcendental Hinduism” 

(Willford 2007). This name, of course, is not Surya’s language, and the devotionalism he 

advocated was not the neo-Vedantic reform Hinduism that Willford describes in Malaysia. The 

following turns to Surya, Sangita, and Ghulam’s descriptions of Gorakhnath and Gogaji’s 

historical affiliations, and what these were to mean for Surya’s disciples. 

 

“Old-Time Religion” and Historical Gods.68 As I stated in the prologue, most people in 

Gogameri identified institutional differences in the Hindu affiliations of the village’s two deities, 

which mapped geographically onto the space of the village: With Gorakhnath and Gorakhtila 

                                                
68 Lutgendorf (1991: 363) writes that he was “sometimes tempted to translate Sanatan Dharm as ‘old-time religion’; 
like the American Protestant expression, it was a self-conscious affirmation of religious conservatism in a 
perceivedly pluralist context.” 
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safely enveloped within the Nath Sampraday, Gogaji and the tomb complex were only loosely—

and in a non-institutional manner—tied to the Nath Sampraday. Surya differed from most in this 

regard, for Gogaji held pride of place in his universal-historical understanding of the Nath 

Sampraday. His teachings to disciples, Sangita’s writings, and Ghulam’s saptah narrations 

framed Gogaji’s personality through Gorakhnath’s, Gorakhnath’s through Macchendranath’s, 

and all of these through three attributes that served as conditions of possibility for these figures’ 

gyan and seva to humanity: their status as incarnations of the high Hindu gods, their high-caste 

births, and their learning in Vedic, Smarta, and Tantric literature and disciplines.69 These three 

characteristics, in fact, bear striking resemblance to qualities scholars have recently foregrounded 

in the formation and history of Sanatan Dharm. Beyond the initial context of late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth-century discussions with Arya and Brahmo Samajis, Christians, Muslims, and 

colonial officials regarding the definition of Hinduism as a “religion,” Sanatan Dharm 

organizations have been variously oriented to caste hierarchy, Vaishnava-influenced bhakti, and 

textual knowledge (Kelly 1988; Lutgendorf 1991; Zavos 2011: 116; Freier 2012; Trnka 2012). In 

Sangita’s writings and Ghulam’s saptah performances, one sees their and Surya’s reflective 

coordination of Nath and Sanatani narratives, and these with devotional-historiographic and 

“para-ethnographic” knowledge.70 This is not to say that the Bagar Seva Samiti simply mixed 

                                                
69 While this is at odds with medieval texts that depict the Nine Naths as humans who had achieved bodily 
immortality through disciplines relatively unaffiliated with orthodox Shaiva and Vaishnava orders, it is unsurprising 
given the long transformation of religious culture in India. Much of their narrative practices here drew from 
important moments in the interceding centuries: the old-Hindi sants’ reformulation of Vaishnava bhakti and the rise 
of the Ramanandi monastic order in the immediately pre-colonial era, the changing influence of exchange with 
global flows of cultural and intellectual frameworks, and the incorrectly named Hindu reformers (principally the 
Arya Samaj) and counter-reformers (Sanatan Dharm) in the colonial and post-Independence eras. From Rajasthan to 
Nepal, most early-twenty-first-century accounts tell of the Nine Naths’ “descent” (avatar) from the high gods of 
Vedic and Smarta literature, and prescribe individual relationships to these defined foundationally through a 
translation (Chakrabarty 2000) of Vaishnava bhakti and a “globalatinized” “belief” (vishvas, manyata) or “faith” 
(astha, shraddha) (Derrida 2002). 
70 The “traditional subjects” of anthropology, especially in postcolonial states, have come to engage in “something 
like an ethnography of both their own predicaments and those who have encroached on them,” with the result that 
“their knowledge practices […] are in some sense parallel to the anthropologist’s” (Holmes and Marcus 2006: 35). 
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discretely bounded traditions. Rather, theirs was a reconfiguration of the “linked histories” of the 

Nath Sampraday and Sanatan Dharm (Blackburn 2001: 90-91). 

 The fact that these narrators described Gorakhnath and Gogaji as incarnations may seem 

to register their powers as inborn. Yet similar to claims of IQ testing, this was more of a 

potentiality to be fulfilled through learning and discipline—in proximity to gods and gurus—

which in better times were reserved for the upper castes.71 Gorakhnath was the “incarnation of 

Shiva,” Sangita argues, citing the Sanskrit Mahakalayoga shastra and George Grierson, a 

nineteenth to twentieth-century colonial official and linguist.72 This high god manifested on earth 

in a high caste: Sangita proposes the work of Hindi literary critic Hazari Prasad Dvivedi supports 

the claim that Gorakhnath “was born, in a certain sense, to a Brahman j ti, and grew up in a 

Brahman environment” (Sharma n.d.b: 100).73 At least during this first incarnation, Gorakhnath 

learned from Macchendranath “the four Vedas, six Shastras, eighteen Puranas, the vidy  of the 

shabar mantra, and mantras for controlling ghosts, witches, and demons” (ibid: 16). Then, after 

performing difficult austerities at Badrinath for twelve years, Gorakhnath was approached by 

Shiva and offered a boon. Gorakhnath sought only gyan to fill his vidyas, and the assurance that 

he would “always remember [Shiva’s] feet” (ibid: 20). After obtaining perfection, Gorakhnath 

turned to m nav sev , “service to humanity,” and proceeded to “spread his yogic mah -gyan 

throughout the vast territory of Asia: Tibet, Mongolia, Kandahar [sic], Afghanistan, Nepal, Sri 
                                                                                                                                                       
Marcus argues that the term para-ethnography—“(what the contemporary ‘native’ might offer the anthropologist as 
‘point of view’)”—attempts to “engage[] with found imaginaries, and a literal exploration of these imaginaries as a 
framework for ethnography: (2008: 48, 70; see also Holmes and Marcus 2005b: 1102-04). Para-ethnography is often 
an expert’s response to her own “anxiety” over the “compromised” state of her “analytical endeavors” (Holmes and 
Marcus 2006: 33; cf. Riles 2004). 
71 Macchendranath, for example, son of Brahma and incarnation of Vishnu, learned from Shiva the “esoteric (gu h) 
shastra” (Sharma n.d.b: 5-6)—or knowledge of the Upanishadic, underlying consciousness of the universe (brahm-
gyan, in Ghulam’s 2013 saptah)—and from Dattatreya “all the limbs of the Veda, tantra-mantra, and the esoteric 
vidyas of the Shastras” (Sharma n.d.b: 9-10). 
72 In this sense, Gorakhnath was the founder of the Nath Sampraday, for Macchendranath, the first Nath sadhu, had 
“acquired [the “elementary knowledge” (tatvagyan [sic])] from Adinath Shiva” (ibid: 98). 
73 The qualifier “in a certain sense” is needed given the fact that he is an incarnation of Shiva, born of a boon that 
Macchendranath granted to his would-be adoptive mother. 
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Lanka, and the entirety of India” (ibid: 99). In Sangita’s text, then, one reads of the success of 

Shiva’s Brahman incarnation—studied in prestigious, Sanskrit ritual and narrative literature—in 

seva. He selflessly made Nath knowledge available to the areas Sangita, Surya, and the historians 

they read recognize as having been influenced by Naths.  

 Insofar as Surya and company counted Gogaji among the Nath Sampraday’s historical 

characters, the high Hindu gods, learned ascetics, and Brahman foster parents are not the only 

ones to populate the relevant lineages. Sangita describes the beneficent, dharmic rule of ten 

generations of Gogaji’s royal ancestors. Jebar Singh and Bachal Chauhan, Gogaji’s parents, 

likewise cultivated such habits, but when Bachal could not conceive they devoted all of their 

activities to “religious functions […] congruent with the Vedas and the worship of the Lord” 

(Sharma n.d.b: 30). A Brahman astrologer they consulted advised Bachal to “serve (seva) the 

great, perfected Baba Gorakhnath in thought, action, and speech” (ibid: 31). This she did, and 

Gorakhnath arrived to facilitate Gogaji’s birth, thereby bridging ascetic and royal lineages. After 

his own training in martial, legal, and religious disciplines, Gogaji was among the “self-

respecting kings” who defended “India’s borders” against the “attacks of foreign Muslims” 

(Sharma n.d.b: 40)—this being a supreme act of seva. His cousins then “sank to the level of 

going to meet the b d h (“Muslim” emperor) of Delhi, and dared him to attack Bagar.” Though 

outnumbered, Gogaji prevailed: “Through the grace (k ip ) of Gorakhnath, the badshah was 

taken prisoner” (ibid: 41). To escape his fate, the emperor “promised to build the me  with 

permanent construction materials,” which he did after Gogaji uttered a mantra that Gorakhnath 

taught him and thereby entered the earth atop his horse (ibid: 41-42). While this episode may 

contradict Sangita’s timeline for the importation of arti at the tomb, it enables readers to account 

for the tomb’s Islamic architectural forms without affirming Gogaji’s conversion. Unlike 
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Gogaji’s Sharma priests, Sangita, Surya, and Shachi were proud that Muslims worshipped 

Gogaji, for this meant his powers were perceivable across the board. Gogaji nonetheless 

remained a decidedly Hindu deity for them with a specific location in the universal history of the 

Nath Sampraday. 

 Surya, Sangita, and Ghulam understood Naths to have provided the backbone of 

Hinduism since time immemorial, and to have subsequently cared for—served—humanity 

through their incomparable powers and learning. Sangita writes, for example: 

 
The Nath Sampraday holds the foremost position among the various sampradays and 
varieties of opinion within Hindu dharm, philosophy, spirituality, and discipline. […] 
Located in all corners of the country, the Nath Sampraday remains India’s singly most 
glorious, absolute ideal. Revolutionary and dispersed everywhere from palaces to shacks, 
this exceedingly popular, superlative sect advances the pathway of humanity’s welfare. 
(Sharma n.d.b: 98) 

 
Like others oriented to seva-vikas in Gogameri, Surya and company located their responsibilities 

for development in a long history of Nath concern for those in need. Their own seva resonated 

well with their descriptions of the gods, yogis, and sovereigns of better times: Healing and 

medical interventions articulated with Gorakhnath’s actions as the “great scientist” (Sharma 

n.d.a: 3), their defense of Gogaji’s history (over and against that the Chayals and familiar 

pilgrims spread) with Gogaji’s guard of Hindu India against Muslim “attackers,” and the trust’s 

katha, publications, and ritual instruction with Macchendranath and Gorakhnath’s gyan of—and 

Gogaji’s ancestors’ observances of—the texts and practices of what they call Sanatan Dharm.   

 Occasionally, when Surya used the proper noun sanatan dharm in speech, he would 

specify what he meant afterwards: usually the hind  or vaishnav “family” (pariv r) or practical-

philosophical “system” (paddhati). Unlike its referent in medieval India, “vaishnav” here refers 

to communities devoted to Vishnu’s incarnations only when this term is taken by extension to 
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refer to their s ttvik habits, as with vegetarian restaurants dubbed vaishnav h b s. Surya added 

caste qualifiers to this adjective’s religio-cultural implications, as when he spoke of “higher” 

castes (uñc/ba  j tiy ) as vaishnav. Although vaishnav dharm for Surya thus dealt more with 

caste location and sensibilities, Vishnu was not entirely absent from the trust’s horizons.  

 Registering both a Vaishnava mode of devotion and its usual suspects, Shiv Gauga puran 

charts the “relationship between Gorakhnathji and Lords Ram and Krishna.” Both affiliations, 

which Ghulam discussed several times during the 2013 saptah, boil down to two points—one 

geographical (an “imprint” of Ram adorns the spot were Gorakhnath had his ears split; Krishna 

married Rukmini at Gorakshamathika in Saurashtra, Gujarat), and the other festive (Ram invited 

Gorakhnath to the celebration of his royal coronation; for their wedding present, Krishna and 

Rukmini bid Gorakhnath descend upon earth for Krishna Janmashthami, the celebration of 

Krishna’s birth) (Sharma n.d.b: 111-13). Sangita writes that Gogaji, on the other hand, was an 

incarnation of both Krishna and Ram, and her explanation of each case bears the stamp of 

Surya’s reflective coordination of para-ethnographic observations with their “shastric” 

knowledge of Sanatan Dharm.74  Of his “descent” from Krishna, for example, one reads that 

cows meander about at three temples in India “from eleven to twelve thirty at night […]: 

Vridavan, Dwarika, and Bagar Desh (Goga Merhi)” (Sharma n.d.b: 95). Whereas “several years 

ago” the cows at Gogameri did so “hungry and thirsty without feed,” wealthy donors have built a 

(Gorakhtila) gau l  in which they receive all they need to thrive (ibid). Additionally, devotional 

                                                
74 Saddened by Sita’s decision to enter the earth, Ram became inactive, laying around the palace and shirking his 
responsibilities (Sharma n.d.b: 119). Hoping to surveil and remedy his sadness in that life and the next, his three 
younger brothers prayed to Hanuman that they die and be reborn alongside Ram in order to look after him. “The 
manly Shri Ram Chandraji, highest among men,” writes Sangita, “was born as Gogaji on the naumi in Dadreva, 
Bharatji as Narsingh Pande, Lakshman as Bhajju Kotval, Shatrughna as Ratan [Nath/Pir], [and] Hanuman as Nila, 
[Gogaji’s blue] horse (ibid). 
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images frequently depict both Krishna and Gogaji drinking milk directly from cow udders. 

Gogaji, Sangita concludes, “is thus clearly the incarnation of Krishna” (ibid).  

 In the beginning of Shiv Gauga puran, Sangita addresses the impetus for reflectively 

coordinating para-ethnographic and narrative material when she writes that her book concerns 

“not Gaugaji/Jahar Vir, but the incarnate Krishna, Ram, [and] Shiva” (ibid: 4). Many in Sangita’s 

social circle, that is, “say they do not worship Gaungaji/Jahar Vir, so they can’t go [to Gogameri] 

to perform his darshan” (ibid). They are mistaken, however, for she argues that all of those “in 

Sanatan Dharm (the Hindu family)” already worship Gogaji and Gorakhnath (ibid: 107-08, 113-

15), even if they do not recognize it as such. Listing off many forms of Hindu worship—most of 

which are rarely, if ever, associated with Gorakhnath and Gogaji—Sangita proposes that these 

acts orient the worshipper to these deities due to their associations with the ritual accoutrements 

involved.75 For instance, all Hindus celebrate the birth of a son with well worship, she writes, 

and then connects this to Gogaji through a para-ethnographic example: People in Agra perform 

their son’s mu an (the rite of a child’s first haircut) at a well in the Bombay-v l  park. The 

“well-v l  caste,” furthermore, throws an annual festival at this reservoir, above which is “written 

in Urdu: ‘This is the samadhi of Krishna Vir Singh Chauhan, son of Jahar Vir Chauhan’” (ibid: 

107). Due to the link between mundan, wells, and Gogaji, all Sanatani Hindus thus already 

worship Gogaji.76 

                                                
75 Five of these forms of worship and cultural practice concern cow dung (Hindu weddings; govardhan puja after 
Diwali; recitations of the Bhagavat Puran and Devi Mahatmya; living in a village surrounded by cow dung [as long 
as no one throws “dirty clothes or little girls’ feces” on the dung]; and homes in which people light their hukkas with 
cow dung [“Disease does not enter such families; everyone remains healthy and happy”]); another two, cows 
themselves (gaushalas and temples where cow seva is practiced); two, the trident (Gogaji, Devi, and Kali pujas; 
altars along rivers decorated with a trident and damru, and involving ash prasad); and one, khicari, Gorakhnath’s 
favorite food (Makar Sankranti) (Sharma n.d.b: 114-15). 
76 The second widespread celebration that she claims is actually Gogaji worship is nag pancami. While this seems 
one of the more intuitive of her re-interpretations (given associations with snakes), Sangita nonetheless provides 
another para-ethnographic explanation: A large festival commemorates Gogaji on nag pancami in the Gogaji temple 
“near the insane asylum” in Agra, an annual practice “since the medieval administration of the Mughals” (ibid: 108). 
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 When Bagar Seva trustees spoke or wrote of the Nath Sampraday, they reordered and re-

characterized the associations between humans (living, historical, or narrative), gods, and ritual 

objects, spaces, and practices. The authority and preternatural abilities of the saints populating 

these lineages lay in their high-caste descent from the great Hindu gods and their literary and 

ritual expertise in prestigious disciplines of learning. Surya and company, in the manner of early 

Sanatanis, thereby valorized caste hierarchies qualified by “mutual respect” (Zavos 2011), the 

prestige and reformulation of “canonical” learning (Freier 2012), and a Vaishanva-inflected 

mode of devotion to “the hero who, in his various [ascetic or royal] earthly incarnations, is the 

archetypal actor in our midst” (Lutgendorf 1991: 115). By emphasizing the foundational role 

played by Naths in Sanatan Dharm, they interwove the two modes of trans-historical, trans-

regional affiliation both to develop the devotional practices and sensibilities of long-time, 

familiar pilgrims, and to attract middle-class Sanatanis to Gorakhnath and Gogaji (would-be 

stranger pilgrims). The momentum of this project urged contemporary affiliates along a 

historical path towards human welfare that the gods, yogis, and sovereigns of old set in motion. 

As learned representatives of these reconfigured lineages, Surya, Sangita, and Ghulam seized 

these pasts as both reasons to alter the present, and precedents for a new future characterized by 

socially respectable and religiously authoritative Sanatani Nath gyan, now dispersed amongst 

Hindus. 

 

 Something Fishy in the Scent of the Lord. Through his micro-interventions in their afflictions, 

Surya’s gyan worked to enroll disciples in the Bagar Seva Samiti’s seva-vikas project to 

reformulate the linked ritual forms and histories of the Nath Sampraday and Sanatan Dharm. Part 

of the intrigue of Surya’s lineage tracing, in the face of the historically non-Vaishnava character 
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of the central deity on his horizon, is the performative function of Surya’s knowledge practices: 

By eliciting the divine help of Gorakhnath and Gogaji, Surya facilitated a debt relationship that 

urged devotees along the path of seva, Sanatani Nath worship, and felt ties to a global-universal 

Hinduism. To say that knowledge is performative, however, is nothing new in the humanistic 

social sciences (cf. Riles 2010). In the final section of this chapter, then, I want to ask:  If Surya’s 

reflective coordination of knowledge regarding Gogaji with that drawn from multiple disciplines 

explains how Surya arrived at some of the conclusions he transmitted, then why were his ritual 

and genealogical interventions necessary? In short, I propose that he led the Bagar Seva Samiti to 

respond to a deeply felt uneasiness rooted in a temporal experience of the present that was 

intersected both by pasts experienced, remembered, and reconstructed through history writing, 

and by futures feared, hoped for, and prescribed. In Surya’s case, I call this experience a 

“temporal apprehension,” by which I refer simultaneously to 1) embodied, sensorial perception 

of diverse rhythms in the present, 2) anxiety regarding the effects of the immediate past on the 

present and future, and 3) seizure of pasts in the present so as to facilitate changes in the future. 

 As an urban, educated, middle-class Brahman, Surya differed from the stereotype and 

past majority of Gogameri’s familiar pilgrims, often drawn as these were from the peasantry and 

urban working classes. Different trustees’ discomfort with this difference emerged several times 

throughout my fieldwork. In the passage I quoted at the beginning this chapter, for example, 

Sangita pitched her second book in the face of a contradiction between Gogaji’s powerful 

divinity and the way her family and friends mocked him and his devotees. Surya told of being 

mocked too, but maintained that Gogaji represented the highest lineage within Sanatan Dharm. 

The current problem was a resounding lack of knowledge about these matters: With the recent 

political, economic, and cultural changes, Hindus had forgotten their glorious past, which was in 
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fact peopled with the gods on earth, intellectual Brahmans, and dharmik sovereigns. He 

juxtaposed this past and present in a conversation with a Brahman man voicing his skepticism 

about Gogaji: “Lower castes make Baba’s temples, so the high castes, the vaishnav castes, don’t 

go there. They only go to Baba for help in time of need […] after they’ve been to every other 

god and goddess.”  

 More tellingly, Surya’s sensorial perceptions of material objects both within and outside 

of ritual environments evoked his temporal apprehension of the socioeconomically classed 

aesthetic forms of Gogaji worship. During the 2013 saptah in Agra, I met a man named Raj 

Kumar Singh, with whom Surya suggested I chat. Raj Kumar later described to me his somewhat 

idiosyncratic meditation practices. “I close my eyes and remember only Gaungaji. Five minutes 

later, Baba’s scent begins to emit from my body.” As he said this, he touched his stomach, chest, 

and armpits with his right hand.77 Curious as to whether this was common, I later rehashed the 

matter with Surya in Raj Kumar’s presence. Raj Kumar started to recap: “For instance, when you 

smell a cigarette, it has a certain scent, doesn’t it?” 

 Surya interrupted. “It’s like the scent of a biri (cigarette hand-rolled in a tobacco leaf) or 

a pipe (cilam).”  

 Raj Kumar re-explained Surya’s point: “It’s like a cigarette or a hookah, [and] especially 

[like] scent.” As he said this, he curved his finger and waved it in front of his torso as if applying 

aerosol body deodorant.  

                                                
77 This surprised me, but he said this was nothing particularly special: “If you think about your mother or father for 
long enough, you’ll be able to smell their fragrance too.” Raj Kumar’s use of the English “scent” is in no way novel 
in Hindi: Cologne for everyday use are named as such by many people. In Gogameri, the tiny glass bottles of red or 
green perfurme that was massaged into Gogaji’s tomb were also interpolated thus. But the scent of Gogaji as it 
emerged of its own accord from Raj Kumar’s body was something entirely different. 
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 “It can be anything […] or anywhere,” Surya continued. “But whenever you smell it, you 

are struck by the feeling (mahs s) that Baba is with you. […] You know, in other words”—he 

touched his chest—“that Baba is here.” 

 While Raj Kumar related his rather idiosyncratic bodily entanglements with Gogaji and 

their associations with cologne, Surya was describing something more akin to a Proustian 

involuntary memory set off by biri smoke. I want to use the latter as an example of Surya’s 

temporal apprehension. Olfactory perception—an ephemeral encounter with the material 

environment in the present moment (Bellamy 2011)—possesses the ability to call forth past 

memories with locations in class (Benjamin 1969) and, I would add, in caste, gender, and 

generational settings as well (Higgins forthcoming). If these memories evoke aspects of the 

world or self that figure into one’s ethical projects, then they might also offer a compelling 

example of what I called temporal apprehension. It is thus not surprising that sensorial 

encounters with the material object that evoked in Surya the “feeling” of Gogaji’s proximate 

presence would be accompanied by Surya’s recognition of their socioeconomically classed 

aesthetic forms. Once, for example, I heard him complain about the neighborhood surrounding 

the Gorakhnath temple in Agra. “It’s not clean,” he said. “It smells of bidis and garbage, and 

everything seems like poverty.” One’s smoking preferences indeed betray class habitus in 

northern India (Bourdieu 1984), with the scent of biris—as opposed to cigarettes—often 

invoking in middle-class Indians a recognition of their smokers’ lower-class life-forms. Even the 

fragrance eliciting Surya’s involuntary perceptions of Gogaji’s nearness, then, ran the risk of 

registering an environmental aesthetics of the working classes. To put this in terms of temporal 

apprehension: Surya’s sensorium, like his verbal pronouncements, apprehended a disjunction 

between a narrative past characterized by the greatness of the Nath Sampraday, and an 
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experienced past of his participation in a pilgrimage public that both he and his social circle 

recognized as uncultured. Unsettled by this disjuncture, Surya led the Bagar Seva Samiti to 

attempt macro interventions that seized hold of Sanatani Nath histories—which they represented 

as much older than the recently degraded history of Nath worship (cf.  Buck-Morss 1989: 272-

75)—in the hope for a future with a reduced rate of adulterations to Nath practice, and, by 

extension, freedom from trepidation over Nath affiliation.  

 Sangita and Ghulam presented other aspects of Surya’s temporal apprehension, in both 

cases associated with the current, universal-historical era. Ghulam, for example, on the first day 

of the 2013 saptah, offered that everyone in the audience had most certainly seen “Ram Lila, 

Krishna Lila, and the Durga puran” sung and performed through various media. What Ghulam 

and his band would narrate, alternatively, was “the katha of the Nath Sampraday—the panth for 

the Kali Yug.” Krishna and Ram, he went on, participated in Vedic forms of worship, but “none 

of these are efficacious in the Dark Age without the Nath Sampraday.” While Hindus today 

worship largely in the Sanatani manner of Vishnu’s incarnations, this is not enough, for the 

historical moment necessitates the “yoga, bodily-spiritual discipline, tantra-mantra, prosperity, 

[and] bodily-spiritual perfections […] of the Nath Panth.” Something slightly different 

preoccupies Sangita’s writings on the historical moment in which her readers find themselves. In 

the introduction to Goraksh gyan jyoti rahasya, for example, she contextualizes the book’s 

interventions through words she ascribes to Gogaji’s mother, Bachal: “‘In time, humanity will 

enter the age of logic (t rkik yug). Even truth it will not accept easily’” (Sharma n.d.a: 4). The 

“sole objective” of this book, Sangita writes, is to teach “unfamiliar” religious actions prescribed 

by Surya, because these promise to “introduce[ …] truth [into society] in a logical way,” such 

that “society [… may] be yoked with dharm” (ibid). Sangita’s attitude towards the tarkik yug is 
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therefore more pragmatic than disparaging, claiming that Surya’s teachings deal with two of its 

negative consequences on the age’s own terms: logically. First, an impatience for logical 

knowledge and demand for immediate results of action have created an inverse relationship 

between seva and honor, on the one hand, and “faith in puja and the merit of donations,” on the 

other (ibid: 3): Everyone performs worship solely for quick results, and have ceased to honor 

their guru or parents with seva.78 The second problem—a great deficiency in personal and family 

happiness and peace—follows from the shallow and ineffectual character of religious knowledge 

and worship. “Many religious acts,” Sangita argues, “are turning all ritual, all systems of action, 

into unreflective imitations [of sincere worship] (bhed cal; literally, the movement of sheep)” 

(ibid: 4). Too concerned with quick, logical answers, the half-devout “accept a dharm that 

consists merely in reverence, without ever asking ‘why?’” (ibid). Hence, problems that were 

once easily overcome through ritual means persist today, “even after puja has been performed” 

(ibid: 3). 

 What Sangita is claiming here adds an epochal dimension to my argument, while 

Ghulam’s statement shifts the weight on the balancing scales for the linked histories of the Nath 

Sampraday and Sanatan Dharm. In the present, Ghulam and Sangita perceive a paucity in ritual 

forms and intentions: For Ghulam, the Vedic forms of worship engaged in days of old by the 

                                                
78 In Bengali, Lamb (2000, 2002) tells—and the same is true in Hindi and Rajasthani-speaking regions—seva also 
refers to intimate, often physical and material offerings made to one’s seniors. Bengalis often feel a “profound 
social-moral obligations” to repay their “debt ( it)” to parents and parents-in-law: a socio-material debt created 
through the “net” of such “experiences as drinking a mother’s breast milk, sharing food, spending time together,” 
etc. (2002: 66). Most generally, sons and daughters-in-law seek to do this through “both material support (food, 
shelter, clothing) and seva,” which Lamb defines as “respectful loving service—such as massaging tired limbs, 
combining hair, serving food, reading aloud, offering loving companionship,” and the like (ibid). These acts are 
unmistakably premised on age-based hierarchies, and elder family members often expected these deferential acts 
(2000: 61). Yet, the configuration of power in family households, and its materialization in hierarchical acts of seva, 
was not without its own reversals. Being “senior” meant receiving seva, but it also, and increasingly, meant 
relinquishing one’s control over household decisions. As one moved up the family hierarchy, one thus also moved 
“to the peripheries of [the] household” itself (2000: 59-61; 20002: 63). Despite these power dynamics, Lamb relays 
that her interlocutors conceived of family ties as the processual result of such exchanges (2002: 65). In other words, 
it was through acts of loving seva that children and daughters-in-law became “physically and emotionally part of 
and tied to the people and things that make up their lives and lived-in worlds” (ibid: 66). 
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likes of Vishnu’s incarnations are, by themselves, ineffective. In Sangita’s estimation, what we 

might liken to the information age has issued in an improper, impatient attitude towards worship, 

resulting in a forgetfulness of one’s behavioral and intellectual obligations toward religious and 

familial authorities and affiliates—the obligation to perform seva. And yet realignment to the 

Nath Sampraday, according to Ghulam, and heeding Surya’s teachings, à la Sangita, offer 

devotees hope for knowledge, affiliation, and fruitful worship in the future. What is required of 

them to reach this collective ethical goal is the simultaneous pursuit of all three. Worship will not 

garner god’s grace without knowledge of multiple, overlapping fields, nor will it do so without a 

reflective self-yoking (and yoking of “society”) to dharm: here, to Surya’s reformulation of the 

Sanatan Nath Sampraday. In other words, devotees’ desires for the fruits of worship—one of the 

most important conditions of possibility for Surya’s micro interventions—might open them up to 

committed participation in the Bagar Seva Samiti’s macro interventions in ritual and history-

writing practices. Perhaps ironically, this also requires of them a disavowal of the priority of this 

desire over committed participation. Rather than misrecognition (Bourdieu 1977), however, this 

involved ethical self-re-rhythming, and disciples were aided here by constant discussion of 

Gogaji’s past camatk rs facilitated by Surya, which served as a basis in the past on which to 

stake their current hope, in action, for miracles in the future (Miyazaki 2005).  

 

Grace Undeserved. This chapter presented episodes from my fieldwork with Bagar Seva trustees 

that speak to the processes through which pilgrims living at some distance from Gogameri 

became more or less receptive to seva-vikas projects underway at the pilgrimage site. I chose 

Surya, his affiliates, and their religious and charitable trust because, more than others, they offer 

a glimpse into the ways that Hindus seized hold of socio-religious service programs that bore 
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some resemblance to Hindu nationalism, but in a way that prioritized the devotional and the 

ritual over the political and national. Surya, heralded by many as the sole vidvan connected to 

Gogameri, commanded respect among his disciples for his capacity to intervene, in a learned 

way, in their difficult experiential situations. News of his expertise—in many disciplines that he 

reflectively coordinated—often spread through word of mouth and the trust’s ritual, construction, 

and publishing work. As his prescribed remedies wed devotees-in-need to these trust programs 

via debt relations—provided that they could re-rhythm their priorities and expectations of Surya 

and the gods—nearby Sanatani Hindus previously disinclined to worship Gogaji and Gorakhnath 

likewise found their way to a reformulated Nath Sampraday through contemporary Hindu forms, 

such as havan and arti. In these ways, the Bagar Seva Samiti invited worshippers to perceive 

Gogaji, Gorakhnath, and their own ritual actions against the “background” (Merleau-Ponty 1962) 

of the trust’s activities—which cast all of these in terms of trans-regional, trans-historical ties to 

a universal Hindu collective. Surya and trustees also attributed similar seva activities to the high 

gods’ upper-caste, learned incarnations, thereby making for parallels and direct connections 

between their seva-vikas project and the caring, Mitra-tendencies of divine sovereignty (cf. Singh 

2015). Under conducive circumstances, this not only defined devotees’ positions vis-à-vis 

controversies in Gogameri, but also responded to felt discomforts regarding one’s self-

identifications in relation to prevalent stereotypes of Gogaji, Gorakhnath, and their devotees. 

Surya and trust delegates worked towards a future moment at which they could be confidently 

upper-caste, middle-class, educated city-dwellers and Naths at the same time, an effort tied to 

their conviction that the reputable Sanatan Dharm which naysayers juxtaposed to the Nath 

Sampraday was in fact only half the story of universal history: Vishnu’s incarnations, Vedic 
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practice, and the universe itself were all indebted to the Nath Sampraday, the oldest and most 

elevated of India’s religious lineages. 

 Given my ethnographically and textually based arguments for the transformations 

envisioned by the Bagar Seva Samiti, a variable of uncertainty remains: the intervening agency 

of Gorakhnath, Gogaji, and other divine beings. While Surya, Sangita, and Ghulam advocated 

ethical self-re-rhythming as a condition for harnessing these powers, Shachi’s account of her and 

Surya’s early encounters with Gogaji problematize their—and by extension my—analysis.  

 Surya’s discomfort with the unrefined aesthetics of Gogaji and the Nath Sampraday, the 

downward direction in which he perceived Indian society to be heading, and his own 

socioeconomic positions in Agra and Gogameri made me curious—in an admittedly naïve way—

how he chose the Gogameri pilgrimage as the platform on which to erect his own seva-vikas. 

According to Shachi, though, his decision had little to do with it. She told me towards the end of 

my fieldwork that Surya was first intimately introduced to Gogaji in Agra, when Surya was on 

his deathbed. Confounded by doctors’ dismal pessimism over her husband’s fate, Shachi all but 

abandoned hope. “They discharged him,” she recounted grimly, “and all I could do was sit at 

home and cry. But there was this government official […] [who] was your guruji’s friend. […] 

He said, ‘Come on. Stop crying and bring him.’” This friend carried Surya and Shachi in his 

“personal car” to a Gogaji temple in town, where the pujari (who would later become Shachi’s 

guru) interceded on Surya’s behalf. “In two days he was walking around the house,” Shachi said, 

“and the doctors couldn’t say a thing!” She now continued so quickly that I was convinced I 

misheard her. “Then I died.” Knowing that I had not grasped what she was saying, Shachi 

repeated herself. “I died! Brother, this body was dead!” When this happened, only a few months 
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after his own nearly fatal illness, Surya called the Gogaji pujari to their house, and he reassessed 

the situation.  

 
“This girl hasn’t died; she’s been killed,” [the pujari reported]. Some relative or another 
was jealous for some reason—who knows why? And [the relative] cursed me. So he 
rubbed something or other here [Shachi opened her bottom lip and massaged her gums] 
and brought me back to life. I made [the pujari] my guru that day, and he said, ‘[My 
Gogaji temple] is a periphery (cho ) sth n. Now you have to go to his main sthan [in 
Gogameri].” We’ve been coming [here] ever since. 
 

I never heard Surya discuss these events, which I found odd given how frequently he describes 

the numerous miracles of Gogaji and Gorakhnath in which he had a hand. Given his respect for 

the privacy of disciples (whose difficulties required closed-door consultation), perhaps Surya too 

desired to guard his own emotionally charged memories. Whatever the case may be, it is clear 

that Shachi and Surya’s ties to Gogaji were rooted in deeply emotive past experiences sometimes 

marked by what they called “Baba’s grace (kripa),” and that the ritual projects and historical 

discourses they produced continued to affect them greatly. In addition to the obvious sociological 

import of caste, education, and class for his reformulations, the ebbs and flows of universal Nath-

Sanatani history were tied in bodily, familial, and miraculous ways to Surya and Shachi’s 

remembered and reconstructed biographies. Rather than allow circulating religious and class 

stereotypes to invalidate what they experienced to be true, Surya and Shachi held onto such 

memories tightly, and utilized them to work presently towards a future in which the true could 

reclaim its elevated position for all to experience. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TRIAL BY RT : A LEGAL, RITUAL, AND BUREAUCRATIC HISTORY  

OF DEVASTHAN PILGRIMAGE ADMINISTRATION 

 

Introduction. On a chilly January afternoon, a noisy rumpus in the front stairway of Gogaji’s 

mausoleum startled Yahya Khan, Kaushal Sharma, and Bhupeshvar Rajpurohit. A group of 

pilgrims were trying to cram a life-sized m rti of Gogaji through the arched doorway. The 

Styrofoam, cardboard, and papier-mâché image, however, would not fit. Yahya and Bhupeshvar, 

respectively the senior-most Chayal and Devasthan puj r s present at the tomb then, instructed 

the pilgrims to go through the side gate. Kaushal, the sharpest and most promising of the college-

age Sharma priests, walked in front of them, excitedly recording this awkward procession on his 

smart phone. After the pilgrims arrived inside, Bhupeshvar and Kaushal encouraged them to 

worship the real Gogaji entombed in the mausoleum’s inner sanctum: They should wash the 

tomb with milk and water in preparation for that evening’s vai av rt .  

 With the conclusion of arti, the pilgrims formed a line leading up to Gogaji’s tomb. 

Kaushal stood upstage right to push worshippers’ heads closer to the tomb as they knelt before it. 

He also guided them to place offerings of money on the shelf built into the wall behind him, 

which housed one of the two perpetually lit lamps. Perhaps without knowing of the priests’ 

jurisdictional disputes over these very sites, the devotees then made their way around the 

sam dhi, many of them emptying tiny glass containers of perfume on the tomb and massaging it 

into the marble. Doing so, they passed by Yahya, who reminded them to deposit money in the 

other lamp shelf, upstage left. Bhupeshvar stood just outside of the mausoleum’s inner sanctum 

to distribute pras d of flames, sugar, and candy, and k s of vermillion and rice. Rather than 
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receive their monetary offerings, Bhupeshvar suggested these go in the “donation lockbox” 

(bhe  gall ) built into the floor in front of the tomb.  

 While the pilgrims sat down to sing Gujarati hymns to their temporary Gogaji image, a 

senior member of the group excused himself to join Yahya in the largest of the Chayals’ offices. 

The Chayals possessed the records that their predecessors had kept, logs of previous donations in 

which they wrote the donor’s name, monetary amount (or item) offered, address, and other 

contact information.79 Before formally receiving these pilgrims’ collective offering, Yahya 

flipped through the account books to locate and share the entries from the offerings of this man’s 

relatives.  

 Immediately after the pilgrims retired, Bhupeshvar and Kaushal stormed into the Chayal 

office where the record-exchange took place, and demanded Yahya forfeit the funds. He 

declined, and a debate ensued. According to Bhupeshvar and Kaushal, the donation should have 

gone to them—to the Devasthan and Sharma pujaris—because it was offered following arti. In 

2008, after Shyam Lal and the Sharmas filed a writ petition against the Devasthan Department 

and Chayal priests, the High Court issued an order instructing the Devasthan employees to 

collect money from the bhent galla, and the Sharmas, any money given directly to them. Yahya 

protested that his family was the one to maintain records of ritual exchange with pilgrims, and 

this man had wanted to see when his relatives came and how much they offered. If the Brahmans 

and government employees were entitled to donations offered to them, Yahya questioned, why 

should he and the other Chayals not earn in similar fashion? This was what the High Court 

ordered, after all. 

                                                
79 See A. Gold (1988: 216) for a description of rural Rajasthani pilgrims’ visit to Prayag (Allahabad), during which 
“not darshan but name-writing” in similar pilgrimage-priestly record books “was the chief feature of [their] one-day 
stay.” 
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 This kind of minor dispute—over the right to pilgrims’ donations, ritual jurisdiction, and 

the rules according to which these were distributed—occurred routinely at Gogaji’s tomb. While 

the preceding chapter studied sev -vik s by following the knowledgeable interventions of one 

pilgrim trust in the hagiographic controversy and ritual practice of the Gogameri pilgrimage 

public, here I tell the history of competitive pilgrimage administration at the tomb three times: 

first, from a legal perspective; second, through the import of the mobile ritual form of vaishnav 

arti; and third, through the affectivity of the Devasthan employees to the ritual practices they 

witnessed. At the outset, I want to relate these histories to my broader interest in sev -vik s.80  

Local perception juxtaposed the tomb’s three priestly groups to the Gorakhtila Dhuna 

Trust along a state-private divide; and by contrasting the Dhuna Trust’s large, visible 

investments in pilgrimage infrastrcutre to the abstention of the tomb priests from their own 

projects of economic and infrastructural development. While the Chayal, Sharma, and Devasthan 

pujaris had not their own wide-reaching infrastructural initiatives, they nonetheless acted to 

incite development in Gogameri in two ways: Firstly, in their capacity as “ethical interlocutors,” 

the priests summoned pilgrims both to recognize specific socio-moral “needs” for seva-vikas, 

and to appropriate and cultivate affective convictions and devotional investments conducive to 

pursuing the satisfaction of such needs. Secondly, in their capacity as ritual officiants, they 

presided over ritualized celebrations of the “rites of passage” for pilgrim-run religious and 

charitable trusts: bh mi p jan (ground-breaking celebrations) and grand openings for 

dharmshalas, Gogaji temples, etc. From this perspective, the legal and ritual battles I describe 

                                                
80 It was not that long ago that scholars unearthed the presuppositions of linear, moral progression in tales of 
development (Ferguson 1994; Escobar 1995; Gidwani 2008: chapter 1; Pandian 2009). Folks in Gogameri were also 
fond of telling such tales, sometimes in cantankerous tones and almost always in the service of linear, moral 
narratives. In this and the fifth chapter I follow several overlapping tales of development in Gogameri, specifically 
those related to the administration and aesthetic forms of pilgrimage worship: here, at Gogaji’s tomb; and, in chapter 
five, in Gorakhtila.  
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below sought to determine which among the three priestly collectives were best suited to 

continue persuading pilgrims to become seva-vikas donors. More so, as many said, the fruits of 

development themselves (in Gogameri and throughout greater north India) instigated these forms 

of competition: The emergence of a Hindu middle class—following half-a-century of state-led 

development and the more recent state-led entry into global markets—constituted a significant 

condition of possibility for surges in the popularity and financial life of the Gogameri tomb. 

Above, I noted how pilgrims assessed priestly motivations for, and management of, such funds 

through the opposition of seva (“service” or “worshipful attendance”) to kh n  (“eating” or 

“embezzlement”). In addition to debates that came to bear on questions of pilgrimage 

administration and adjudication, this dichotomy also concerned the socioeconomic aesthetics of 

affiliation. Devasthan and Sharma reconfigurations of the tomb’s trans-historical, trans-

geographical affiliations sought to “develop” the ritual practices and devotional historiography of 

Gogameri’s shifting pilgrimage public: to put it crudely, from the life-forms of ambiguously 

affiliated subalterns to middle-class Sanatanis. In that sense, this chapter tries to provide an 

answer to how, and why, the Sharma and Devasthan pujaris sought through law and mobile 

ritual forms to persuade others that Gogaji’s tomb, rather than that of a Sufi, was in fact a Hindu 

temple.  

As the reader might recall from Ch. 1, despite the Gogameri tomb’s overwhelming 

resemblance to a Muslim Sufi shrine, in 1911 the erstwhile king of Bikaner, Ganga Singh, had an 

iconic depiction of Gogaji carved into the tomb amid renovations he sponsored. Following 

Independence, this royal act of investment enabled the Rajasthan state government to transfer the 

tomb’s management to its newly created Devasthan Department, which would henceforth control 

the Hindu religious properties of Rajputana’s former kings. Prior to 2008, a group of men from 
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the area’s Chayal caste-community—self-identified as Gogaji’s Rajput descendants who 

converted to Islam—tended to ritual practice in the tomb. During the annual pilgrimage festival 

in the Rajasthani month of Bhadua, the Chayals were joined by minor Devasthan employees as 

well as the Sharma Brahmans from nearby village of Meharana. The Sharma priests led worship 

to the shrines of Naharsingh Pande, whom they remembered as their forefather as well as 

Gogaji’s religious, military, and political advisor.81  

 In 1971, the Sharmas submitted a petition to the Munsif Court of Nohar, the lowest-level 

civil court with jurisdiction in Gogameri. With the suit, the Sharmas sought the right to lead 

worship and collect offerings at the Naharsingh Pande “lamp” (jyoti, cir g) and “pool” (ku ) 

during the month-long pilgrimage festival. It also claimed the Sharmas had a perpetual right to 

do so because their ancestors had always been the temple’s pujaris. In 1980, before the court 

reached a decision, the Sharmas and Chayals approached the bench with a compromise. The 

judge in turn issued what was called a “compromise-decree.” In effect, the Chayals and the court 

alike recognized both the Sharmas as hereditary priests, and their right to receive the prasad that 

pilgrims offered to the two Naharsingh Pande shrines during the festival. The compromise-

decree made mention of the Sharmas’ allegation that a Devasthan inspector and the Chayal 

priests jointly sought to strip them of their posts and earnings. The Chayals swore not to 

“interfere” with the Sharmas’ ritual leadership or collection of offerings during the festival, but 

no criminal charges were brought against them.  

 In 1981, the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner in Bikaner issued an order on the 

proportions of offerings to be distributed among the priestly families, and the number of 

                                                
81 The “Naharsingh Pande” in this chapter is the same narrative figure as the one whom O.P. Sharma calls “Narsi” or 
“Narsingh Pande.” Akin to Gogaji, this minor saint goes by varying names. In his writing, Sharma follows the 
spelling of his ancestors’ name found in the historical novels of Hindu resistance to the invasions by Mahmud of 
Ghazni (see Ch. 1). In speech and court documents, the Sharmas refer to him as Naharsinghji. 
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members from each group who could tend to individual ritual sites at a time. Drawing on the 

compromise-decree, it specified that the Brahman priests were entitled to donations made to the 

two Naharsingh sites during the festival; a group of carpenter priests, to one-quarter share of the 

millet donated atop the inner sanctum during the festival; and the Chayals, to everything else 

year-round. 

 Then, in 2008, the Devasthan manager of the Gogameri temple, Shyam Lal Sharma, 

joined several Sharma pujaris to submit a “writ petition,” or a private citizen’s legal suit against 

the state (see De 2013), to the Rajasthan High Court in Jodhpur. The suit asked the court to 

throw out the Assistant Commissioner’s 1981 order, specifically the limitation it placed on the 

Sharmas to the month of Bhadua. Upon their reading, the compromise-decree did not restrict 

them to a month; for this reason, Shyam Lal stated, the order had never been enforced. They 

further argued that “Muslim Personal Law” prohibits the collection of offerings made to an 

image. As an image was carved into the tomb, the court should bar the Chayals from leading 

worship and receiving donations. Finally, citing the Rajasthan Public Trust Act of 1959 (see Ch. 

4), they petitioned the High Court to have the Devasthan Department compose a Hindus-only 

Managing Committee for the temple.  

Several months later, on 16 August 2008, the Assistant Commissioner issued a second 

order reiterating the compromise-decree: The Sharmas possessed rights to Naharsingh Pande’s 

lamp and pool only for the month-long pilgrimage festival.  

 The Rajasthan High Court rejected the petition on 16 April 2013. Justice Mathur, who 

presided over the hearing, reasoned that the suit pertained only to the incomplete execution of the 

1980 compromise-decree. He cited federal legislation mandating that suits pertaining to previous 

court decrees be decided by the same court, rather than another. With regard to the Hindus-only 
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Managing Committee, Justice Mathur proposed he had no such jurisdiction, but suggested that 

Shyam Lal and the Sharmas submit a proposal to the Devasthan Department, the “proper 

authority” in this case. Without commenting on Shyam Lal’s reference to Muslim Personal Law, 

the High Court dismissed the petition. Then, on 26 August 2013, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas 

filed an appeal in the High Court, contesting the decision from earlier that year.  

 The court cases and its aftermath led me to several lines of investigation. On the one 

hand, I explore this history of legal and ritual competition ethnographically, from the written (for 

court) and spoken words of my interlocutors. The first section deals with Shyam Lal and the 

Sharmas’ petition, through the High Court’s 2013 decision. The second and third sections cover 

the same time frame, though doing so they explore the relationship between bureaucratic 

location, ritual sensibilities, and devotional investments. In that sense, I tell a history of the 

bureaucratic-priestly aspirations and projects expedited by the socioeconomic and religio-cultural 

conditions of neoliberal India. While the competitions I study here began long before the 1991 

and subsequent market reforms, that is, all of Gogaji’s pujaris linked the intensification of 

debates to the dramatic post-2000 growth of the Gogameri pilgrimage public. On the other hand, 

this chapter is also an ethnographic account of the role of ritual forms and devotional 

investments in the lives of Devasthan employees. While most scholarly, devotional, and state 

writing on the Gogaji tomb focuses on the Muslim leadership of a largely Hindu and Sikh 

pilgrimage clientele, here I focus on the three men in Gogameri employed by the Devasthan 

Department: Shyam Lal, the manager; Madhu, a peon; and Arun, the security guard. By focusing 

microscopically on these men’s ritual and devotional entanglements with Gogaji (which largely 

postdated their bureaucratic appointments in Gogameri), I illustrate how a governmental post at a 

pilgrimage site encouraged them to “develop faith” (Rudnyckj 2010). This involved an ethical 
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reorientation to the divinity and pilgrims whom they were now serving—an unintended 

consequence of professional assignment, but one which took on devotional qualities that made 

their growing investments seem fated. Their stories also make it difficult to conceive of a strict 

state-private divide, particularly when “the state” in understood as a monolithic, totalizing 

power. The introduction drew on Singh’s (2015) notion of bipolar sovereignty, which I explore 

to a certain degree in what follows. More relevant here, however, are his descriptions of certain 

“vulnerabilities” and “uncertainties” of the state (ibid: 100). As I show, Shyam Lal, Madhu, and 

Arun were all government representatives who were affected in one way or another by their own 

vulnerabilities and uncertainties, as well as the those of the department itself. My interlocutors’ 

assessments of the department largely indicated its forceful, Varuna-tendencies (managing the 

tomb as a “temple” when this classification seems only half-correct; collecting large amounts of 

ritual donations without reinvestment in development). In the prologue, for instance, I mentioned 

the department’s failure to regularize Shyam Lal as a permanent bureaucrat, exploiting his labor 

for years while withholding the security and benefits they promised him. Below, I show how this 

Devasthan Varuna-tendency manifested in Madhu’s career in the form of what he said was a 

corrupt boss, colluding with the Chayals to bar Madhu from practicing forms of seva in which he 

was greatly invested. The Devasthan Mitra-tendencies in this chapter, on the other hand, concern 

the smaller-scale relationships that Shyam Lal, Madhu, and Arun formed with other bureaucrats, 

enabling them in various ways to earn livelihoods, see to family responsibilities, and—an 

unintended consequence—develop what would become a greater faith or more intense 

investment in Gogaji and his “temple.” While the previous chapter analyzed the manner in which 

Surya, the guru, acted for his disciples as a “gateway to [seva-vikas as] universal philanthropy” 
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(Copeman 2009: 140), here I show how the department operated unofficially as a gateway 

through which these men invested themselves in seva-as-worship.  

 The second section of this chapter also builds on the second chapter’s analysis of 

vaishnav arti. I narrate the manner in which Madhu, the Devasthan peon, imported this mobile 

ritual-aesthetic form into the mausoleum. Now, we have heard from several Sharma pujaris that 

the tomb is a Hindu temple. One of the more successful manners in which they sought to 

convince pilgrims of this claim was by citing the ritual prominence of arti, and the absence of 

nam z (daily Islamic prayers). While the history I tell through Madhu’s efforts contradicts these 

practices of persuasion, my objective is not to “uncover” the “politics behind” these practices. 

For, I show that the strategic misrecognition (Bourdieu 1977) of the antiquity of this ritual form 

was discovered retrospectively: In other words, Madhu had not set out to implement an 

“antiqued” mode of worship in order to oust the Chayals from the mausoleum. The citational 

strategy, as I see it, was another unintended consequence, this time of Madhu’s devotional 

investments in the form of arti itself. After he succeeded in importing this form, the strategy 

seems to have emerged out of a certain “resonance machine” (Connolly 2008) at work, linking 

the ritual-aesthetic sensibilities of Sanatan Dharm devotees, and religio-political-aesthetic 

sensibilities formed in conjunction with Hindutva historiography. When I arrived in Gogameri in 

2010, what I discovered was a shared seva-vikas project among the Devasthan and Sharma 

pujaris—unaffiliated but networked with others such as that of the Dhuna Trust—to “reclaim” 

the tomb for the Sharmas.  

 The third substantial section of this chapter reflects on these legal and ritual competitions, 

asking why the Devasthan and Sharma pujaris found this seva-vikas project desirable. Through 

the figure of Arun Singh, the Devasthan security guard, I show how Gogaji and the tomb alike 
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came to care for the welfare of these priests in the face of vulnerabilities that the Devasthan 

Department and other state agencies had created in their lives. I observe how Arun’s post at the 

tomb resulted in a network-invitation for him to invest more intensely in both Gogaji and the 

mausoleum itself. Ritual practice therein, however, all but rejects the role of a priest in 

exorcisms. Insofar as Arun and other priests responded most affectively to witnessing exorcisms 

there, I argue that their ritual and legal contests therefore sought out new spheres of priestly 

agency. In short, one of the fundamental objects of dispute was the ritual sovereignty of one’s 

hieratic collective at the tomb. If this is the case, then analysis could fairly easily account for the 

simultaneity of concerns over money, without reading therein only profit-motivation; of the 

contests between the Sharmas and Chayals, without reducing these to an inborn structure of 

Hindu-Muslim antagonism; of the recent devotional changes, without recourse to notions of 

Sanskritization or Vaishnavization; and of the retrospective strategies of all the hieratic groups, 

without pointing to a “politics behind” the “fetishized” devotional manipulation of Hindu 

pilgrims. From a methodological point of view, this chapter proceeds with a biographical scope 

because, at that level, conceptualizations of religious transformation, the state, nationalism, and 

political strategy begin to break down. Rather than dispensing with such terms altogether, 

though, I illustrate how microscopic, family-level and biographical analysis might add to an 

analytics of the state, religious change, and nationalism. As Deleuze and Guattari (1987) and 

Latour (2005) might argue, such processes work concomitantly from the “molar” (global or 

conceptual) down to the ground level, and from the “molecular” (human-to-human, human-to-

nonhuman) up to the global or conceptual level (“nationalism,” “the state,” etc.). In that sense, 

this chapter—indeed, this dissertation as a whole—attempts to engage the concepts and global 

practice of pilgrimage development and neoliberal social service provision as they were 
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experienced by the individual, family, and trust. With this in mind, I turn to the High Court’s 

ruling on Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ petition. 

 

The Light between Dark Moons: Shyam Lal’s Writ Petition: Like the audience for a classical 

Greek play, the reader already knows the outcome of the suit: Justice Mathur dismissed the 

petition. While this discourages suspense, it nevertheless affords me an opportunity to study the 

success and failure of my interlocutors’ truth-claims. In the preceding chapters, I hinted at the 

rhetorical practices that priests, writers, and gurus employed to enroll disciples, devotees, and 

donors in their seva-vikas projects. In this section, I extend this analysis to the legal claims that 

Shyam Lal, the Sharmas, the Chayals, and the Devasthan Department made in court, where there 

were wildly different conditions of felicity and infelicity for truth claims. Like O.P. Sharma’s 

book, these legal arguments alternated between (often uncorroborated) devotional “lineage 

claims” (Blackburn 2003, 2007), and knowledge practices of “legal reasoning,” based on state 

documents particular to the claims, but weaved together with citations and quotes of legal 

precedents (Latour 2010).82 My understanding of the Justice’s decision concerns the distinction 

between these rhetorical practices: The petition failed to convince the court of Shyam Lal and the 

Sharmas’ truth claims, in large part, because they neither verified all of their lineage claims, nor 

                                                
82 Here, I draw on Latour’s conceptualization of the role played by documentation in what he calls, in French, 
“moyen”: legal reasoning, argumentation, means, etc. Doing so, I seek to avoid either of two poles: On the one hand, 
I want to circumvent the assumption that legal documentation and reasoning in the High Court of Rajasthan operate 
in exactly the same manner as the Counseil d’État in France. On the other hand, I also do not want to treat the High 
Court as a parochial, “provincial” body, the legal reasoning of which operates primarily on the basis of cultural 
difference (cf. Riles 2001; Strathern 2006). Like his proposal that “the social” is a product (rather than ingredient) of 
human and nonhuman associations (1993, 1998, 2005), Latour (2010) analyzes the “passage or the transit” of law as 
a product of the always-material knowledge practices of the Council of State (in relation to documents of two kinds: 
the particular “facts” of the case file, documented by reputable institutions; and state precedents, legislation, case 
law, procedural rules, etc., all housed in libraries, offices, and archives). What holds these two together are the 
reading, writing, and knowledge practices of legal actors (which create “weak links” between these groupings of 
documentation and text), from which legal moyen emerges (ibid: viii, 5, 28, 83-84, passim).  
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exhibited so clearly some of their engagements with legal precedents.83 In short, I want to ask, 

what made Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ petition a “legally weak text[]” (Latour 2010: 61)? 

Given that the decision deals largely with the petition and reply of the Assistant Devasthan 

Commission—but with the Chayals’ reply in only one paragraph—this seems not to have been a 

matter of the Chayals’ reply standing as a “solid legal text[]” (ibid: 64).  

In what follows, I point to likely factors in the decision of the petitioners (and their 

advocates) to proffer lineage claims at various points. A new discourse in Gogameri encouraged 

devotional writers to employ verification procedures in their hagiographies; O.P. Sharma, a 

relative and legal advisor of the Sharma priests, was a retired judge and lawyer; Shyam Lal, 

everyone recognized, boasted of legal experience and bureaucratic expertise; and even the 

aesthetics of bureaucratic, legal, and devotional writing articulated together, as I show (they all 

employed an aesthetic form I characterize as an encyclopedic listing-off of the most important 

“facts,” often with a shared vocabulary). Now, for most of the time that I knew them, Shyam Lal 

and the older Sharma pujaris exhibited the utmost confidence in their chances to win it court. In 

addition to the factors just mentioned, I should add the Justice’s caste: As a Brahman, I was told, 

he would look favorably on the Sharma’s case. Hence, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas misread not 

only the yustice’s sympathies, but also the conditions of felicity for truth claims within the legal 

“enunciative regime” (Latour 2010). The ethnographic argument I construct concerning the 

petition’s lineage claims then lays the groundwork for this chapter’s second section on Madhu 

                                                
83 Although a litigant’s lawyer inevitably writes the claim in legal language, Latour proposes that one may still find 
“the smothered echo of the original complaint” in such writing (2010: 72). Even if this affective, socio-cultural 
subject matter may provide the impetus for a legal claim, this subject matter must nevertheless “decide to transform” 
into a precisely coded legal claim: “in short, in more or less well argued writing which is addressed to an 
administrative tribunal” (ibid). The litigant, furthermore, will now morph from one who claims to have been the 
victim of a certain incidence, into one who “must now prove” that this incident broke the law in one way or another 
(ibid: 75). One does this, Latour writes, “by using documents which at once refer to the state of affairs exterior to 
the file and give confidence—that is to say, they transport quasi-legal forms of trust” (ibid). The manner in which a 
litigant establishes this mobile form of quasi-legal trust, of course, is by providing documents form reputable 
institutions, whether of the state or not (affidavits, certificates, witness statements, etc.) (ibid). 
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Swami’s petition of Gogaji to allow worship at the tomb with the ritual form of vaishnav arti. 

These two sections draw out a modality at play in both petitions, which I believe might 

contribute to the study of contemporary Hinduism more broadly. I call this a modality of “ethical 

exaggeration,” which at times resembles the subjunctive mood, and at others what Derrida 

(1996) ineloquently refers to as the “retrospective logic of the future perfective.” 

 Certain moments within Justice Mathur’s first summation of Shyam Lal’s petition appear 

to contradict my largely coeval observations in the tomb.84 Addressing this inconsistency, 

however, will enable me to appreciate certain subjunctive and retroactive qualities in Shyam 

Lal’s petition. 

 
The case of the petitioner is that ‘sevapuja’ at the temple [… has been] performed by 
Brahmans right from [the] beginning[,] and the Chayal [M]uslims[,] being followers of 
Lord Gogadevji[,] were deputed for the purpose of security of the temple[,] and were also 
provided residential accommodation in the temple premises. The ‘arties’ at the temple are 
performed by the [B]rahman pujaris[, … who] maintain[] all the points [of worship] 
except “Chaylo ka chirag”. The petitioner and the respondents No[s]. 8 to 32 are 
[B]rahmans, whereas the respondents No[s]. 4 to 7 are Chayal [M]uslims. The Assistant 
Commissioner, Devasthan, Bikaner[,] vide [an] order dated 16.8.2008[,] directed the 
Brahman pujaries to have ‘sevapuja’ of ‘Baba Nahar Singh Ki Jyote’ and ‘Baba Nahar 
Singh Ka Kund’ from [the] Chayal Pujaries for a period of one month [beginning] from 
16.8.2008[,] and further [to] re-handover the same to the Chayal pujaries after [the] 
completion of the month. 
 As per the petitioner, the Muslim Personal Law prohibits idol worship[;] 
therefore, no [right to lead] ‘sevapuja’ could be given to the [M]uslim pujaries, [and this] 
more specifically in view of the compromise-decree [… of] 1980. The necessary details 
relating to this civil dispute […] are that seven [B]rahman pujaries […] filed a civil suit 
against [… three] Chayal [M]usalmans, the commissioner, Devasthan[,] and Collector, 
Shri Ganganagar[,] to have a declaration [recognizing the Sharmas] as Pujaries[,] and 
also a decree of mandatory injunction to remove [the Chayals …] from the rooms which 
were earmarked for the Brahman pujaries (Mathur 2013: 2-3) 

                                                
84 The Justice’s decision was presented the same year as my dissertation fieldwork, 2013. Of course, his remarks 
were based on the 2008 petition (when I was in Gogameri for a few weeks), and subsequent replies and rejoinders 
from the Devasthan Department and Chayal priests. Between 2008-2013, the time frame of the case, I observed 
ritual practice in the mausoleum four out of six years. Bringing this up, I do not expect for the petitioners, 
respondents, or court’s descriptions to resemble my own, nor am I holding these parties to any specific standard of 
representation. Rather, like a legal reporter at the Council of State in France, I seek to weave together this “terrain of 
law” (the decision and its references) and my observations (the particular terrain of ordinary “facts,” “common 
sense[,] and basic politics” (Latour 2010: 11, 17, 42). 
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Allow me to indicate a few disagreements between this text and my observations of ritual 

practice in the tomb—which, as I said, were coterminous with the reports on which this excerpt 

was based. Since I address the performance of arti below, here it will suffice to mention that it 

was not the Sharmas but the Devasthan employees who officiated at arti in the tomb—some but 

not all of whom were Brahman.85 Another source of difficulty emerges from the court’s frequent 

use of passive verbal constructions, however beloved these are in Hindi and South Asian 

English. One wonders, in other words, who deputed the Chayals to guard the tomb, and who 

granted them living quarters there. Beyond the passive voice, consider the first sentence, where 

Shyam Lal claims the Sharmas have led seva-puja, “right from the beginning.” Again, one 

wonders, “the beginning” of what? Nor are these the only unsubstantiated historical claims of the 

type one expects from hagiographical writing. The High Court’s decision is filled with words 

and phrases such as “since time immemorial,” “always,” “descendent,” “hereditary,” etc.86 These 

are examples of what I would like to call ethical exaggerations. With this term, I refer to the 

(simultaneously retroactive and prospective) conflation of one’s past actions and institutional 

positions, one’s current capacities, and the range of one’s potential actions and positions, which 

one cultivates as part of an ongoing and future-oriented project of ethical self-relation. While 

such statements as Shyam Lal’s were inconsistent with historical, ethnographic descriptions of 

                                                
85 Indeed, in the following section I indicate that it was even a Devasthan employee who imported arti to the 
mausoleum originally—though this man was also a Brahman.  
86 Outside of court, where the petitioners contend with extra-legal conditions of felicity, lineage claims were usually 
some of the more persuasive rhetorical practices at the disposal of priests, gurus, and seva-vikas trustees. In the 
courtroom, conversely (under the legal “enunciative regime”), those same conditions of felicity became conditions 
of infelicity: appeals to an undocumented golden age, invocations of caste and divinities, etc. In order to include a 
personal opinion in legal writing or courtroom controversies, Latour proposes, this opinion must be “able to find 
support” from within the “virtual body” of the corpus of precedents (which itself “has to be ceaselessly interpreted, 
assessed, clarified and even rectified” to perform the work that it does) (2010: 17). In moments such as these, the 
petition fails to establish the necessary “intertextuality” of “judgment-compatible” writing and documentation (ibid: 
42, 75-76). 
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ritual practice in the tomb (which I provided in the introduction), they would have been 

consistent had Shyam Lal won: In that case, the Sharmas would have been the hereditary priests 

since the beginning. The petition, in this regard, conflated the Sharmas’ historical being, their 

priestly capacities in the present, and their future-oriented seva-vikas project to become the 

mausoleum’s main hereditary priests.  

In effect, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas utilized the devotional language of lineage claims 

to bid the courts recognize them as historically authorized ritual attendants. Neither the Munsif 

Court nor any of the Chayals I knew seemed to have trouble granting the Sharmas as much. 

Consider the concluding paragraph of the 1980 compromise-decree, in which the Chayals, and 

not the issuing Munsif Court, speak in the first person:  

 
The plaintiffs are pujaris of Gogaji’s temple and have always received the offerings of 
Naharsinghji’s lamp and pool. This is their hereditary right [and] we have no objection to 
their [receipt of these] offerings. The plaintiffs will continue to receive said offerings 
from full moon to full moon, and we, the respondents, will not interfere. (Quoted in 
Mathur 2013: 5)87 

 

The Sharmas understood themselves to be descendants of Naharsingh Pande, which at least for 

certain pilgrims constituted one of their more compelling devotional-historical propositions. 

They also sought references to support their lineage claims in Gogameri, and O.P. Sharma’s 

book, for instance, “The True Court of Lord Shri Gogaji” (n.d.), collates bardic va valis, 

Devasthan orders, and—above all—the 1980 compromise-decree as forms of documentary 

evidence. While the Chayal and Devasthan response to the 2008 petition explicitly cited the 

                                                
87 The block quotes of the 1980 compromise-decree and 1981 Devasthan bureaucratic orders constitute the only 
Hindi-language text in the High Court’s decision; the rest of the document is in English. All translations are mine. 
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Chayals’ ancestry through Gogaji, however, the High Court’s decision makes no mention of the 

Sharmas’ descent from Naharsingh Pande.88  

Perhaps the widespread interest in Gogameri on substantiating devotional history, and the 

Sharmas’ identification of O.P. Sharma’s book as the best research monograph on politics at the 

tomb, left Shyam Lal and the older Sharmas with the confidence to speak in a hagiographical 

voice in the High Court. After all, it seemed to have worked in Nohar; as we just saw, the Munsif 

Court and Chayals both affirmed their hereditary rights. Two further factors likely contributed to 

their confident employment of lineage claims. First, there were rumors of Shyam Lal’s 

superlative knowledge of bureaucratic paperwork and legal argumentation. In the first chapter, I 

mentioned Shyam Lal’s own suits against the Devasthan Department. The Sharma pujaris were 

well aware of these, and often spoke of his bureaucratic and legal knowhow, which, they said, 

positioned him well to take charge of the suit. Yet I do not want to pose an absolute break 

between devotional linage claims and legal reasoning, for both were (now) concerned with 

corroborated truth claims. Secondly, a certain amount of confidence may have resulted from an 

aesthetic overlap of devotional, bureaucratic, and legal writing, for all of these made liberal use 

of an encyclopedic style: the indexical listing-off of a string of (often the same) details 

(sometimes numbered, sometimes in paragraph form). Reading the court decision alongside 

devotional-developmental and bureaucratic writing, I argue that this form appealed to the 

Sharmas’ devotional tastes as much as it did to the professional sensibilities of bureaucratic and 

legal writers such as Shyam Lal and Justice Mathur.  

                                                
88 Had they included this material in the petition, it would have been easier to answer my questions above about the 
missing subjects in the proposals that the Chayals had been given a certain post and residential accommodations in 
the mausoleum. Alternatively, it is possible that the petitioners submitted this material, but the Justice chose not to 
engage with it. I went to Jodhpur to meet the Chayals’ advocate following the decision, in the hopes of 
photocopying the evidence they submitted. Unfortunately, unbeknownst to me Shyam Lal and the Sharmas had 
already filed an appeal by that time. The advocate could therefore not share these documents with me. Both sets of 
priests have agreed to photocopy their own records the next time I visit Gogameri. 
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 An example of the encyclopedic style of writing, the first paragraph of Justice Mathur’s 

decision offers an indexical description of the characteristics of the Gogaji temple most germane 

to the suit. 

 
An old temple of [the] folk deity Veer Gogajee is located at [the] village [of] Gogameri, 
[in the] Tehsil [of] Nohar, District [of] Hanumangarh. Vir Gogaji commends [sic] [the] 
respect of [H]indues and [M]uslims both. The temple, thus [sic], is a combination of 
[H]indu and [M]uslim architecture. The temple is [a] centre of communal harmony and 
secular ideals. It is under the governance of [the] Department of Devasthan, Government 
of Rajasthan. The temple […] ha[s] ten [individual] points for worship and paying 
homage to [specific] deit[ies]. A grand fair is held at the temple every year in the month 
of ‘bhadra padh [sic]’ from goga navmi to gyaras (Bhadua Krishna Paksha)[,] during 
which thousands of devotees from different spheres of society gather to pay homage to 
Veer Gogajee. (Mathur 2013: 1-2) 

 

Intended as contextualizing background information, this encyclopedic presentation of the 

“facts” relating to the case already articulates with Devasthan bureaucratic and devotional 

journalists’ written representations of the religio-cultural significance of Gogameri. It likewise 

converges with oral lists that priests and residents utilized when explaining this significance. 

Hence, even while the conditions of felicity for legal, bureaucratic, and devotional truth-claims 

diverged greatly, there may yet be reason to consider overlaps between them.  

Portions of the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner’s sworn affidavit, Justice Mathur cites 

in his decision, converge stylistically with the High Court’s contextualizing first paragraph. In 

addition to the appearance of this indexical style in legal and bureaucratic writing, consider the 

following translation of an excerpt of an article, entitled “Gogameri: A Symbol of Communal 

Harmony and North India’s Famous Pilgrimage Site,” from the first issue (June 2006) of 

Gorakhtila’s developmental periodical, Gogameri Times. 

 
Gogameri is located in the Nohar Tehsil of the Hanumangarh District in the region of 
Rajasthan, thirty kilometers east of Nohar on the Delhi-Ganganagar Road, in between the 
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towns of Nohar and Bhadra. In terms of the railway, it is located between the Sadalpur 
and Hanumangarh junctions. Gogameri was named after north India’s famous folk deity, 
Gogaji Maharaj. It is accepted (m nn ) that the meaning of me  is a temple or 
pilgrimage site. Historically, Gogaji Maharaj was a glorious Hindu king of the Chauhan 
lineage. He was a yogi, tantric, cow-protector, and king. His tomb is built in the village of 
Gogameri, and a murti of Gogaji is carved into it. [Finding another] example such as 
this—a religious place for Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh sectarian harmony—is difficult. The 
temples and renown of Gogaji are [spread] throughout the villages of Rajasthan. Other 
than Rajasthan, Gogaji is celebrated in Haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal, 
Himachal Pradesh, Delhi, Chandigarh, Bihar, Jammu Kashmir, and other distant regions. 
In the northern part of the village of Gogameri, one kilometer [sic] from the Gogaji 
temple, is the tapasthali of Guru Gorakhnath, incarnation of Shiva and the national saint, 
yogi, and tantric. His conscious dh  and purifying lake, the Goraksh-Ganga, are 
likewise located here. This is the throne of the Bhrithari Vairagya yogis of the Nath 
Sampraday. The Shri Dhuna Pranyas (Trust) is the managing committee here; mahant 
Rup Nath, the manager; and Satyanarayan Sharma, the secretary. 

 

Perhaps the journalistic impulse to offer this sort of background information in a periodical such 

as Gogameri Times stems from the project to publicize and render more accessible the Gogameri 

pilgrimage. Listing off these geographical, devotional-historical, ritual, and administrative details 

would then serve the second end (accessibility through information); while the newspaper itself 

would, the first (publicity). The editors of the two Gorakhtila periodicals nonetheless reported 

that pilgrims with life-long connections to Gogameri subscribed far more than new pilgrims. 

Such encyclopedic descriptions, furthermore, also appeared in articles on intimate concerns or 

events in Gogameri, which were obviously not written to attract new devotees. I therefore want 

to argue that within the encyclopedic lists of Justice Mathur, the Assistant Commissioner, and 

devotional authors, two alternating operations of competitive knowledge production stand out: 

the endeavor to enlarge one’s stock of “well aligned and faithful” references (to gather as much 

documentary evidence as possible); and that to shrink each object referenced individually to 

make them align with others in the service of persuasion (to summarize, quote, and cite extensive 

bodies of evidence quickly, such that they are readily at hand whenever an argument arises) 
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(Latour 1988: 23; emphasis removed).89 In devotional writing in particular, the expanding or 

enlarging effect seems to work in conjunction with a South Asian cultural logics of “largesse” 

(Mines 2005: 149-67).90 In the Gogameri Times article here, after giving pilgrimage directions, 

our journalist lists off many facts of large importance not merely to garner readers’ recognition 

of Gogameri’s prestige and convince them that Gorakhtila’s representations thereof are 

devotionally and historically more proper than others. Inscriptional largesse, when indexing its 

shrunken references in this manner, also treats this prestigious place with the stylistic respect it 

deserves—which was a matter of the devotional and aesthetic sensibilities of readers and authors 

alike. While the mandate to prove one’s claims differed between legal, bureaucratic, and 

devotional language games, these were not entirely separate forms of writing. 

Something about the listing-off of important details appealed to the devotional 

sensibilities of Gogameri pilgrims as much as it did to bureaucratic and legal writers such as 

Shyam Lal and Justice Mathur, if for reasons different in nuanced ways. Beyond form, the 

petition’s content itself elicits comparison with devotional indexes of crucial facts: The articles 

in Gorakhtila’s religious and developmental periodicals almost always include inventories of 

Gogameri’s location, inter-religious interest and architecture, governance or administration, 

                                                
89 As Gupta (2012) does in India, in France Latour identifies the file in France as the material element of law (2010: 
70). A judicial decision, Latour proposes, refers to a pronouncement “on a file which is composed of documents that 
have already been profiled so as to be, so to speak, ‘judgment-compatible’” (ibid: 75-76). (Hence, without reputable 
institutions and the documentary evidence they provide routinely, there can be no court file.) At the same time, a file 
must be composed of “impressive pieces of evidence,” which is not to say that it must consist entirely of legal 
documents—but only that these are easily convertible into suitable evidence (and hence “preformed and pre-
folded”).  “Judgment-compatible” therefore refers to documents that can “transform themselves immediately, if 
circumstances require it, into useful pieces of evidence in a case.” In court, I am arguing, unsubstantiated lineage 
claims are not “judgment-compatible,” in the same manner as legal documents, on pilgrimage, are less conducive to 
pilgrim-enrollment in seva-vikas projects (though oral citations of court rulings may nevertheless be thusly 
conducive). 
90 Rather than “increase” or “bigness,” I have chosen the term largesse from Mines’ writing partly for stylistic 
reasons, and partly in order to signal the divergence in our interests. Analyzing ritual actions that physically and 
metaphorically cause something (rice, an image, etc.) to grow, Mines shows how the prestige of ritual actors, 
represented communities, or temple associations grew as well. Debates over prestige were important in Gogameri as 
well, as I suspect they are in many places and times. This manner of phenomenological sociology thus remains 
crucial in the ethnography of South Asian religion, though it is not my task here. 
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various ritual sites, the annual pilgrimage festival with dates, and estimated or recorded numbers 

of pilgrims “from different spheres of society.”  Shyam Lal and O.P. Sharma’s expertise in 

bureaucratic and legal writing, and this aesthetic connection between these genres and devotional 

writing, joined the bulk of memories, reveries, convictions, documents, and practices that, when 

assembled in certain ways, produced the elder Sharma priests’ confidence in their case (or, 

subsequently, appeal). By translating knowledge practices and aesthetic forms between 

devotional, legal, and bureaucratic fields of writing (cf. Brenneis 2006; Strathern 2006), truth 

claims in Gogameri circles thereby ensured that devotional writing—like the tomb’s architecture 

and the pilgrimage itself—would now exhibit “conjoined and disjunctive genealogies” 

(Chakrabarty 2000: 255). In other words, the aesthetic forms of devotional writing in Gogameri 

now came to translate those of bureaucratic and legal writing as well—which, for those like 

Shyam Lal, O.P. Sharma, and their readers, meant that the fields of bureaucratic and legal 

writing employed some aesthetic forms with genealogies in devotional writing as well. 

To be clear, I am not equating legal reasoning, devotional-historical propositions, or 

developmental rhetoric. Each genre of persuasion operates in relation to targeted audiences, and 

thus also to the expectations and criteria for judgment specific to these. Before returning to the 

petition’s failure, I therefore want to tease out the clearest example of the break between lineage 

claims and legal reasoning, which appears in Justice Mathur’s account of the Chayals’ rejoinder: 

 
In reply to the writ petition filed on behalf of respondents No[s]. 4 to 7[,] i.e. the Chayal 
[M]uslim pujaries, [their advocate proposed that] Lord Gogaji was [a] Chouhan Rajput 
and […] disciple of Guru Gorakhnathji. He was [a] staunch follower of Ratan Hazi [sic] 
Peer and[,] before taking Samadhi with his horse, he confessed Islam by accepting [the] 
“Kalma.” The Chayal [M]uslims[,] being decedent [sic] of Gogadevji[, … have been] 
performing [his] puja since [time] immemorial. (Mathur 2013: 9-10) 
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There is little noteworthy divergence between this legal reply and the devotionally invested 

narratives most Chayal pujaris recounted for pilgrims. In both fields, they valorized Gogaji’s 

Chauhan-Rajput caste, guru-disciple relationship to Gorakhnath, and conversion to Islam after 

learning the kalm  (Islamic declaration of faith) from Ratan Pir. This list of Gogaji’s personal 

actions and religious affiliations could then work in an indexical manner to beckon pilgrims and 

the court alike to identify parallels between Gogaji and the Chayals themselves: They too 

cultivated Rajput caste behaviors, and claimed spiritual descent from both Gorakhnath and the 

type of Islam they attributed to Ratan Pir. Justice Mathur’s summary of the Chayal response then 

transitions seamlessly from such devotional and biological lineage claims to their legal reasoning 

referencing an array of sources: 

 
The compromise-decree […] only relat[ed] to the issue of the [original] suit[, …] that is[, 
…] to the right of sevapuja of [the] Brahman pujaries in the month of [B]hadwa at ‘Nahar 
Singh Ki Jyote (Chirag)’ and ‘Nahar Singh Ka Kund’. The order impugned[,] dated 
16.8.2008[,] thus, is in consonance with the compromise-decree and settled traditions 
(Mathur 2013: 10) 

 

The Chayals’ case rested not on their hereditary laurels alone, as one can see here. Their 

advocate also interrogated the petition’s reference to submitted evidence: specifically, its reliance 

on the 1980 compromise-decree and attack on the Devasthan order of 2008. Contrary to Shyam 

Lal and the Sharmas’ interpretation, the Chayals’ representative found no contradiction between 

the mandates in these two documents—and then sought to prove this by “weaving together” the 

particular “facts” of the case, and references to legal documents considered by the court as 

settled precedents (Latour 2010: Ch. 2). The High Court could then read this reply with ease in 

part because it operated on multiple registers: the more-or-less devotional realm of the first 

paragraph being joined by the (retroactively) legally sound documentary reasoning of the second. 
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With this understanding of how a legally sound text could also deploy lineage claims, I am now 

able to examine the High Court’s reception of Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ citation of judicial 

and bureaucratic affirmations of their lineage claims.  

 The whole of Justice Mathur’s decision includes one single statement judging Shyam 

Lal’s deployment of lineage claims. The paragraph in which it appears begins with a summary of 

Shyam Lal’s rejoinder to the Chayals, in which he offers an index of alternative “facts”: a) the 

1981 Devasthan bureaucratic order was illegal and b) therefore never enforced; c) the Sharmas in 

fact worship and collect offerings year-round; and, d) although the 1971 petition pertained only 

to the month of Bhadua, the compromise-decree nevertheless granted the Sharmas full-time 

access. One then reads the following: 

 
Much emphasis is given to the assertion made in the decree that the Brahmins are 
hereditary pujaries of the temple. Learned counsel for the petitioner has also emphasized 
[the need] for […] a Managing Committee for […] the temple of Lord Gogadevji in 
accordance with Chapter X of the Rajasthan Public Trust Act, 1959[, …] by including 
only […] Hindues […]. (Mathur 2013: 10-11) 

 

The reader may have already noticed the redundancy in Shyam Lal’s petition for a Hindus-only 

Managing Committee. Beyond the fact that Shyam Lal was the appointed bureaucratic 

“manager” of the temple, the Devasthan Department was the tomb’s official managing body, 

which—bureaucrats and Hindu and Muslim devotees alike said—operated in the interest of 

Hindus. I have nonetheless included this sentence here to offer the context in which Justice 

Mathur notes the Sharmas’ lineage claims: Between reports on Shyam Lal’s alternative 

administrative history and his call to exclude the Chayals, Justice Mathur remarks simply—

without comment or signal of topical transition: “Much emphasis is given” (ibid). This is the 

closest the High Court came to speaking in its own voice about the case’s many lineage claims. 
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As I understand it, Justice Mathur could not dismiss the assertion because it had become a matter 

of case law (vis-à-vis the compromise-decree); all he could do was notice that Shyam Lal’s case 

emphasized “the assertion made in the decree that the Brahmans are hereditary pujaries” (ibid; 

emphasis added). While at the tomb the Munsif Court’s decision had become an authorized and 

authorizing document of the Sharmas’ lineage claims, in court the justice skipped over these 

assertions just as he had the reference to Muslim Personal Law. Still, the Nohar court’s decision 

remains instructive to students of religion in South Asia. For, it shows that it was not the case 

that only priestly families utilized genealogical references in order to persuade temple publics of 

their claims to administrative and financial jurisdiction over ritual practice; the secular state also 

issues this manner of statements. One final example of the governmental reliance on 

encyclopedic listing rounds out these comparisons by showing how bureaucratic lineage claims 

worked in the Chayals’ favor.  

 According to Justice Mathur, the sworn affidavit that the Assistant Devasthan 

Commissioner submitted to the High Court offers “details relating to [the] temple, [its] mode of 

worship[,] and the practices existing [therein]” (2013: 6). Notice both the language of lineage 

claims and the encyclopedic listing of facts: 

 
2. That [the] Gogaji temple, Gogameri[,] belongs to the Devasthan Department[,] whose 
administrative control has always remained with it. The […] temple has been notified 
[sic] in the Official Gazette [of Rajasthan] as a self supported State temple in the year 
1981. This fact has never been in dispute. The disciples of Gogaji belong to all 
communities[,] including Hindu and Muslim. […] 
 
4. That the Principal hereditary Pujaries in the temple of Gogaji are Chayals by descent[, 
and have been] since the [Bikaner Princely] State time[,] who perform Seva Puja and 
collect[] offerings from all the worship points as described above. Apart from the Chayal 
Pujaries, Brahman Pujaries also perform Seva Puja and collect the offerings from 
“Narsingh Pandey Jyoti” and “Narsingh Pandey Kund[,]” and Khati Pujaries also receive 
the offerings of “Kalash atop the temple[,]” as per age old custom. Apart from […] 
custom[,] the rights of the Devasthan Department and [the] different Pujari communities 
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to collect offerings from different worship points have also been governed by 
[Devasthan] orders and [a] decree passed by the learned Civil Courts also. 

 
5. That a customary fare [sic] takes place at [the] Gogaji Maharaj temple every year in 
the month of Bhadua. The fare starts on the Purnima of Shrawan (the last day of the 
month of Shrawan) and continues till the Purnima of Bhadua (the last day of the month of 
Bhadua)[,] i.e. from Poonam Till Poonam. During this period [the] Brahmin Pujaries 
perform Seva Puja at “Narsingh Ji Ka Chirag and Narsingh Ji Ka Kund”[ … and] 
collect[] the offerings[,] and for this purpose they take [over] charge of these worship 
points from [the] Chayal Pujaries[,] according to tradition and decree by mutual 
understanding. As per the age old custom, during this very month of [the] customary fare, 
[the] Devasthan Department takes [over] ch[a]rge of the “Bhent Galla” situated in front 
of the Samadhi of Gogaji Maharaj (Sanctum Sanctorum) from the hereditary Chayal 
Pujaries. (Quoted in Mathur 2013: 6-8) 

 

Similar to Shyam Lal’s petition, certain of the statements in this affidavit seem contradictory; 

others, impossible. Considering the relatively recent creation of the Devasthan Department, for 

example, its “administrative control” has certainly not “always remained with [the] Gogaji 

temple.” Nor for that matter could “age old custom” grant the Devasthan Department 

autonomous control of the “Bhent Galla” (donation lockbox) during the festival. Justice Mathur 

must have ignored (or been ignorant of) such inconsistencies. The Assistant Commissioner also 

made this easier for the court to do, to the extent that the affidavit responded to the petition’s 

assertions blow-for-blow. Official state literature calls the tomb a government-run but self-

supported temple; the Devasthan Department is the rightful authority and controls the hereditary 

Chayal priests, who have been there at least since the colonial era; and bureaucratic orders and 

judicial decrees govern these and other priests, and even allow the Department to earn for a 

certain period of time. The Assistant Commissioner likewise submitted the state documents that 

he referenced in the affidavit. Inasmuch as Shyam Lal and the Sharmas also submitted copies of 

many of these same documents, though—not to mention devotional writings and the testimonies 

of pilgrims on their behalf—the question remains why the court accepted this rejoinder and not 
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the petition. The answer hinges not on documents themselves, but, instead, on the petitioners and 

respondents’ divergent practices of reading and interpretation. 

Devotional and legal reasoning appeared together even in certain state documents. Still, 

some habits of joining them were more persuasive than others. In order to tease out this 

rhetorical imbalance, I turn now to an ethnographic illustration of the varying effects of the 

Sharmas and Chayals’ diversified methods of interpretation and persuasion. This vignette—of a 

stranger pilgrim’s response to Shyam Lal’s particular combination of linage claims and legal 

reasoning—fills in gaps left opened in the suit, and indicates how legal reflection itself became a 

site of devotional and ethical investment. 

 One of the Chayals’ more notorious affiliates was Samundar Nath, a Hindu ascetic from 

Haryana who, along with his sister-in-law and fellow renouncer, operated a Gogaji temple in 

Delhi and a dharm l  (pilgrim hostel) in Gogameri. A sharp critic of religious and caste-based 

discrimination, as well as a particularly brash proponent of constitutional secularism, Samundar 

considered it his devotional and patriotic duty to keep abreast of developments in the case. He 

had both examined the dossier that the Chayals submitted to the High Court, and held phone 

conversations with one of the junior advocates working on their reply. Samundar was the first to 

point out to me the legal basis on which Shyam Lal differentiated the acceptable compromise-

decree from the Devasthan orders he alleged were illegal. This, he said, was the manner in which 

the compromise-decree phrased the Sharmas’ professional restriction in the mausoleum. Rather 

than writing “one month,” the decree allowed itself a standard linguistic flourish. I have included 

the original Hindi before my translation for readers interested in following the context. 

 
v d ga  r  gog j  ke mandir ke puj r  hai  aur ve n harsi h j  k  cir g va ku  dono  
k  hame  se ca h v  lete  rahe hai  uske pu tain  hakd r [sic] hai  inke ca h v  
me  ham r  ko  patti nah  hai. v d ga  ukt ca h v  punam [sic] se punam tak lete 
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rahe ge va ham prativ d ga  ukt ca h v  me  ko  dakhala d j  [sic] nah  kare ge. 
(Quoted in Mathur 2013: 5) 
 
The plaintiffs are priests of the Gogaji temple and have always received the offerings of 
Naharsinghji’s lamp and pool[.] This is their hereditary right [and] we have no objection 
to their [receipt of these] offerings. The plaintiffs will continue to receive said offerings 
from full moon to full moon (punam se punam tak), and we, the respondents, will not 
interfere. 

 

The compromise-decree, that is, specifies the Sharmas’ right to lead worship and collect 

donations “from full moon to full moon.” Though he did anyhow, Samundar did not have to tell 

me that in most language games this phrase means simply, “a month.” The Assistant 

Commissioner’s affidavit, one will recall, describes the annual pilgrimage festival thusly:  

 
A customary fair takes place at the Gogaji Maharaj temple every year in the month of 
Bhadua. The fair starts on the Purnima of Shrawan (the last day of the month of Shrawan) 
and continues till the Purnima of Bhadua (the last day of the month of Bhadua), i.e. from 
Poonam Till Poonam. (Quoted in Mathur 2013: 8) 

 

In Hindi, writers and speakers may replace brief expressions with longer, synonymous phrasing 

depending on the context’s formality. To operate respectfully or officially, therefore, one may 

opt for more elaborate phrases. In this way, the decree’s authors replaced the phrase, “for the 

festival month of Bhadua,” with the longer, and potentially more official-sounding, “from full 

moon to full moon.”91 Case law now gave the Sharmas the Naharsingh Pande sites and donations 

from full moon to full moon. Punam se punam tak: Samundar cited these four words derisively 

to evoke the petition’s fabrication and hopelessness.  

                                                
91 It is also possible, alternatively, that the Nohar Munsif Court—like the High Court and much Devasthan 
bureaucratic writing—appropriated this phrase to approximate local colloquialisms. One need only recall the High 
Court’s frequent use of such terms in its decision, often (but not always) within quotation marks: “Seva-Puja,” 
“Bhent Galla,” “Baba Naharsingh Ki Jyote,” etc. Regardless of the specific intentions of the Nohar High Court—or 
the Chayals’ advocate, who wrote the compromise that was transformed in the compromise-decree (with little 
change, if any, in writing)—the effects were the same.  
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When I raised the issue of this phrase with Shyam Lal and several Sharma pujaris, each 

remained confident that rather than a tactical misreading this was an accurate characterization of 

the Munsif Court’s intended meaning. Mahavir Sharma, for example, dismissed the idea that this 

phrase generally specified a month: 

 
[The Chayals] understood it in reverse. They want to eat (khana, “embezzle”), and 
they’re afraid they’ll be kicked out [of the temple …]. So they created the lie that “punam 
se punam tak” means a month. No, brother! “Full moon to full moon”: This means, from 
the full moon of Shravan this year to the full moon of Shravan next year! 

 

Reading the 2013 decision, however, one faces difficulty identifying the exact logic at work in 

Shyam Lal’s petition to annul the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner’s 2008 order. How did this 

run counter to the 1981 compromise decree? Without elaboration, Justice Mathur’s summary of 

Shyam Lal’s counter-response had the latter proposing merely that the order of 1981—which 

that of 2008 reiterated—was, “as a matter of fact […] in contravention to the [compromise] 

decree [of 1980 …] and, therefore, […] was never enforced” (Mathur 2013: 10). Instead, Shyam 

Lal clarifies, the Sharma priests have always lead “worship[] for the entire year.” Again, Justice 

Mathur: 

 
It is asserted that, though[] the suit […] pertain[ed] to the rights of [the] Brahman pujaries 
in the month of Bhadrapad, […] the decree granted was for the entire year[,] and it 
nowhere restricts [the] rights of [the] Brahman pujaries [to] any specific period of the 
month. (Mathur 2013: 10) 

 

Shyam Lal was clear both in this rejoinder and during our conversations that the 1981 order was 

patently illegal. In the words of the court, furthermore, it was for this very reason that “the order 

was never enforced” (ibid). Had Justice Mathur chosen to write this sentence in the active voice, 

he would have had to name a subject: Who never enforced the order? One expects the Devasthan 
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“manager” of the Gogameri temple, Shyam Lal, at least to make the list of those who ignored the 

1981 and 2008 orders. Shyam Lal first arrived in Gogameri a short time following the first of 

these, though, so he could not be the only responsible party. Whether or not he was ultimately 

responsible, Shyam Lal told me that he had proceeded in the interim on the basis of this 

illegality, and managed the tomb with confidence that following the trial (or, later, the appeal) 

the orders would have been “in contravention to the [compromise] decree,” as his abstention 

from enforcing it would have been legally blameless. That is, his allegation that these Devasthan 

orders ran counter to the compromise-decree was also an ethical exaggeration, which in this 

instance utilized a “prospective orientation” (Miyazaki 2004) that would have retroactively 

conflated his strategic reading of the compromise-decree with the Munsif Court’s intentions, the 

legal status of the orders, and his abstention from following these.  

 My proposal is that the petition’s failure—in addition to the court’s stated reasons—was 

tied to its unsubstantiated lineage claims, opaque means of interpreting judicial decrees and 

bureaucratic orders, and overall propensity to conflate the Sharmas’ futural projects with their 

historical positions and current capacities. Although their case appears hopeless in hindsight, 

Shyam Lal and the Sharma pujaris (at least the older generation) were confident they would soon 

acquire ritual and financial sovereignty in the mausoleum. Accounting for this confidence, I 

referenced an array of factors: the Justice’s caste, O.P. Sharma’s legal expertise, Shyam Lal’s 

bureaucratic and legal experience, and a shared writing style (encyclopedic listing-off of 

descriptions), which aesthetically bridged the gulf separating devotional, judicial, and 

bureaucratic inscriptional practices.  

Exploring the points of intersection and divergence in lineage claims and legal reasoning, 

this section proposed that the court looked favorably on the respondents’ cases because their 
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methods of citing and interpreting state documents were transparent, while those of Shyam Lal 

and the Sharmas’ were more obtuse. Samundar Nath pointed to Shyam Lal’s extra-legal-textual 

interpretations of the language of the 1980 compromise-decree, which contributed to the 

petitioner’s alternative reasoning, but not that of the petition’s. For this reason, it could not factor 

into the court’s official decision. I now want to use this alternative legal-linguistic reasoning to 

understand the temporal contradictions between Shyam Lal’s exaggerated assertions and ritual 

practice as I observed it in the tomb. Rather than historiographical descriptions sworn under 

threat of law, it is helpful initially to conceptualize lineage claims as rhetorical, would-be 

performative elements in broader seva-vikas efforts within the “antagonistic encounter” (Latour 

1988) in the mausoleum—one of the objects and goals of which was to have become the tomb’s 

historically authorized pujaris. From this perspective, one can see how the petition’s historical 

assertions were subjunctive, ethical exaggerations of the Sharmas’ historical position at the tomb, 

conflated with their present capacities and what they worked toward becoming. The difficulty in 

such a conceptualization, of course, is that Shyam Lal, the Sharmas, the Chayals, and the 

Assistant Devasthan Commissioner did swear to lineage claims in court, and not as ethical 

exaggerations. Doing so, they also invited scholars of South Asian religion to work across 

disciplines in order to develop an analytics of contemporary truth claims (particularly 

verification), and the conditions of felicity for these claims. While the preceding chapter 

contributed to this project in the field of devotional historiography, this section has done so in the 

field of law. The following section retells this history of competition at the tomb by tracking the 

importation of a now-widely valorized Hindu ritual form, vaishnav arti. I thus leave behind one 

ethically exaggerated petition from a Devasthan employee, in search of another employee’s 

petition of a different sort. As I show, it was not Madhu who ethically exaggerated this petition; 
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instead, retrospectively a network of unaffiliated persons and sensibilities came to exaggerate 

ethically the history of this form in the tomb, with consequences for history telling and seva-

vikas in Gogameri. 

 

Reveries before Flames: Ritual Mobility and Local Disquietudes. “Look, it’s like this,” began 

Narendra, one of the Sharma pujaris. “This is a religious site (dh rmik sth n), and one finds 

everything at religious sites. In that manner, people of all religions come here.” Narendra paused, 

searching for a connection between this statement, a sort of filler phrase routinely heard in 

Gogameri, and the Sharmas’ seva-vikas projects. After stumbling on his words, he tried again. 

“Muslims come here, and Hindus come here.” Another pause. “But how many Muslims actually 

come?” I admitted I had not met many Muslim pilgrims, and Narendra explained that only one 

percent of all pilgrims are Muslim. “So, who comes, then? Ninety-nine percent of pilgrims are 

Hindu!” I protested that many Sikhs also make the pilgrimage. “Exactly!” Narendra exclaimed. 

 
Sikhs are Hindus! And if ninety-nine percent of pilgrims are Hindu, then this is a temple, 
is it not? […] There’s arti here, and arti only happens in a temple. There’s no arti in a 
mosque, only namaz. And here there is no namaz here. So what is it: a temple or a 
mosque? 

 

Even the mausoleum’s darg h-style architecture deterred Narendra little. 

 
Sure, it looks like a dargah, but there’s arti here, and therefore it’s a temple. So why are 
there Muslim pujaris? Because no one knows yet! The public won’t approve when they 
find out the pujaris are Muslim, because they want to go to a temple with Brahmans. 

 
I asked Narendra what people would do when they discovered the Chayals’ religious affiliations. 

“They’ll be kicked out,” he replied with a chuckle. 
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 As I have said, one of the Devasthan and Sharma priests’ frequent rhetorical practices 

referenced their leadership at vaishnav arti in the mausoleum to corroborate their assertions that 

the tomb was a Hindu temple, rather than an Islamic space. The hope was the same as 

Narendra’s, too: that pilgrims would protest Muslim ritual administration of a Hindu temple, and 

call for the Brahmans to take their place. Instead of its role in the work of persuasion and seva-

vikas enrollment, however, this section asks how this ritual form itself made its way into 

Gogameri. The answer most priests and residents gave began with the Devasthan peon, a man I 

call Madhu Swami. Madhu’s own account told of his petitions of Gogaji to allow him to use this 

form (though he did not use the word “petition”) I therefore also reflect ethnographically on how 

Madhu’s petitions might offer a different perspective on Shyam Lal’s, and vice versa. I will have 

more to say at the end of the chapter concerning what these men and their petitions teach us 

about the Devasthan Department and pilgrimage administration in Gogameri.  

 Sometime in the second half of the 1980s, a young Madhu Swami came to Gogameri 

with the promise of work. His older brother was a disciple of “UP-vale Dadaji,” the late pujari of 

the Ratan Nath tomb adjacent Gogaji’s and, coincidentally, Shyam Lal’s guru. When a contractor 

needed “a boy” to work in the pilgrim hostel (dharmshala) of the Nohar Seva Samiti, Dadaji 

relayed the message to Madhu’s brother, who dispatched Madhu in his stead. Shyam Lal was 

also then working as the manager of this hostel, because department salary was too little to 

support his family. The two men became friends instantly, but little did they know the course of 

their budding association would change Gogameri’s ritual and legal landscape in the years to 

come. 

 Early in Madhu’s career at the dharmshala, a Devasthan inspector was set to arrive for a 

routine bureaucratic check-up when Shyam Lal was to be away. As Shyam Lal thus needed 
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someone to tend to his boss with all of the hierarchical niceties of professional seva (Lamb 2000, 

2002), and having witnessed Madhu interact with others, hel asked Madhu to receive the official, 

see to his comfort, and give him a place to rest. Both the official and Shyam Lal were so 

impressed with Madhu’s service that later, when discussing the need for a Devasthan peon, they 

immediately thought of him. Madhu recounted why he had declined the position. “I would only 

make Rs. 150 a month [had I accepted]. How am I going to take care of my wife or my parents 

on Rs. 150 a month?” Several months later, Shyam Lal convinced Madhu to make a delivery to 

the Devasthan office in Bikaner, where the inspector again offered him the position. Madhu 

reiterated his apprehensions, but the official suggested he follow Shyam Lal’s lead. “He said, 

‘You can pursue your own business on the side while working for us in the temple’”; his pay 

would also increase with time. “So I said, ‘Alright. I’ll do it!’ And now I earn between Rs. 10-

12,000 a month.”  

When Madhu recounted these events, we were sitting inside the mausoleum’s inner hall 

with Kaushal, a young Sharma priest, where the two were stationed: Madhu, in front of the tomb 

at the bhent galla (“donation lockbox”); and Kaushal, at the Sharma’s lamp (the Naharsingh ka 

chirag or jyoti from the case). They began discussing Gogaji’s appearances to devotees in 

dreams, and I tried to raise the issue of these men’s divine encounters. Madhu beat me to the 

punch, however, but in a way I initially mistook for a change in topic.  

Madhu’s head was bowed as he peered up at me. “Did you know that there was no 

vaishnav arti [at the tomb] before 1986?” I tried to replicate the shock in my voice I heard in his. 

“No!” he exclaimed, “There was no arti! The Devasthan Department was here, but only for one 

month [of the year: the pilgrimage festival]. The Muslims were here, but Muslims don’t give 

credence (manna) to arti, so no one performed it.” After some time, Madhu said, he developed 
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“this one desire”: to worship Gogaji with arti, and for the Devasthan Department to remain in 

Gogameri year-round. Rather than a confusion of grammatical number, I see a analytical footing 

in this description of a singular desire: Given the over-determined picture most of the new 

pilgrims held of ritual practice in the tomb, the first instructional characteristic of this account is 

its evocation of a time when arti was absent, and the Department during all but the festival. In 

that sense, it is precisely the over-determined coupling of vaishnav arti and Devasthan rule that 

stands out. The only caveat is that the two were linked not on an official level but, rather, 

implicitly in the logics of ritual form and the aesthetics of Devasthan bureaucracy. That is to say, 

their association was a matter of stylistic propriety.  

 When qualifying a noun in Hindi, one of my teachers in Jaipur demonstrated, a good 

writer will use an adjective and noun derived from the same historical-linguistic group: A sense 

of aesthetic propriety, and not grammar, encourages the coupling of Sanskrit, say, or Persian 

terms. Similarly, while the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner’s 2008 order granted the 

Department the post and offerings of the tomb’s lockbox, I have yet to locate a state mandate of 

Devasthan officiation at arti. My argument instead concerns the transformations in contemporary 

sensibilities since 2008 (regarding the exclusivity and proper forms of “Sanatan Dharm” and 

“Islam,” the Devasthan Department’s responsibility to the former [and that of the Waqf Board to 

the latter], Gogaji’s role protecting the former from the latter, and the performance of arti as the 

daily imperative for a Hindu temple). Such sensibilities, as I understand them, enabled most 

people in Gogameri to intuit, perceive, and expect a stylistically proper relationship between the 

Department and administration of arti.  

 A respectful young man moved to a pilgrimage site for work and the satisfaction of 

brotherly duty. He slowly agreed to take a poor-paying job with the Devasthan Department. With 
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time, his affective investments in the saint and institution he served began to swell—as did his 

returns. Suddenly, a united desire struck him both to worship at the tomb with arti, and for the 

Department’s permanent rule there. “So I talked to my senior official. But he prohibited it, and 

said, ‘Brother, the Muslims will take offense. So I won’t give you permission either to perform 

arti or remain here [officially] throughout the year.’” Dejected, Madhu said, he came inside the 

mausoleum’s inner sanctum and sat on the floor to petition Gogaji to grant his desire: “‘Mah r j, 

I want to worship you with arti, but my [senior] official won’t allow it. Also, other people will 

bother me. What am I supposed to do if someone grabs me and throws me out?’” Madhu and 

Kashual explained how Gogaji had responded verbally—not in a dream, as he generally appears 

to devotees, but, they said, in a way only Shyam Lal could hear. Gogaji, they relayed, affirmed 

Madhu’s identification of the need for arti and the Department. “Then Gogaji said that no one 

would bother me. ‘And if they do, [Gogaji continued,] I’ll sort them out (mai  sambh l 

d g ).’”  

With both confidence and this decree from Gogaji, Madhu began to offer arti at the 

tomb—alone and without “bother[ing] anyone else,” he said. Neither was the Chayal response 

favorable to Madhu’s ritual practice, though, nor did it articulate with Gogaji’s assurances; for, 

Madhu claimed, they yelled and cursed at him during arti, and even attacked him physically. 

Kaushal added that the Chayals of this period were responsible for a lot of “bullying” (unho ne 

d d gir  bahut phail y  [sic]).92  

                                                
92 The Devasthan and Sharma pujaris spoke frequently to pilgrims of their past mistreatment at the hands of the 
Devasthan inspector to whom Madhu here referred. The Department did seek, unsuccessfully, to sue Bhanvar Lal 
Shreemali in the late 1970s, though Gogameri was not mentioned in the petition (Jain 1980). Another of the 
Sharmas’ salient rhetorical practices used this and similar reports on Chayal and Devasthan criminal behaviors in 
substantiation of national and nationalist discourses of Hindu victimization. Providing these with intimate, perhaps 
even recollected, data, they thereby persuaded certain pilgrims to look sympathetically on the Sharmas’ “plight.” 
Here, I should indicate that such reports drew sometimes strategically, but more often implicitly, on ethical 
exaggerations—regarding the delinquent official, the Chayals’ behavior, and the victimization of Hindus, in 
particular. I am in no position to confirm or dispute Madhu or anyone else’s allegations against the Chayals; nor am 
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“I lived like that for six or seven years,” Madhu asserted: “Perform arti alone; suffer 

insults [and] even physical force. But then they came in 2006.” Madhu nodded to Kaushal to 

indicate the Sharmas, and Kaushal explained: “We started the case in the High Court in Jodhpur, 

and the Devasthan Department took our side (ham r  s th diy ). The judge decided that the 

Devasthan folks should sit at the lockbox all year long.” To “sit at the lockbox” referred to one’s 

ritual and financial jurisdiction over the tomb and lockbox built into the floor in front of it. 

“Yes,” Madhu picked up, “so we started sitting here year-round, and the Brahmans aided me in 

arti. Let’s see what the court says. If the Muslims win, they’ll be here all year; if you win,” 

Madhu addressed Kaushal, “it’ll be you; and if the Devasthan Department wins, it’ll be us.” “The 

Muslims have a better chance of winning,” Kaushal guessed pejoratively, “because they’re so 

rich!”93 

Before returning to Madhu’s descriptions of this conversation with Gogaji, I want to draw 

the reader’s attention to the way I saw most Chayal priests relate to arti. Rather than view it as a 

threat to their position in the tomb, a vast majority supported Gogaji’s arti and encouraged Hindu 

pilgrims to worship in the manner they preferred. Hence, they remembered Madhu’s early 

attempts to initiate arti quite differently. Consider the following depiction, for example, from an 

article whose title translates as, “The Gogameri Pilgrimage Site: Example of Secularism,” in the 

June 2010 edition of Shafi ki bat, a periodical edited and largely written by Shafi Muhammad 

Chaupad, perhaps the most publicly gregarious Chayal sympathizer. There, one reads, “Chayal 

Muslims have been performing puja-seva […] according to […] the Muslim method […] for 

over a hundred years.”  

                                                                                                                                                       
I particularly keen to do so; I merely want to draw out some of the local social effects of interpreting such events in 
a way that appropriates broader discourses.  
93 The younger, college-age Sharma priests were in the process of ritual, professional training, which may explain 
why Kaushal did not here exhibit the confidence in the case of the Sharmas that I often noticed in his older male 
relatives.  
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Since 1986, a young Hindu man of the Swami caste, named [Madhu], has expressed his 
feelings of devotion ( raddh  ke bh v praka  kiye) with steadfast resolve (dri h ni cay) 
by playing bells, cymbals, and drums, and singing “Om jay Jagdish Hare,” at morning 
and evening arti. He lived alone at night in the temple, which at that point [was located] 
amidst a forest. However, because of the strength of his belief and steadfast desire (vi v s 
aur dri h icch  akti), he kept on performing arti for eleven months [of the year], and for 
the festival month that belongs to the Devasthan Department—and this as an illiterate 
man! Today hundreds of people take part in arti and the Muslim pujaris light incense and 
lamps at the akha  jot. Religious instruction on this type of secular equality is reaching 
the whole of India. The Devasthan Department should make this permanent.94 
 

While the Devasthan and Sharma priests referenced the practice of arti in Gogameri both to 

support their lineage claims and to reorient the tomb, its ritual practices, and pilgrims toward a 

particular variant of contemporary Hinduism, their propositions remained open to divergent 

interpretations. To Shafi and many others, noting or even attending vaishnav arti in the 

mausoleum did not demand a disavowal of practices and affiliations with alternative or shared 

genealogies. Although the Devasthan and Sharma pujaris engaged strategically with this mobile 

ritual form, furthermore, this did not preclude the possibility that they could also invest in it 

devotionally, aesthetically, or affectively. To explore one example, I return to Madhu’s 

conversation with Gogaji. 

Later, I sought clarification from Madhu on the form in which Gogaji had answered his 

petition for arti and full-time departmental presence. Madhu began with a generalized statement 

heard frequently in Gogameri, before addressing what he recalled of hearing Gogaji’s voice.  

 
Look, if you want something and you come [to the tomb] and tell Baba, then this makes 
him happy. And then you’ll receive whatever you desire. Everything is accomplished 
through belief (vi v s ke par calt  hai). […] If you come sit here, close your eyes, and 
meditate for five minutes while holding your question for Baba in your heart, then a 
feeling will rise up inside of you ( p ke andar bh vn  apne p u heg ).  

 

                                                
94 Shafi ki bat. 2010. “Dharm nirpek at  k  mis l Gog me  dh m.” Year 2, No. 4 (1 Jun.): 1. 
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Vocalizing this last sentence, Madhu raised his open-palmed hands from his lap to his shoulders. 

Along with this ascending feeling, he said, one would be struck with confidence that Gogaji 

would grant one’s petition. “Yes, Baba,” Madhu characterized this confidence: “You are right.”  

 The first time Madhu encountered Gogaji in such a contemplative field, he said, Gogaji 

ordered ( de  karn ) him to perform arti in the tomb, and promised that no one would harass 

him for doing so. Gogaji did not uphold this guarantee, however, and both the Chayals and the 

inspector began to abuse him. The official not only stole money that devotees had offered, which 

everyone agreed should be reinvested in pilgrimage development; he also stole directly from 

Gogaji. To add insult to injury, the Devasthan servant was now in cahoots with the Chayals in 

opposition to arti, a ritual form that Gogaji himself ordered Madhu to observe.  

Ten days after he first worshipped Gogaji with arti, Madhu later recounted, “Baba had 

[the inspector] arrested (is b b  ne us ko pak  diy ).” Madhu’s satisfaction with Gogaji’s 

justice was short-lived, however—as short as the duration for which the official was held in 

custody. “[Gogaji] had him arrested,” Madhu explained, “and then set him free.”  

 
I was extremely sad. This Baba had ordered me to worship him with arti and said that no 
one would hassle me. But now he set my superior free without punishment! […] So I 
became angry with Baba [… and] just stayed down in my room for three months. I had 
the Ramayana, Bhagavata purana, and other texts like that in my room. So I stayed there 
and read them,95 and stopped coming into the temple altogether. […] I said to Baba, “You 
lied to me. As long as that thief is [in the temple] I won’t come inside,” and I just stayed 
in my room. Then, three months later, he came down to my room. 

 

I asked Madhu who specifically came to his room, and he replied that Gogaji now visited him in 

a dream. 

 

                                                
95 Given Madhu’s illiteracy (and his knowledge of my awareness of it), I’m not exactly sure what to make of this 
statement. I have included it here because I think such statements attune readers to intuited assemblages of a textual 
corpus for contemporary Hinduism, which is all the more intriguing given Madhu’s inability to study it. 
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[Gogaji] said, “Surrender this stubbornness (yah zid cho ). Your problem is that you’re 
angry, [but this is] only due to stubbornness.” I told him, “No! I’m angry because you 
lied to me.” […] But he told me to trust him instead. Then Baba said, “I’m thirsty, but no 
one will give me any water.” Since I had a jug [of water] in my room, I gave that to him 
to drink. Afterwards, I went into the temple and performed arti. They grabbed me and 
threw me out, so I came back in: Go out and come back in, go out and come back in—
that’s what it was like. Two days later, [the inspector] was arrested [for a second time] 
and taken to court. He was fired and had to give back everything he stole, and neither he 
nor his son can ever hold a government job again. So Gogaji’s miraculous power 
(camatk r) is like this: You have to maintain belief and fight a little bit too! 

 

As Madhu’s remembered account indicates, his second petitioning of Gogaji differed from the 

first one, above. Previously, Madhu had asked Gogaji to allow him to perform arti at the tomb 

free of risk. The Sharmas’ first suit against the Chayals, in the Nohar Munsif Court, had likewise 

beckoned the court recognize their right to administer ritual practice in Gogameri. Now, Madhu 

sought redress for certain of Gogaji’s actions—and secondarily for those of the Devasthan 

Department and Chayals—from Gogaji himself. To keep with the analogy, let me restate that 

Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ suit in the High Court was a writ petition, or a private citizens’ case 

against the state, heard by the state. Hence, both Madhu and Shyam Lal might have highlighted 

the naïveté in Deleuze’s pithy rebuke of the contradiction between Marxist or Freudian 

diagnoses and remedies. Contra Deleuze (2004: 253), just because Gogaji or the state has created 

your problem, it does not follow that Gogaji or the state cannot fix it for you. In fact, most of the 

priests were confident that Gogaji and the state would rectify things jointly. My field notes are 

replete with both the grievances of pilgrims and residents against the state, and devotional 

reflections on unanswered prayers. It was only on the infrequent occasion, however, that people 

spoke of filing writ petitions in court against the state, or lodging writ prayers with Gogaji 

against his divine actions. If the genre of writ petitions functions, as De (2013) proposes, as one 

of the central, daily workings of something as seemingly intangible and high-theoretical as 
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“democracy,” then perhaps in Madhu’s writ prayer I might locate a mundane technology for 

practicing something as equally elusive as “faith.” The practice of faith, in this instance, involved 

an investment in the righteousness of Gogaji (his sovereign Mitra-tendencies, Singh [2015] 

might say) even when confronted with evidence to the contrary. It was to wait, bitterly if 

necessary, for a rectification to-come—a rectification in which one could do nothing else but 

place faith. How might this kind of processual (intellectual and ethical) investment in one’s 

relationship to Gogaji—and in his remedial capacities and benevolence—stand in comparison to 

Shyam Lal’s bittersweet association with the state? He too filed suit after suit against the 

Devasthan Department; where others might have quit and given up, each submission of a new 

petition (and there were many) was also a reinvestment in the rule of law, so to speak. Consider 

the elder Sharmas’ confidence in their lineage claims, the eventual success of their petition (or 

appeal), and the religio-cultural need for their sovereignty in the mausoleum. This overlap is 

particularly noticeable to the extent that cultivating faith and confidence demanded persistent 

(individual and collective) intellectual and behavioral investment not only in the face of one’s 

dwindling jurisdiction at the tomb, but also day in, day out, away from the effervescence of 

heroic tensions. As Madhu said, “Gogaji’s miraculous power is like this: You have to maintain 

belief and fight a little bit too!”  

 A compelling reason to distinguish strictly between Shyam Lal’s writ petition and 

Madhu’s confrontation with Gogaji, particularly in light of the analysis above, is the absence in 

the latter of lineage claims. Other than his brother’s guru-disciple relation to UP-vale Dadaji, 

Madhu’s connection to Gogaji and the tomb was unmediated by family ties. In this, he was 

joined by Shyam Lal and Arun, all of whom first arrived in Gogameri for work. While the 

Sharmas and Chayals were busy arguing over biologically defined rights to seva-puja, Madhu 
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turned to a mobile ritual form—one which is citational, detachable from contexts and castes, and 

therefore unhampered by the sorts of direct links between ancestors, histories, inheritances, and 

particular places. The characteristics of aesthetic forms, Adorno writes, are only partially 

determined by their socioeconomic locations; for they are also colored by the particular form’s 

internal history—the trans-locational development and transformations of the form itself (1997: 

4-6, 225-29, 252-56). As the now-conjoined forms of vaishnav arti and “Om jay Jagdish Hare” 

have developed internally—and one such development is the conjoining of the two, into one 

ritual-aesthetically proper form—they became independent of hereditary priestly specialization. 

The contemporary insistence on the mobility and accessibility of this pair meant that one may 

(and does) observe such practices alone at home, in a group at a temple, or, as it were, in front of 

a saint’s tomb. This is the force of Keane’s conceptualization of the role played by “creed 

paradigm” in the globalization of Protestant Christianity (2007). Arti is likewise a moveable form 

that combines inward performatives with collective enunciation. Hence, the linked arti-Om jay 

Jagdish Hare form encourages mass personalization not as false consciousness (as a commercial 

love song might [Adorno 1998: 44-45; Buck-Morss 1977: 101]) but, instead, as a technology for 

developing or practicing a contemporary-Hindu mode of faith.  

Although Madhu’s entreaty to Gogaji did not include assertions of genealogical authority, 

once imported this mode of worship quickly detached from its importer and came to function in 

the ethically exaggerated historical propositions of others. Madhu’s self-representations 

authorize an analysis of his investments and practices of faith in Gogaji, the tomb, and arti. 

When I was in the field, however, this triad was no longer specific to him in any way. The 

Devasthan and Sharma priests, devout residents, and stranger and familiar pilgrims likewise 

engaged them according to inward performatives and collective enunciation. To the extent that 
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they could not only inhabit this form, but also appropriate it as a devotional means to connect 

with Gogaji, the objectified after-life of Madhu’s seva-vikas worked more successfully than 

Shyam Lal’s petition to convince pilgrims of the veracity of the Sharmas’ lineage claims (which 

could then become facts for them to list off in interpersonal accounts of their pilgrimages to 

Gogameri). Inasmuch as northern Indian Hindu sensibilities now made for recognitions of arti as 

the quintessential form of daily Hindu worship, its ubiquity in the mausoleum indeed seemed to 

register for most the Hindu character of the tomb and saint therein. In other words, the practice 

and citation of arti and “Om jay Jagdish Hare” increasingly came to function as a tool with 

which the Sharma and Devasthan pujaris could successfully enlist pilgrims in their seva-vikas 

projects. Reinserting a lineage claim—this space and its ritual practices come to us from the 

Hindu Gogaji, his Brahman priest Naharsingh Pande, and the latter’s descendants, the 

Sharmas—they used this form to link the material environment to specifically envisioned, trans-

historical, trans-regional associations of a contemporary form of Hinduism. While the 

mausoleum’s architecture, ritual practice, and hereditary pujaris worked to entice pilgrims to 

recognize the criteria of Gogaji’s shared genealogical affiliations, the Sharmas hoped to persuade 

them of Gogaji’s exclusively Hindu (and Hindu “nationalist”) actions and affiliations. To 

accomplish this task demanded the Sharmas work unambiguously Hindu ritual and aesthetic 

forms into the tomb in something of a spectacular way; that way, sensorial perception, 

recognition, and ritual environment and practice might operate together to provide pilgrims with 

the experiential substratum of the Sharmas’ lineage claims. The advantage arti and “Om jay 

Jagdish Hare” offered was not spectacle but, rather, unmistakable religious particularity: These 

conjoined forms are now globally recognized as the archetypal form of daily Hindu worship, 

and, as such, could invite Gogameri pilgrims to perceive a connection between Hindu worship, 
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Hindu worshipper, and Hindu deity and temple. The trick was to highlight these recognitions 

over and against the mere “background” of the tomb’s architecture and Muslim priests (cf. 

Merleau-Ponty 1962), which, as we have seen, was easier said than done. Perhaps Neel Dhaka, a 

“grassroots intellectual” (Gramsci 1971) in Gogameri, was correct when he said that the Chayals 

“may be kicked out [of the tomb] from a cultural or j tiya standpoint, but not from a legal 

perspective.”  

 Whereas Shyam Lal’s petition failed to persuade the judge of the illegality of the 

Devasthan limitations to Sharma jurisdiction in the mausoleum, Madhu supported his old friend 

outside of court by initiating the localization of what would become an unambiguous master 

signifier for their joint seva-vikas initiative. On the largest scale, Shyam Lal and Madhu’s toils 

comprised separate strategies in a conjoined struggle to reconfigure the trans-historical, trans-

geographical affiliations of Gogaji, the tomb, and its pilgrims: away from the multiple heritages 

of which the Chayals and most familiar pilgrims spoke, and towards a rather recent 

(contemporary) reordering of exclusively Hindu descent. Shyam Lal pursued legal rights and 

historical recognition for the Sharmas in court, and Madhu brought into the mausoleum the form 

of daily worship most aesthetically appropriate for inciting public support. Although this is a 

sociologically sound understanding, it runs counter to Madhu’s depictions of his actions. It is 

therefore important to maintain a conception of the unintended (but micro-politically fortuitous) 

consequences of Madhu’s engagements with arti, in order to problematize the aspects of this 

explanation that depict these engagements as only strategic. This I shall now attempt by asking 

why the Devasthan and Sharma priests found it necessary to take on the Department and the 

Chayals in the first place. In brief, their seva-vikas project responded primarily to three factors 

(only two of which I describe here): 1) the large amounts of new money to be made at the tomb 
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(see the prologue); 2) the priests’ affectivity to the ritual practices they led; and 3) a felt sense of 

their own irrelevance in the mausoleum. Thus, while one would not be incorrect to uncover 

politics and profit-motivation “behind” these legal and ritual conflicts, doing so one would fail to 

grasp several other dynamics centrally at play: namely, that the strategy worked retroactively, 

that Madhu had not set out with this in mind, and that this strategy did not mitigate against these 

priests’ devotional and affective investments in this form. 

 

Conclusion: Horripilation and the Sympathetic Witness. Arun Singh had just spent some half-

an-hour excitedly, knowledgeably, describing the historic hot spots where tourists gathered in 

Udaipur. His heart seemed still to dwell among these, for his voice now turned regretful. “Then I 

was transferred here.” Arun opened his eyes widely as he said this, which gave me pause to see 

in this transition the gravity of his relocation. Arun then checked this small act of emotional self-

indulgence: “Yeah, but I’m here now. I know the area and […] its good to live near my father 

and all.” Arun’s occupational and then family-influenced movements illustrate the devotional 

and financial limitations and possibilities Devasthan bureaucratic pathways could offer those in 

its employ. Together with transformations in Arun’s attitudes toward certain ritual forms, his 

movements also indicate how one’s tenure with the Devasthan Department could affect one’s 

devotional investments.96 The preceding section suggested in passing that Madhu’s investments 

in Gogaji and the Department grew together, but without explaining how they did. As I 

understand them, Arun’s investments in Gogaji developed as he reflected a) on his experience of 

the course of his own life and the restricted role of his own agency therein, and b) on his 

                                                
96 In this regard, this section could be read in conversation with Simpson (2008) concerning the flux of people’s 
assessments of ritual form, the possibility of intercession, and technologies of divine interlocution over time. 
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observations of ritual practice at the tomb.97 Reading his changing investments in relation to 

Shyam Lal and Madhu’s petitions, the chapter ends by suggesting two pervasive factors in 

Devasthan-priestly reconfigurations of pilgrimage administration. First, most priests were 

sometimes seriously affected by their own acts of ritual leadership. Secondly, many also sensed 

their own irrelevance to Gogaji’s exorcisms and miraculous healing of pilgrims—which, to 

reminder the reader, took precedence over other ritual acts for a great number of familiar 

pilgrims throughout the year. In their words, Gogaji operated directly on the afflicted, without 

the need for a priest. Arun adds a twist to this story, though, inasmuch as more than arti or any 

other practice he administered it was possession that affected him most intensely, and his and 

others’ involuntary responses to witnessing these throw into relief both explanations. Before 

returning to this, I introduce the reader to Arun Singh. 

With Shyam Lal moving between his village and allotted room in the greater 

mausoleum’s dharmshala-cum-office complex, and Madhu between his village and rented 

apartment in Bhadra, Arun was the only Devasthan servant based entirely in Gogameri. When I 

knew him in 2010 and 2013, Arun lived on the edge of the village in the direction of Bhadra, a 

somewhat unusual location for a Rajput residence.98 Despite having spent his childhood only a 

few-villages’ distance from Gogameri, Arun had not set out to live and work there. A series of 

events—which at the time appeared inhospitable, but which he later came to understand as part 

of Gogaji’s divine will—swept him across Rajasthan only to bring him home again. The thread 

with which Arun stitched together the spaces and times of his adult life was neither the 
                                                
97 I do not suggest that reflection was an autonomous field of intellectual creativity, disconnected from one’s 
habitus, socio-historical location, or life experiences. But neither do I assume that habitus, etc., means that one’s 
decisions are always extra-intellectual. 
98 Most Rajputs lived behind Gorakhtila, on the opposite end of Gogameri. Gogameri was only “settled” in earnest 
over the decades following Independence, and nearly all of Gogameri’s Rajputs resided in caste clusters. Originally 
hailing from Rajasthan’s Jhunjhunu District—which lies between Gogameri and Jaipur—they said they only 
relocated at the behest of a state that granted them plots of northern Rajasthan’s (nearly uncultivable) agricultural 
land after stripping them of formerly royal property. 
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Department nor Gogaji but, instead, d n p n : the “grain” and “water” of one’s sustenance or 

living. As he narrated his circuitous movements, Arun utilized the concept of danapani in a way 

that seemed to draw on certain aspects of kismat to become a “fate” determining one’s 

geographic and socioeconomic location: 

 
Some people make a living (danapani) where they were born, while others have to chase 
their danapani through various different places. From the start, mine was always Baba’s 
seva; it was always in his hands. 

 

Reading this quote, the reader may have already guessed the direction of my analysis: By 

retrospectively recognizing the criteria of Gogaji’s divine agency in the course of his 

professional life, Arun now channeled his past work practices and experiences through the 

concept of seva: “From the start, [his] fated means of living was always worshipful attendance to 

[Gogaji].” 

 Arun was well suited to his job as the mausoleum’s Devasthan “security guard,” though 

not once did I see him acting in such a capacity. True to his ongoing cultivation of strong, 

masculine, Rajput capabilities, in his youth he had sought to enlist in both the military and police 

force. “I took all of the [entrance] exams for both, but”—Arun rubbed his fore and middle 

fingers with his thumb, indicating solicited kickbacks; his family did not have the money to 

grease the doors to such careers. “Also, I wasn’t an insider. But it wasn’t as if … Look, I passed 

all the exams and won all the competitions, but my number never came.” At that point, Arun was 

familiar with but unattached to Gogaji, and thus sought help elsewhere. In particular, he 

consulted one of his maternal uncles with contacts in labor markets across the state. Under his 

advisement, Arun relocated to Udaipur for a hard-labor gig splitting rocks for a highway 
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construction project, and subsequently made forays into other unskilled labor networks through 

his roadway co-workers.  

 During his early days in Udaipur, Arun said, he passed much of his leisure time in the 

Jagannath and (Jain) Kesariyaji temples, which the Devasthan Department managed. He also 

made friends with Department employees there, who as older male familiars chided him 

sympathetically: “They knew I worked odd-end jobs. So everyday they laughed and asked, 

‘What work did you do today? Where were you today?’” In a similarly avuncular manner, they 

encouraged Arun to come work with them for the Department. When he accepted, Arun was 

posted to the Jagannath temple for three or four hours a day, but, like Shyam Lal and Madhu, 

continued to work part-time on the side: in earlier stages, he said, mostly labor jobs. As the 

Jagannath temple drew many foreign and domestic tourists, though, Arun’s new proximity to the 

tourism industry placed him in contact with Udaipur’s travel “guides.” Since this work appealed 

to him too, he recalled, he intentionally sought to learn the trade, which meant a lot of other 

learning as well. In addition to conversational Mewari, Gujarati, and Bhili, Arun strove to 

acquire working knowledge of Udaipur’s historic monuments and temples. He also took an 

interest in the “culture” of Mewar, Gujarat, and Hindi-speaking regions, for this enabled him 

better to explain the lifestyles and accomplishments of Udaipur’s historical elites to those whom 

he guided. In certain respects, therefore, the Devasthan Department offered Arun cosmopolitan 

encounters and educational opportunities that rivaled those he once envisioned the military 

giving him.  

 Meanwhile, the money Arun managed to save and send home failed to impress his 

family, who increasingly pressured him to return home to work the fields. Arun told his superiors 

of this dilemma; they were sympathetic, he commented, but unable to offer him more money—
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“this being a government office and all. […] So I told them I was headed home, and put my trust 

(bharos ) in Baba.” This trust turned out to be well placed, because when the Department 

reassigned him to the Gogameri temple his family was willing to accompany him, and even 

purchased land there. “So that’s what happened. [The Department salary] never really covered 

my living expenses (danapani)”—Arun turned towards the tomb—“but now I’m sitting at 

Baba’s feet.” He bowed slightly and joined his hands such that his forefingers touched his head. 

“And then from one thousand rupees per month I began earning two; and then four; and then six. 

Now I earn nine or then thousand [rupees] a month. It’s Baba [who takes care of] everything 

(yah sabh  hai, b b )!” 

 Arun’s account of his itineraries triangulated the weight of his economic, family, and 

devotional duties. Further, there was an implicit valorization of these duties over and against his 

personal interests; Arun struck me as someone who found greivances over the imbalance of duty 

and individual pursuits morally and aesthetically objectionable. Instead of complaining, Arun 

retrospectively conflated his now-linked obligations to family and the Department with his 

indebtedness to Gogaji’s grace. The vagaries of his professional life, that is, now exhibited what 

Arun recognized as the criteria of Gogaji’s divine hand. His case was not singular in this regard, 

for the language of such retrospective perceptions regularly occupied many conversations in 

Gogameri. In fact, the grammar of speech in the mausoleum—as in Gorakhtila, Gogameri 

dharmshalas, and the festival grounds more broadly—encouraged this manner of reflection. In 

order to tease out how something as abstract as the grammar of site-based language games 

stimulated ethical exaggerations, and what role this excitation played in the seva-vikas projects 

of Shyam Lal and the Sharma priests, I turn to a conversation that Arun and I held over the 
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course of a few weeks, almost all of which took place inside the inner sanctum as he directed 

worship. 

 Once, a Chayal priest named Vafadar Husain was telling me of the exemplary devotion 

of Princely Rajputana’s sovereigns, when Arun and Kaushal passed by on their way to relieve 

colleagues in the mausoleum’s inner hall. When we joined them, Arun piggybacked on Vafadar 

Husain’s laudatory commentary: 

 
R ja-sth n: The [name] “sth n of the r j s” means that the kings used to venerate gods 
and goddesses.99 So Rajasthan is the dev-bhumi, unique among other areas in India or the 
world.100 

 

Arun and Vafadar Husain referenced what they estimated was the greater number of temples in 

Rajasthan. Arun then extended this collective self-differentiation by means of a historical 

comparison of Princely Rajputana with Rajasthan in the ethnographic present.  

 
There is a different type of honesty here. You won’t find it as much anymore—Yes, you 
should write this too—but it’s still here. A certain type of honesty accompanied the 
kings’ devotion to gods and goddesses. They used to give all manner of d n to gods and 
goddesses and build many temples. [Arun motioned toward the tomb.] And the [royal] 

                                                
99 As best as I can tell, Arun read devotion into this rather political name because of how people often use the word 
sthan (place, home, etc.) synonomously with “temple” and the like. 
100 Saul’s dissertation (2013) develops similar comments he heard into a historical argument: The emerging Hindu 
middle classes in northern India are increasingly drawn to what they see as the pristine religiosity of pilgrimage in 
post-liberalization Rajasthan. Perhaps I was fortunate in the field, for—similar in a few respects to Riles’ discovery 
(2001) that she and her research subjects operated within the same global, intellectual and political “network”—I 
encountered varying historical and sociological analyses of the transformations that my dissertation purported to 
study. As Riles indicates, though, this kind of situation gives one pause to evaluate how to proceed; for, were I 
merely to refine the analyses of my interlocutors in the field, I would greatly diminish my own role in research, and 
my own voice in writing. (Not that this type of writing is without intellectual merits, at least hypothetically. A. Gold 
[1988: 299] characterizes the impossible postmodern ethnography as a kind of anthology of statements heard in the 
field.) Luckily for me, and in contrast to Riles, nearly all of the historical and sociological analyses with which I deal 
were, in part, devotionally invested (which is not to say uncritical). While this might seem to circumvent Riles’ 
critiques of older models of site-based ethnographic demystification, Orsi (2005) reminds us that “secular” scholars 
of religion and the people, texts, objects, and affects they study do participate in shared networks, at least in the 
contemporary moment. The hope for my writing is that I am able to present and examine my research subjects’ 
sophisticated analyses of the historical phenomena that I also studied, but in a way which becomes my own. 
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subjects were honest, devout, and hardworking.101 […] Now the computer age has 
arrived, though, and everyone is in a hurry merely to work and earn money.  

 

Recalling the first chapter, I might relay that one of the sentiments concerning which the tomb’s 

three hieratic groups were in agreement was the proper relation between sovereignty, devotion, 

and transparency, on the one hand, and the damage that profit-motivation inflicts on this tripartite 

ideal, on the other. Rather than dwell on this public truism, however, Arun’s historical 

comparison reinserted into the ethnographic present what he cast as an ontological hangover 

from royal Rajputana.  

 
But there still remain things (c z)102 that science doesn’t accept (manna). You’re educated 
and I’m educated, and we know science. These things, though, science doesn’t explain. 
I’ve looked! 

 

Kaushal must have sensed my confusion regarding these things, these chiz. He said he regretted 

that I “left [the tomb too early] the day before yesterday. [… Otherwise he] could have shown 

[me].” 

 “I didn’t used to believe (manna) in these chiz before either,” continued Arun. “But I’ve 

been living here. I’ve been working in the temple, and I’ve seen them.” Thinking I finally 

understood the things to which they were referring, I asked if Arun meant “possession,” using 

the Hindi word ch y . Arun noted the similarity of the chiz in question to chaya, but insisted on 

a crucial difference: “When a deity possess you (chaya), you feel at peace, whereas when these 

chiz afflict—like, if someone has misbehaved—[…] then you start to go crazy (p gal).” Arun 

displayed the contrast with his face and body: In reference to the peaceful experience of divine 

possession, Arun bowed his head, closed his eyes, relaxed his torso, and slowly lowered his 

                                                
101 Arun triangulated honesty, devotion, and work ethic following several examples that he and Vafadar Husain gave 
of older forms of agricultural knowledge and rural technology, which had initiated their historical comparisons. 
102 Like most people in Gogameri, Arun did not decline feminine nouns in the nominative plural (i.e. c ze ). 
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raised hands from his chest to his waist. He then exhibited the experience of going crazy while 

possessed by these chiz, by flexing the muscles in his arms, which he held rigidly by his sides, 

and rapidly oscillating his eyes and lower jaw from side to side. “If someone is hurt,” Arun 

continued, “or if someone has sadness inside them, then water comes out of his eyes.” He here 

referred not to the culturally over-determined concept of “crying” (ron ) but, instead, to the 

physical emergence of tears when crying. “But it should come out of both eyes. So then why 

does water only come out of one eye [when these chiz afflict people]? That’s not sadness!” 

 The seva-vikas projects of the Devasthan and Sharma priests targeted the hagiographical 

and ritual practices of pilgrims as much as those of the Chayals. Their prescriptions for vaishnav 

arti and other Sanatani practices only recently gaining purchase in Gogameri stood in contrast to 

the more familiar images of Gogaji worship in northern India: possession, exorcism, and healing 

rites. In Gogameri, one was as (or perhaps even more) likely to encounter possession and 

exorcism as solemn prayers or Vedic sacrifices, particularly on non-festival days throughout the 

year. Such ritual exchanges, though, generally carried connotations of caste: Again, the common 

image was one of Gogaji possessing outcaste bhagats in order to exorcise ghosts or heal snake 

bites. In addition to representations of caste, this kind of possession was commonly attributed to 

the working and agricultural classes, with suppositions of lower education rates among the poor 

often playing a role in public and private allegations of their superstitions. In part, Arun was 

defending his appreciation of Gogaji’s exorcisory powers against such stereotypes: 

 
Look, a lot of wealthy, important people—officers, police superintendents, ministers, 
doctors, lawyers, etc.—all of these types come [to Gogameri on pilgrimage] as well. Yes, 
villagers do come here, and maybe only ten to twenty percent [of them] are educated. If it 
were only [villagers] who came, then perhaps you could say that these chiz aren’t real. 
But wealthy, important, educated folks come too. So it must be something, right? 
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The previous chapter relayed how “these types” of devotees (whom I call “stranger pilgrims”) 

responded to similar insecurities regarding their devotion to saints who generally occupy the 

ritual practices of the poor lower castes straddling the community boundaries proposed by 

religious exclusivists. Hence, as much as seva-vikas names infrastructural development (vikas) 

and social service provision (seva) that people practiced with worshipful attendance (seva), it 

also worked the other way around: “development” of the forms of “worship” (seva). These 

trusts’ ritual reformulations from a distance (from Agra, Noida, etc.) had one particular 

advantage over those of the Sharma and Devasthan pujaris: Their advocates did not have to 

indulge the forms of devotion that they sought to reconfigure. Within the mausoleum, 

alternatively, one had no choice but to witness and—if one wished to continue on as professional 

ritual attendant—to participate in all manner of ritual practice. From this perspective, Arun might 

be understood as saying his class and caste locations predisposed him to judgments of both the 

psychological sincerity and spiritual benefits of divine possession (chaya), and the insincerity 

and cultural dangers of possession by these chiz. With time in the tomb, though, he became more 

familiar with the latter type of affliction through unintended participant observation. Although he 

slowly came to sympathize with the possessed, not to mention develop devotional attachments to 

the saintly exorcist, Arun could explain neither afflictions nor exorcisms to his own satisfaction. 

“You’re conducting research,” he advised me, “so you study these chiz and then give me an 

answer!” Arun’s insecurities were thus not only born of well-worn sociological phenomena such 

as caste and class, for those one might ignore if one sensed no truth in these chiz. Arun’s lack of 

confidence in his own analytical knowledge, further, hinged on the extent to which he came to 

invest in the veracity and power of these ritual exchanges. Finally, he also placed his 

observational knowledge of Gogaji’s exorcisory and healing powers in relation to scientific 
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techniques of verifiability (“I’m educated […], and I know science. These chiz, though, science 

doesn’t explain. I’ve looked!”)—a fine example of what Latour (2013) might call the timidity of 

religious speech in the shadow of scientific knowledge.103 

Several days after this portion of our conversation, a woman’s voice grabbed the attention 

of all in the tomb complex. In the walkway just inside the exterior entrance, a disheveled woman 

was rolling around on the ground, shouting, “Hey Goga Pir!” When she stood up, she jumped up 

and down, somersaulted, and pulled at her greasy, unbound hair. Bhupeshvar Rajpurohit, a 

Devasthan Babu who drifted in and out of Gogameri from the department’s office in 

Hanumangarh, joined me beside the marble ramp leading from the medium level up into the 

inner sanctum. When I asked him if this woman was possessed (ch y  n ), Bhupeshvar 

qualified his confirmation much as Arun had: She was possessed, though not in the form of 

chaya. I submitted that this might then be a ghost (bh t-pret), and Bhupeshvar agreed, though—

again like Arun—without himself using any of the available terms for “ghost.”  

 “This is the real (sacc ) chiz,” Bhupeshvar judged. “It’s speaking directly to [Gogaji] (us 

k  b t s dh  [sic] cal rah  [hai] mah r j se).” Bhupeshvar held up his right forearm and showed 

me his wrist, pulling at its hairs. “Look! The hairs on my limbs are standing on end. […] This 

means there’s a whole lot of strength (t qat) in this chiz.” Bhupeshvar’s involuntary response to 

this woman’s ailments reminded me of the way Arun had previously explained the criteria for 

discriminating between “genuine” (sacc , original) symptoms of affliction, and those people 

“faked” (nakl , or participle forms of nakal karn ). The distinction, he said, “makes itself 

recognized (vah itself pahc n  j t  hai). […] When you see [genuine chiz], the hairs on your 

                                                
103 Inasmuch as he observes that contemporary “felicity conditions for the various kinds of truth production 
(scientific, legal, religious, etc.)” overwhelmingly favor the distinct rhetorical practices of science and law, Latour 
proposes that “religious and political enunciations seem[] always to lament and repent for not being scientific 
enough” (2010: ix). 
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limbs stand up on their own. People’s eyes widen, and their chests puff out.” Here appears a 

rather important condition of felicity for judging the veracity of another’s possession: The judge 

must be physically affected by witnessing it. From Arun and Bhupeshvar’s involuntary, affective 

responses to observing what they recognized as Gogaji’s direct battles with these chiz, two 

cornerstones emerge upon which I will lay the foundation for my account of the “need” for 

Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ seva-vikas. The first concerns divine and priestly agency, and the 

second, priestly affectivity. 

 First, many of the pujaris recognized with Bhupeshvar that Gogaji “speak[s] directly to 

[possessing chiz].” On most days, priests took turns tending to their respective ritual sites as 

pilgrims arrived sporadically. As in the vignette with which the chapter opened, they fended for 

themselves over pilgrims’ attention, time, and money, often calling out to them in the manner of 

a bazaar shopkeeper to come say a prayer, receive a blessing, or offer money to the gods. When a 

party of pilgrims entered clearly in need of an exorcism, conversely, the pujaris came to watch. 

None of them interfered in this process, save to instruct those whose chiz had been exorcised on 

the proper method of offering gratitude. For instance, the Chayal priests often suggested pilgrims 

thank Gogaji by laying a c dar (a cloth sheet decorated with Islamic colors and symbols) over 

the tomb in the manner of dargah ritual practice. After Gogaji had exorcised this woman’s ghost, 

conversely, Bhupeshvar, Arun, and Kaushal directed her and her family to rest and wash up 

before returning for evening arti. Like pilgrim trusts, the Sharma and Devasthan pujaris sought 

to create and mediate debt relations through ritual forms with perceived genealogical ties to 

Brahman expertise in Sanskrit and prestigious vernacular literature. Though they never told me 

so, I view their efforts to reconfigure the administration, historical affiliations, and ritual practice 

in the tomb, in part, as a response to the lack of priestly agency. As banal as it sounds, it is 
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crucial to underscore how much the Devasthan and Sharma pujaris, as much as the Chayals, 

wanted to be just that, Gogaji’s pujaris. Inasmuch as ritual practice once occurred largely in a 

form for which they were unnecessary, it seems reasonable to expect the priests to have found it 

more satisfying to officiate at worship twice daily. Whether or not this ritual leadership gave the 

Devasthan priests a feeling of purpose, I cannot know for sure. What is certain is that the 

imperative for routine arti provided them with moments of ritual sovereignty and a field of 

agency. Recall that the petition claimed that the Sharmas had led arti and seva-puja in the 

mausoleum since time immemorial. What a surprise it must have been for the Sharmas to 

discover, in the Devasthan bureaucratic order of 2008, that the department had reserved the 

leadership of arti for its employees, thereby stripping the Sharmas of this already circumscribed 

room to act.  

Another difficulty that the Sharmas faced attempting to enlist pilgrims in their seva-vikas 

endeavors related to the rather significant theological properties many attributed to Gogaji’s 

unmediated relationships with devotees and possessing agents. Arun later described to me the 

singular attachment that sincere pilgrims exhibited to the divine power of their preferred deity 

(i  devt ): “There’s a connection between original devotees and god. Just as this light connects 

to an electric current through a wire, so some people connect directly to god.” Hence, Shyam Lal 

and the Sharmas would not have been able to insert themselves into this relationship even if they 

wished to do so. Somewhat similar to Justice Mathur’s treatment of lineage claims, at best they 

could note the precedence of Gogaji’s direct line of communication and action, and move on to 

areas of their own authority: principally arti, but also ethical interlocution and bequeathing 

blessings. If this explains something of the context in which they identified and problematized 

the tomb’s need for arti and Brahman ritual administration, a second crucial factor emerged from 
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Bhupeshvar and Arun’s sympathetic nervous systems: Merely observing “original” possessions, 

the hairs on their wrists involuntarily stood on end. In order to draw out this second point, I must 

return to Arun and the possessed woman from above. 

 Arun had been stationed at the lockbox when I was talking to Bhupeshvar. He emerged 

with the commotion and, when our glances met, smiled with a head swivel. This was the chiz to 

which he had referred. He delightedly wondered how science would explain what we were 

seeing. It was possible, he offered, that someone had poisoned this woman: his meaning being 

that a scientist might want to explain her possession as the effect of chemical intoxication. “But 

we didn’t see that. So it’s also possible that this is real!” As we know, Arun claimed never to 

have accepted ghost possessions as genuine before he moved back home. He considered himself 

an educated person and enjoyed learning new “facts,” but he could not explain ghost possession 

or Gogaji’s exorcisms, both of which he had witnessed on a near-daily basis since his transfer to 

Gogameri. Arun not only manifested a somber devotional affectivity to the theatre of ghostly-

divine face-offs, but also seemed excited by his and others’ inability to account for these. 

Experiencing the tension between his education, his intellect, and the life-forms he encountered 

at work, Arun and his wrist hair perked up. Where others in Gogameri pursued research and 

evidence in order to understand such tensions, the conceptual-experiential gap in which this type 

of possession placed Arun exhilarated him.  

 About a week later, Arun recalled “this girl’s healing,”104 which prompted an extended 

discussion of psychological prognosis and what he now saw as the insulting attribution of 

uneducated persons’ ritual actions to “superstition” (andhavi v s). After a lull in the dialogue, he 

offered a sort of parable that poetically linked the tension between his knowledge and witness of 

                                                
104 Not all of Arun’s recollections were accurate in detail. Many of the features of her affliction-related biography 
that we, together, heard from her mother and husband, and later from her, Arun greatly exaggerated—such as the 
duration of her affliction, years spent performing seva at other healing dargahs, etc. 
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possession to changes in his occupation and devotional orientation. Supplementing this parable 

with his subsequent oral exegesis, this section closes by suggesting how Arun’s affectivity to 

exorcism grew over time into ethical investments in the job of pujari. I will thus consider the 

consequences of this change (from affectivity to investment) for how best to understand the 

contests between the three hieratic collectives. “Suppose there are five brothers,” he began, 

counting on his pinky and ring finger with his thumb. Four of them would desire worldly 

happiness in wealth, family, and property. 

 
Out of all five brothers, only one says, ‘Food, house, car, kids—these mean nothing. I 
just want to sit here in front of Baba and do his seva. Not everyone can do that, can they? 
It’s like a [revenue] collector […] or a doctor: These [professions] take brains, right? […] 
What I mean is, in order to do whatever it is you want, some chiz has to be attached to 
your tm : to your heart (man) or your inside (andar). 

 

The mysterious chiz that Arun here said must be attached to one’s insides clearly diverges from 

the chiz of ghost possession—or so I thought; for he went on to connect the two explicitly. 

Arun’s example of the qualifications needed to become a revenue collector or doctor signaled 

two characteristics of this “thing”—individual capacity and specific requirements of specialized 

labor—whereas the parable of the five brothers did so with individual desire. These socio-

occupational comparisons therefore constituted three aspects of the second “thing” that Arun 

now sought to describe. Though he never did name the ghostly chiz, Arun called this second one 

priestly bhakti. In his case, though, the well-known phenomenon of “devotion” might more 

technically be explained as the retrospective product of his participant observation of, affective 

responses to, and engaged reflection on ritual practice at the tomb. He had not only developed a 

sympathy for, and interest in, those of Gogaji’s exorcisms which triggered involuntary 

(intellectual and bodily) responses, but he also came to invest in them theologically and ethically, 
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as I now show. Knowing that priestly devotion, for Arun, consisted in the relation between 

individual capacity, professional requirements, and individual desire, consider the following: 

 
Whenever a god has taken [earthly] form, there’s something (chiz) there called “divine 
power” (dev- akti). But not everyone has access to it. If a pujari sits here and asks 
[Gogaji] for a car, then [bhakti] can’t be inside him, can it? […] The real pujari is the one 
who sits here and gives blessings because he wants to serve (seva karna) Baba—because 
his inner heart is joined to Baba (us ke andar ke man se ju  ju  hai b b ). 

 

One of the counter examples that Arun gave to “the real pujari” were the Chayals. “This is what 

those Chayal pujaris do: eat! So [bhakti] isn’t in them, is it? If Baba has something to say, who 

will hear him [if all of his priests are motivated by money]? They won’t hear him.” As we have 

seen, the opposition between seva and khana was ubiquitous in Gogameri circles. Arun and the 

other priests also watched and criticized the ritual leadership of those rallied on the other side of 

the courtroom (or tomb), in part, because of their own ethical investments in the job. Arun here 

used this opposition and ethical mode of discrimination to contrast the ritual impropriety of the 

Chayals’ profit-motivation—and their resulting deficiency in devotion—to how he had come to 

understand his own work: 

 
I’m saying that [bhakti] can’t be in everyone; it’s only in some people. And whoever is 
attached to seva, whoever is devoted, only they can access this dev-shakti. It goes directly 
to them; it pulls them to the form of god [from which it emanates]. That girl—do you 
remember?—the chiz got worse as she came closer [to Gogaji’s tomb] because [the 
entombed Gogaji’s dev-shakti] can’t go out everywhere: it’s here [inside the tomb]. And 
then when she got here, the two met. […] Baba’s shakti cured her because she had the 
desire in her heart to perform seva. 

 

With his own ethical relation to his professional self now linked to serving Gogaji, it is striking 

how Arun linked his self-cultivation to this woman’s exorcism. This was something quite 

different than Bhupeshvar’s affectivity to the supernatural contest he witnessed. While Arun’s 
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wrist hair too stood on end seeing these, he further appropriated certain dynamics of the contests 

themselves into the way in which he reflected on, formulated, and cultivated his own pattern of 

professional and devotional action. In other surprise plot twist, Arun here mediated his ethical 

self-relation and occupational attendance to Gogaji by means of the direct interlocution among 

Gogaji, victims of affliction, and possessing agents—the same direct line of communication and 

action in which the tomb’s pujaris recognized the redundancy of their hypothetical attempts to 

mediate this relation for others. Each Devasthan and Sharma priest worked out for themselves 

how to proceed when witnessing Gogaji’s miraculous powers, so I will not generalize Arun’s 

specific maneuvers in this regard. What they did share, and that too with the Chayals, were an 

occasional affectivity to the criteria of Gogaji’s grace and power (most often perceivable during 

events in which their capacity to intervene figured little); and a propensity to invest ethically in 

one’s professional attendance to Gogaji, which daily proximity to Gogaji’s miracles only served 

to intensify. It was thus that their seva-vikas ventures relied on arti and impressed themselves so 

urgently upon many priests.  

 This chapter re-narrated the tomb’s recent history of administrative competition by 

focusing on three Devasthan employees in Gogameri. First, it read the decision of the High Court 

on Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ petition; second, it related how Madhu contended with Gogaji 

and the other priests in order to introduce vaishnav arti into the mausoleum’s ritual repertoire; 

third, it described the circuits through which Arun wound up in Gogameri, and through which his 

investments in serving Gogaji development. Moving ahead to the next chapter, it will be helpful 

to keep in mind the unofficial but nonetheless very material way in which the Devasthan 

Department offered new devotional opportunities to those in its employ and those who build on 

land it manages. One of the more interesting aspects of the ritual-aesthetic forms of 
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contemporary Hinduism in Gogameri circles was the way in which statist forms could be 

invested in devotionally and ethically, as we have seen in Madhu and Arun’s cases. And while I 

leave behind the micro-political disputes at the tomb, and the Chayal and Sharma pujaris who 

operate on the front lines of these controversies, all of these continue to pop up in what follows. 

Like the arti form itself, the figures of these priests and their disagreements detached from their 

human and spatial locations, becoming mobile signifiers carried by stranger pilgrims back home, 

and animating their seva-vikas efforts in urban north India and Gogameri alike. 
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CHAPTER 4 

REGISTERING TRUST: PRINTED AND PSYCHIC INSCRIPTIONS ALONG 

THE DEVASTHAN PAPER TRAIL FROM NOIDA  

 

Introduction: One Quick Draw. Apart from Surya, all the other dharm l  operators met me for 

the first time as gunslingers in front of the saloon in the middle of town, and the clock on the 

tower was soon to ring high noon. Strapped with binders and folders filled with photocopies and 

photographs rather than six-shooters with bullets, their fingers nevertheless twitched with 

anticipation, ready to draw more quickly than I could fire accusations. This was understandable 

given the constant need—legal or otherwise, for Indians and foreigners—to prove oneself in 

unfamiliar parts of northern India through government identification. Many connected to 

Gogameri, furthermore, remained skeptical of my intentions before meeting with me. But these 

two generalities do not explain dharmshala operators’ preparations for duels. Strathern likens a 

university mission statement to the magical “bullet-proofing” of Naparama’s army in 1990s 

Mozambique. Documenting the university’s accountability in the language of a central funding 

agency, the university “attempt[s] a small but important defense of invincibility,” against the 

agency’s possible punitive measures (2006: 184-86). Bhim Lal and Ganesh from the Delhi 

dharmshala had just been through a court battle with now-co-former members of their trust, and 

were thus understandably defensive about their sev -vik s and its documentation. When I met 

Moti Ram Singh and Samundar Nath, however, whose documents I discuss in this chapter, they 

were less on the defensive than on the offensive, poised to advance their government-sanctioned 

seva-vikas projects against the information they knew I had collected from others—their 

competitors, in many cases. In this sense, these seva-slingers met me as a possible “cowboy” 
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scholar of religion, in Gold’s sense (1987): as if I would seize their “sacred cow” with foreign 

lassos, and empty it of all aesthetic and emotive contents. 

 While chapter two examined the historical associations in which the Bagar Seva Samiti 

located its seva, this chapter looks at a shorter history through which stranger pilgrims must pass 

in Gogameri: application to register one’s public religious and charitable trust. The reader will 

recall from the Prologue that the Devasthan Department implemented a plan to encourage private 

development and service provision in 2005-06. Entitled “Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam” 

(one’s own pilgrimage site, one’s own work, one’s own reputation), this scheme sought to grant 

plots of unused land at Devasthan temples to public religious and charitable trusts recognized by 

the department. Trusts would lease this land for ninety years, during which time they would 

construct and operate dharmshalas; when the time ran up, the department would reclaim their 

property and the buildings constructed thereupon. Insofar as the premier form of seva-vikas in 

Gogameri was building and operating a dharmshala—for this provided one with a “place” from 

which to work—all hopeful-stranger pilgrims had to seek Devasthan recognition as a trust. With 

this precise understanding of the application process—a set of associational “rites of passage” 

through which stranger pilgrims and their colleagues suffered—this chapter focuses primarily on 

the application documents of a man I call Moti Ram Singh. During the course of my fieldwork 

and several years prior, Moti Ram was working diligently between Gogameri, his home in 

Noida, and the home cities and villages of donors—to build the Rajput dharmshala. I introduce 

the reader to Moti Ram slowly, for he and family will occupy my attention in the sixth chapter as 

well. There, I study the home temples and Gogameri dharmshalas of Moti Ram and the Bagar 

Seva Samiti. 
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 The first section of the chapter reads the application document, entitled “Form Number 

6,” alongside Rajasthan state legislation dealing with public trusts. I pay close attention to the 

rhythms and temporalities of the document, the legal texts, and the application process itself. I 

am particularly interested, thereafter, to illustrate how the temporalities of these written 

inscriptions affected the psychic inscriptions left on stranger pilgrims by the application process. 

In the second section, I ask how Moti Ram came to acquire knowledge of the application 

process, the Devasthan Department, and the field of seva-vikas in Gogameri. Combining a 

recorded interview with other conversations and situations in which Moti Ram and I co-

participated, I characterize his research and knowledge practices as “para-ethnographic,” 

modifying the meaning given to the term by Holmes and Marcus (2005a, 2005b, 2006). The 

third section returns to one of Moti Ram’s documents—his trust charter—which I analyze in 

relation to his para-ethnographies, the circulating iterables of what I call a Hinduism of the 

contemporary (cf. Rabinow and Marcus 2008), and an international culture of good governance 

(cf. Strathern 2006; Brenneis 2006). I compare the charter, in one sense a trust’s account of itself, 

to Moti Ram’s oral accounts of his seva-vikas efforts. While his para-ethnographic accounts and 

those based on contemporary Hindu iterables prevailed in public conversation and in general, 

Moti Ram offered a “higher bid” (in the sense of an auction): an originary moment which 

privately and intimately used to explain his seva-vikas project. Following Derrida (1996), I write 

of this more intimate explanation as “archive fever.” The conclusion ruminates on the certificate 

of registration that the Devasthan Department granted Moti Ram’s trust, and on the manner in 

which documents, their temporalities, and the activities and associations they require and 

produce both affect people emotionally and act as sites of psychic and ethical investment. 
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The Exterior and Supplement of Documents: The Legal Bases of Application Forms. This 

section seeks to show the rhythmic connections between the temporalities of two kinds of 

documentation: state-oriented inscriptional practice and legislation, and the psychic 

documentation of motivations and practices of seva-vikas. In that sense, this section is about the 

syntheses (Deleuze and Guattari 1977) or associations (Latour 2005) that develop and dissipate 

between documents, text, and the psychic apparatuses of stranger pilgrims. Moti Ram’s first 

official correspondence with the Devasthan Department, which is to say the event upon which 

the latter initiated the former’s file (Gupta 2012: 145-46), was his submission of prapatra 

sa khy  6, “Form Number 6,” to the Office of the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner in 

Bikaner.105 Brenneis (2006) and Riles (2006b: 20) note how the aesthetics and “frame” of a 

document render it a “self-analyzing object,” in the sense that each document already contains 

instructions for filling it in and reading it.106 Form 6 of the Bikaner Devasthan Office, 

conversely, already refers outside of itself with something of an exergue.107 Under the title of the 

document (prapatra samkhya 6), which is centered and in bold typeface, a sub-header in brackets 

directs the reader to the text of a law: {dekhiye niyam 17(2)}, “{See Rule 17(2)}.”  

 The “Rule” referred to in the exergue belongs to the Rajasthan Public Trust Rules, 1962. 

These Rules contain amendments, clarifications, and supplements for the earlier Rajasthan 

Public Trust Act of 1959. Before turning to the Rules, I thus begin with the prior Act. The 

                                                
105 The Hanumangarh Office of the Devasthan Department—under the jurisdiction of which Gogameri trusts now 
fall—opened while Moti Ram’s application process was still under way. 
106 Citing Gregory Bateson, Brenneis sees a form’s “frame” as those aspects of the document which guide form-
fillers’ responses (2006: 49). Legal, cultural, economic, and academic transformations can impact specific frames, as 
they did in Brenneis’ study of the changes to the NSF evaluation and reference forms in the 1990s. 
107 Derrida writes that an “exergue plays with citation,” setting the tone for a work beforehand (1996: 7). Like the 
archive (see below), it points toward the future by “lay[ing] down the law and giv[ing] the order” (ibid). In the 
manner of the Benjaminian violence of the law, the exergue and archive are therefore “at once institutive and 
conservative,” when it comes to their force applied to this law and order (the latter in both temporal and authority-
specific senses of the word) (ibid: 8). 
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second sub-section of section seventeen of the 1959 Act, upon which Sub-section 17(2) of the 

1962 Rules expand, reads thus: 

 
The Assistant Commissioner may, for reasons to be recorded in writing, extend the 
period prescribed by sub-sec. (1) for the making of an application for registration by not 
more than two years.108 

 

Likewise playing with citation, this sub-clause would make little sense as the backdrop to the 

exergue on Form 6 without its internal reference to sub-section 17(1):  

 
Within three months from the date of a public trust’s application to this section [of the 
Act], or from the date on which a public trust is created—whichever is later—the 
working trustee thereof shall apply to an Assistant Commissioner [of the Devasthan 
Department] with jurisdiction over the registration of such public trusts. [Emphasis 
added] 

 

The first issue of the legal text, it seems, is temporality. Already the Act contradicts Gupta’s 

argument that events not entered into the official record did not, in effect and for lack of 

recognition, occur (2012: 146, 149): Rajasthan state law institutes an at-least potential temporal 

difference between the creation of a public trust and the submission of a public trust’s 

application for registration. The speech act through which a trust is born would thereby not have 

to draw its force from the legal power inscribed in registration. It would be, rather, a collective 

promise to be guarded in the to-come,109 and thus also a series of personal and collective ethics 

before and following registration with the Devasthan Department. These I find (in part) within 

the implicit rules and ratified bylaws underwritten, or to-be underwritten, by the law.  
                                                
108 I read the Hindi and English version of the 1959 Act, and considered both while altering the English in some 
places for readability. I have only seen the 1962 Rules in English, but I have likewise rendered them more readable. 
109 In his reading of Yerushalmi’s book on Freud’s relationship to Judaism (1991), Derrida characterizes the 
former’s sense of Jewishness as an “affirmation of a future to come [l’avenir]” (Derrida 1996: 68). In parentheses, 
he adds: “in French, I prefer saying […] the to-come of avenir rather than the futur so as to point toward the coming 
of an event rather than toward some future present” (ibid). In the current example, of course—and unlike Freud or 
Yerushalmi’s relations to the future, or even Derrida’s spectral messiancity—the coming event for Moti Ram was, 
first off, state recognition of his public trust, and then the construction of a dharmshala.  
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 The Rajasthan Public Trust Rules of 1962, which Form 6’s exergue cites, fulfill a 

conditional clause used frequently throughout the Act: “as may be prescribed.” The Act’s sub-

section 17(4), for example, reads: 

 
The application [for a public trust’s registration with the Devasthan Department] shall be 
in such form as may be prescribed […]. [Emphases added.] 

 

Recognizing the space previously left open for future prescriptions, sub-section 17(2) of the 1962 

Rules—cited by the “{See Rule 17(2)}”—institutes parameters for the application’s form: “The 

application shall be in Form 6.” Just like documents, the legal text here plays with temporality, 

frames that anticipate and direct future applicants to fill out forms, and citations of the text’s 

outside. The Rules, one could have said at the time of the passing of the 1959 Act, will have been 

authorized by the Act to institute Form 6.110 Doing so, the Act formalized the first step in the 

state government’s recognition-regulation of public religious trusts (cf. Birla 2009). 

 As mentioned above, the acceptance of a submitted Form 6—the creation of a trust in law 

through bureaucratic documentation—need not mark the earliest date of a trust’s 

commencement, as in Moti Ram’s case discussed below. Whether or not a government speech 

act marks the creation of a trust before an accepted Form 6 does, the whole of Section 17 of the 

1959 Act requires much precursory action to have been completed on behalf of an virtually 

official trust before submitting the application. Section 17 requires this legwork before 

                                                
110 Here I draw on Derrida’s fascination with Freud’s use of the “retrospective logic of the future perfect” to justify 
the latter’s present efforts in Civilization and Its Discontents (Derrida 1996: 9). There is no future perfective tense in 
Hindi—as my Nepali teacher was happy to remind me (Nepali has one!)—the closest approximations being the 
subjunctive mood and presumptive tense, particularly when these are preceded either by a gerund or an 
adjective/adverb formed with verbs in the preterit. Hence, when one says in law, “in such a form as may be 
prescribed,” in the subjunctive mood and utilizing relative and correlative clauses, one authorizes a “to-come” not 
yet determined, an undetermined future event of the law and of documentation (ibid: passim). 
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paperwork, but does not document it since these “marginal” moments of effort are “bracketed 

out” of law and form-filling (Riles 2006a; Derrida 1996).111 Note Sub-section 17(4): 

 
(4)  The application shall take a form as may be prescribed and contain the following 

particulars, namely: 
(i)  the origin (so far as is known), nature, and objective of the public trust, and 

the designation by which the public trust is or shall be known; 
(ii) the place where the public trust’s principal office or place of business is 

situated; 
(iii) the names and addresses of the working trustee and manager; 
(iv) the mode of succession of the office of trustee; 
(v)  a list of movable and immovable trust property, and descriptions and 

particulars with which to identify these; 
(vi) the approximate value of the movable and immovable property; 
(vii)  the gross average annual income derived from the movable and immovable 

property and other sources, if any, based on the actual gross annual income 
during the three years elapsed since either the application is submitted or the 
trust is created, whichever period is shorter, and, in the case of a newly 
created public trust, the estimated gross annual income from all such sources; 

(viii) the amount of average annual expenditure in connection with the public trust, 
estimated on the basis of expenditure incurred, and, in the case of a newly 
created public trust, the estimated annual income of the public trust; 

(ix) the address to which communications with the working trustee or manager, 
concerning the public trust, may be sent;  

(x) other such particulars as may be prescribed; [Emphases added] 
 

Birla (2009: 67) notes that the late-nineteenth-century legal historian, F.W. Maitland, 

paradigmatically defined the trust as a “tripartite contract between a donor, a beneficiary (of the 

donor’s gift), and a trustee (who acts on behalf of the beneficiary and administers the gift).” To 

be considered for the Devasthan Department’s recognition as a trust, however, one must fulfill 

ten requirements, or fill in ten blanks. Taken together, the work required of an applicant prior to 

the bracketing-out of this work on the prescribed form consists in taking hold of, or laying claim 

                                                
111 Below, I read Riles’ (2006a) ethnography of “what is bracketed out” in bureaucratic and anthropological 
document production alongside Derrida’s (1996) discussion of what he calls the “archiviolithic force,” seeks to 
destroy both archived event and archive at the moment of archivization. To put it simply, my point concerns the 
definite limits to the bureaucratic will to written knowledge: Subjective life experiences could not act as 
recognizable objects of knowledge, hence neither as official motivating factors in state-regulated seva-vikas works. 
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to, a trust’s provenance, people, place, and property: commencement, naming, and 

institutionalization of “nature” and “objective” (i); coordination of people, office, and work as 

trustees and managers (iii, ix), and determination of these offices’ method of transfer (iii); and 

emplacement of the trust’s activities and procurement of government-recognized property from 

or in which to communicate (iii, ix). The numbered declarations on Form 6 then fill in these 

requirements for application, but not without amending them in small ways and supplementing 

both of these requirements, and Form 6 itself, with outside documents. After introducing the 

aesthetic frame of Form 6 and proposing some problems that applicants quickly pass over, I 

analyze the ways in which this document points outside itself, to the future registration process 

and supplemental records concerning finances. Later, in section four, I turn to a final 

supplemental document submitted along with Form 6: the trust’s vidh n, or legislation—its 

“charter.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Moti Ram’s Form 6 

The two pages of Form 6 are formatted as most official letters in India, designed for their 

immediate readability and placement. Hence the first line of many official letters, mostly written 
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in incomplete sentences; here: … s rvajanik prany s ke sambandh me . (“In connection with 

the … public trust.” Full Stop.) The applicant knows immediately what to write upon the dotted 

lines, and the bureaucrat knows immediately how to place what he or she is preparing to read (cf. 

Brenneis 2005). The following and final paragraphs frame the form in terms of a letter, inasmuch 

as they require the applicant to cosign a document written in the first-person. Beneath the verb-

less announcement (grandfather to the email’s subject-header), one writes one’s name: 

 
I, … who am the officiating trustee of the above-mentioned public trust, by means of this 
[document], hereby submit an application to register the aforesaid trust according to the 
17th article of the 1959 Public Trust Act of the Government of Rajasthan. 
 

Moti Ram had never seen the Rajasthan Public Trust Act, 1959, but in 2009 filled in his name 

above this blank and then signed the bottom of the second page, attesting—again in the first-

person—to the correctness of the information given in the form. Hull (2012) notes that rarely can 

one person read everything in a bureaucratic document insofar as certain portions are strictly 

meant for office use. Recall the bottom of every form that stands between the patient, the doors 

behind the receptionist desk, and the examination rooms in American hospitals. The difference 

between these forms and that for trust registration is that the exergue, “{See Rule 17(2)},” and 

the demand to cosign one’s application in accordance with the 17th article of the Act, are not 

separated by a line at the bottom, conveniently tagged with the always intriguing “For Office Use 

Only” (Stay out! Beware of box-ticks!). In any case, what is problematic for the ethnographer 

appears not to have been for the hopeful trust manager. “This says I’m applying for this trust 

under the law,” Moti Ram answered my query regarding an Act I had not yet read. 
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 Lodged between this paragraph and the last are thirteen items that form the data for the 

Assistant Commissioner’s inspection, none of which include first-person pronouns. The first of 

the thirteen items on Form 6 points to the future of the registration process.  

 
1.  (As far as is known), There are not, nor will there be, any complaints regarding the 

abovementioned trust vis-à-vis its origin, form, or objectives. (Emphasis added) 
 

The signatory is effectively asked to endorse an unknowable statement: Will there be any 

complaints in the future? More practically, this item anticipates another coming formality in the 

process of obtaining registration. Section 18 of the 1959 Act, “Inquiry for Registration,” details 

the tasks to be completed by the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner upon receipt of an 

application. Sub-section 18(2), that is, requires her to “give in the prescribed manner public 

notice of the inquiry […, and] invite all persons having interest in the public trust inquiry to 

prefer within sixty days objections, if any, with respect to such a trust” (emphasis added).112 By 

the time Moti Ram began the application process in 2009, the Assistant Commissioner of the 

Bikaner Office had delegated this duty to applicants by formalizing their responsibility to have 

their individualized Form 7’s published in a newspaper.  

 Moti Ram received Form 7 in the mail, accompanied by a letter hand-written by the 

Assistant Commissioner on a piece of paper stamped with a generic “Government of Rajasthan” 

letterhead. The letter reported that the office had prepared Moti Ram’s Form 7, and directed him 

to send it to the Hanumangarh District division of the daily newspaper, Dainik bhaskar, and to 

                                                
112 In the list of official definitions given in Section 2 of the Rajasthan Public Trust Act, 1959, a “person having 
interest […] in a public trust” can mean one of four things: a) one who receives “or is in the habit of partaking in the 
distribution of gifts” donated to a temple; b) “a disciple of a math [monastery] or one belonging to the same 
religious persuasion as the math”; c) a member of a society “registered under the Rajasthan Societies Registration 
Act, 1958 [...] or under any other analogous law”; and d) “in the case of any other public trust, any beneficiary.” 
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“have it published in one way or another.” Moti Ram kept this letter, Form 7, and his receipt 

from Dainik bhaskar, paper-clipped together in his own personal file. 

 Like Form Number 6, Form 7 likewise offers an exergue, “(See Rule 21),” again 

referring to the Rajasthan Public Trust Act, 1959, by way of the Rajasthan Public Trust Rules, 

1962. The twenty-first section of the 1959 Act reads as follows: 

 
Section 21. Entries in the Registrar: 

1. The Assistant Commissioner shall cause entries to be made in the register in 
accordance with the funding recorded by him under section 19 […], and shall 
cause the entries made in the register to be published on the notice board of his 
office and at a conspicuous place in the city, town, or village where the public 
trust’s principal office or place of business is situated. 

2. The entries so made shall, subject to the other provisions of this Act and any 
change recorded under any provisions of the Act or a rule made there under, be 
final and conclusive. [My emphasis] 

 
Here too, the Act legitimizes a future potential realized in the later Rules—which it could not 

have known would state: 

 
21. Manner of Public Notice for Proposed Inquiry: 

1.  The Assistant Commissioner shall give public notice of the inquiry proposed to be 
made, under sub-section (1) of section 18 [of the 1959 Act], in Form 7 to: 
(a) the parties of the inquiry; 
(b) the trustee of the trust. 

2.  A copy of such notices shall be published by affixture on the notice board of the 
Assistant Commissioner’s office and, in a conspicuous place, in the locality where 
the trust in question is situated. Such publication will be deemed sufficient 
intimation to persons having any interest in the trust property. 

3. Where the trust property is situated in a city or more than one district, a copy of 
the notice shall also be published in a newspaper with circulation in the locality, 
or [else] in the Rajasthan Gazette. [Emphasis added] 

 

In the official scene of writing and its requirements, we have moved for the moment from the 

temporalities of legal inscription to problems of place, public interest, and access to information 

regarding the doings of the state and its private extremities. These clauses modify the workings 
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of the Greek archeion (the houses of “superior magistrates, the archons, those who command”), 

where legal documents are stored and interpreted (Derrida 1996: 2-3). They do so by throwing 

open its doors and publishing announcements of a given trust’s coming investigation, informing 

concerned or involved citizens, who can read and interpret wherever they like. Of course, the file 

created for the documents of Moti Ram’s seva samiti resided at the Devasthan Office in Bikaner, 

where it was filled in, reread, reorganized, and filed away by Department officials. Here, 

however, a twentieth-century discourse of transparency as good governance opens Devasthan 

books, as it were—or at least invites others to cosign the investigation’s rulings. Whereas the Act 

demanded the Assistant Commissioner affix announcements of the impending investigation in 

his or her office and near the trust’s primary place of business, the amended Rules sought 

consigners from further afield, enlisting them through daily newspapers. Temporally, then, Form 

6’s first item anticipates Form 7 and the investigation to follow, but in such a way that none of 

this is documented therein.  

 Riles (2000, 2006a) and Brenneis (2006) illustrate within documents the immixture of 

“bureaucratic and ‘everyday’ temporalities,” though they concentrate on such rhythms in the 

activities of bureaucrats (or others acting in some bureaucratic capacity). Chu (2009), on the 

other hand, attends to the “forward momentum,” anxiety, and cultivated affective reveries of 

Fuzhounese villagers as they try to create bureaucratic paper trails for migration out of China. 

Moti Ram evoked something of all of this when he explained to me his handling of Form 7, the 

accompanying letter from the Assistant Commissioner, and his receipt for the public newspaper 

announcement. 

 
After [I] collected together [Form 6 and the trust charter (see below)], they then gave 
this—a notice from 2 July 2009. What they gave me was [a directive]: I had to take out a 
statement in the paper meant for the entire country. “Please give this to the news, to the 
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Rajasthan patrika [sic], so that the whole country will know that this trust is being 
created, it is taking this name, and these are the officers. And if anyone in the entire 
country has an objection—‘Brother, the president bothers us’; or, ‘We’re distressed by 
the Rajput dharmshala’—then we’ve given the Bikaner address [of the Devasthan 
Department]. Bring us a letter to this address in Bikaner, [saying,] ‘This trust is no good,’ 
or no good ‘in this way.’” Okay? So this takes time. … Sixty days. From the date [of my 
Form 7’s publication], if there are any complaints about the trust, then they should be 
presented within two months.  
 So … this sixty-day period was tremendously frightening for me. I didn’t know 
who would write from where and send [a letter, saying,] “I don’t like this [trust],” or 
“The officials of this [trust] are no good.” […] I kept calling Bikaner on the phone to see 
if anyone had written anything and sent it. But no one interferes in dharm, okay, [… and] 
the registration went through. 

 

Moti Ram began this excerpt with unspoken past efforts: those required to procure and produce 

Form Number 6 and his trust’s charter. Then, after waiting for the next stage in the application 

process, he received Form 7 to “send to the entire country,” and not merely to those personifying 

the four definitions that the Act gives for “interested persons.”  

The time between the public appearance of Moti Ram’s Form 7 and the Bikaner Office’s 

closing of the public investigation of the Rajput Dharmshala Seva Samiti was two months. This 

was not without its toll on Moti Ram’s’ consciousness and body. Worried by the prospect of 

some anonymous person or group’s rejection, Moti Ram told me, these “tremendously 

frightening” sixty days were characterized by interrupted sleep and pensive moods. (One can 

only imagine the effect that his mood may have had on his wife, children, and daughter-in-law.) 

Moti Ram waited with bated breath, so to speak, while a vast readership possessed the ability to 

object to his trust. By opening onto a virtual to-come (state recognition-regulation), Form 7 

decidedly tied Moti Ram’s “anxious periods of waiting […] and short, stressful bursts of 

activity” (Chu 2009: 135) to the legal-textual rhythms of the 1959 Act, 1962 Rules, and the 
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Devasthan bureaucracy’s documentary “acts.”113 One might say that Moti Ram’s sleepless nights 

and days of worry were affected by his premonition of a disharmony—or arrhythmia—between 

the rhythms of the state-bureaucracy, public newspaper-readership, and his own devotional-

philanthropic aspirations and emotional investments in seva-vikas (cf. Lefebvre 2004). As Moti 

Ram would later come to know through experience, though, this arrhythmia was merely the 

becoming of things at given moments, becomings that frequently recurred with variation. In this 

sense, the cross-pollination of “bureaucratic and ‘everyday’ temporalities” (Riles 2006b) affect 

people differently, given their position within the bureaucratic exchange.114 As will become 

important below, Moti Ram and others’ dealings with documents involved myriad and complex 

rhythms, some of which the applicants encountered (and learned from) when submitting their 

forms. Emotional and bodily affectivity to the temporalities of Devasthan policy, documents, and 

spaces, in other words, prompted portions of Moti Ram’s “para-ethnographic” knowledge 

practices in Gogameri and Devasthan Offices. Having addressed the way in which item one 

reaches to the future of the application review process, and how this involved Moti Ram’s 

affects, let us continue reading Form Number 6. 

 In addition to temporality, the second manner in which Form 6 already reaches beyond 

itself is through its requirement for supplemental documents. These materials relate to two 

                                                
113 Derrida writes that “archival acts” (my emphasis) are “at once the context of what is to be archived and the 
archive itself, the archivable and the archiving of the archive: the printed and the printing of the impression” 
(Derrida 1996: 16; emphasis in original). The aesthetic form of forms (and the “files” into which they are inserted 
before becoming subject to several rounds of examination, annotation, judgment, and movements through officers) 
“also determines the archivable content even in its very coming into existence and its relationship to the future. The 
archivization produces as much as it records the event” (ibid: 17). This it does not “merely [at] the moment of the 
conservational recording, but rather [at] the very institution of the archivable event”—“before the divide between 
the printer and the printed” (ibid: 18). The “context of what is to be archived” here is the documentary index of a 
hopeful trust’s provenance, people, place, and property (see above). Archivization here need not refer to the 
submission of bureaucratic forms (though it does at times: recall that Moti Ram’s public trust, as the Act and Rules 
permit, was produced before official recording. Hence, this archivization of the commencement took place in the 
psychic apparatus of trusteesr. 
114 I do not suggest that bureaucrats are immune to such affect. On the daily anxieties of bureaucrats over their 
dealings with documents, see Hull (2012: 126-30) and Gupta (2012: 160-66). 
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categories: financial documentation, and a trust charter. In addition to the guesses that Harper 

(1998), Riles (2006a), and Brenneis (2006) proffer for the anthropologist’s general disinterest in 

documents, I surmise that scholars of religion have avoided bureaucratic documents to a far 

greater degree because such writing seems neither to engage religious subjectivities, nor to reveal 

hidden logics or historical transformations of what are generally taken as religious traditions. 

While subsequent sections problematize both implicit forms of reasoning, I want here, through 

an example drawn from relevant literature, to address how Form 6 resolved for me, as a reader 

and scholar of religion, a seemingly disjointed issue in Birla’s understanding (2009) of colonial-

era public trusts that operated dharmshalas,.  

By juxtaposing colonial case law and legislation to pre-colonial merchants’ religio-

commercial endowments, Birla interprets the emergence of public religious and charitable trusts 

as a shift in the stages of capital, with the trust standing as an “object and instrument of market 

governance” (ibid: 68). My shock at the one-sidedness of Birla’s analysis of public religious 

trusts—given the complex picture she wants to paint of pre-colonial merchant endowments—

nevertheless dissipated as I spent more time with Form 6. The overall preoccupation of this 

document is financial. Out of the thirteen numbered items that require filling, seven concern 

property and wealth: descriptions of the trust’s income, incidental charges, and title deeds (items 

7, 10, 11), for example, and estimations of average annual income and expenditure (items 8, 9). 

Items five and six further require the submission of supplemental financial documents: 

descriptions of moveable assets (item five) and “official records” of immoveable assets held in 

lien (item six). Together, the items of Form 6 require applicants to produce easily readable data 

both to inform the Assistant Commissioner’s decision as to the trust’s registration (it must be 

readily apparent that the house is in order), and to produce financial statistics for that region’s 
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Assistant Commissioner (which will become statistics for the Commissioner regarding the entire 

state).115 Along each step, those submitting numbers and descriptions up the hierarchy are asked 

to document their fiscal accountability (cf. Strathern 2006)—a practice I referenced in the 

prologue as one of the major interests of Gogameri residents, vis-à-vis the management of 

religious spaces. For Moti Ram and other hopeful officiating trustees, this documentation of 

fiscal accountability indeed encoded an ethics of economic practice (ibid; Birla 2009), with strict 

concerns for bookkeeping, “cutting receipts,” and periodic review of receipt stubs and numbers 

in the entry book (cf. Weber 1992). Beyond its invitation to ethical economic practice and the 

historical conditions under which such ethics are appropriated and worked upon, the import of 

Form 6 for scholars of religion consists in a generally overlooked aspect of religious practice and 

experience: the behind-the-scenes production of conditions of possibility for programs and 

spaces of ritual practice, devotional experience, and faith-based “outreach.” Although a pilgrim’s 

caresses of Gogaji’s tomb or the recent attempts to transform ritual practice may be among the 

traditional interests of scholars of religion, these would not be possible without form-filling, the 

construction of dharmshalas and restaurants, or state efforts to provide better roads. Indeed, 

many residents of Gogameri remembered a time when the absence of travel amenities was 

matched by the near absence of pilgrims—even during the festival. In this sense, neoliberal 

pilgrimage development provided a plethora of opportunities to “ritualize” (Bell 1993) fields of 

knowledge and action that may appear (to scholars and familiar pilgrims alike) purely profane. 

When I write of the devotional possibilities that the Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam scheme 

offered to a Hinduism of the contemporary, it is this sort of ritualization that I have in mind.  

                                                
115 On documents’ role in indexing and rendering visibly proximate and tidy whole sets of data (in order to convince 
others of arguments in cartography and the physical sciences), see Latour (1987). On the work of statistics in Indian 
bureaucracy, see Gupta (2012: 156-59), and in religion, de Vries (2008: 18-22). 
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 Faced with the 1959 Act, the 1962 Rules, the Devasthan Department, and government-

recognized public religious trusts, one may be tempted to speak of Moti Ram and his efforts 

according to one of several well-worn narratives: the coming of capital or Foucauldian 

governmentality being two extremes (cf. Birla 2009). Another, decidedly more ethnographic 

extreme might analyze the local conditions under which such laws, government offices, forms, 

and trustee endeavors emerged, and the local effects that they had. Strathern warns yet that the 

international emphasis on accountability and institutional self-representation renders such 

localism “parochial” (2006: 195).116 There can be no doubt that Devasthan regulation of public 

religious trusts and their dharmshalas responds to an early-twenty-first-century, international 

“culture” of “good governance,” which demands transparency and accountability of government-

recognized organizations (ibid: 200). Acknowledging this does not explain how Moti Ram 

became competent in this bureaucratic-cultural field, though, nor would an indication of the 

global reach of such discourses and practices attend to the specific hue that such governance took 

in north India in the early 2010s. In what follows, I build on Strathern and Brenneis by detailing 

the steps that Moti Ram took to acquire the skills needed to negotiate the Devasthan bureaucracy 

and its documentary forms. In this instance, access to knowledge of the global culture of good 

governance was not exactly forthcoming, though by 2009 Indians had certainly been bombarded 

by the media and news pundits regarding state transparency and citizens’ “right[s] to 

information” from the government. When Moti Ram finally did enter the field of documentary 

production, what he produced—his charter—was shaped as much by the aesthetics and iterables 

                                                
116 The University Audit System in England “belongs to a global pond where institutions and organizations jostle for 
recognition in an information and communications soup” (Strathern 2006: 189). Universities therefore produce 
“utterances of a specific kind”: “namely a turn-of-the-century language of good governance” (ibid: 194-95). This 
global environment “makes it mystifying to think parochially—as though English Universities were just responding 
to [The Higher Education Funding Council of England], say, or the particularities of British audit culture” (ibid: 
195). 
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of a contemporary, likewise global reconfiguration of Hindu genealogies and interests as it was 

by a global bureaucratic culture’s documentary aesthetics and emphasis on accountability. 

Crucial to the interface of these bundles of discourse and practice were developments and 

encounters between documentary, state, and philanthropic practices of pre-colonial, colonial, and 

post-colonial governments in South Asia—with their lines of connection beyond the 

subcontinent (Goswami 2004; Birla 2009; Hull 2012), and the more recent trend to streamline 

seva and vikas at pilgrimage sites. I want to go one step further here, however: It is not without 

good reason that recent ethnographies of bureaucratic and technocratic documents and 

knowledge work against analyses privileging subjectivity. For the Gogameri dharmshala 

operators and Devasthan officials I knew, however, certain documents did entail sometimes-

intense ethical and psychic investment. While drawing squarely on recent ethnographies of 

documents, therefore, and especially their emphases on the aesthetics of document production, I 

not only return to a certain mode of textual analysis (keeping in mind that this ought to follow a 

“documents” approach). I also ask, following Derrida’s (1996) reading of Freud, what 

connections exist between documentary and psychic forms of archivization.  

 This section studied Form Number 6 of the Devasthan Office in Bikaner in connection 

with the seventeenth sections of the Rajasthan Public Trust Act of 1959 and the Rajasthan Public 

Trust Rules of 1962. Utilizing Derrida’s musings on the exergue, it showed that not all forms are 

“self-analyzing objects” (Riles 2006b: 29), with only “frames” that direct the responses of form-

fillers (Brenneis 2006: 49). Rather, Form Number 6 reaches backwards (to the Act and the Rules, 

and the work of creating trusts before submitting the application), forwards (to further aspects of 

the application review process, including the effort to elicit the public’s input for the review), 

and outside (to supplemental documents, most of them financially concerned). Together, the 
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temporalities of this stretching-beyond emerge not only from printed inscriptions, but also from 

the connections (Deleuze and Guattari 1977; Latour 2005) between printed and psychic 

inscriptions (Derrida 1996). Such rhythms, born of inside-outside impressions, further incite an 

ethics of fiscal accountability in one’s seva projects—for imaginable reasons that I nonetheless 

explore later. While I deal with Moti Ram’s knowledge practices, seva-vikas, and economic 

ethics in the next section, I return to his inside-outside impressions, caught up with his trust 

charter, in the fourth. 

 

Unlearning How to Fold: Moti Ram’s Research. I recorded Moti Ram explaining the 

component photocopies of his file, which he wanted me to photograph and include in my 

writing. In particular, he was concerned that I describe his back-breaking efforts and personal 

sacrifices trying to uphold his driving promise to Gogaji to offer a thousand-years of seva. After 

I had taken the last picture, he leaned back in his office chair but jutted his head forward, staring 

at me intently. I asked if he could remember where all he had gone, from beginning to end, in 

order to complete the processes required before beginning construction on the dharmshala. 

 Moti Ram laughed. “You’ve taped it all, right?”  

 I clarified that I was interested rather in his experiences (anubhav), as a hopeful and then 

actual dharmshala operator, on the road to various Devasthan Offices. 

 
A bunch of times, meaning, like 500. I had to go to each and every [Devasthan office: 
Bikaner, Jaipur, Udaipur, then Hanumangarh] fifty times apiece. That’s how this work 
was accomplished. Then, after that, on the 16th [of December, 2012], construction began 
here. Only then did people [in Gogameri] come to know that a dharmshala was being 
built on this spot. Before that, I didn’t let anyone know what we were doing here or why 
we were doing it […] because people here slander (cugl ) [others] a whole lot; and no 
work gets done once slandering begins.  
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Like the trust charter, this conversation saw Moti Ram giving an account of his dharmshala-

related hopes, reflections, and efforts.117 This excerpt alludes to a crux of issues that will 

preoccupy me in this section, the two more prominent allusions being accusatory: the 

inefficiency of bureaucratic procedure, and social resistance to seva-vikas. The third allusion, 

made through intonation, narrative framing, and juxtaposition, was Moti Ram’s “research” in 

Gogameri. Generally, in Moti Ram’s descriptions of his seva-vikas projects, these three issues 

worked together performatively: They beckoned interlocutors to recognize Moti Ram as 

knowledgeably fighting the good fight, so to speak, while they presented to him a rewarding, 

objectified self-consciousness of his own morality (Derrida 1992). Finally, he used these themes 

as interpretive tendencies, works-in-progress produced through observation, reflection, 

modification, etc. 

 Discourses on state inefficiency and corruption abound widely in India, as in Gogameri 

do those regarding the differences between heartfelt, progressive service and self-interested, 

retrogressive dinning. One of the mechanisms of khana (eating, profit-motivation), Moti Ram’s 

implication would have it, mobilizes defamatory gossip as one of its mechanisms. One may 

therefore propose that by speaking in such terms Moti Ram merely appropriated a culturally 

iterable subject-position, applying available interpretive strategies to the given in which he found 

himself. Yet Moti Ram’s own patterns of speech and behavior evinced an affectivity, reflection, 

and creativity not afforded by this explanation. His descriptions of Devasthan bureaucracy, for 

example, and his seva-vikas project in Gogameri, were reflective and creative responses to his 

                                                
117 In her study of how people reflectively give accounts of themselves, Butler recalls, in Nietzsche’s On the 
Genealogy of Morals self-reflection and accounting for one’s actions first arose in human history with the 
accusation and defense in a court of law (Butler 2005: 9-10): “So I start to give an account, if Nietzsche is right, 
because someone has asked me to, and that someone has power delegated from an established system of justice” 
(ibid: 11). It is “fear,” then, that incites one to “offer [oneself] as an ‘I’ and to reconstruct [one’s] deeds” (ibid). 
Butler is correct to seek “other valences besides fear” in reasons to give an address of oneself, but the legal 
encounter here works in my interpretative favor.  
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own experiences and observations, somewhat in the vein of Arun in the preceding chapter. 

Modifying the work of Holmes and Marcus, I read Moti Ram’s performative narratives of his 

reflective engagements in these areas as recalling his “para-ethnographic” research: that is, an 

expert’s “self-conscious and creative faculty that operates” by supplementing specialized, 

technical knowledge with that gleaned from social networks as well as personal connections, 

observations, and experiences (Holmes and Marcus 2005a: 237).118  

 As with Surya and the Bagar Seva Samiti from chapter two, my analysis of Moti Ram’s 

“research” begins with his words.119 I offer a longer quote taken from the recorded interview 

mentioned above, which I then flesh out with Moti Ram’s words and actions in other contexts. 

 
I conducted research here in Gogameri, like you are doing. I conducted research for two 
years. I was alone—just like you roam around surreptitiously and alone. You see who is 
doing what, who is saying what, [and] how they’re doing it. I did exactly that. For 
example, something happened in [Surya]’s dharmshala. [I asked myself,] “How were 
they fighting with him? Why did they fight? What was the reason?” I kept on reflecting 
(vic r kart  rah ) on these issues for two-month stints. 
 

Moti Ram comes fairly close to characterizing the work I had been doing in Gogameri, and then 

described what he had done as the same. He told me that he stayed in several different 

                                                
118 Holmes and Marcus’s examples are drawn from financial institutions, so “statistical […] analysis” is the expert 
paradigm in which they find para-ethnographies. Moti Ram is, on the contrary, acting as an “expert” in management 
and with legal experts (cf. Birla 2009: 134). I therefore describe his para-ethnographic responses to difficulties—
which are not really “contradictions”—“by working on or from ‘a social realm not in alignment with [… but not 
necessarily opposed to] reigning [business-managerial and legal] mode[s] of analysis [and action]” (Holmes and 
Marcus 2005b: 1004). Careful readers will observe that my employment of this term deprives it of the original 
authors’ subversive or surprising quality: Central to the formation of the technocratic field in which Holmes and 
Marcus’s subjects turn to para-ethnography is what the authors call “fast capitalism”: the “cultural formation” 
resulting from states’ liberalizations of their economies, in which the “science, political economy, and metaphysics 
of solidarity upon which modernist conceptions of society rest”—particularly the nation and the social—are 
devalued in favor of a global market and statistical, “real time” knowledge thereof (2005a: 238; 2006: 34). Hence 
the subversive nature of Alan Greenspan’s or the Federal Reserve researcher’s para-ethnographic knowledge. 
119 Holmes and Marcus give as an anecdotal reason for studying para-ethnographies the fact that the “traditional 
subjects” of anthropology, especially in postcolonial states, have come to engage in “something like an ethnography 
of both their own predicaments and those who have encroached on them,” with the result that “their knowledge 
practices […] are in some sense parallel to the anthropologist’s” (Holmes and Marcus 2006: 35). Of course, for me 
this reason is more than anecdotal, and surpasses in importance the logics of “fast capitalism” for finding and 
analyzing para-ethnographies. 
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dharmshalas for periods varying from a week to two months, in order to identify what seemed to 

work, and what did not. Part of his para-ethnography was a determination to do for himself, to 

know for himself, what building a dharmshala entailed. Holmes and Marcus (2005a: 238; 2006: 

34) emphasize the subversive nature of para-ethnography, particularly when the modern modes 

of solidarity (community, nation) are undervalued. In an analogous way, Moti Ram went to great 

lengths to work alone and to describe his actions as such. Eschewing the social in this way, Moti 

Ram’s para-ethnographies recapture some of the term’s subversive characteristics.  

 Despite Moti Ram’s desires to work alone, the legislation governing seva samitis 

demands that a board of trustees be involved in all decisions (though it does allow this board to 

delegate daily tasks to an officiating trustee or manager). Moti Ram’s trust too has a board—its 

members’ names, addresses, offices, and occupations are listed on the third and fourth pages of 

the charter. These are all stand-ins for Moti Ram, though, drawn from his and, even more so, his 

wife’s family. He and his wife, Kshama, insist that, the board notwithstanding, he does 

everything—and everything quietly. In chapter six, I write of how Moti Ram’s seva-vikas project 

in Noida had suffered from what he saw as defamation: His relatives and the rest of their 

Chauhan Rajput village treated him like a quack. Thus, avoiding prying eyes in Gogameri was an 

understandable preoccupation. Another difficulty that working alone solved for Moti Ram, 

which he likewise connected to propensities toward libel, was a broader “formula” in India: a 

ubiquitous hubris that made working in groups counter-productive. 

 
In India there is this formula: If fifty men are working together on one task, then someone 
will say, “No, not like this; don’t do that!” Someone else will say, “Not like that; do 
this!” So nothing will be accomplished. […] I know what I have to do, and it won’t get 
done amidst all that noise. […] One man needs to make all the decisions. Everyone else 
keeps fighting with his or her families. 
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Moti Ram described some of the other trusts running dharmshalas in Gogameri, one of which 

had just been through a legal battle among themselves.120 “This happened to me too,” he 

explained, “in the very beginning.” Moti Ram had initially gathered together thirty-five or forty 

family members and friends from Noida for the purpose of creating a trust. “Some of them 

started eating (khana; embezzling); some weren’t doing any work; some were involved in other 

[i.e. illicit] work. So I shut that trust down in the first two months.”121 In a twist of irony, it was 

through ethnographic-like knowledge—reflections on observations and experiences, often in 

connection with social networks—that Moti Ram decided to work alone and underplay social 

ties. His para-ethnography, then, from one perspective, is his resumption of social-based 

knowledge practices following his declarations of autonomy. A clear example of this para-

ethnography is to be found in Moti Ram’s descriptions of his encounters with the Devasthan 

bureaucracy. 

 When accounting publicly of his efforts to register the trust and build the dharmshala, 

Moti Ram evinces for himself and his interlocutors the skill, knowledge, and tenacity that he 

exhibited in his dealings with departmental bureaucratic labyrinth. Unlike Surya from chapter 

two, who was trained expertly in bureaucratic work and documents, though, Moti Ram related to 

forms as an everyday citizen lacking specialized knowledge of the file—in the beginning. 

 Ethnographers increasingly call attention to the fact that older strategies of critique—

which demystify representations found in the field by uncovering the “politics behind” relations 

and knowledge—have lost much of the insight they once promised (Moose 2005, Singh 2015). 
                                                
120 See chapter six for details on this court battle (Jain 1980). 
121 Later, when he needed financial help, he sought support from caste brethren from places at some remove from 
Noida. “They continued to assist [me], but I was the only one working, the only one running around and spending 
money.” In Gogameri there was an expectation that dharmshala operators must act in a way immediately 
recognizable to possible donors as trustworthy: they should be financially and ethically accountable. Some parallels 
present themselves in the context of registration documents and the spatial aesthetics of dharmshalas themselves: 
the former meant to prove and archive accountability and trustworthiness, the latter to evoke recognitions of these 
qualities implicitly in pilgrims’ bodily-sensorial schemes of perception. 
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This they relate to the fact that research subjects themselves frequently voice similar critiques, 

sometimes using the language of the humanistic social science (Riles 2000, 2006a, 2006b).122 

This is certainly true in South Asia, where government and private corruption have occupied 

public discourse particularly since the 1970s (Hansen 1999, 2002), giving birth to a vast critical 

literature. Moti Ram’s accounts of his travels and activities in connection to his dharmshala 

depict these as “true seva,” in contrast the embezzlement of Devasthan officials and the Sharma 

and Chayal priests. Most crucial in the development of his capacities to work alongside the 

bureaucracy, Moti Ram’s anamneses of his efforts highlight his vigilance in the face of the 

Devasthan Department’s inefficiency—with consequences for his physical comfort and overall 

wellbeing. For example, once I asked him how he learned to deal with the application process. 

 
It happens like this: Keep going! Keep making rounds through all the offices, and return 
[home]! And sometimes there are no workers in the office; sometimes no officers. 
Someone tells you to bring this paper; someone else, a different paper—“This one isn’t 
completed. Bring another one!” This is how it goes. And officers don’t explain the entire 
process at once [saying, for example], “You need to bring all of these papers at once.” 

 

I will return to Moti Ram’s travels to Devasthan offices shortly, but first I want to illustrate a 

typical picture of what is required prior to document production proper. While this vignette is 

taken from another dharmshala operator’s career, it will nonetheless evoke what Moti Ram had 

to do prior to acquiring and filling his official forms.  

 Before producing a document for submission to any Department—Devasthan, police, or 

otherwise—one had to go to the Office of the Tahsildar (revenue collector) and have a 

preparatory request-document typed and notarized. In mid-July 2013, as I was having tea with 

                                                
122 Similar to Riles, Holmes and Marcus’s multi-sited ethnography of para-ethnographies attempts to move past 
anthropology’s tendency to “demystify” the politics behind expert knowledge and practice (2005a: 49). Working 
from a “found critical position or potential already at play within expert practices,” the “distance” which the 
ethnographer needs from her research subjects in order to formulate such critiques increasingly closes (ibid). 
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Surya and Shachi at their dharmshala, I mentioned that I needed to go to the nearby town of 

Bhadra, and Surya asked if Shachi could accompany me, for they needed to acquire an official 

request from the Tehsil Office for another “water connection.” After we all agreed and finished 

our teas, Surya wrote out the necessary information for the document: director’s name ([Surya] 

sharma, adhyaksh), trust’s name ( r  J har v r-Gog j  mah r j, b ga  sev  samiti trust), and 

address (mandir parisar Gaug me i, ta: Nohar ji: Hanum nga h, R jasth n). Shachi and I 

walked down to the tea stall at the main Gogameri intersection and hitched a ride in the front seat 

of an ambulance.  

 After we were dropped off at the police-station intersection in Bhadra, Shachi and I 

walked to the Tehsil Office. The two-story building on the back two-thirds of the property stands 

behind a fenced-in courtyard. A brick partition separates the courtyard into two halves. On the 

left, two lines had formed of around fifty people each, all waiting to deposit files into windows 

that resembled the barred openings in village liquor stores, through which bill and bottle pass. 

We inquired if this was where we needed to be, and a man responded that it was only for those 

filing papers already typed, notarized, and signed. He directed us across the brick partition to the 

courtyard. Shachi laughed, and said it was good we wouldn’t have to stand in one of those lines. 

 Except for the boundary created by the front of the Tehsil Office building, the inside 

edges of this half of the courtyard are lined with structures built of chopped, dried tree trunks, 

and roofed with thatch. Underneath these there are different stations, in each of which figures a 

man sitting behind a desk in front of a typewriter, and surrounded to the right, left, and back by 

stone benches. The middle of the courtyard is covered with an open-air steel-roof shelter, under 

which are arranged less systematically men with desks, typewriters, and the occasional wooden 

bench. Other than those in which typists relaxed with tea and conversation partners, each station 
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was crowded: People squeezed between each other on the stone benches, while others stood in 

front of the station or between the benches, often leaning in to follow the progression of the non-

line. 

 After visiting the first typist inside the entrance—whose specialization precluded 

documents requesting water connections—Shachi led me to another in the middle of the front 

edge of the courtyard. As older women often do with others’ approval, Shachi squeezed through 

an opening between the left bench and the men standing in front, where she waited beside the 

typist until he acknowledged her. 

 “Yeah—speak!” he said without looking at her, in a manner that surprised me, given 

younger men’s common politeness with elders. 

 “I need a new water connection.” The typist did not acknowledge Shachi’s answer, but 

kept rummaging through papers. After about thirty seconds, Shachi’s paused comportment gave 

way to darting glances about her. Two men on benches also began gandering about and, when 

the realized their age-and-gender responsibility, stood up and offered her a seat. As she sat on 

one spot and called me to squeeze in with her, the two men did the same, with the other. It was 

about an hour and three customers’ bundles of documents later that the typist turned towards us, 

and looked at Shachi over his spectacles. Shachi said that she needed a new water connection. 

The typist looked back down at the set of documents that had been occupying him. About a 

minute later he motioned toward me and asked, “Is this one yours (i tharo hai)?” Shachi replied 

politely that I was, and the typist handed me two sheets of paper: one, blank except for a notary 

seal in the top left corner; the other, a typed, set format for letters requesting water connections. 

He instructed me to take these to one of the copy centers across the street, and have the set text 

of the letter photocopied onto the notarized sheet. When I returned, the typist was busy with 
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another customer, so I sat down with Shachi to wait. Another five minutes and the typist reached 

his hand backwards toward me without turning or looking. When I did not recognize the gesture, 

he turned slightly to peered at me but said nothing. 

 “Oh,” I said, and handed him the two sheets. He skimmed these before placing them on 

top of a stack of documents that he was protecting under a tablecloth. After reviewing the 

collection of documents he had been filling out, the typist returned these to their temporary 

owners. Then he pulled out Shachi’s notarized letter, fed it into the type writer, and entered the 

same set of formal greetings at the top as he had on each previous letter: “In the service (seva) of 

your honorable sir (mahoday).” Then he asked for Shachi’s address, and she handed him the tiny 

piece of paper that Surya had given her at the dharmshala. When he had written the extremely 

long address of the dharmshala, he asked for Shachi’s name and address. She replied with her 

name and address in Agra, but suggested he might write the dharmshala’s address, because it 

belonged to her. 

 “You’re from Agra” he asked, “but your dharmshala is in Meri?”  

 She confirmed his statement.  

 “So I’ll have to write ‘Agra.”’ After he had done so, he asked, supati, or, “[Who is your] 

husband?” She gave Surya’s name, which he had already typed, though even then he confirmed 

the name and spelling twice each with both Shachi and the sheet of paper.  

 “Resident [of where]?”  

 “Agra.” 

 Finished, the typist removed the document from the typewriter and reread it carefully. He 

returned it to Shachi to review. She did, and confirmed that the information was correct. He 

snatched it out of her hands as he stood up from his chair. Then he took it to another station in 
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the right corner of that line, where he had it stamped again. Returning five minutes later, he gave 

Shachi the completed document and said simply, “125 rupees.”  

 As Shachi dug her wallet out of her sari blouse, the typist returned to other documents 

that he had stored beneath the tablecloth. She held out the money, but he didn’t notice, so she 

said, “Here you go, brother.” He slowly glanced back, took the money, and examined the amount 

in his hands, placing it slowly into a slightly opened drawer of the desk. Then he began reading 

the document in his hand again. 

 “It that it, brother,” Shachi asked. 

 After a pause, and without looking up, he responded, “Yeah, yours is done.” 

 This vignette calls attention to the work involved before producing documents and filing 

submissions. In this case, it was literally three-quarters of a day’s work. Shach no doubt later 

spent at least half a day at the Water Department, to trade this notarized request for a formal 

application. Echoing Riles (2006a) and Brenneis’s (2006) comments on the multi-authored 

quality of documents, Gupta (2012) and Hull (2012) suggest that state action in South Asia 

requires many individual acts of bureaucratic writing, review, and rewriting by multiple actors. 

For Gupta (2012: 149), writing in fact constitutes the bureaucracy, while Hull’s more nuanced 

argument proposes that bureaucratic writing is both an individualizing act and a collectivization 

of the individual act, due to fear of internal office politics and the dangers of political allegiance 

during regime change (2012: 126-29). On this account, I might say that Moti Ram’s previous 

procurements of request-documents—which would have gone similarly to Shachi’s experience—

that would then be submitted to the Devasthan Department in order to receive application and 

other forms, connects typists, notary publics, judges, print shops, stamps, and paper into the 

associations responsible eventually for the possibilities of seva-vikas (Latour 2005; Hull 2012). I 
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never asked Moti Ram about these request-documents, but focused instead on his submissions of 

documents to Devasthan offices. 

 
Sometimes they ask for an affidavit; sometimes, some other paper. Sometimes they 
pressure you: “Go see the boss”; “go see this person”; “go to Udaipur”; “go to Bikaner”; 
“go to Jaipur”; “go to Hanumangarh!” […] So then it takes months for [a document] to 
arrive at Hanumangarh from Jaipur. Why? It won’t leave Jaipur for ten days [after one 
submitted it]. Then sometimes it will arrive in Udaipur [to go through the proper 
channels]. It will take fifteen days there, and then they’ll send it by post. […] Then it will 
sit in Bikaner for an entire month. Finally, someone will read it, [asking] “What’s this 
that’s arrived?” Then it will come to Hanumangarh, and they will let me know. 
 

I recalled above, Holmes and Marcus (2005a: 49) often find critiques or potentials therefor in 

para-ethnographies. Here, Moti Ram’s critiques of Devasthan inefficiency are forceful, and 

drawn directly from experience, which was then historically problematized in conjunction with 

public discourse. It almost resembles a Spark-notes version of Kafka’s The Trial. Deleuze claims 

that one cannot understand Kafka if one does not laugh out loud while reading their work (2004: 

52; Deleuze and Guattari 1986: 41-42), and notes how audiences did just that when Kafka gave 

public readings of his work (2004: 257). Moti Ram too chuckled during this excerpt, a laughter 

which emerged from an experiential empathy of another’s hardships. In this case, Moti Ram’s 

other, for whom he felt and laughed, was an objectified “I” acting furiously in the past (cf. Butler 

2005).  

 Of the various seeds of bureaucratic inefficiency, that of time takes root most of all in this 

excerpt. The central dialectic that Moti Ram erects here is this: His own efforts, often involving 

arduous travels, confronted the time-lag of Devasthan bureaucratic work to register his trust. 

There were also distinct rhythms to Moti Ram’s spatial trajectories from office to office, just as 

there were to documents’ travels: fifteen days lying on this desk, then slowly checked and passed 

on to others. Moti Ram had told me previously that first the Bikaner Office, and later the 
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Hanumangarh Office, sent correspondences to him via Shyam Lal’s office in Gogameri about 

half of the time, which took even longer. 

 
Then I’ll complete all of their formalities, collect everything together, and [present it] all 
in Hanumangarh. This is the system, and it creates a five-month backlog for everything. 
 

Moti Ram’s efforts not only required him to allow the Devasthan bureaucracy to affect him 

temporally; he also described how he had to open up his body to spatial affection, and his wallet 

to weight loss. 

 
Then there is travel fair for buses. How much money did a man have to waste? Where did 
I have to sleep? Did I sleep in hotels, or just there at the [bus] station? Because I don’t 
have any relatives there—only in Delhi. Sleep in some dharmshala or another! Sleep at 
the station—or just sleep on the bus! So in order to do all of these things, you have to 
take on great hardship.  
 

A few weeks before this conversation, when I was making my way back to Gogameri from Agra, 

Moti Ram insisted I stop by Noida and fulfill a promise he frequently asked me to make. Given 

Gogameri’s poor connectivity to most of northern India, Moti Ram said, I needed to experience 

for myself the difficult conditions under which pilgrims traveled to receive Gogaji’s darshan. 

Only through such embodied experiences, he proposed, could I comprehend the faith ( sth ) of 

Gogaji’s devotees. Indeed, Moti Ram considered it his duty to see that I correctly comprehended 

this faith so that I might subsequently spread Gogaji’s name “in the West.” 

 The night before our journey, Moti Ram and I strolled around his village, chatting. 

Somewhat woefully, he mentioned that his promise of seva to Gogaji forced him to take early 

retirement, and hence a greatly diminished pension. 

 
There was no other way. One has to run around from office to office to get this type of 
work done. […] And in the middle of all this [traveling], I developed a stomach 
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problem—an ulcer. Brother—what kind of food is there to be had on the road? […] 
Udaipur is a thirty-hour bus ride from Delhi, and my stomach was rotten. So what did I 
do? I used to stop eating two days …  
 

Moti Ram ceased talking and walking, and turned to me with two fingers raised and his eyes 

opened widely to convey the dourness of what he was telling me. “I wouldn’t eat for two days 

before my trip so that I wouldn’t have to go to the bathroom on the road!” His seva-vikas 

promise to Gogaji resulted not only in early retirement and less money, but also in physical 

illness. While seva-vikas projects (like sovereignty [Singh 2015]) could provide devotional, 

ethical, and affective nourishment to stranger pilgrims, it might also bring heartbreak and bodily 

affliction. 

 The reader must surely be asking herself what Moti Ram’s assessments of libel and 

government inefficiency, or his travels and stomach ulcer, have to do with the preceding section. 

Perhaps these vignettes relate to the pragmatics of seva in Gogameri. But what about documents? 

And why speak of para-ethnography? Moti Ram and I had discussed his documents many times 

prior to the recorded interview from which I have been quoting, because he had just gone 

through an ordeal convincing the Devasthan Office in Udaipur to allot him a 1.25-acre plot rather 

than the standard 1-acre which the Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam scheme allowed. How 

had Moti Ram managed all of this, to know what to write, where to go? These conversations 

flesh out the heterogeneous associations between seva-vikas, bureaucratic offices, and travel. 

 “What did you study in college?” I asked, hoping the answer to this question might point 

to Moti Ram’s preparations for intense involvement with convoluted paperwork. He replied that 

he studied religion and philosophy—which answered several questions I had, just not the one of 

which I was then thinking. I took a different route and asked Moti Ram directly how he came to 

know the various procedures for building a dharmshala—which paper to file where, with whom? 
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 “There’s Shyam Lalji, na?” Moti Ram said, “the [Department] director up there.” He 

pointed in the direction of the tomb. “He helped me out a lot, told me what to do—he and 

Jagdish. You know Jagdish, right? From the Brahman pujaris? They’ve seen this [application 

process] a thousand times, so they know what to do.” 

 These words make it seem as if it was not para-ethnography that was involved but, rather, 

rule-following—as if a clear set of rules and procedures enabled those familiar with them to 

negotiate this process easily. In fact, Moti Ram’s relationship with Shyam Lal and Jagdish went 

back, and if Moti Ram’s behavior while I knew him gives any indication of his patterns of 

thought and action in the past, then I dare say that he remained inquisitive and reflective 

throughout the years of their relationships.123 No mere rule following, Moti Ram intently pursued 

knowledge of seva-vikas: at first in a social manner, which convinced him of the need to work 

alone. Amidst this solitude, his para-ethnographies with Shyam Lal and Jagdish led to more of 

the same, on the road and in Devasthan Offices. There, he submitted himself to temporal and 

bodily experiences that likewise formed part of his para-ethnographic knowledge of how best to 

negotiate with Devasthan bureaucracy, and manage a trust and dharmshala. It was also through 

such experiences and the circumscribed, marginal social connections which these entailed that 

                                                
123 An example of these tendencies when I knew him might help convince the reader of my assessments of Moti 
Ram’s knowledge practices. Once, when I was sitting with Shyam Lal in his office, Moti Ram joined us and 
initiated a discussion about the Department’s health plans for its employees. Moti Ram played the active 
ethnographer more than I did, pursuing points of interest in greater depth than Shyam Lal initially had—in a manner 
that struck me as if it were a highly interested “interview,” the kind I tried to avoid. Later, I left with Moti Ram and 
walked into another of the Department’s rooms to the side of the tomb complex. Moti Ram resumed his inquiries 
about Department policy, this time with a substitute sent from Hanumangarh while another employee was on 
vacation. “So what do you have to do to get a job here with the Devasthan Department?” queried Moti Ram, seguing 
into another matter. Why? Do you want a job? “Yes!” Moti Ram affirmed. “I’m already here now, and I’d prefer to 
be within the Department.” The substitute official questioned Moti Ram about his previous profession, retirement, 
pension, forms of identification, etc. Then he said, Well, I’d love to give you a job here; and the money is pretty 
good too—somewhere between five and six thousand rupees a month. This conversation took place near the 
beginning of my fieldwork in Gogameri, and I never again heard Moti Ram mention an interest in working for the 
Devasthan Department. In fact, his constant (and performative) reiterating of his total commitment to the 
construction of the dharmshala by himself militated against the possibility that he had anything more than a fading 
daydream of holding a position in the Department. Rather, this conversation seems to be a latter-day instance of his 
para-ethnographic research—“surreptitious” he called mine, when he compared the two! 
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Moti Ram gained skill in dealing with Devasthan documents. The creative quality of Moti Ram’s 

increasingly skilled engagements with documents starts to emerge more clearly in his trust’s 

charter, which is the subject of the next section. 

 

The Charter, the Contemporary, and Moti Ram’s Higher Bid. The second supplemental 

document that applicants submitted along with Form 6 as part of a trust’s application for state 

recognition was the trust’s vidhan, its “legislation.” The vidhan of Moti Ram’s trust is four-pages 

long. The first, like many kinds of legal documents in South Asia, is printed beneath an enlarged 

Rs. 100 stamp (cf. Hull 2012: 17). Directly under this to the left, is the name of the recognizing 

state government, “Uttar Pradesh,” typed in both Hindi and English, and, to the right, the 

document’s serial number. Below this, in the center of the page and underlined in larger font, is 

the name of the trust: Rajput Dharmshala Seva Samiti, Gogameri, Bhadra, Hanumangarh, Raj. 

In the largest font, and also centered, is the name of the document: vidhan, which I translate in 

this context as “charter.” Beneath this are three bylaws, the first stating the trust’s name and 

address, and the second, its area of activity. With the third item, the charter begins to list its 

objectives: 

 
3. This organization’s foremost objectives are[:] cow seva; assisting people, the 

handicapped, the elderly, the helpless, [and] orphans; and the various objectives 
mentioned below: –  

 

The bottom right corner of this sheet has been stamped, “President/Rajput dharmshala/seva 

samiti, Gogamerhi [sic],” under which Moti Ram has signed. Two stamps of a notary public in 

Noida, U.P., adorn the bottom left side as well as the Rs. 100 note on the top. These officiating  
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Figure 4.2.  The Charter (page 1) 
 
Uttar Pradesh              AB 528515  
 
Rajput Dharmshala Seva Trust Gogameri, 
Nohar Tehsil, Hanumangarh District 
(Rajasthan) 
 
Constitution  
 

1. The name of the organization will be known by the name “Rajput Dharmshala Seva Society, Nohar Tehsil, 
Hanumangarh District, Rajasthan,” and the address for correspondences will remain that mentioned above. 

2. In addition to the state of Rajasthan, this organization’s sphere of activity will include Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, 
Haryana, and Punjab. 

3. This organization’s foremost objectives are[:] cow seva; assisting people, the handicapped, the elderly, the 
helpless, [and] orphaned persons; and the various objectives mentioned below: — 

President 
Rajput Dharmshala 
Seva Society, Gogamerhi [sic] 
[President’s signature] 
[p.] 1 
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Figure 4.3.  The Charter (page 2) 
 

1. To open Sanskrit schools in which [sic] to publicize and spread the Vedas and the [canonized] sayings [of saints]. 
2. To work towards improving the environment.  
3. To support widows and abandoned women. 
4. To establish a camp for ophthalmological operations. 
5. To construct a dharmshala in which to offer sleeping arrangements for pilgrims and worshippers.   
6. To have yajnas and havans performed, and [texts] such as the Shrimad Bhagavata [Purana], Ramayana, etc. recited 

and taught. 
7. To arrange room and board at various places for the poor, the helpless, and the handicapped, free of charge. 
8. To plant shade- and fruit-bearing trees in the natural surroundings. 
9. To adopt, refurbish, and [make] drinking water available [in] the old, historical temples that contain the entire 

importance of our [society, history, religion, etc.], such that mankind’s protection of Sanatan Dharm may be 
everlasting, and the coming generation may have at their disposal knowledge of history. 

10. To grant aid to students whom we see face financial difficulties preventing them from further study. To arrange for 
Ayurvedic pharmacies, places for doing yoga, and fields for games in order to serve mankind, and to create 
employment positions for yoga instruction such that the coming generation may remain free of illness. 

11. To be included among the trust’s principal works will also be to join both pilgrimages to the Kumbh [Mela], etc., and 
assemblies for the exchange of correct opinions and pilgrimages to historical and dharmic places like Shankaracarya’s 
pith, car dham, etc. 

President 
Rajput Dharmshala 
Seva Society, Gogameri 
[President’s Signature] 
[p.] 2 
  

ornaments are similarly reproduced, minus the monetary figure, on the charter’s following three 

pages. Missing also headers, these later pages begin without exergue or delay. The second page, 

a list of objectives one through eleven, picks up right where the first page’s third bylaw ended: 

the “various objectives mentioned below.” 
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 If above I noted the possible disinterest of the religious-studies reader in Form Number 6, 

then I should again caution them: Here, religious and religiously inspired philanthropic practices 

are imported into a legal document in bundles, without elaboration or argumentation—like the 

encyclopedic list form I identified in the previous chapter.124 This one can ascertain by querying 

the charter’s third bylaw I quoted above: “cow seva” (how?), “assisting people [which 

people?] and the handicapped [assisting them in what capacity?],” etc. How then is one to “read” 

the objectives? Marilyn Strathern’s paper on the University of Cambridge’s mission statement 

begins by noting that in 1996 its sequential objectives—“(a) through (f)”—were replaced with 

bullet points (2006: 182-83). Unlike before, she writes, when one could read the sequence of the 

objectives, the bullet points disallow an analytic reading because they have no argument: they 

are “nonsense” (ibid: 184). What can one read in a sequence, though—narrative causality, 

perhaps, or logical progression? As it turns out, one cannot read either of these in Moti Ram’s 

trust charter: opening Sanskrit schools and spreading ritual texts do not lead one to 

environmental protectionism, without certain theologico-political argumentation, that is, which is 

clearly absent in the charter’s text. Thus, of course, the sequence is also unanalyzable (I won’t 

say “nonsense,” for aesthetic reasons), which Strathern proposes orients the anthropologist to the 

trust charter as “document rather than […] text” (ibid). 

 The text itself, however, provides some of the keys for unlocking the document’s 

secrets—for these blocks of text surely do possess “a history” and have “travel[ed] long 

distances bundled together” (Strathern 2006: 201n.4). In this section, I analyze Moti Ram’s trust 

charter in terms of its relation to law and his para-ethnographies with Shyam Lal, Jagdish 

                                                
124 Brenneis’s ethnography of NSF forms shows how terms, actions, and persons from the domain of business and 
management were translated into the academic field (2006: 44). He argues that “vacuous” terms such as 
“excellence,” “accountability,” and “stakeholders” “replace[d] what had in earlier times been an unspoken 
agreement to the values underlying [… research-funding bureau’s] work” (ibid: 45). 
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Sharma, the Devasthan Department, and the greater fields of seva-vikas in Gogameri and Noida. 

Para-ethnography, circulating blocks of text, and the future-oriented ethics of the trust draw on, 

participate in, and alter certain iterables associated with Sanatan Dharm. As with Surya, I see the 

trust charter as a result of Moti Ram’s reflective coordination of his own commitments, his para-

ethnographic knowledge, Sanatani iterables, and the demands of a “global culture of ‘good 

governance’” (Strathern 2006) that requires of an organization a clarity of objectives and means 

for pursuing these (Brenneis 2006). I also reintroduce Samundar Nath from the previous chapter, 

whose relationship to his trust charter and assessments of Moti Ram’s call into question turn 

away from subjectivity in the anthropology of documents. To aid my reading, I turn to Derrida’s 

idea of “archivization” (1996) to characterize the associations between printed and psychic 

inscription. I end this section, as Derrida ends his book, with an illustration of a “higher bid” in 

Moti Ram’s accounts of his seva-vikas project. I shall begin with legislation. 

 One would assume that clauses relating to the legal make-up of public trusts would be 

found in the second chapter of the 1959 Act, “Validity of Certain Public Trusts.” This chapter, 

however, speaks in negatives.125 In fact, the Act as a whole concerns itself with requirements of 

public trusts and the officials regulating them, and only mentions the actions of trusts a few 

times, often in passing. The passages of the Act that relate to Moti Ram’s trust charter are drawn 

from Section 2, “Definitions.” Sub-section 2(11), for example, defines a “public trust” as: 

 
[…] an express or constructive trust for either a public religious or charitable purpose, or 
both, and includes a temple, a math [monastery], dharmada,126 or any other religious or 

                                                
125 Hence section 6: “[…] If any public trust is created with a specific objective of a charitable or religious nature, 
such a trust shall not be deemed void only on the grounds; (a) that the performance of the specific objective for 
which the trust was created has become impracticable […].” 
126 Sub-section 66(1) defines dharmada thusly: “Where, according to the custom or usage of any business or trade of 
the agreement between the parties relating to any transaction any amount is charged to any party to the said 
transaction or collected under whatever name as being intended to be used for a charitable or religious purpose, i.e. 
amount so charged or collected (in Act called Dharmada) shall vest in the person charging or collecting the same as 
a trustee.” On colonial-era restrictions placed on the practice of dharmada, see Birla (2009; chapters 2-3). 
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charitable endowment or institution, with a society formed for either a religious or 
charitable purpose, or both. 
 

In the words of the 1959 Act, Moti Ram’s charter proposed to use the trust’s endowments for 

both religious purposes (“[…] the support of a religious institution or […] performance of any 

service* of charity connected therewith, [which] includes the premises of the religious institution 

as well as the idols, […] and any public charity associated with a festival or observance of a 

religious character”), as well as charitable purposes (“[…] the support or maintenance of objects 

of utility to the said community or section [thereof]; such as dharmshalas, pathshalas, schools 

and colleges, houses for feeding the poor, and institutions for the advancement of education, 

medical relief, and public health”) (Sub-section 2[3]). As Birla (2009), Copeman (2009), and 

Srivatsan (2015) indicate, a crucial condition of possibility for this manner of legislation, and the 

associations and actions this is meant to regulate, is the process of abstraction: “society,” 

“religion,” and the orientation of charity to “public utility.” In Gogameri, inasmuch as religious 

and charitable trusts pursue both purposes with the same activities, analysis might say that seva-

vikas projects de-objectify, or re-particularize, abstractions of “religion,” “society,” or “charity.” 

 The similarities between the objectives on the second pages of the charter and those I just 

quoted from the 1959 Act are striking: “opening Sanskrit schools” (pathshala) (1) and 

ophthalmological camps (4); financially supporting the education of poor children (10), building 

a dharmshala (5); feeding the poor (7); and holding public religious “observances” (yajñas, 

havans, and recitations of the Bhagavata purana) (6). Moti Ram told me that he had sat down 

with Shyam Lal when considering the composition of the charter. The latter was intimately 

familiar with the Rajasthan Public Trust Act of 1959 and the Rajasthan Public Trust Rules of 

1962. One might assume, therefore, that one friend offered the other esoteric knowledge sure to 
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grant him access to shelter under the umbrella of state recognition. This was how Samundar 

understood Moti Ram to have written the charter.  

 With his binders, Samundar Nath was one of those gunslingers with which I opened this 

chapter: suspicious attitude and all. Once, while we were sitting inside his dharmshala in 

Gogameri, the topic of Gorakhtila arose, and he began ranting about mahant Rupnath’s 

transgressions of the proper practices of renunciation and temple administration. 

 “That’s not what we do here,” Samundar proclaimed, as he reached behind him for a 

binder and began removing documents. “Look here,” he demanded, having located his charter 

and now pointing to a specific passage. “We created this trust in 1999 by the commandment 

( de ) of the Indian state: ‘to attend (seva) to s dh s and the poor.’” He indicated the objectives 

listed on the charter, then read them aloud. “‘To spread belief in Gogaji throughout the world,’” 

he recited, and then looked up at me. “The Indian government has commanded me to ‘spread 

belief in Gogaji throughout the world,’ right? … Am I right or wrong? Brother, the government 

didn’t say, ‘Go spread belief in Gogaji only in India.’ It said to publicize Gogaji’s seva abroad—

even in America. Am I right or not?” He showed me the charter as he was saying this, pointing at 

first to the objective he was quoting, and then to the notary stamp. “Yes, that’s what you wrote,” I 

said, knowing this was a document he had prepared as part of the trust application. 

 “I didn’t write it,” he disputed, pulling his chin in and shoulders up. He held the paper in 

the air before my face, one finger on the notary stamp, the other on the Devasthan Assistant 

Commissioner’s signature. “This is a government order (adesh), see?!” I confirmed that I had 

seen what he was showing me, and he insisted again that I concede to the fact that the 

government had ordered him thusly. “But all the dharmshala operators have these papers,” I 
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started to protest, trying to gauge further his personal investment in the official nature of this 

document. 

 “Who does?” he snapped back. “For example, I was just looking at [Moti Ram] Singh’s 

papers the other day.” “What was written in them?” he inquired with a smug sense of assurance 

that this was nothing as lofty as his objectives. “What was written? Oh, things like cow seva, 

feeding the poor”—I paused to remember—“sending poor kids to school and setting up 

Ayurveda centers, like the medical camps in the festival.” 

 “What!” Samundar Nath shouted in disbelief as he hopped up in the air atop his cot. 

“That mother-fucker Shyam Lal stole all of that from me!” “How’s that?” I asked, not making 

the connection. 

 “There’s that Shyam Lal up there, you know—the director. He does all the Devasthan 

paperwork, so he looked at mine and found it excellent. Then these other sister-fuckers come to 

him about a dharmshala and just copy my charter [into their applications].” He proceeded to 

show me the objectives on his charter, which matched what I recalled of Moti Ram’s. 

 While I return to Samundar Nath’s fascinating relation to his trust’s charter, I find this 

vignette pertinent, obviously, because it confirms Moti Ram’s consultation with Shyam Lal 

regarding his charter—but Moti Ram had already told me that himself. They had sat down after 

many conversations, some with Jagdish as well, and hand-written a rough draft before Moti Ram 

had it typed and notarized in Noida. My conversation with Samundar Nath is helpful, 

furthermore, not in his accusation that every trust representative consults Shyam Lal to copy 

Samundar Nath’s singly creative mission from the state; rather, when read liberally, we might 

learn from Samundar Nath’s words that many hopeful dharmshala operators do consult others 

who are knowledgeable regarding the legalities and formalities of the Devasthan Department. 
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Now, I have to supplement my liberal reading of this exchange with my own analysis concerning 

that which circulates from charter to charter in Gogameri. Recall what I said above about the 

history and travels of blocks of text in Moti Ram’s trust charter. By means of these mobile text-

blocks—which were also seva-vikas concerns, lest I forget—I envision the reconfiguration of a 

Hinduism of the contemporary: the associations people today create with others (living and dead, 

human and divine), spaces (the tomb, Gorakhtila, dharmshalas), and circulating discourses, 

practices, objects, and, of course, documents. In a way similar to Surya’s reflective coordination 

of Nath and Sanatani histories, practices, etc., Moti Ram reflectively coordinated what he 

referred to as his central commitment to Gogaji with various religio-cultural iterables notable in 

contemporary Sanatani worship, history-writing, and seva-vikas projects. Hence the concern with 

cow seva, Sanskrit, Vedic and other scriptural publicizing programs, a paternal care for “widows 

and abandoned women,” recitations of the Bhagavata purana, protection of heritage temples and 

the Sanatan Dharm, and pilgrimages to the Kumbh Mela and the Char Dham (Gangotri, 

Yamunotri, Badrinath, and Kedarnath). These elements, of course, resonated not only with those 

reassembled by Surya and the Bagar Seva Samiti into their vision of the Sanatan Nath Dharm, 

but also with those like the Dhuna Trust and Sharmas—when they spoke of the Hindu nation and 

Gogaji’s self-sacrifice protecting this heterogeneous material from Muslim invaders. The 

important point I want to make here, though, concerns the role of bureaucratic forms and Shyam 

Lal’s expertise in the spread of these seva-vikas concerns, from one trust charter to the next. 

 At least with respects to the lists of objectives, the charter is also a trust’s self-

description. In an institutionally competitive environment (one way to consider the process of 

applying for a public trust’s state recognition), documentary self-descriptions will count for 
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much.127 Strathern, describing another context, writes the following of institutions and their 

documentary self-descriptions: 

 
[…] coerced into giving such descriptions, they also force their descriptions of 
themselves on others. But […] they have to persuade others it is ‘themselves’ they are 
describing [original emphasis]. They have to create the conditions of trust [my emphasis] 
under which their representations will hold conviction. (Strathern 2006: 189) 

 

While I do not agree with this conflation of persuasion and trust, here I want to draw attention to 

a few simple parallels between these sentences and one from the first chapter of Butler’s Giving 

an Account of Oneself (2005). Butler, of course, considers the conditions, constraints, and ethics 

of interlocutory, face-to-face self-accounting, but she also begins from the position that one only 

accounts for oneself when “interpellated” and made to do so by another (ibid: 12-14). While the 

workings of recognition, the traversals of the subject, and the relations between morality and 

norms most interest her, I want to pick out one quote that compliments that of Strathern, and 

foreshadows my use of Derrida’s archivization: 

 
Giving an account [of oneself] thus takes a narrative form, which not only depends upon 
the ability to relay a set of sequential events with plausible transitions but also draws 
upon narrative voice and authority, being directed toward an audience with the aim of 
persuasion. (Butler 2005: 12; my emphasis) 
 

It is unsurprising that, as part of its application for state recognition, Moti Ram’s trust should be 

required (“coerced,” in Strathern’s words; emergent according to a set of Foucauldian norms, for 

Butler) to give an account of itself. What is fascinating—but again unsurprising given the history 

of the Devasthan Department and secularism in India—is that citing the Sanatani iterables 

                                                
127 Strathern writes that British audit culture “belongs to a pond where institutions jostle for recognition in an 
information and communications soup of logos and websites,” and it is particularly in the “way that they describe 
themselves that organizations demand attention” (2006: 189). Moti Ram, Surya, and Samundar Nath were clearly 
not involved in this type of electronic competition, however. 
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circulating in north India, and perhaps suggested to vidhan authors by someone like Shyam Lal, 

did work to persuade the Devasthan Office that the Rajput Dharmshala Seva Samiti was 

describing itself in the charter. Moti Ram had thereafter taken to “forc[ing] [this] description[] 

[…] on others,” and “creat[ing] the conditions of trust under which [his] representations will 

hold conviction” (Strathern 2006: 189; my emphasis). This, I argue, is the work of fund-raising 

and, in part, seva-vikas.  In terms of the quote from Butler, we already know that there is no 

narrative to read in the trust’s charter, but I want to détourne her emphasis on the dual 

dependence of narrative: on the capacity of narrative a) “to relay a set of sequential events”; and 

b) too draw upon “authority, being directed toward an audience with the aim of persuasion” 

(Butler 2005: 12; my emphases).  

 The charter of the Rajput Dharmshala Seva Samiti works somewhat in the manner of the 

arkh , which resembles Butler’s words at least in its two senses of order (“sequential events” 

and “authority”): On the one hand, it commences a collective set of seva-specific endeavors in 

Gogameri and a few other places; on the other hand, it codifies the trust’s bylaws.128 Once Moti 

Ram’s application for his trust’s recognition was accepted, this charter was archived in the 

Bikaner Office of the Devasthan Department, whence officials initiated a process of regulating 

the trust according to their readings of the 1959 Act, 1962 Rules, and the trust’s file (which now 

included the charter).129 In that sense, Samundar Nath was not too far off the mark when he 

spoke of his charter as a state mandate: Both his and Moti Ram’s had joined the mass of paper 

                                                
128 Like all concepts for Derrida, the word arkh  moves in two directions, here referring simultaneously to two 
principles that possess their own space and sense of order. On the one hand is the “physical, historical, or 
ontological principle,” a place of commencement and therefore a sequential order, while on the other is the 
“nomological principle” of the law, “this place from which order is given” (Derrida 1996: 1). 
129 Further in his genealogy of the term “archive,” Derrida writes that arkheion refers to a house, but also to the 
“residence of the superior magistrates, the archons, those who command (1996: 2). The political elites stored all 
public documents in their homes, and created and interpreted the law therefrom: “Entrusted to such archons, these 
documents in effect speak the law” (ibid). Legal documents, surmises Derrida, are stored in an archive that 
combines “the place and the law,” “the substrate and the authority,” and renders the relation between the two “at 
once visible and invisible” (ibid: 3). 
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through which bureaucracy creates associations between persons, objects, spaces, and 

institutions.130 

 Paper documents are not the only objects, nor state offices not the only sites, of archiving. 

Psychic “impressions” are also archived, which are not “so-called live or spontaneous memory 

(mneme or anamnesis), but rather a certain hypomnesic and prosthetic experience of the 

technical substrate” (Derrida 1996: 25). Although the psychic archive seems to be a thing of the 

past, Derrida claims it “should call into question the coming of a future,” “of a response, of a 

promise and of a responsibility for tomorrow” (ibid: 33-34, 36). I am, of course, unable to 

account for Moti Ram and Samundar Nath’s impressions of their charters at the moments these 

were archived and re-archived. What is clear, however, are two aftereffects of such impressions, 

tying the Devasthan bureaucratic archive to the psychic archives of each head trustee. 

 First, confirming Strathern’s arguments, I witnessed Moti Ram and Samundar Nath’s 

“emotional reactions to [their charters as] objects they produce[d]” (2006: 188). These men 

spoke of and quoted their charters passionately, often referencing the great deficiencies in 

Gogameri that their trusts were to address. In this way, the charters continued to affect 

impressions in these men, such that they could “hold up to [themselves] [their] amazement at 

what [they] might be capable of” doing (ibid). The only caveat, however, is that their amazement 

responded not only to their accomplishments, but also—and perhaps more importantly—to those 

of Gogaji. Second, Samundar Nath’s investment in his charter as a government mandate 

indicates the deep ethical and psychic investments one can make in documents, and in the 

responsibilities they institutionalize. Below, I show how Moti Ram clearly accepted his archived 

                                                
130 In his book on bureaucratic documents in Pakistan, Hull writes, “graphic artifacts are simultaneously constituted 
by and constitutive of broader associations (Latour 2005) of people, places, and other things” (Hull 2012: 18). 
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charter, in which he was psychically invested, actively seized upon as an ethical demand as a 

“response” and “promise” to Gogaji, and a “responsibility for tomorrow” (Derrida 1996: 36). 

 After they picked me up from the Delhi bus station, Moti Ram and his wife Kshama 

drove me to their house in Noida, situated on the outskirts of their village, which fell under the 

shade of the metropolis springing forth from the fields. Inside, we chatted over snacks and tea 

about Surya, whom I had just visited in Agra, and Shyam Lal and Jagdish’s failing health. 

Eventually, Kshama asked what I had learned from her husband. I began by recalling that Moti 

Ram, in the beginning, had experienced some miracle. The two of them jumped in immediately, 

and took turns narrating what I later came to think of as the “higher bid” in Moti Ram’s accounts 

of his seva project. The story went something as follows: 

 When their son, Om, was two-years-old—around 1991-92—Kshama called him in from 

outside and noticed that a small, infected wound had developed on his neck: This, too, without 

any accident of which to speak. This worried Kshama, and she kept an eye on him. To her 

surprise, the wound spread and grew larger as the day wore on, so she phoned Moti Ram at the 

factory, and he rushed home. They took Om to a good hospital in Delhi—which they could 

hardly afford at the time—but all the doctors concurred: With such an aggressive infection on 

such a dangerous part of the child’s body, there was little hope for survival. The infection could 

easily and quickly spread through the arteries to other parts of his body. Om was almost certain 

to die. While Om, Kshama, and their daughter stayed the night in the hospital, Moti Ram 

returned home, to cry and plead with a glossy picture of Gogaji his father kept in the house. After 

worshipping the glossy, he promised Gogaji that if he saved Om’s life, Moti Ram and his 

descendants would serve Gogaji and spread (prac r) his name for a thousand years to come. At 

that moment, a voice spoke to Moti Ram, assuring him that he, Gogaji, had heard the request and 
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promise, and that Moti Ram’s son would be spared.131 Moti Ram immediately called Kshama at 

the hospital and told her he was coming to bring them home. Gogaji did save Om’s life, they 

said, and he still has a large scar on his neck—an intimate, physical impression of the substrate 

of his father’s promise. It was an archive of the covenant into which Om was made to enter by 

his arche-father, Gogaji, and his father, Moti Ram, a promise on behalf of his descendants, 

before Om was able to sign his own name (cf. Derrida 1996: 20-23). This promise, both Moti 

Ram and Kshama emphasized, differed from most made to Gogaji. Rather offerings of shawls at 

his tomb, or gifts of money, this promise continued to guide what they called their “dharmshala 

mission,” which was the family name for what I call their seva-vikas project. If this promise 

resulted (and is instigated processually) in the Singh’s multiple inscriptions (trust documents, 

Om’s scar, Moti Ram and Kshama’s psychic investments), however, they why did this appear 

nowhere in the trust charter?  

 Derrida writes that Freud’s thesis of the archive is “cleft, divided, contradictory” (1996: 

89). In each of his three theses on the Freudian archive, Derrida shows how Freud’s two 

interpretative tendencies contradict one another, with the “higher bid”—the analytical habit 

infected with “archive fever”—rendering the other impossible (ibid: 91-95). By “archive fever,” 

Derrida refers to a “painful desire for a return to the authentic and singular origin” (ibid: 8). But, 

 
[…] to be en mal d’archive can mean something else than to suffer from a sickness […]. 
It is to burn with passion. It is never to rest, interminably, from searching for the archive 
right where it slips away. [….] It is to have a compulsive, repetitive, and nostalgic desire 
for the archive, […] a homesickness, a nostalgia for return to the most archaic place of 
absolute commencement. (Derrida 1996: 91) 
 

                                                
131 Moti Ram occasionally held conversations with an immaterial but auditable Gogaji. Unlike Madhu (in Ch. 3, who 
meditated in order to convene with Gogaji), though, he emphasized that he had no control over such situations, he is 
unable to summon Gogaji. “It’s all up to Baba,” he said, “it’s all his marzi,” whatever he wishes. 
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Moti Ram’s “place of absolute commencement,” I want to say, is the moment of divine 

intervention; or even before that, of the promise of 1,000 years of seva and pracar, followed by 

Gogaji’s audible answer and miraculous response. When he explained his seva-vikas project in 

Gogameri, Moti Ram mostly spok from a place of para-ethnographic knowledge, of the 

disparities between this god’s miraculous power and grace, and the appalling infrastructural 

conditions of the Gogameri pilgrimage. In private, though, or in more intimate public settings, 

Moti Ram’s archive fever took over, and he likened every one of his actions over the past twelve 

years to intentional acts of fulfilling a promise. The difference between Moti Ram and Freud, 

clearly enough, is that Moti Ram erected no scientific apparatus, so his higher bid—the 

passionate invocation of an archived family trauma, promise, and divine miracle and 

interlocution—absolutely does not cancel out our his para-ethnographic descriptions of his seva 

project: The two work in tandem, in different language-games, to remind himself and reiterate 

his devotional-ethical duties. 

 To return to the charter, though, a textualist may want to read into the eleven objectives 

choices either based in Moti Ram’s para-ethnographic adventures, or intended as affirmations of 

the promise. Wanting to do this would not be wrong, but the fact of the matter is that neither 

para-ethnography nor intimate promise appears in the charter. Similar to Riles’ (2000, 2006b) 

consideration of what was “bracketed out” of the UN Document on Women produced at the 

Beijing Conference in 1995, Derrida speaks of an “archiviolithic force” at play at every instant of 

archivization: an unconscious and hidden death drive working to destroy the archived event and 

the archive itself (1996: 10-11). In other words, the bureaucratic will to written knowledge—

about which we have heard so much is South Asian studies (Cohn 1987, Gupta 2012, Hull 

2010)—has a definite limit, beyond which certain experiences and knowledge may refuse to be 
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written. I ended chapter two by noting Surya’s disinclination to explain his leadership of trust 

efforts in conjunction with his own receipt of Gogaji’s healing touch. Like him, Moti Ram’s 

higher bid was omitted from the trust’s documentation. One of the effects of the trust form, of 

the seva-vikas projects, and of Devasthan regulation, was thus to streamline these miraculous 

encounters, bracketing them out of bureaucratic writing. When I conceive of the devotional 

possibilities stranger pilgrims found in the bureaucratic modes of seva-vikas, then, I do so with 

the understanding that these were not unlimited. They were, rather, shaped by the propriety of 

state regulation, and the freedom to keep private, emotive experiences from public record. 

 In this section, I analyzed different processes of documentary and psychic inscription in 

the list of objectives on Moti Ram’s trust charter. Moti Ram’s own archive fever pitted against 

each other two tendencies in his habits of representing his seva-vikas endeavors. On the one 

hand, Moti Ram proudly discussed his observational and small-scale networking tactics in 

Gogameri and Devasthan offices, which, taken together, I called his “para-ethnographic” 

knowledge practices. On the other hand, more intimate moments of conversation found him 

interpreting his documentary, networking, and building practices in light of an originary event 

and promise. By archive fever, I refer to his desire to explain his actions and documents in terms 

of an affection before the difference between experience, memory, archivable event, and 

archiving act. It is only happenstance that this experience-memory-archived-event involved a 

divine exchange of Om’s life for a promise. Even still, archivization always involves a death 

drive, an “archiviolithic force” that seeks to destroy the archive at the moment of archivization. 

In less esoteric terms, Moti Ram’s charter—as document rather than text—brackets out such 

experiences whether or not they serve as motivations for involvement with the Devasthan 

Department. Along the way, from the commencement of his promise to his involvement with the 
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law, the local micro-politics of Moti Ram’s efforts to make good on his promise in Noida also 

shaped the way he would proceed in Rajasthan, an issue to which I return in the sixth chapter. 

 

Conclusion: You Can’t Fold Framed Certificates. I opened this chapter with the image of 

stranger pilgrims arriving at formal meetings “strapped” with their files, in the manner of a hip-

holster. Later, when I was going back over my interview with Moti Ram and the corresponding 

photographs of his file’s component documents, a memory of a softer, more personal attachment 

to one’s documents took precedence in my mind. When I had visited Moti Ram in Noida, he and 

I escaped the heat and mosquitoes in his bedroom, watching professional wrestling on TV, while 

his wife, daughter, and daughter-in-law napped and gossiped in another bedroom. When Moti 

Ram slipped out to consult Kshama about dinner, I perused my surroundings. On the back wall, 

above the bed, hung three framed images. In the middle was the largest, a photograph of Moti 

Ram’s deceased father, around which a respectful and devotional mala had been draped. This 

gesture of tending to an icon—a postmortem form of intimate, family seva—can call to mind the 

memories of the deceased, a citable gesture, therefore, in Benjamin’s use of Brecht’s term 

(Benjamin 1969: 121-22, 129, 137, 151; Bensmaïa 1986: xi-xii). This was an act of devotion, but 

also an intentional mechanism of “voluntary memory” (Benjamin 1969: 158), which is more 

ethical, if at times less affective, than its “involuntary” counterpart. To the left of this decorated 

image of the dead father hung a photo of Moti Ram and Kshama, all dolled up, from their 

wedding day. This photo would hold within it other memories, archived events, investments, and 

ethical responsibilities. Finally, to the right was affixed the original certificate of registration 

(pram -patra) that the Assistant Devasthan Commissioner had signed, thereby legally 

recognizing the Rajput Dharmshala Seva Samiti, and its right (under the Apna Dham, Apna 
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Kam, Apna Nam plan), now, to apply for a plot of Gogaji’s land, atop which to build the long-

longed-for dharmshala. Framed and attached to the wall above the pillow upon which he and his 

wife lay their weary heads night after night, were these three graphic images: emotionally and 

reminiscentially evocative objects of serious devotional, psychic, and ethical investment. These 

framed prints captured archived events of great importance: the life and death of a beloved 

father, the marriage to a life partner, and the conclusion to an ulcer-inducing project to jump 

through bureaucratic hoops after wakeful nights, unhealthy meals, and long bus journeys. I 

suspect this was Moti Ram’s wall of pride, each framed glossy capable, at varying times, of 

evoking a vast range of memory and affect, and reminding Moti Ram of his central ethical 

responsibilities—first thing in the morning, and the last thing before he sleeps.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.4.  Certificate of Registration 
 

The Office of the Assistant Commissioner, Devasthan Department, Constituent District of Bikaner 
Government of Rajasthan 

 
[Seal of India] 

 

* Certificate of Proof * 
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  By means of this [document] it is certified that the below-named public trust has been registered on this day 
with the Assistant Commissioner of the Devasthan Department’s Constituent District of Bikaner, in the Bikaner Office, under the 
legal authority of the 1949 Rajasthan Public Trust Act of 1949 (the 42nd of 1949): — 
Name of the Public Trust___________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The Public Trust’s Number in the Register: —  
The Certificate of Proof was issued to………………………………………………………………………… 
It was given through my signature on today, the …… day of the month of … in the samvat year 20       . 
 
 

Signature…………………………… 
Day…………………………………. 

 

 In section two, this chapter explored the legal bases of the application form for a 

registered trust. The format of this document, Form Number 6, and the legislation in accordance 

with which it was drawn up, engage temporality in surprising ways. With the Rajasthan Public 

Trust Act of 1959 legalizing future potentialities, some of these realized in the Rajasthan Public 

Trust Rules of 1962 (which likewise referred backwards to the Act in order to formalize Form 

Number 6 in the future), but more, after the 2005-06 announcement of Apna Dham, Apna Kam, 

Apna Nam program. Form 6 itself connects to its outside in many ways: an exergue cites past 

laws in order to set the tone and order for the future of the text. Item one looks ahead to the 

investigation and public call for objections to the trust, and the time this took took its toll on 

Moti Ram’s psyche and body. Items five and six, finally, call for supplemental documents 

attesting to the financial accountability of the trust. I argued, in brief, that all of these 

temporalities and connections to the outsides emerged from a rhythmic relationship that I was 

slow to illustrate between printed and psychic inscriptions.  

 In section three, I proposed that Moti Ram acquired skill in his dealings with Devasthan 

bureaucracy and documents, and in the field of seva-vikas in Gogameri, through several stages of 

research. The first round of participant-observation resulted in Moti Ram’s conviction that he 

needed to work alone to wade through much of bureaucratic backlog and village micro-politics. 

Within this paradigm of isolated endeavors, he learned through personal connections to two men 
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who were knowledgeable about Devasthan formalities as well as prestigious forms of seva-vikas 

and Sanatani iterables likely to be persuasive under Devasthan review—men with similar 

sensibilities and work ethics which Moti Ram respected. This para-ethnography worked against 

his claims to sole pursuit of his dharmshala mission, but not detrimentally. For, it aided his 

knowledge practices and seva-vikas project, leading up to and moving beyond his production of 

a “charter” which the Assistant Commissioner accepted. His para-ethnography in Devasthan 

Offices required more of him, both physically and emotionally, but he saw the process through to 

the end.  

 In the third section, I returned to one of Moti Ram’s documents, the trust charter, which I 

explored vis-à-vis the chains of knowledge that Moti Ram accessed through his para-

ethnographic work. There, I pointed to the interface of a global culture of good governance 

emphasizing institutional accountability and transparency, with a contemporary set of circulating 

iterables often associated with Sanatan Dharm. In the charter, Moti Ram reflectively coordinated 

his objectives with his primary investment in performing a thousand-years of seva-vikas on 

Gogaji’s land—a coordination that Shyam Lal and Jagdish affirmed themselves, and knew to be 

persuasive at the Bikaner Office. Against this kind of account for the trust’s future, I motioned 

toward Moti Ram’s “higher bid,” a passionate desire to interpret all his tenacious efforts 

according to an originary moment prior to the difference between experience, memory, and 

archivization. His affective and ethical investment in this kind of explanation connected to a 

promise he made to a divine being, not only on his behalf but also that of his descendants for the 

next thousand years. If this higher bid contradicted his para-ethnographic explanations of his 

endeavors in the seva-vikas project, it does so only to a small degree. In fact, it gave these 

explanations more weight, a more serious tone, and a sense of urgency born of the archived past 
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propelling him into the future: into the to-come, an event or series of events that would offer 

opportunities to fulfill his contract in line with his para-ethnographic knowledge. 

 To return to the decorated wall above Moti Ram’s most intimate space of rest and family 

is to confront in a powerful way the psychic and ethical convictions that routine bureaucratic 

documents can hold for those to whom they are addressed or whom they concern (given 

felicitous conditions, such as Moti Ram encountered). The memories and archived achievements 

framed and hung on the wall do not unfold in the manner of a parable on the law, but evoke 

previous unfoldings of other kinds: In the middle frame, learning to become a good man through 

the unfolding of the words and actions of the father in the middle. In the left frame, learning to 

love, to live and work as a team with Kshama through the unfolding of domestic and intimate 

life. Archived in the hung certificate to the right, then, was the unfolding of his learning to serve, 

tend to, and improve the qualities of life for Gogaji’s pilgrims, itself a form of seva to Gogaji; 

and learning through research—to experience, observe, question, and reflection. And if 

university mission statements entail the university’s “amazement” at what it can do, then Moti 

Ram certainly deserves, given everything, to hang above his marital bed “a picture that shows 

how impressed [he is] with [what he can achieve with Gogaji and a few others’ help]” (Strathern 

2006: 188). 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE GREAT WALLS OF GORAKHTILA: PRIVATE SEVA-VIKAS,  

THE NEW HINDU RIGHT, AND THE ABBOT’S ABSENCE  

 

 Introduction.  On 12 October 2006, a month after Vasundhara Raje Scindia (then the Chief 

Minister and head of the BJP in Rajasthan) visited Gogameri for the first time, the Dhuna Trust 

threw a public celebration to dispatch a truck carrying flood-relief supplies to Barmer District 

(on the other side of the state). Apparently, this had been in the works since Ms. Raje’s 

administrative pilgrimage to Gogameri, when the District Collector vowed publicly to organize 

and filter state aid and private donations into Barmer through the “Chief Minister’s Relief Fund.” 

Set to join many others, this particular truck transported goods with a total value of 

approximately Rs. 150,000. Mahant Rupnath and such invited guests as the Gogameri sarpanch, 

the Assistant District Collector of Hanumangarh, and the sub-division officer made speeches 

linking social services (sev ) to the “religious culture of India,” the “principles of the Nath 

Sampraday,” and the personalities of Gorakhnath, Gogaji, and Rupnath himself. The “most 

elevated dharm” for Naths, Rupnath reportedly told the audience, consists in “offering seva to a 

suffering humanity”—a sentiment he shared with the Chief Minister.132 

This was not the only truck lauded in Gorakhtila’s two fortnightly newspapers that year. 

Another was dubbed “the harmony chariot,” invoking the royal-military vehicles of king-gods 

like Lord Ram. This truck departed Gorakhtila with approximately 125 participants in the 

“Bicycle Procession for Social Harmony” led by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (“National 

Volunteer Organization”), the grassroots cultural wing of the organized Hindu Right. Gogameri 

Times described the truck’s make-over into “a field of attraction” ( kar a  k  kendra): 
                                                
132 Gogameri Times. “P it m navt  k  sev  h  sacc  dharm:  M .” Year 1, Issue 10 (9 Nov. 2006): 4. 
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The chariot was decorated with beautiful pictures of Guruji [i.e. the second leader of the 
RSS, Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar] and the other masters (mah puru ). Songs of 
patriotism (r r-bhakti) and harmony, bhajans, and the motivational, awakening, and 
programmatic sayings of the masters sounded over the loudspeaker affixed to the 
chariot.133 

 

Beyond these politico-aesthetic qualities, the truck also carried the “leader of the procession and 

Sangh officials,” from where they could “guide volunteers” along the route to Jodhpur, stash 

cyclists’ luggage, and offer seats to those whose bicycles would break down. At the ritualized 

send-off for this truck, which resembled that of the prior celebration, Rupnath and state officials 

identified “seva to the suffering” and a campaign for “social harmony” as central components of 

the “tradition” (parampar ) inaugurated by Gorakhnath. Rupnath, Gorakhtila, and the RSS, 

speakers announced, “are fostering this parampara today.” 

 Reflecting on recent history, one could read these trucks metonymically to represent 

significant transformations in the Hindu Right’s strategies of mobilization. The Harmony 

Chariot, for example, conjures images of the RSS and BJP’s 1990 procession from Somnath to 

Ayodhya (Davis 1996). Led by the BJP leader, L. K. Advani, to collect bricks for the 

Ramjanmabhumi temple, this chariot could stand in for the anti-Muslim Hindutva campaigns 

from the 1980s to the early 2000s.134 The truck carrying flood-relief supplies, conversely, 

motions toward a growing rural-based strategy of the organized Hindu Right. In an effort to 

drum up electoral support for the BJP among poor and lower-caste communities (but without 

alienating its upper-caste, socioeconomically elite, core voter base), Sangh-affiliated service 

organizations increasingly offer socioeconomic seva to disadvantaged communities—with no 

obvious strings attached (Thacil 2011, 2014). In addition to Gorakhtila’s contribution to this new 

                                                
133 Gogameri Times. “ kar an k  kendr: samrast  rath.” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1. 
134 As I write this, similar agitations and (what seems like) state-supported violence have reemerged in India: this 
time, targeting so-called “anti-national” students and intellectuals.  
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formation of Hindutva (or “Indian nationalism,” as Dhuna trustees called it), the trucks evoke the 

importance of travel at Gorakhtila. As a pilgrimage site, the temple obviously acted as a 

destination for travelers. Mahant Rupnath, moreover, took to the road often, something which 

pilgrims and local devotees largely understood via the discourse of itinerant s dh s. Rupnath 

owned several of his own vehicles for this purpose, but his travels were as likely to take him to 

government offices in Jaipur or the homes of wealthy donors in Delhi as they were to monastic 

conventions or other pilgrimage sites. Indeed, with his major responsibility for festival 

preparations over the summer, Rupnath was away from Gorakhtila for most of the remainder of 

the year, usually working to elicit funds and strategies, or form and maintain alliances, in the 

service of development at Gorakhtila. He was certainly aided in this by the Hindutva practice of 

social seva, for he re-problematized vik s, “development,” in conjunction with nationalist-

devotional imperatives “to serve”: the gods and goddesses, and their poorer devotees. On the one 

hand, a good deal of the manner in which he reconfigured service and development worked by 

design against the “conjoined and disjunctive genealogies” (Chakrabarty 2000) of the Gogameri 

pilgrimage. In other words, part of the Gorakhtila seva-vikas project worked to interpret away 

those ritual-aesthetic forms of the pilgrimage that many associated with Islam, the lower castes, 

and the provincial poor (see the introduction). As Latour (1993) and Keane (2007) might say, 

however, the Dhuna Trust’s efforts to “purify” the Gogameri pilgrimage of its muddied lines of 

descent could never succeed fully. For, on the other hand, the specific brand of seva-vikas at 

Gorakhtila drew as much from older Sikh modes of seva as it did from his Sangh affiliates: 

Rupnath invested in constructing massive, successive bha r s, or mess halls, in ways 

extensively modeled on the best-known mode of Sikh seva: communal, cross-caste dining after 

worship at the Gurdwara.135 
                                                
135 For a theological explanation of the role played by each of the ten Sikh gurus in elaborating the importance of 
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 Now, Rupnath’s travels present two other conundrums I explore in this chapter. First, 

stranger pilgrims and pilgrimage technicians defined Gorakhtila as “private,” by which they 

meant “nongovernmental,” in contradistinction to the “state-run” (sark r ) tomb of Gogaji. Many 

of the alliances through which Rupnath pursued seva-vikas, however, were those with state 

actors and non-electoral political figures: hence, Ms. Raje and the RSS.136 I therefore reflect 

ethnographically on what exactly the phrase “private seva-vikas” could mean, and how this 

might contribute to a more robust understanding of contemporary Hinduism, development, and 

governance in India. Second, as all of this alliance building and fundraising diverted Rupnath’s 

attention from the temple itself, I ask how Rupnath organized the daily life of Gorakhtila from 

afar, and what sorts of effects his absence had on his disciples. Elaborating an argument from 

chapter two, I explore the overlaps and contrasts between Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust’s 

managerial practices, on the one hand, and the socio-material workings of government offices in 

South Asia, on the other. I thereby show how one of the more “local” concerns of the abbot and 

temple board was what they understood to be good temple governance, with consequences for 

devotees and pilgrims’ encounters with Rupnath’s absence and presence. I also describe the sorts 

of political-institutional and personal avenues through which the Dhuna Trust came to enunciate 

its seva-vikas projects. To that end, I characterize what I see as the affectivity of the Dhuna Trust 

to those higher-profile political actors with whom and which Rupnath and other trustees sought 

to cultivate associations. It was through this affectivity, I argue, that the Dhuna Trust expanded 

and sharpened its repertoire of seva-vikas concerns to include many of those of its affiliates—but 

neither automatically, nor without the Dhuna Trust inhabiting these in its own ways. Given the 

associations of the Dhuna Trust to BJP politicians and the RSS, and the right-leaning import of 

                                                                                                                                                       
la gar, communal dining after Gurdwara worship, see Singh (1994). 
136 I refer to the RSS as a “non-electoral political” agency because the organization disavows electoral politics, but 
simultaneously works through grassroots tactics to organize socio-political and religio-cultural agitations. 
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its projects, finally, it is tempting to analyze Gorakhtila seva-vikas in terms of Hindu 

nationalism. As I illustrate, though, objectified senses of collective belonging other than “the 

nation” oriented the Gorakhtila seva-vikas project: the Nath Sampraday, Gogameri pilgrimage 

public, and locale (b ga , “Rajasthan,” etc.). I thus argue, instead of nationalism, it may be more 

accurate to speak of the Dhuna Trust in connection to “the Hindu Right,” a less specific grouping 

that would include Hindu nationalists without centering on the nation. In that case, ethnography 

might grasp the mutual import of the devotional sensibilities of socially conservative Hindu 

devotees, and the sociopolitical sensibilities of Hindu nationalists—without positing a direct 

relationship. Before arguing this, I begin with Rupnath’s absence from Gorakhtila. 

 

The Puzzling Rhythms of Rupnath’s Absence. I often overheard the monastic pujaris and 

Gorakhtila sevaks explain Rupnath’s absence to pilgrims in ways that drew on the image of 

itinerant sadhus, perpetually on pilgrimage: “Oh, he’s away with his jam t in Hardwar,” “at 

another ashram he built,” or “meeting with other sadhus.” Samundarnath and his ascetic sister-

in-law, on the other hand, operated a dharmshala in Gogameri with the express purpose of 

tending to renouncers and monastics, but spoke disparagingly of Rupnath and Gorakhtila. With 

this in mind, I once asked Samundarnath why he thought so poorly of the mahant, him being the 

premier living monk in Gogameri. “There are never any sadhus at Gorakhtila,” he snapped back 

at me. “They call it a er  (resting place for itinerant ascetics); but how can it be a dera without 

any sadhus?” It was true, I discovered early in my 2013 fieldwork: Rupnath spend far more of 

his days outside of the village than he did inside. During the summer of 2010, in contrast, I saw 

the abbot nearly every day, for it was over the summer that pilgrimage technicians worked most 

diligently to prepare for the coming faithful. Although most people acquainted with the daily and 
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cyclical rhythms of temple life at Gorakhtila were aware of the great developmental utility of 

Rupnath’s residential patterns, the tone of individual assessments varied drastically. With 

Samundarnath representing one pole along a virtual spectrum, the opposite end would be peopled 

by those like Joshini Devi Kumar and “Dr. Dev” Kumar, both of whom were lay initiates of 

Gorakhtila abbots—and Joshini Devi, the Dhuna Trust’s secretary.  

When I met Dr. Dev and then Joshini Devi and her family at their homes in Delhi, both 

spoke to me supportively about their guru’s travels. They both also seemed to derive a certain 

satisfaction relating how Rupnath enjoyed short-term sojourns with them in Delhi. Their 

affirmations of Rupnath’s time away from Gorakhtila diverged, however. Joshini Devi originally 

received lay initiation from mahant Dhyannath, Rupnath’s immediate predecessor and guru-

brother. Given the enormous shifts in temple administration, she said—from Dhyannath’s focus 

on devotion and ritual to Rupnath’s subsequent forays into social service, construction projects, 

and cow protection—it had taken Joshini Devi a few years to grow accustomed to her new 

guru.137 When she finally did, it was through Rupnath’s young disciple, Krishnanath (an 

adolescent monk and then monastic college student when I knew him in 2010 and 2013), with 

whom Joshini Devi and her family felt a deep, almost familial bond.138 After he enrolled in an 

Agra university, the Kumars began to host Rupnath and Krishnanath at their home over long-

weekend breaks in the junior sadhu’s semesters: Without time enough for Krishnanath to return 

to Gorakhtila over such holidays, the Kumar household served as a convenient meeting point 

where they could catch up and relax in an environment characterized by a family devotion highly 

                                                
137 See D. Gold (2015: 188-248) for a study of how Hindu disciples of a religious guru in Gwalior dealt variously 
with the master’s passing and the succession of his son to the office, as well as the emergence of spin-off lineages. 
138 After Krishnanath’s biological parents offered him to the Gorakhtila dhuna as a toddler, Rupnath adopted him 
legally. He subsequently raised Krishnanth, the latter explained to me, to become the sort of intellectual monk 
Rupnath hadn’t the opportunity to be himself. 
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attuned to the imperatives of monasticism. Joshini Devi and her husband, for their part, 

considered making their home available in this way an important form of guru-seva.  

 Dr. Dev, on the other hand, had not known Dhyannath. His relationship to Gorakhtila 

began early in Rupnath’s career as mahant. Upon his first pilgrimage there, Dr. Dev prayed at 

the Ancient Dhuna and bathed in the Goraksh-Ganga pond. Gorakhnath, in turn, miraculously 

cured this medical professional of a rather hopeless illness. Thereafter, through frequent detours 

to Gorakhtila, the good doctor became acquainted with the abbot. The two men discovered they 

shared many interests (as well as personality traits), and became something like friends. In the 

meantime, Dr. Dev came both to participate enthusiastically in many of the Dhuna Trust’s 

activities, and to acquire some notoriety in his neighborhood in Delhi for what I might call a 

hyper-enrollment in the greater Gorakhtila temple public. For example, he had the Delhi 

municipal government rename his gully, “Baba Gorakshanath Avenue.” The family home, 

furthermore, doubled as his medical practice and was itself named “Baba’s Grace Clinic.” (On 

the inside wall just above the exit, one reads in English: “I treat symptoms. Only Baba cures!”) 

Originally the entire ground floor, Dr. Dev had reduced the clinic in size by two-thirds and 

converted the remainder into a Gorakhnath temple modeled aesthetically after Gorakhtila 

(particularly the Ancient Dhuna); and it was a source of pride for Dr. Dev that Rupnath had 

performed the prati h  (temple inauguration broadly, and “enlivening” of murtis in particular). 

With such interests as “spreading recognition of the [Gorakh] Tila-v l  dh ,” it was little 

surprise that Dr. Dev worked several times a year in tandem with Rupnath to organize public 

ritual events starring Rupnath in and around Delhi. To that end, Dr. Dev boasted, Rupnath spent 

much of his time in Delhi held up in the family home, during which “mahantj  (i.e. Rupnath) 

leads arti” in the downstairs temple. While Samundarnath, Joshini Devi, and Dr. Dev were all 
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connected to Gogameri primarily (or at least initially and on the level of explicit discourse) 

through their valorizations of monasticism or specific monks, their varying expectations of 

proper monasticism placed their assessments of Rupnath’s absences from Gorakhtila at odds. 

Familiar, first-time, and casual pilgrims, on the other hand, experienced and dealt with such 

absences in myriad ways.139 As things stood, many pilgrims found the Gorakhtila staff quite 

suited to meet their devotional needs, and often more so than the three priestly groups of the 

Gogameri tomb. 

As the Gorakhtila managerial board, the Dhuna Trust planned and oversaw not only the 

seva-vikas projects, but also the daily operations of the temple itself. Unlike Gogaji’s tomb 

(where competition drew multiple representatives of each hieratic collective on any given day), 

there were only two pujaris at Gorakhtila, both monastic disciples of Rupnath. The senior 

Mohannath led morning and evening arti, and the junior Himalnath was assigned to the Ancient 

Dhuna. In addition to the monks, Gorakhtila was home to approximately ten to fifteen “staffers” 

(karmc r ): adolescent males who generally migrated from northeastern parts of India in search 

of work, rather than devotion.140 The Dhuna Trust payed each staff member Rs. 200/day and 

provided room and board, toiletries, bidis and chewing tobacco, etc. (most of which pilgrims 

donated in bundles at the bha r  for this purpose). Structurally in between the monastic 

pujaris and “Bihari” kitchen staff, then, were sevaks. Most generally, sevaks like Ratan and 

Parsu—whom we shall meet below—worked behind the desks adjacent to worship halls, 

receiving donations and cutting receipts. These receipts included blank spaces where sevaks 

                                                
139 A thorough rhythm-analytic study of Gorakhtila would begin to tease out what sorts of differences characterized 
pilgrims’ sensory encounters at Gorakhtila a) under Rupnath’s more routinely present predecessors, b) when 
Rupnath was away, and c) when he was in town. (However, in that case one must be careful about the quasi-
statistical results this may provide). 
140 Most everyone in Gorakhtila half-jokingly, half-seriously referred to these young men as “Biharis,” though when 
pressed my sevak friends admitted that most of them were probably not from Bihar. 
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wrote the donor’s name, amount given, and intended purpose (feasts for sadhus, langar for 

pilgrims, fodder for the gau l , etc.). Parsu or Ratan would return one copy to the donor-

pilgrim, and another copy they kept for the Trust’s records. These went to the Dhuna Trust’s full-

time accountant, a local man from nearby Ramgarh who had worked previously in state banks 

and private businesses alike. If a donation was given to the sevak in front of the arti hall, 

furthermore, the donation was then announced via microphone over the temple’s loudspeakers. 

Like the recent ban on the sale of temple donations in kind (see the introduction), this system 

was an innovation that Rupnath instituted in the mid-2000’s, after the pilgrimage festival and 

temple income grew dramatically in size. This policy also followed the Devasthan revenue 

scandal, and presents an instance of the sort of temple-financial responsibility for which Rupnath 

and his delegates so frequently pressed. Hence, one function that sevaks served consisted in the 

quotidian practice of good temple governance, with the receipt serving as both an inscriptional 

practice of such governance and a “sociomaterial” mediator between the donor, Gorakhnath, and 

the development of the pilgrimage infrastructure (cf. Hull 2012: 80-84). 

 My analysis below tries to conceive of the affectivity of the Dhuna Trust’s repertoire of 

developmental concerns to those of the government actors and religio-political organizations 

with which it was aligned. Seva-vikas concerns were not the only objects of such exchanges, 

however. Another practice Rupnath learned from the state, I want to argue, was managerial in 

nature. While this begins to form part of my answer to the quandary of his ability to manage 

daily temple life from afar, it also had consequences for pilgrims—even when Rupnath was in 

town. In chapter two, I proposed that one of Surya’s skills as guru and director of the Bagar Seva 

Samiti related to the managerial talents he acquired as a bureaucrat with the U.P. Department of 

Forestry. Here, conversely, I consider the notion that Rupnath utilized a set of practices he 
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picked up para-ethnographically from the other side of the bureaucratic encounter: the citizen’s 

experience of government offices. If I am correct, then the puzzles that his behavior and absence 

posed to pilgrims in Gorakhtila might be explained in connection to certain overlaps between his 

everyday “governance” of Gorakhtila, and what anthropologists have told us of bureaucratic 

office practices in South Asia. In other words, I propose that Rupnath’s direction of the 

pilgrimage temple conjoined the discourses, practices, and materiality of Nath monasticism and 

seva-vikas with managerial practices translated from his encounters with the state. 

 Like government offices in Islamabad (Hull 2012: 66), the temple-floor of Gorakhtila 

was built to sequester pilgrims from Rupnath, who often spent his days there behind closed 

doors. Unlike government officials in Rupnath’s case pilgrims generally spoke of his yogic and 

meditational reasons for remaining offstage. 141 Just as citizens could nonetheless approach the 

Pakistani government directly through “face-to-face meetings and petitions” (ibid), so pilgrims 

routinely sought to rouse the abbot from what appeared to be ascetic layers. To do so, one spoke 

to sevaks, who in turn acted—like the personal assistants of government officers (though without 

a parchi)—as “acute judges of who[m] should be immediately admitted [to convene with 

Rupnath] with a quick introduction and who[m] should wait outside the door pending approval 

of the [abbot]” (ibid: 81).142 The following illustration, therefore, was in no way unique.  

                                                
141 The “material infrastructure” of government offices, writes Hull, like the city of Islamabad itself, “enact[s] a 
division between the official and the private” (2012: 66-67). This separation notwithstanding, Hull shows how “the 
private”—particularly the relational practices of gender, piety, class hierarchy, and hospitality—not only return like 
the repressed, but also “fuse […] in different ways” with official work (ibid: 67-8). The “most obvious examples” 
Hull gives include the use of company cars for personal errands and praying on the job (which resemble those tactics 
de Certeau calls “la perruque” [1984: 25]). 
142 Filled with information on the visitor and reason for the visit, the citizen-visitor gives the parchi (or “chit”) to 
office assistants upon arrival. The most successful chit, Hull proposes, is one written on behalf of the visitor by “a 
powerful individual recommending aid to the bearer” (ibid: 81). The least successful trip to government offices, on 
the other hand, are often those occasions “when visitors turn up empty handed, undocumented, and unendorsed and 
simply ask to see the officer” (ibid: 84).  
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An elderly gentleman accompanied by a middle aged monk paced around the inside of 

the temple one afternoon, very eager to speak with Rupnath. After a migrant kitchen employee 

directed them to Parsu Singh Shekhavati (a Gorakhtila sevak), the latter wondered whom he 

should tell Rupnath was here to see him. The old man then introduced himself by name and 

added that he was Rupnath’s “son.” Incredulous, Parsu laughed: The man was far too old for this 

to be true. Why speak in such terms? The older man explained that he and Rupnath were born 

and raised in the same village; together with the fact that Rupnath was “guruji,” this compelled 

him to “recognize (m nn ) Rupnath as [his] father.” Without commenting further but obviously 

suspicious of this man’s affected performance of acquaintance with the abbot, Parsu disappeared 

behind the kitchen. About ten minutes later, one of the kitchen-staffers brought out two blankets 

and a plastic chair and arranged them such that the worshippers could sit in a semi-circle in front 

of Rupnath, who would sit on the chair. More men joined the huddle in the meantime, and we 

learned that this was their first trip to Gogameri. The elderly man played familiar and said he 

could help, explaining where all to worship and what else there was in Gorakhtila by way of 

facilities. It was another twenty minutes before Rupnath emerged from his summer residence, 

fidgeting with his extra-large smartphone as he walked.  

 Rupnath sat atop the chair before the gathered men and asked the old man bluntly what 

he wanted, without the sort of greeting one might anticipate between co-villagers. As he listened 

to the man’s narration of a series of difficulties he had faced at several other monastic Nath 

temples, Rupnath did not seem particularly concerned. He squinted his eyes, shifted in the chair, 

and then began looking over his phone. The elderly gentleman’s report dragged on without 

connection to Gorakhtila, and Rupnath must have noticed a smudge on his phone’s screen, 

because he proceeded to wipe it with vigor. Eventually it did become clear that this monologue 
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bore on matters for the Dhuna Trust: This man and the monk with him served on a religious and 

charitable trust based in Rupnath’s natal village that planned to build a Gogaji temple there and 

dharmshala in Gogameri. They had approached other monasteries in search of an institutional 

partnership, he reported, which would bolster their bid for Devasthan recognition and Gogameri 

land. He now handed Rupnath three affidavits of support from the Gogameri Sharma pujaris as 

evidence that they were pursuing the project seriously. Rupnath put down his phone to accept the 

letters, but grew angry as he read them. He looked up and asked bluntly what this man wanted 

from Gorakhtila; the letters mentioned that the trust was on its way to acquiring all of the money 

needed to construct and run a dharmshala, part of which was a series of loans. “If you don’t have 

the money, then what can I do,” Rupnath asked rhetorically. The old man interrupted him—

“Listen to me. The Brahman pujaris have already written on my behalf. Read it and see for 

yourself!” “No, you listen to me,” fired back Rupnath. “I’m not connected to them. They’re 

pujaris, and so am I, but we sit at our respective sites. We have no relation whatsoever—they 

mean nothing to me!” Up to this point, Rupnath was responding to an aspect of the old man’s 

behavior that struck everyone else as indicating questionable intentions: He was carrying himself 

as an intimate of Rupnath, something which seemed presumptuous to the sevaks, workers, and 

Rupnath alike. Now, however, Rupnath switched gears to address the more fundamental question 

of the methods and propriety of seva-vikas projects. 

 
I’m not about to give you money or write you a letter of support, because you’ve taken 
loans for a portion of the money [required to construct a dharmshala] and you don’t have 
the rest. So how will you finish building it and pay back the loans? […] This isn’t a 
matter of greed or stinginess on my part. No, I’m not greedy; I’m happy to give money 
and support. But […] what will happen if your creditors seize the land and a half-built 
temple? They’ll knock down [the temple]. […] How will people feel then? Bring me 
official documents [… attesting to the fact] that you’re able to pay back your loans. Then 
I’ll help. […] You have to hold all of these documents whenever you build a dh rmik 
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sth n, whether a temple, gurdwara, mosque, or dharmshala […]. Otherwise they’ll knock 
it down and everyone will experience deep sorrow. 

 

Not only did this man seek an audience with one of the biggest authorities on Gogameri-related 

construction projects (cf. Hull 2012: 102-05), he also arrived with a monk and bearing 

documentation of the seriousness of his endeavors (ibid: 80-84). Rupnath nevertheless withheld 

aid both because of Parsu’s “astute judg[ment]” that something fishy was amiss, and in reference 

to his own dissatisfaction with the financial affairs of the trust. If Rupnath thus received visitors 

partly in the manner of a government office, though, then he did so in ways that drew on the 

discursive figure of the gruff Nath ascetic as well (D. Gold 1999). In other words, pilgrims could 

just as easily interpret his curt tones in recognizable sectarian terms. One might object to my 

characterization of the overlaps in Gorakhtila and government-office procedures, though, citing 

the reason for this man’s visit: Fundraising and a request for an affidavit of support may have 

elicited a more bureaucratic response, that is. What about pilgrims seeking devotional audiences? 

Immediately after he dismissed this duo, Rupnath asked who else among the small group 

of pilgrims had business (k m) to discuss. (He was already beckoned out of his sequestered inner 

quarters, so he might as well get these over with now.) A father from a village in Haryana and 

his twenty-something son stood up, touched Rupnath’s feet, and sat on the ground before him. 

The son explained that his sister suffered from occasional possessions, as well as more frequent 

behavioral problems and a meanness which they attributed to the possessing agent. When his 

father began to cry softly, the boy reported that he had brought the family to Gorakhtila after 

hearing from relatives of friends about the curative powers there. The boy’s mother took his 

sister to sleep off the bus journey at a dharmshala on the Devasthan festival grounds, while these 

men came to gather information. Rupnath responded with the command to bring his sister and 
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pray “at the dhuna with an open heart,” receive a tilak of ash, and offer ro  on Sunday 

morning.143 “Then she’ll be cured.” The son told Rupnath, they actually hoped he would 

administer a cure. “We don’t cure anything,” Rupnath answered, echoing the sign above the door 

at Dr. Dev’s clinic; “only Baba does—he’s the one who will cure her.” He paused, and then 

added that the family should light a lamp for Gorakhnath in their home, and have the afflicted 

young woman offer arti to Gorakhnath every morning and evening. In that case, “she’ll 

definitely be cured.” As the would-be dharmshala operator and his ascetic companion had done, 

the father and son arose, thanked Rupnath for his suggestions, touched his feet, and left. Rupnath 

now seemed taxed by these exchanges, and asked the sevaks to postpone the remaining micro-

meetings. After exchanging pleasantries and gossip with a bureaucrat from Bhadra, he then 

repaired to his chambers behind the drawing room.  

If my argument has any teeth, then we may proceed with the understanding that Rupnath 

operated the daily life of Gorakhtila from afar by means of a devotional-bureaucratic system of 

delegation. His celibate disciples led collective worship; his local lay disciples facilitated 

individual and small-group worship as well as documented donations; the accountant managed 

the temple and trust’s financial affairs; and the Dhuna Trust brainstormed and oversaw seva-

vikas endeavors.144 Given his and trustees’ serious allegations of the Devasthan Department’s 

fiscal corruption, Rupnath had to look elsewhere for a model of temple-administrative 

responsibility. With his proximity to state officials, I argue, Rupnath located this model in an 

ideal bureaucracy, and thus sought to enact (and improve) the managerial practices with which 

                                                
143 Many Nath temples feature a special weekly offering of rot, a thick, cakelike bread baked with dry fruits and 
certain objects connected to Nath asceticism (shreds of loincloth, dhuna ash, and the like). Said to be Gorakhnath’s 
favorite food, in many places rot offerings comprise a more direct petition often for miraculous vow-requests. 
144 The contractors and migrant construction workers periodically employed in temple building projects were never 
involved in the all-male, homo-social bonds that developed the monks, sevaks, and kitchen staff. From a perspective 
other than the one I have taken here, another project might have entailed analyzing how such bonds helped enable 
the long-distance leadership of Rupnath, who was close enough with these men to know whom to trust. 
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he came into contact at government offices.145 While this seemed undesirable to certain pilgrims, 

many others came to the temple less in search of a warm-and-fuzzy theological discourse than a 

fierce ascetic with cultivated yogic capabilities. In any event, Rupnath served just such a 

renouncer—Gorakhnath—and more often than not it was with him, rather than Rupnath, that 

pilgrims sought to convene.  

Of course, all of this begs the question of what exactly Rupnath did when he was away. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I show that his most locally advantageous enlistment efforts 

were directed higher in the ranks of authority than most pilgrims. In order to work on pilgrims’ 

behalves, many people estimated, he had to spend most of his time brushing shoulders with the 

powerful. It is therefore to two of his higher-profile, political alliances that I now turn. First, I 

describe and analyze the Gorakhtila newspapers’ coverage of the visit of Vasundhara Raje, then 

the Chief Minister of Rajasthan and head of the state’s BJP. I then read their reports on 

Gorakhtila’s partnership with the RSS. In both cases, I search for a new vocabulary with which 

to study the Hindu Right. To that end, I consider the possibility that Rupnath cultivated such 

alliances, in part, to help to Dhuna Trust identify and historically problematize the 

developmental “needs” of Gogameri pilgrims, which shaped their subsequent seva-vikas 

endeavors. By examining this kind of alliance building, I also attempt to bridge the gap between 

the mostly cultural studies of Hindu nationalism and recent work on the state, suggesting that a 

relatively unexplored archive for work on the Hindu Right lies in private-state partnerships 

beyond the realm of national electoral politics.  

 

                                                
145 As I show below, the Gorakhtila newspapers made appeals to politicians to come to Gogameri, “inspect” and 
“study” how the local administration organizes the festival, and then offer advice on how to improve the 
arrangements. I may not be overstepping my bounds, then, to propose that Dhuna trustees sought to enact the same 
operation in reverse. 
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The Dharmik Sovereignty of the Chief Minister. The Gorakhtila journalists’ enthusiastic 

descriptions of Vasundhara Raje’s 2006 administrative pilgrimage to Gogameri rotated along 

two axes of what I want to call dharmik sovereignty: On the one hand, the journalists dwelt on 

the Chief Minister’s great difference from everyone else in terms of capacity for seva-vikas: she 

could get things done.146 To refer back to Singh’s (2015) redeployment of Dumézil’s (1988) 

concept of sovereignty, it seems in this instance that Ms. Raje was known to turn the forceful, 

Varuna-tendency of sovereignty against itself: acting forcefully on the government in the interest 

of serving the citizenry with care. On the other hand, they depicted her as having acted 

devotionally in Gogameri in the manner of “an average believer”: she showed ritual deference to 

Gorakhnath, Gogaji, and Rupnath. This two-fold representation of Ms. Raje’s dharmik 

sovereignty neither originated in the Dhuna Trust’s publications, nor were these the only media 

through which I found it enunciated. Ram Singh, who was the chaukidar of the Gogameri 

Panorama-Museum in 2013, explained the “tourist” attraction’s state of near-dilapidation with 

reference to the recent regime change in the Rajasthan state government. 

 
Ashok Gehlot [… is] the Chief Minister of Rajasthan now that Congress is back in 
power. But he’s never even come [to the Gogameri tomb] for darshan. When he came [to 
Gogameri], he held a meeting in the school [adjacent to the festival grounds] but didn’t 
even turn up the road [to the tomb]. [… Conversely,] Vasundhara came and performed 
elaborate p j s at [the Goga-] Meri [tomb] and [Gorakh-] Tila [temple]. She is a true 
devotee, so she’ll fix the museum when the BJP returns [to power]. 

 

Ram Singh’s closest friend in Devasthan-administered Gogameri was the ill-tempered 

Samundarnath. As the reader may recall from the previous chapter, Samundar was a staunch 

                                                
146 A landlord of mine in Jaipur said in 2008 of the well-known allegations of Ms. Raje’s corruption that this worked 
in the BJP’s favor. Since the government was entirely corrupt, he proposed, the state needed someone who could use 
corruption against itself, as it were, to the ends of residents—all of which Vasundhara Raje was capable of doing. In 
Gogameri, conversely, I did not hear admissions of Ms. Raje’s corruption from her supporters. Hence, I shall have to 
account for their recognition of her effective governance in other ways.  
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supporter of the Congress Party in his home district of Delhi, of secular governance at the 

national level, and of the Chayals’ ritual leadership in Gogameri. I was taken aback when 

Samundar confirmed Ram’s suspicions of Gehlot’s extra-devotional motivations, for I found in 

Gogameri and its environs a rather straightforward sociology of votership. While religious 

affiliation (broadly conceived) did not dictate one’s position vis-à-vis hagiographic 

controversies, most people could guess one’s party affiliation with some accuracy knowing only 

one’s last name (i.e. caste): Congress supporters were located largely among the Scheduled 

Castes, and the middle and higher castes—regardless of religion—voted for the BJP. According 

to sociological stereotypes current in Gogameri, then, these men should not have held 

overlapping assessments of Party politics; but here they were in agreement regarding Ms. Raje’s 

religious proclivities and capacity to govern. This trans-party discourse may bring us closer to 

understanding the ubiquitous excitement over Ms. Raje’s public interest in Gogameri. For, in 

addition to problematizing stereotypes of caste-driven electoral support, it also indicates the 

shared criteria by which those in Gogameri pilgrim circles recognized dharmik sovereignty.  

 The dual axes of dharmik sovereignty appear most clearly in an article from Nath-panth. 

Indeed, the title of the article names one axis bluntly: “The Chief Minister maintained (nibh n ) 

the tradition (parampar ) of the faithful.”147 The “tradition” that Ms. Raje “maintained,” we read 

further, was that “of an average believer (ek m raddh l ).”148 Now, the remainder of this 

                                                
147 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne nibh : raddh luo  k  parampar .” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 1. 
148 Methodologically, scholars might object to the analytical use of “tradition” inasmuch as the temporality and 
sequence implied there runs the risk of reifying something that is in fact constituted time and again through practice 
(Bourdieu 1990; Bell 1992; Asad 1993). Others, particularly historians dealing with communities and instrituions 
which trace their descent and transmit teachings from teacher to student (D. Gold 1987; Blackburn 2003, 2012; Ho 
2006), have sought to grapple with the formation of multiform, trans-regional, trans-historical associations that 
today appear as settled “traditions.” Gold (1987: 79-104), for example, took pains to account for the literary, 
institutional, and experiential ways in which precolonial north Indian saint-poets and their subsequent followers 
imagined and created parampara-like links between themselves, their predecessors, and their contemporaries. The 
Gorakhtila journalists of the term parampara here, on the other hand, is more ambiguous—and, I propose, 
strategically so. By leaving oven the definition of the “tradition of an average believer,” the article invites a wider 
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article bars the sequence and historical depth that may accompany exclamations of “maintaining 

a tradition,” and certainly did accompany this phrase here. For, following her public worship at 

Gogaji’s tomb and an open forum in the village school on state-led development,149 Vasundhara 

Raje arrived at Gorakhtila (a 2-3 kilometer distance from the tomb and school) in a manner 

antithetical to how “an average believer” would, but which my interlocutors continued to 

reference excitedly during my fieldwork, seven years later. 

 
The Chief Minister arrived at Gorakhtila via helicopter, and the crowd dispersed [to 
follower her] inside. She first performed Guru Gorakhnath’s darshan. She maintained 
(nibh n ) parampar  as well[:] She prostrated before the Dhuna, asked for mahant 
Rupnath’s blessing by touching his feet, and prayed for the happiness of the state.150 

 

Clearly, our journalists are not proposing that a tradition exists of “average believers” who 

journey on pilgrimage by helicopter.151 Instead, the force of this article’s headline draws the 

reader’s attention to the juxtaposition of Ms. Raje’s position and capabilities, on the one hand, to 

her deferential behavior toward Gorakhnath and Rupnath, on the other: the two axes of dharmik 

sovereignty I identified above. Keeping these definitions in mind, allow me to explore the 

journalists’ descriptions of Vasundhara Raje’s visit in more detail.  

 As they emerge through the Gorakhtila newspapers, the ceremonies of hospitality the 

Dhuna Trust held for Ms. Raje resemble puja in certain ways: One served prestigious guests with 

                                                                                                                                                       
pilgrim audience to appreciate the Chief Minister’s faithful acts by imaginatively inhabiting the locus of average 
believer.  
149 Gogameri Times. “Gog me  me  mukhyamantr  Vasundhar  R je ne p j -arcn  k .” Year 1, Issue 6 (24 Sept. 
2006): 1. 
150 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne nibh : raddh luo  k  parampar .” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 1. 
151 Indeed, in their descriptions of her previous trip to Parlika, a village not far from Gogameri, they wrote how the 
Chief Minister’s arrival by helicopter “inspired awe among the villagers who gathered to welcome her.” (Nath-
panth. “Mukhyamantr  r mati Vasundhar  R je Gog me  ke nika  Parl k  g v me  pahu c : abh tp rv 
sv gat.” Year 1, Issue 1 [25 Jun. 2006]: 4.) 
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many of the same acts, poses, and objects involved in worship.152 In other words, there was a 

rough equivalence between the ritual-aesthetic forms of hospitable seva offered to gods, 

sovereigns, and high-profile affiliates. Responding to the trans-party discourse regarding the 

dharmik sovereignty of Ms. Raje, the sort of ritualized seva that Dhuna trustees offered her in 

fact materialized and re-mobilized this discourse, in turn. Together with the secretary, manager, 

legal consultants, and other Dhuna trustees, for instance, Rupnath met the Chief Minister in front 

of the elaborately decorated main entrance to Gorakhtila to welcome and guide her through 

worship.153 In line with their para-ethnographic descriptions of “the faithful” on pilgrimage, the 

Gorakhtila journalists listed off those of the Chief Minister’s individual ritual actions they found 

noteworthy, without elaboration or analysis. 

 
Worshipping at the holy Goraksh Dhuna, the Chief Minister wished for the state’s peace-
and-quiet, and its safety from natural disasters. [… She] became most spiritually 
infatuated (atyant tma mugdh) while worshipping Gorakshanath at the Ancient Dhuna. 
Mahant Rupnath told the Chief Minister of the Gorakshatila Dhuna’s ancient 
importance[;] of Guru Gorakshanath’s austerities, and how this Dhuna [has remained] 
conscious (sacetan) and perfected since then[;] and of [how Gorakhtila is] the ascetic 
throne of the Bhrithari Vairagy [denomination] within the Nath Sampraday.154 

 

After worshipping at the Nine Naths foyer and arti hall, one reads further, Ms. Raje “inspected” 

the construction projects underway (the old bhandara and Goraksh-Ganga pond), and was 

“overwhelmed with emotion upon seeing the developed compound and faculties.” Reading 

Gorakhtila publications such as these, one gets the feeling that “inspection” relates—poetically, 

at least—to an analogous, political type of darshan. If the correlation between devotional and 

political seva holds, then the faithful may desire to be recognized visually by the dharmik 

                                                
152 Of course, the same issue has been (correctly) argued in reverse to underscore the intimate and social ways some 
Hindus relate to adored deities (Eck 1981)—often through seva. I do not understand human-to-human or human-to-
divine ceremonial acts to have preceded the other causally, one way or another. 
153 Gogameri Times. “Gorak a l  me  mukhyamantr  ne m g  mannate .” Year 1, Issue 6 (24 Sept. 2006): 4. 
154 Nath-panth. “Mahant R pn th ne mukhyamantr  se v rt  kar jñ pan sau pe.” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 4. 
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sovereign, just as they may, by murtis. The Trust itself—the institution in addition to its 

constituent members, forms of knowledge, decision-making practices, etc.—here received the 

Chief Minister’s darshan in that sense: the discerning, caring gaze of a dharmik sovereign. I 

therefore argue that Ms. Raje’s dharmik sovereignty mainifested most of all not through her own 

capacity for action and religiosity per se but, rather, through the relational practices of citizen-

devotees, which performed both her dharmik sovereignty and their recognitions thereof. 

The ritual-aesthetic forms best-suited to reconfiguring the heterogeneous elements of 

dharmik sovereignty, of course, were those of worship. When worship concluded, Rupnath 

hosted Ms. Raje “at the ascetic throne,” where “trustees received her with a handful of gifts”—

akin in certain ways to the exchange of prasad during puja.155 Rupnath, for his part, gifted her 

with “an image of Lord Shiva made of eight precious metals to remind her of Gorakhtila and 

Gogameri,”156 “a photo of the Ancient Dhuna,” a Rs. 501,000 check made out to “the Chief 

Minister’s Relief Fund” (for flood victims in Barmer), and “a written request for the 

development of Gorakshatila and its environs.”157 “When she read it,” our journalist relays, Ms. 

Raje reciprocated the Dhuna Trust’s offering by means of her administrative capacity: She 

“assured” those gathered that she would make the village’s development a priority, and “directed 

the District Collector to place an authorized Rs. 500,000 in the care of mahant Rupnath for 

construction works.”158 (Note that the “approved amount” was just less than that which Rupnath 

donated to the Chief Minister, as temple deities consume a portion of the foodstuff devotees offer 

before returning the remainder as prasad.) As she was bidding everyone farewell, the Chief 

Minister announced her desire to return to Gorakhtila “time and again,” and encouraged them to 

                                                
155 Gogameri Times. “Gorak a l  me  mukhyamantr  ne m g  mannate .” Year 1, Issue 6 (24 Sept. 2006): 4. 
156 Nath-panth. “Mahant R pn th ne mukhyamantr  se v rt  kar jñ pan sau pe.” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 4. 
157 Gogameri Times. “Gorak a l  me  mukhyamantr  ne m g  mannate .” Year 1, Issue 6 (24 Sept. 2006): 4. 
158 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne nibh : raddh luo  k  parampar .” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 1. 
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invest their tan-man-dhan (“bodies, minds, and wealth,” of “Om jay Jagdish Hare” fame) in 

“seva to the suffering.”159 In particular, she “made an appeal to leaders of industry, 

businesspeople, and commoners to toil at public service (jan seva) for the future,” which 

articulated with the Dhuna Trust’s conception of the role of private capital in seva-vikas.  From 

this, a further characteristic of dharmik sovereignty begins to take shape. Certain of the criteria 

of dharmik sovereignty, that is, are mediated through one’s seva to others: Vasundhara Raje 

worshipped the gods and behaved deferentially with Rupnath; Rupnath tended regularly to 

Gorakhnath and “the Tila-vali Kali,” and was now doing so to the Chief Minister; and both of 

them served the faithful. To put it differently, in order that citizen-devotees could recognize the 

dharmik sovereignty of either Vasundhara Raje or Rupnath, they must be able to perceive in 

these figures an ethical habit of performing seva to those beings (divine and human) who 

deserved such treatment. In that case, one of the conditions of felicity for performatives of 

dharmik sovereignty would be that they accompany not only acts of seva, but also a known 

history of regular, dutiful seva. By offering hospitable seva to one another in public as they did, 

furthermore, the Chief Minister and the abbot performatively invited citizen-devotees to 

recognize both of them as dharmik sovereigns, on the one hand, and more tentatively to join in 

their seva-vikas projects, on the other. Hence, I propose, one among many important conditions 

of possibility for pilgrim-enrollment in seva-vikas projects was that the pilgrim recognize the 

criteria of dharmik sovereignty therein: The representatives of a given project should clearly 

display such criteria in their behavior or persona. 

It was not the case that dharmik sovereignty consisted only, or even predominantly, in 

ritual-aesthetic forms. As I wrote above, one’s capacity for top-down action also played a 

fundamental role. Hence, in addition to evoking the aesthetic forms of puja, the Gogameri Times 
                                                
159 Gogameri Times. “Gorak a l  me  mukhyamantr  ne m g  mannate .” Year 1, Issue 6 (24 Sept. 2006): 4. 
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and Nath-panth descriptions of Ms. Raje’s time at Gorakhtila likewise link up to their “appeal” 

to politicians. The appeal instructs politicians, on the one hand, to “come to the festival from 

time to time, assess the arrangements, and give directions to officials”—all of which the 

Gorakhtila newspapers reported Vasundhara Raje to have done. In the village of Parlika, for 

instance, she announced her desire to come to the festival.160 Furthermore, we have just seen her 

inspect Gorakhtila and charge the District Administrator to satisfy Rupnath’s requests. On the 

other hand, the appeal to politicians suggests they “study the problems and possibilities for the 

development of the Gogameri festival; wake up the [state] Legislative Assembly […] and argue 

[with its members] to declare Gogameri a tourist destination; and contribute to development.” As 

I indicated, many in Gogameri circles understood Ms. Raje to be particularly effective at her job. 

I often overhead high assessments of her policy work and ability to rouse Hindus, in particular. 

Additionally, Gogameri residents attributed to her the initiation of both the only serious 

government efforts to develop Gogameri’s infrastructure, and the incitement to transform it into 

a tourist site. Drawing on such statements and the representation of political darshan in the 

Gorakhtila periodicals, I want to elaborate my conception of dharmik sovereignty. At one end, 

many in Gogameri spoke of Vasundhara Raje as if she turned the forceful tendency of 

sovereignty back onto the state itself—and particularly in the interests, they said, of devout rural 

Hindus. On the other hand, and in addition to working towards the welfare of this segment of the 

population, the imperatives of the caring, Mitra-tendency of dharmik sovereignty required the 

Chief Minister to engage in administrative para-ethnography. Like the gods and mythic kings, 

that is, she must also descend to walk among subject-citizens, not merely to survey, but also in 

order to “inspect” and “study” the difficulties they face. Intentionally or otherwise, Dhuna 

trustees represented and behaved toward her with performatives and aesthetic forms befitting the 
                                                
160 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne kah : Gog me  n  c h g .” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 1 
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gods and kings of yore. Encountering these, even those devotees who found fault in her 

administrative policies might then recognize the Chief Minister’s dharmik sovereignty. Whether 

or not this resulted in more votes, for my purposes, is less important than the effects of this 

affiliation of the temple and abbot to a politician. Given pervasive distrust of opportunistic 

“political sadhus,” the Dhuna Trust safeguarded Rupnath’s devotional authority from such 

allegations by depicting Ms. Raje’s dharmik sovereignty, as opposed to advocating her 

leadership or specific policies. If such a thing as a “resonance machine” (cf. Connolly 2008) 

operates irresolutely between the sociopolitical sensibilities and affects of the Hindu Right, and 

the devotional-ritual sensibilities of socially conservative Hindu devotees, then it was made to do 

so—and without always forming a direct relationship—by such translations of performatives and 

aesthetic forms from one domain (the devotional) to the other (the not-quite state-political). 

The operations of a metaphorical resonance machine—comprised of partial translations 

of performatives and aesthetic forms from the field of devotion to an almost-state-political one—

indicate three other processes that shall concern me throughout the rest of the chapter. First, by 

evoking the life forms of the Chief Minister’s dharmik sovereignty and her affiliation to 

Gorakhtila, the journalists sought to transfer these sovereign life forms to mahant Rupnath. 

Secondly, given that the Dhuna Trust had to work under conditions of a pilgrimage public with a 

diversity of political locations, effecting this transference would require a careful avoidance of 

explicitly political statements, which might alienate those pilgrim-donors opposed to the 

organized Hindu Right. Thirdly, instead of direct, explicit connections between the Chief 

Minister (or electoral Hindu Right) and Rupnath (or socially conservative Hindu devotees), the 

resonance machine connecting them proceeded on the basis, here, of the affectivity of the Dhuna 

Trust’s repertoire of seva-vikas concerns to that of Ms. Raje. 
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Rather than the Hindu nation, I venture to say, most stranger pilgrims understood 

Vasundhara Raje’s cultural and socioeconomic agenda along lines the Gorakhtila periodicals 

indexed through a slogan they attributed to her after her departure: “Humanity’s foremost 

religious duty, tending to the suffering (p ito  k  sev  h  m nav dharm).” According to Nath-

panth, it was not Vasundhara Raje’s actions that set the precedent, however, but those of 

Rupnath, something which the Chief Minister herself is reported to have recognized: 

 
Sev  to suffering people is one of the integral limbs of our culture. By donating an 
amount [of money] to assist those communities suffering from the flood-havoc in the 
Barmer District of Rajasthan, mahant Rupnath has set the standard for serving humanity 
(manav seva). Such is the view that Rajasthan’s Chief Minister, Ms. Vasundhara Raje, 
expressed in Gorakshatila on Friday, 1 September (2006). (Emphasis added)161 

 

By placing these words in the mouth of a dharmik sovereign, our journalist has transferred such 

life forms from the Chief Minister to the abbot. One potential danger in this transference, though, 

was the possibility of alienating pilgrims who did not recognize the criteria of dharmik 

sovereignty in Ms. Raje’s public comportment. For example, certain Gogameri residents and 

stranger pilgrims—particularly those who were habitually critical of Rupnath’s motivations—

recalled how prior to the Chief Minister’s visit the Dhuna Trust’s program for social services had 

not focused on flood victims, girls’ education, or other issues which Ms. Raje routinely 

emphasized in the media. Gorakhtila sevaks confirmed that such matters entered the Dhuna 

Trust’s repertoire of concern when word spread of her plans to arrive there, but did not 

understand this to detract from the public good resulting from these of Rupnath’s efforts. Hence, 

I reflect on social issues such as flood relief in order to indicate one of the avenues through 

which developmental discourses and practices arrived in Gogameri from governmental 

                                                
161 Nath-panth. “P ito  k  sev  h  m nav dharm: Vasundhar  R je.” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 1. 
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buildings, remote districts, and news media. To that end, in the next section I study the uses that 

Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust made of their access to Ms. Raje.  

By representing the Chief Minister in terms of her capacity for development, “traditional” 

religiosity, and deference to Rupnath, the Gorakhtila newspapers invited its pilgrim audience to 

recognize in her past and virtual actions the criteria of dharmik sovereignty. While this 

performative certainly worked in part as the BJP electoral strategy Thacil studies (2011, 2014), it 

could also work in the opposite direction. If perceived as dharmik sovereign, that is, then the 

Chief Minister’s acts of deference and attributions of superlative services to Rupnath enacted a 

subjunctive transference of her dharmik sovereignty to him. This was not the only way the Trust 

sought to harness Ms. Raje’s well-known capacities and faith, however. In the following section, 

I show how Rupnath also lobbied her to develop waterways in Gogameri. As I illustrate, this 

involved tactical adjustments of both repertoires of concern. 

 

Pipelines to the Heart. Ms. Raje’s visit was to have various and lasting effects on both 

Gorakhtila seva-vikas endeavors and the trans-regional discourse on privatized development at 

Devasthan pilgrimage temples. Between 2008-2013, for example, I often encountered passionate 

and sometimes-confident calls for the village of Gogameri to “be developed into a tourist 

destination.” As stranger pilgrims and pilgrimage technicians told me, they had drawn this 

rallying cry from Ms. Raje. Around the time of her pilgrimage to Gogameri, moreover, the Chief 

Minister received much press for her efforts to mobilize government agencies and private 

citizens to contribute relief aid for flood victims in Barmer District. The Dhuna Trust, on the 

other hand, was at that time involved in a different set of water-related projects, seemingly 

disconnected from concerns over flooding. In short, the Trust’s prior foci on water systems grew 
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out of trustees’ identifications of pilgrims’ needs during the festival: for “pure” drinking water; 

bathing in the unfilled Goraksh-Ganga pond; and the shade, fruit, and protection of ritually 

important trees in the arid climate. In this section, I analyze the writings of Gorakhtila journalists 

on both types of water-related seva-vikas concerns, because it is here that one can best observe 

how Rupnath and trustees identified and problematized the needs of the faithful in conjunction 

with state allies. While the “private” Dhuna Trust stood opposed to the “government” tomb of 

Gogaji, this distinction thus fails to take into account the layered influences of state and political 

actors in the enunciation, mobilization, and transformation of seva-vikas projects. 

Prior to her worship in Gogameri, the Chief Minister attended “a special public 

assembly” to celebrate farmers in the nearby village of Parlika, organized to draw attention to the 

need for popular “consciousness of water conservation.”162 Familiar with her public statements 

about the potential of the state’s pilgrimage temples to attract tourists, the crowd “demanded in a 

singular voice that Gogameri [too] be developed into a tourist destination.”163 After the 

politicians and speakers “informed the Chief Minister of local problems,” Rupnath “gave her a 

detailed account of the developmental works that Gorakhtila was spearheading.”164 Ms. Raje, in 

response, informed the audience and guests that she had already “expressed a resolution to the 

government regarding the development of Gogameri.”165 Now, she said, she desired “to see for 

herself this historic festival, which stands as a symbol of north Indian communal harmony.”166 In 

addition to her devotional motivations for doing so, Ms. Raje proposed to observe the 

                                                
162 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne kah : Gog me  n  c h g .” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 1; Nath-panth. 
“Mukhyamantr  r mati Vasundhar  R je Gog me  ke nikat Parl k  g v me  pahu c : abhutpurv sv gat.” Year 
1, Issue 1 (25 Jun. 2006): 4. 
163 Nath-panth. “Gog me  k  mudd  ch y  rah .” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 4. The Gorakhtila newspapers 
celebrated this singular voice, in particular, because it drew together “all of the factions within the local BJP 
assembly.” Below, we will see how this could have been an example of the sort of “social” and “Hindu harmony” 
the Dhuna Trust encouraged among its temple public. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Nath-panth. “Mukhyamantr  ne kah : Gog me  n  c h g .” 
166 Ibid. 
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organizational workings of the local administration. She claimed to be especially keen to 

“inspect what use had made […] of the ten million rupees that the state had invested in 

Gogameri’s development.”167 

 To say the least, Vasundhara Raje knew how to work a crowd in the northeastern corner 

of the state. Among those vying for her attention, furthermore, Rupnath was more equipped than 

others to reciprocate her gestures of investment, whether these be of the financial or cultural-

political variety. Two of the more effective ways he worked to maintain ties with the Chief 

Minister, both while she was in Gogameri and afterwards, operated by means of reciprocal, 

financial and cultural-political investment in her pet projects. As an example of both, I consider 

how Rupnath broadened the contours of the Chief Minister’s and Dhuna Trust’s repertoires of 

seva-related concerns: on the one hand, incorporating flood relief and “women’s issues” into 

Gorakhtila seva-vikas; on the other hand, providing theological impetus for the direct 

correspondence between these needs, and those for water-delivery systems and environmental 

protection in Gogameri.168 Hence, one consequence of these attempts to align Ms. Raje to 

Gorakhtila was the identification of new needs for the Dhuna Trust to problematize and redress.  

 One of the most pressing needs identified by pilgrims and pilgrimage technicians alike 

was the availability of clean drinking water during the festival. Hence, a common act of seva, 

particularly for residents of Nohar, Bhadra, and the countryside in between, consisted in 

                                                
167 Ibid. 
168 My understanding of how Rupnath conjoined these repertoires of concern is indebted in part to Deleuze and 
Guattari’s conceptualization of what they call “bodies without organs,” particularly their use of this concept to re-
analyze certain psychiatric diagnoses in terms of ethics. A body without organs, they write—of the human and social 
formation—is a collection of virtual capacities (“intensities”), and the limit of the body or social formation’s 
existence: a potential totality where the subject (in a process of “becoming”) must reconstitute itself (1977: 10-11, 
133-38; 1987: 154-59). In order to become-other, then, the subject or social formation “extract[s] from the [other] 
certain characteristics” and uses these to broaden its own virtual capacities (1987: 238-39). Insofar as multiplicities 
are accompanied by counter-strategies of unification, a conscious operation attempts to fit all of these virtual 
capacities into a single identity—but these self-narratives are in turn met with resistances of multiplicity (ibid: 243-
44, 253-56). 
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organizing and volunteering at “free water booths” for pilgrims. The Dhuna Trust’s commitment 

to water-related services were more expansive than this, however, and they funded and built 

bathroom and bathing complexes, and petitioned the state to construct water canals for drinking, 

farming, and bathing in the ritual pond Rupnath was installing within the complex. At the public 

event for water conservation in Parlika, the Gorakhtila journalists write, Rupnath pleaded with 

Vasundhara Raje to arrange “a pipeline from [the village of] Diplana Minor [to supply] drinking 

water and [bathing water to fill] the Goraksh-Ganga lake—in time for the upcoming festival.” 

The rational he proposed for this project went as follows:  

 
The mahant informed [Ms. Raje] that hundreds of thousands of pilgrims come [to 
Gorakhtila] during the festival. Water is needed [so they may] bathe according to 
religious m nyat .169  

 

Several issues later, Gogameri Times reproduced the written request letter Rupnath presented to 

Ms. Raje, the first two points of which concern water for pilgrims. The Chief Minister read it 

publicly and, here again, “ordered the District Collector […] to proceed immediately and point-

by-point in accordance with this document.” 

 
1. The water in the Goraksh-Ganga pond remains insufficient. [The government] should 

make water available [by building] a pipeline or water canal from Diplana Minor. 
2. Drinking water remains insufficient for the reverential coming here. Please solve this 

drinking-water problem [by providing funds to construct] an elevated tank (overhead 
tank) with a volume of 500,000 liters.170  

 

Presenting this document to the Chief Minister at a public celebration of both water 

consciousness and her plans to pursue pilgrimage development, Rupnath treated the request as 

more of an object of ritual exchange to be displayed to the audience, rather than a formal petition 

                                                
169 Nath-panth. “Mahant R pn th ne mukhyamantr  se v rt  kar jñ pan sau pe.” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 2006): 4. 
170 Quoted in: Gogameri Times. “Manat R pn th ne mukhyamantr  se Gorak a l  ke vik s key liye rakh  m ge .” 
Year 1, Issue 8 (9 Oct. 2006): 4. 
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or application form of the type we encountered in the previous two chapters.171 However, this is 

neither to say that he and other trustees abstained from the latter type of petition, nor that the 

Dhuna Trust necessarily pursued water for ritual use to the detriment of its campaign for 

drinking and farming water. For, on the one hand, Rupnath likewise held a meeting with the 

Minister of Water and Irrigation in Jaipur to persuade the state to construct the proposed 

pipeline.172 One of the more rigorous pieces of writing published in the Gorakhtila periodicals, 

on the other hand, highlights the Dhuna Trust investments in extra-ritual rural waterways, in 

addition to those in the Goraksh-Ganga pond. 

As an example of the Dhuna Trust’s identification and historical problematization of 

extra-ritual needs for water-related development, I want to consider an article from the first issue 

of Nath-panth, entitled “Water difficulties, the poor result of our blameworthy habits: protecting 

water and the environment is the only true seva.”173 The first paragraph establishes the religious 

foundation for urban water conservation and the development of rural waterways by defining 

water itself as a “boon” from the “Supreme Being,” which grants “life to humans [and] the rest 

of creation,” much like the Supreme Being. While renunciation was the highest spiritual ideal 

“expounded by our rishis and munis,” moreover, “necessity” caused these ascetics to “give the 

message [to their lay followers] to possess a house, dishes and utensils, clothes, a bed, etc.”: all 

of which require washing. 174 With this lofty context established, the next two paragraphs 

contrast the “old ordinance to make provisions for water” (largely those of the countryside), with 

                                                
171 With this, I am not proposed that ritualized exchanges such as this were less effective than written petitions 
submitted through the normal official channels. (Indeed, one imagines that the pressure to acquiesce in such cases 
would be higher than if Ms. Raje read the request at a desk in an office.) Rather, I merely draw attention to the 
methodological differences between the two. 
172 Gogameri Times. “Mahant R pn th ju e hai  mele k  taiy riy  me .” Year 1, Issue 3 (10 Jul. 2006): 4. 
173 N th-panth. “Jal sa ka  ham r  galat dato  k  du pari m, jal k  pary vara  sa rak a  h  sacc  sev  hai.” 
Year 1, Issue 1 (10 Jun. 2006): 1. 
174 On religious meanings given to waters (and women, which will be important below) in Maharashtra, see 
Feldhaus (1995; 2003: Ch. 1). 
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the wasteful and greedy use make of water in cities. “People’s habits have changed as a result of 

industrialization,” we read: With advances in delivery system technology, “the wealthy” can now 

“steal water from the weaker classes” by means of usurpative devices such as pressure washers, 

flushing toilets, and fountain showers. This penchant for wastage becomes even more 

problematic since the “blameworthy habits” this technology breeds have begun spreading to 

villages.175 Not only does development likewise drive up the cost of water, but in cities and the 

countryside the “needless squandering” of water also breeds mud and the “flies and mosquitoes” 

which “spread a multitude of diseases,” thereby causing “excessive work and the misspending of 

funds.” Like the Rajasthani villagers about whom Gold and Gujjar write (2002), then, Dhuna 

trustees were quite capable of nuanced reflection on technological and environmental 

transformations. While actively engaged in projects to see Gorakhnath devotees provided with 

access to modern water infrastructures, they also deliberated carefully on the potential, 

unintended consequences of doing so. The question for the journalist thus became one of 

regulation: Who would develop the infrastructure and also safeguard the environment and habits 

of the faithful, and how? This question thus concerns the approach of  the area’s leading 

nongovernmental organization to state governance of privatized pilgrimage development and 

service provision. 

Insofar as agriculture and industry raise the demand for, price of, and dangers connected 

to water, “the Gorakhtila family” here calls on the state to “organize a campaign to awaken the 

public to save water.” Instead of doing so of their own volition, however, governmental 

representatives at present have “made a joke” of the need for this awakening, because they care 

                                                
175 In the contemporary countryside, for instance, older practices such as the collection of rainwater and “transport of 
water in clay jugs on one’s head” have given way to piping systems. 
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only to see their “popularity and party spread throughout every village.” Hence, the article offers 

the state several pointers on how to proceed. 

 
[The government] will have to fix the water distribution system first of all; [then] 
separate the canals that distribute [drinking] water from those for other uses [i.e. waste, 
irrigation, etc.]; establish large pipelines [and] a central storage system; [and] ascertain 
well whether clean, filtered drinking water has yet arrived in every house. […] Water 
meters, similar to those for electricity, should be set up for the canals of both supplies. 
There should be a standard charge for low usage, and [another] charge—two-, three-, or 
[even] four-times more—for high usage. 
 Village panchayats and municipal governments should be charged for the 
drinking and other-types-of water at public places. […] The Department of Water 
Distribution […] should build canals, channels, and watercourses out of stone, brick, or 
mortar.176 

 

In addition to these state investments in the development of aquatic infrastructure of the 

Gogameri pilgrimage, the article also proposes a series of taxes, fines, and even a special water-

and-electricity police task force to regulate domestic and “commercial” water provisions, and 

protect the poor and the environment from all of the bad habits identified above. “Strong laws 

should be ratified in a timely manner,” Nath-panth suggests, and “offenses should be punished 

immediately.” We see here how Gorakhtila seva-vikas diverged from the neoliberal-friendly 

service organizations affiliated with the Sangh Parivar in Chhattisgarh (Thacil 2011, 2014). For, 

articles such as this exhibit no sensitivity to an urban-based, socioeconomic elite committed to 

market reforms. Indeed, even the concluding paragraph, which suggests what “citizens” might do 

to contribute, mediates the private partially through the state: In addition to planting trees 

(among them, fruit trees and Gogaji’s khej ), “normal people, their representatives, 

governments, academics, and volunteers, as well as social workers and religious gurus, will all 

need to come forward and fix the environment by means of proper water use and the science of 

agriculture-and-forestry.” As we have seen, while Gorakhtila representatives called for state and 
                                                
176 Ibid. 
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private partnerships, their expectations for the government exceeded those of other seva 

organizations. While the Devasthan Department pitched its Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam 

scheme as a liberalizing measure to encourage nongovernmental trusts to pick up the slack where 

the state could no longer supply funds, an unintended consequence of this program was a series 

of renewed citizens’ calls for more government intervention. If the Dhuna Trust’s relation to Ms. 

Raje evokes this aspect of the import of the state for Gorakhtila seva-vikas, what might it tell us 

of that of the Hindu nation? 

The Dhuna trust was not only an (erstwhile) RSS-affiliated seva organization; it was also 

a temple board for a rural pilgrimage site with a largely impoverished pilgrim clientele. As 

important as its alliances with the Hindu Right were, the Trust represented its investments in 

providing for Gorakhnath by means of his devotees as necessarily prior.177 It was thus those state 

actors like Vasundhara Raje—who appealed in different ways to Hindu nationalists and 

conservative Hindu devotees—with whom Dhuna trustees exerted the most effort to form 

alliances. For, they knew through the news media that she was also committed simultaneously to 

seva, vikas, the realization of a Hindu nation, and the deities (and thus religious sensibilities) of 

the countryside. An alliance with the Chief Minister might then work rhetorically toward 

pilgrim-enrollment in the seva-vikas project on various levels. In this regard, I argue, instead of 

“Hindu nationalism” it may be more apt to speak of the Dhuna Trust in relation to the “Hindu 

Right.” For, trustees reconfigured the language (and other heterogeneous elements) of Hindutva 

for projects geared, firstly, to affiliations other than the nation (Nath Sampraday, Gogameri 

pilgrimage public or “the faithful,” “Rajasthan,” Sanatan Dharm, etc.)—and only secondarily to 

the nation. To speak of the trust’s seva-vikas project as a Hindu nationalist one would therefore 

                                                
177 See Thachil (ibid) and Hansen (1998), however, for discussions of how fiscal policy became a bone of contention 
among proponents of Hindutva of late.  
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flatten out their other collective forms of belonging, and redirect their varying energies in one 

single direction. 

 It should now be clear that the Chief Minister and Dhuna Trust were pursuing divergent 

goals. The trust bridged the gap, however, through something akin to the “emergent theologies” 

that Copeman (2009) identified among guru-led devotional orders ernolled in blood donation 

projects in Delhi. During his speech at the public celebration of Ms. Raje’s visit to Gorakhtila, 

for instance, Rupnath explained to the crowd that recent environmental destruction and natural 

disasters were rooted in the contemporary prevalence of “such sins as cutting down trees and 

murdering the motherly akti”: of the earth, by means of environmental destruction; among 

humans, through the abortion of female fetuses (a more recent iteration of female infanticide). 

Having thus proposed a link between his and Ms. Raje’s repertoires of concern, the mahant 

urged attendees to rectify the base cause of such problems through a set of religious practices 

that he could then administer:  

 
We need to purify our thoughts and behavior. In order to save ourselves from natural 
disasters and the spoiled environment that causes them, we must plant trees, ban the 
murder [i.e. abortion] of female fetuses, and turn our attention to Vaishnava devotion 
(bh gavat-bhakti). [… If we] assist them with [our] body, mind, and wealth (tan-man-
dhan), then our burdened brothers and sisters [will find their] difficulties lessened.178  

 

Gogameri residents generally spoke of the need to protect the environment in connection with 

the khejri and j l trees associated with Gogaji and Gorakhnath, respectively; and this article is no 

exception. We also saw above how the Dhuna Trust identified one of the roles for “citizens” in 

the campaign for water consciousness as planting trees. By tying the occurrence of floods to 

environmental destruction, Rupnath sought to weave together aspects of his and Ms. Raje’s 

                                                
178 Nath-panth. “S dhuo  k  lak y: sam j sev .” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 4. Nath-panth. “Kany  bhru  
haty  par rok k  sacc  Durg  p j  hai: mahant R pn th.” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 1. 
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repertoires of seva-vikas concern. The method of redressal he proposed for both also hinged on 

the Dhuna Trust’s criticisms of contemporary habits. In addition to water wastage, these habits 

have also led to such objectionable practices as “female feticide,” something which Ms. Raje was 

known to oppose vehemently. Furthermore, by identifying all of these as symptoms of a more 

fundamental shift in “our thoughts and behavior,” Rupnath implicitly cast himself as more 

capable of inciting change than politicians. For, as intellectual and behavioral problems, these 

issues demanded a remedy not in the form of state regulation but, rather, the cultivation of 

Vaishnava devotion, thus his field of expertise. 

Elsewhere that year, Rupnath further solidified the budding associations between the 

social concerns of the Dhuna Trust and Chief Minister. Speaking to an audience of worshippers 

on Navratri (a Hindu holiday consisting of “nine nights,” during which the goddess’s various 

forms are offered elaborate pujas), he referenced a “dark rain cloud of misfortune” hanging over 

the horizon of “Indian civilization.” This followed on the heels of “our changing standards of 

humanity,” one reads, in particular the recognition of female fetuses as less-than-human.179 

Hence, he pointed to “the irony” of goddess worship in India: “With one hand we worship 

Mother Durga, and with the other we commit offenses against the motherly akti by murdering 

female fetuses.” Although this contradiction has “downgrade[d] the nation and civilization of 

India,” one remedy nonetheless remains. By “putting an end to female feticide, domestic 

violence, and [marital] infidelity,” Indians would not only make for “a healthy environment” 

again, but also recover “the only true worship of Mother Durga.” The journalists even developed 

this clever triangulation of goddess worship, opposition to gender-based abortion, and 

environmental protection into a slogan that was still pasted around Gorakhtila in 2013: “Save 

                                                
179 Gogameri Times. “M nav prav ti badalne se sabhyta  par sa ka  ke b dal: mahant R pn th.” Year 1, Issue 8 (9 
Oct. 2006): 4. 
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girls, plant trees, save creation!”180 It was through an emergent theological interpretation of 

causes, effects, and remedies to the problems identified by the Chief Minister that the Dhuna 

Trust appropriated several of her projects into its own repertoire of seva-vikas concerns. Instead 

of provincial mimicry of elite philanthropic culture, I am more inclined to conceive of this 

process through a twofold process. First, in cultivating alliances with powerful donors and 

potential policy advisors, the Dhuna Trust exhibited an affectivity to concerns of those like the 

Chief Minister, which already resonated with those of the Dhuna Trust on the level of sensibility. 

Second, recognizing this resonance but without reproducing the Chief Minister’s projects willy-

nilly, Rupnath and trustees reflectively coordinated those of her concerns most resonate with 

their own, on the one hand, with their larger repertoire of care, on the other.  

By the time I left the field toward the tail end of the 2013 festival, water indeed flowed 

into the now-concrete Goraksh-Ganga pond, partly by means of state funds. Rupnath had also 

watched over the installation of a large water tower that summer, supported by private donations. 

At the time, I was living with a band of boys employed by a goods distributor who held the 

festival contract for Pepsi’s Bisleri-brand water bottles. While they drank un-bottled water in 

Gogameri throughout the year, they all refused any water but their company product during the 

festival—which local doctors, pharmacists, writers, and pujaris encouraged pilgrims to do as 

well. The reasoning they all gave was twofold. First, without enough supply for pilgrims, many 

vendors clandestinely sold water from agricultural canals to volunteer water booths with the 

claim that it was filtered drinking water. Secondly, much of the bottled water sold at the festival 

was likewise filled with unfiltered water and repackaged with newly glued tops to give the 

impression that the original seal was intact.181 Then again, Vasundhara Raje had not yet 

                                                
180 Nath-panth. “Samp dk y: kany  bac o, v k  lag o, i bac o.” Year 1, Issue 7 (24 Sept. 2006): 2. 
181 For an international depiction of this type of subterfuge, see Slumdog Millionaire (Boyle 2008). 
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reentered the office of the Chief Minister (which she would, that Dec.), so at least some 

Gogameri residents and pilgrims continued to hold out hope that the faithful might one day enjoy 

clean water there. 

While this and the previous section dwelt on the needs for water and the Chief Minister’s 

dharmik sovereignty through the words of the Gorakhtila fortnightly newspapers, these media 

were themselves somewhat absent in my analysis. In what follows, alternatively, I make more 

explicit reference to these, because they functioned simultaneously to redress certain needs, 

publicize others, and, at least in the beginning, mediate materially and in writing the partnership 

between Gorakhtila and the other high-profile alliance I address in this chapter, the RSS.  

 

“Mansplaining” Social Harmony. As the journalists and sevaks described it, Rupnath 

inaugurated the two periodicals so as to publicize Gorakhtila activities in two fields: Nath-panth 

would garner attention for Gorakhtila’s devotional programs, while Gogameri Times would do 

so for its development initiatives.182 Prior to 2006, Rupnath had been working closely with 

Banarsiraj Jakhad, a man from Nohar who acted as a political leader for both a farmers’ 

organization and the local branch of the RSS. Together, they decided on a plan to mobilize 

Gogameri pilgrims to participate in the Gorakhtila seva-vikas project. As it turned out, 

Banarsiraj’s involvement in RSS and BJP political networks in the area had acquainted him with 

Sarvan Suthar and Safi Mohammad Bhati, who would become the Gorakhtila journalists (the 

latter was also a minor BJP officer). While Sarvan spoke of his age-old devotion to the 

Gorakhtila dhuna, a long-time Gorakhtila sevak and lay disciple of Rupnath, Ratan Singh 

Shekhavati, claimed that neither of the journalists were involved with the temple before the 

newspaper talks began: “When would they come [to Gorakhtila]? They only started coming 
                                                
182 As I wrote in Ch. 1, both journalists explicitly connected these two through what they called Indian nationalism. 
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because Jakhad—the RSS/BJP guy—[…] brought them.” By 2013, however, Rupnath had split 

with Banarsiraj and the RSS not for ideological reasons, he told me, but instead because of the 

limitations that political affiliations placed on monastics. I often heard Rupnath distinguish 

himself sharply from “political monks” (r jnaitik s dh ), whom he saw as disrespecting the 

bhagv . Ratan summarized Rupnath’s sensibilities in contrast to Yogi Adityanath of the 

Gorakhnath temple in Gorakhpur, UP, who is also a member of Parliament in Delhi. “You’re a 

big man if the Prime Minister touches your feet. But how will a Prime Member touch the feet of 

a member of Parliament?” Ratan elaborated his reasoning for the contrast. 

 
Suppose you left your home and parents and never married. The whole time, you 
immerse yourself only in Him—in the Lord. In this way, you become more important 
than politicians. Then you leave the ascetic throne to become an MLA [Member of a state 
Legislative Assembly: sic]. When you try to meditate, your phone rings. “Yes sir, [you 
answer]. I’m coming to the meeting right now.” This means that you have to leave god in 
order to join politics. 

 

Utilizing a well-documented strategy, RSS affiliates working on non-electoral campaigns often 

distinguish themselves from “political” actors (Davis 1996; Hansen 1999; Thacil 2011, 2014). 

Rupnath was no different. When I asked Krishnanath about Rupnath’s support of the BJP and 

RSS, he explained that the abbot did so personally, but also had many disciples who supported 

Congress. All of which is to say, narrowly, a “political sadhu” abstained from electoral politics. 

In contrast, my interlocutors at Gorakhtila wanted to say, Rupnath worked in partnership with 

the state in the interest of pilgrims, thereby safeguarding the weight of his devotional authority. 

If I am correct to understand Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust as having cultivated 

affiliations to the Chief Minister, in part, as a response to their identification and historical 

problematization of pilgrims’ needs (including that to identify further needs), then perhaps in 

their short-lived relationship to the local wing of the RSS I may find a similar operation at play. I 
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therefore explore the notion that trustees worked closely with RSS officials and volunteers—

again, in part—because of 1) their identification and historical problematization of specific 

needs, and 2) their recognition of the capacity of the RSS to satisfy these needs in a desirable 

way. Rupnath, of course, valorized the RSS for its muscular assertion of Hindu political claims, 

but operated with an institutional ethics that cautioned him to separate his personal political 

affiliations from Dhuna Trust rhetorical practices. Instead of water-delivery systems and 

environmental protection, I will argue that the Trust nurtured this partnership for as long as it did 

to work toward meeting the needs for a) reconfigured “historical information” pertaining to the 

human lives of Gorakhnath and Gogaji; b) a highly organized, dispersed “network” through 

which to “publicize” Gorakhtila, the Gogameri pilgrimage, and the Dhuna Trust’s seva-vikas 

projects in both; and c) an alternative vision of the “communal harmony” (s mprad yik 

sadbh vn ) which Gogaji represents in the discourse of familiar pilgrims.183 Intentionally or not, 

however, by reconfiguring the Gorakhtila seva-vikas project in connection with the iterables of 

the RSS, the Dhuna Trust remobilized these in devotional games, and thus reconstituted the 

resonance machine linking the sensibilities of Hindu nationalists and conservative Hindu 

devotees. The recent history of which this section tells also complements the previous section by 

studying a very different institutional relationship to “political” figures, thereby pluralizing what 

we know of how this monastic-temple board pursued “private” seva-vikas in partnership with 

state agencies and volunteer organizations.  

The same issues of Gogameri Times and Nath-panth that covered Ms. Raje’s visit to 

Parlika also included reports on the newspapers’ “public launch party.”184 Like ribbon-cutting 

                                                
183 On the role of Gorakhtila’s ties to the RSS in the Dhuna Trust’s historiographical projects, and the consequences 
of these ties for the material infrastructure of pilgrimage, see Chapter One. 
184 Joshini Devi Kumar remembered how astrological considerations for worship had been the responsibility of the 
late Satyanarayan Sharma, who was the professional lay-pujari of Gorakhtila before he passed away. I want to 
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celebrations for newly constructed public works or the opening ceremony of the pilgrimage 

festival, the event was led and well attended by a good combination of state and private actors 

boasting positions of authority and capacities for action. Indeed, the journalist goes to great 

(sentence) lengths to name them, thereby transferring their cumulative prestige, and the prestige 

of their cumulation, to Gorakhtila and its newspapers.  

 
Present on the occasion […] were mahant Rupnath, director of the Gorakhtila Dhuna 
Trust; […] the Head District Collector; […] Director of the Nohar Panchayat Committee; 
[…] Sub-Collector of Revenue; […] Director of the Agricultural Produce Market; […] 
senior author; […] State Minister of the BJP Minority Political Front and journalist; […] 
Director of the Rajasthan Free Press Society, Nohar; […] Gogameri sarpanch; 
[Banarsiraj Jakhad], leader of famers; [and] senior journalists […]. Satyanarayan Sharma 
of the Shri Duna Trust led worship. Blessings were offered to the Editor, Dr. Sarvan 
Suthar. Mahant Rupnath organized the newspaper launch. […] Prasad was distributed 
among guests, and the Dhuna Trust organized sleeping and eating accommodations.185 

 

Pictures and short snippets of guests’ speeches buttress the article. Overall, the nine 

accompanying statements by these persons of position reflect on the manner in which 

newspapers could contribute to a campaign for “public awakening” to spread recognition of (and 

provide corroborated historical information regarding) Gorakhnath, Gogaji, and the Nath 

Sampraday.186 Rupnath’s blurb, for example, characterizes his goal for the Gorakhtila 

                                                                                                                                                       
identify the rhythmic return of at least one aspect of Satyanarayan’s expertise in ritual timing within Rupnath’s seva-
vikas: Auspiciously, the Dhuna Trust timed the inauguration of the Gogameri Times and Nath-panth fortnightly 
newspapers to coincide with the ritual celebration of Ms. Raje’s developmental pilgrimage to Gogameri and 
Gorakhtila. 
185 Gogameri Times. “Gog me  Times sam c r patr k  lok rpa  sam roh sa pann.” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 
2006): 1. 
186 The sole Muslim voice here (that of a “senior author”) is presented in such a way as to shed light on the values of 
journalism. Inasmuch as the statement proceeds by contrast, however, the quote ends up inviting an analysis of the 
unintended: “Those who run newspapers these days have insufficient experience. To those running newspapers, I 
encourage the acquisition of skill and experience in journalism.” While one imagines the editors included this 
statement out of a desire both to ensure a Muslim perspective was represented, and to evoke something of the 
courage they understood their vocation to entail, this 2006 utterance ironically foreshadowed Rupnath and others’ 
later dissatisfaction with Sarvan and Safi’s editorial and journalistic work (see below). (The statements of another 
“senior journalist” seem to confirm my suspicions that the Editors valued the courage they understood to 
characterize their job. This man bemoaned the way readers these days approach newspapers as an object of “time-
pass—but only for a minute, like a game”—on the one hand; on the other hand, “publishing requires one to endure 
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newspapers as “publicizing the doctrinal persuasion of Guru Gorakhnath and Gogadev,” on the 

one hand, and “developing [Gogameri] into a central tourist destination [… to complement its 

older significance] as a center of faith,” on the other. By means of the newspapers, the abbot led 

everyone in praying: 

 
[M]ay the [arti] lamps of seva to humanity burn here; may [Gorakhtila] be developed into 
a site for education and health! In addition to receiving darshan and prosperity, may all 
who come [on pilgrimage] also be able to enjoy some recreation!187 

 

The Head District Collector is then quoted as having called on the audience to collect any 

historical information on the Nath Sampraday they could find; this they should do “in the interest 

of our future generations,” who will “need to be made familiar with the customs of our culture.” 

Resembling many comments I heard Rupnath make during post-arti audiences, he further urged 

attendees “to distance [themselves] from politics, and serve the public instead.” While the 

Director of the Nohar Panchayat Committee agreed that the faithful suffer from “the lack of true 

literature and information” on Gorakhnath and Gogaji, her views diverged from the District 

Collector’s in terms of politics. “Newspapers are the only true guardians of democracy,” she 

proposed, and “the administration runs smoothly when newspapers receive public support.” 

Regardless of these alternative understandings of the proper relationship between the media and 

the state, one notices here that at the level of explicit discourse the Dhuna Trust and its faithful 

allies approached the periodicals as a much-needed, and somewhat democratic, tool for 

educating the pilgrim masses on both devotional history and the need for the construction of 

public works. The trust sought the largest audience possible by dispatching papers to subscribers 

                                                                                                                                                       
economic and psychological distress.” For this reason, he stressed, newspaper operators are often forced to watch 
idly as their “desires fall into the dirt”; and journalists, “to endure the sting of a broken spirit after only a few steps 
forward.”) 
187 Gogameri Times. “Gog me  Times sam c r patr k  lok rpa  sam roh sa pann.” Year 1, Issue 2 (25 Jun. 
2006): 1. 
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through the post and distributing them throughout the festival grounds, dharmshalas, and the 

temple bazaars in Gogameri. What is more apparent, further, is how the Dhuna Trust enunciated 

these needs in the first place: in conjunction with authorized and authorizing allies. Given 

Rupnath’s apprehensive stance on monastic political involvement, as well as the conceptual 

distinctions operative in the Dhuna Trust’s sociology of seva-vikas, it seems likely that trustees 

sought to combine the incitements of public, religious and political figures, thereby doubling 

their chances for performative felicity. Yet, by doing so, they also invited a plurality of 

interpretations (Moose 2005), which not only functioned strategically toward pilgrim enrollment, 

but also opened up the Dhuna Trust’s repertoire of concern. In this way, the puja-esque 

reciprocity I described seems less important than the affectivity of the Dhuna Trust itself. With 

each new higher-profile affiliation, I want to say, Dhuna trustees were beckoned back to the 

seva-vikas drawing board, to reassess their overall repertoire of concern in light of the agendas of 

their new allies. To draw on my vocabulary from Ch. 2, I might say they were implicitly invited 

to coordinate reflectively their own repertoire with certain of the concerns on their affiliates’ 

horizons. And as was the case with their debt to Vasundhara Raje for drawing their attention to 

girls’ schooling and flood relief, their alliance with the RSS would alter their more “local” 

agenda. 

Skimming over back-issues of their first year of publication, one notices a certain 

unevenness in the themes covered in Gogameri Times and Nath-panth. Emerging for the first 

time in the eleventh issues of both periodicals, for instance, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh 

then occupies at least one article per page over the next five issues.188 The immediate reason for 

                                                
188 One question that hadn’t dawned on me in the field seems strategic in light of my arguments. That is, why wait 
eleven issues to begin writing (so very much) about the RSS when the newspapers were conceived and born amidst 
Sangh circles? I might reference my footnote above concerning the Dhuna Trust’s release of the first issues to 
coincide with Ms. Raje’s presence there.  
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the Sangh’s appearance was a celebration at Gorakhtila of the  state-wide, “Bicycle Procession 

for Social Harmony.”189 The procession sought both to memorialize the one-hundred-year 

anniversary of the birth of M.S. Golwalkar (the second leader and greatest ideologue of the 

RSS), and to circulate RSS discourse on the need for what organizers called “social harmony” 

(s m jik samrast ). RSS officials, volunteers, and supporters thus set out on bikes from three 

corners of Rajasthan to converge on Jodhpur, home to the organizing RSS shakha and site of a 

conference on social harmony which the cyclists would attend. With Gorakhtila chosen as one of 

the three departure sites, the Dhuna Trust hosted bike-pilgrims and guests at a public event the 

night before riders pedaled off on the “Gorakshatila Dhuna-Jyoti Procession.”190 In his speech, 

Rupnath identified points of overlap in the social concerns he attributed to Gorakhnath and 

Golwalkar. Piggybacking on the comments of an RSS officer from Jodhpur regarding the “evils” 

of untouchability and caste hierarchy (which have long-plagued “the Hindu society, religion, and 

nation”), Rupnath invited attendees to recall with him: “A thousand years ago, Guru 

Gorakshanath erased caste discrimination by granting initiation to everyone equally [i.e. 

regardless of caste], as well as by preaching harmony.” This was an agenda that Golwalkar 

allegedly pursued more recently. Members of the Nath Sampraday today, furthermore, “toil 

endlessly toward social harmony,” thereby following in the footsteps of both their ascetic 

founder and Golwalkar. The abbot then entreated Gorakhnath and Gogaji to ensure “the success 

of the Social Harmony Bicycle Procession”; and volunteers, to act in a way that would inspire 

others “to remain disciplined” in the uphill battle for harmony. 

                                                
189 Gogameri Times. “Samrast  cycle y tr  k  udgh an sam roh sampann.” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1; 
Nath-panth. “Samrast  cycle y tr  Gorak a l  se rav n .” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1. 
190 On the structural and devotional overlaps and differences between what we think of as “pilgrimage” and 
“procession,” see Feldhaus (2003). The literature on Hindu nationalist campaigns that utilized public processions is 
vast. See, however, Freitag (1989), Davis (1996) and Tejani (2008: Ch. 1). 
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 Readers even remotely familiar with Indian national religio-political movements since the 

tail-end of colonial rule will surely find this campaign perplexing. For, the RSS has long 

garnered international notoriety for its (sometimes-effective) grassroots organization of pro-

Hindu, anti-Muslim agitations and violent mobilization.191 Here, though, the same institution that 

Nehru disbanded over it’s connection to Gandhi’s assassination over his pluralist tendencies was 

campaigning for social harmony. Despite the national reach of such campaigns, part of this was 

particular to Gogameri. An idea to which I return in the Conclusion of the dissertation, for 

example, Gogameri residents and priests posited a metaphorical relation between Gogaji and the 

Indian nation: Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs all worshipped Gogaji, thereby evoking the religious 

diversity of India’s population. The Chayals and their affiliates extrapolated an ethics of secular 

patriotism from this analogy, which they linked to the “communal goodwill” (s mprad yik 

sadbh vn ) of the Gogameri pilgrimage. Rupnath and the Gorakhtila journalists, like the 

Sharmas, spoke conversely of “social harmony” (samajik samrasta, which evokes a flattening-

out or equivalence of socio-aesthetic forms) as inter-religious cooperation in service to “Mother 

India.” More narrowly, they defined “Hindu harmony” in terms of an erasure not of caste itself 

but, instead, of caste-based discrimination.192 I conceive of this twofold discourse of harmony 

(Indian and Hindu) as the Dhuna Trust’s response to the everyday pluralism (Bigelow 2010) of 

the Gogameri pilgrimage, a response which strategically obscured the culturally authoritarian 

ideal of harmony as Hindu rule over a Hindu nation with the agreeable participation of minority 

Muslim and Christian populations.193 On a conceptual level, then, the cunning of the Jyoti 

                                                
191 For the classic study and critique of the RSS, respectively, see Anderson and Damle (1987) and Sarkar (2002: 
Ch. 8). 
192 Gogameri Times. “Samp dk y: Gog me  vik s: sacc  samrast .” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 2. 
193 In this respect, calls for social harmony resembled RSS critiques of what they call the “pseudo-secularism” of the 
Nehruvian state and its reservations (Davis 1996; Hansen 1999; Mankekar 1999; Rajagopal 2001). 
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Procession lay half-way between Hegelian dialectic and bait-and-switch.194 In order for “social 

harmony” and Jahar Vir to overcome “communal goodwill” and Zahar Pir (with regards to the 

Gogaji-Indian nation correction), the Dhuna Trust hence also appropriated certain (virtual, 

performative) capacities of the latter within their articulation of the former. In this way, I 

propose, Rupnath and the journalists invited Gogameri pilgrims to appreciate (apparently) poorly 

understood components of the RSS agenda, and RSS members, to take a devotional interest in 

Gorakhnath and Gogaji. While the RSS certainly utilized the Gorakhtila platform to its own 

ends, and the two indeed pursued similar goals together, here I focus on the manner in which 

Rupnath and trustees reconfigured the Gogameri pilgrimage and seva-vikas in conjunction with 

the heterogeneous elements generally reassembled under the concept of Hindutva. Doing so, I do 

not propose that trustees merely used the Hindu Right without being affected thereby. As I 

argued above, many trustees valorized the Hindu nation, even if their efforts worked specifically 

to reconfigure the associations of other collectives (the Nath Sampraday, Gogameri pilgrimage 

public, and locale). Hence, seva-vikas projects in Gogameri served as one of the avenues through 

which the iterables of the Hindu Right circulated through devotional circuits, rather than political 

ones, stitching together something like a resonance machine between socially conservative 

Hindu devotees and the organized Hindu Right.  

                                                
194 On the one hand, the operation of bait and switch would have the Dhuna trustees and Sharma pujaris seeking to 
entice pilgrims to their side by surreptitiously replacing the “communal goodwill” of Zahar Pir worship with the 
“social harmony” of Jahar Vir worship. On the other, dialectical, hand, one could propose the following. Dhuna 
trustees and Sharma priests would pose Jahar Vir as the thesis, opposed to Zahar Pir, the antithesis. Attempting to 
overcome the concept of Zahar Pir worship and its communal goodwill, they would seek to objectify and work upon 
the relationship between thesis and antithesis, but also thereby appropriate within the concept of Jahar Vir (and its 
accompanying social harmony) aspects of the antithesis. On the dialectical account, struggling with contradiction 
would produce a synthesis (the third movement of the dialectic) in a now-universal Gogaji. One might even propose, 
in good Hegelian fashion, that the resulting synthesis only became possible through the state’s interventions at the 
mausoleum: Ganga Singh’s renovations, postcolonial Devasthan management, court cases, and privatized seva-
vikas.  
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As we saw above in his dealings with the elderly would-be dharmshala operator, 

Rupnath was not one to enroll in the projects of others willy-nilly, even when these seemed to 

intersect with the spirit of Gorakhtila seva-vikas. This was true as well in the case of his 

involvement with the Cycle Procession, for which the Dhuna Trust devised its own reasons and 

appellation. As a “Jyoti Procession,” the particular operation of those departing Gorakhtila was 

to transport “an [arti] lamp (jyoti),” ignited during the public celebration at the Ancient Dhuna. 

After Rupnath inaugurated the event by lighting an array of ritual lamps, “Baba [Jagdishnath] led 

arti for the procession with a lamp [situated] behind Gorakhtila, which has remained 

continuously aflame for a thousand years” (e.g., since Gorakhnath’s sojourn there during 

Gogaji’s lifetime). As they carried the lamp with them, Rupnath demanded, the cycle pilgrims 

were to offer flame-prasad to those they met along the way; when sleeping the night in villages 

and cities, moreover, they were to encourage residents to worship Gorakhnath through the lamp 

itself. All of which is to say, one of the effects of the procession was to expose more expansive 

RSS networks and audiences to Gorakhtila and the Gogameri pilgrimage.195 In addition to a 

wider devotional audience, the Gorakhtila periodicals’ coverage of the Cycle Procession also 

indicates how the Dhuna Trust utilized this opportunity to spread the word on pilgrimage 

development. As Gogameri Times and Nath-panth indicate, Dhuna-trustees were particularly 

keen to enjoin the RSS to their educational projects. And inasmuch as the RSS claims a long line 

of “social seva” (Beckerlegee 2003)—with education as perhaps the dominant mode of the 

Sangh Parivar’s seva organizations (Thachil 2011, 2014)—their relationship to Rupnath and 

Gorakhtila seemed a fortuitous fit.  

                                                
195 At one stage in his elaboration of an ordinary-language inquiry of aesthetic response, Wittgenstein (1967: 33) 
muses of a philosophical theory of a comedian’s stage performance: “Suppose you want to describe the experience 
of the audience—why not describe first of all what they saw? Then perhaps that they shook with laughter, then what 
they said.” 
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The Ancient Dhuna’s ritual lamp that traveled with RSS cyclists found its figurative 

double in Gorakhtila efforts to transform the rural culture of education. A later article from 

Gogameri Times built on the imagery of the procession in order to beckon readers to “ignite the 

lamp of education”—including girls’ schooling, a concern Rupnath now shared with Vasundhara 

Raje.196 Apparently, the RSS reciprocated Rupnath’s praises for Golwalkar by suggesting the 

revolutionary potential of Gorakhtila’s educational seva-vikas: Given “contemporary need” in 

India, Sangh officials urged the journalists to commit the Dhuna Trust to “educating [pilgrims] 

spiritually, socially, [and] politically”: in both  “the eminent spiritual, social, and literary 

parampara of Guru Gorakhnath,” and “modern science, engineering, etc.” Doing so, they 

suggested, Gorakhtila could ensure “the perpetual protection of the civilization and culture of 

India.”197 Previously, the Dhuna Trust donated funds and petitioned the government to expand 

the public school in Gogameri. After connecting with Vasundhara Raje and the RSS, concerns 

for girls’ and technical education then surfaced in their writings, speeches, patterns of donation, 

and construction works, another example of the affectivity of the Trust’s repertoire of concern to 

its own efforts to build alliances. 

In Chapter 2, we saw that Surya Sharma, guru and director of the Bagar Seva Samiti in 

Gogameri and Agra, delegated the trust’s writing tasks to his daughter-in-law, and public oration 

to his disciple, Ghulam Singh. Although Rupnath generally had Sarvan and Safi write on the 

Dhuna Trust’s behalf, he was quite comfortable speaking at campaign rallies, and usually did so 

alongside public, political and cultural figures from among his faithful allies. Sarvan and Safi, 

conversely, were rarely asked to give speeches. The night before the Jyoti Pilgrimage departed, 

                                                
196 Gogameri Times. “ ik  k  jyote jale.” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1. For a wonderful introduction to the 
kinds of resistance supporters of women’s education routinely face in Rajasthan, see A. Gold (2010). 
197 Ibid. The reader will recall from chapter one that “Indian [read: Hindu] culture” particularly needed saving from 
“foreign conspirators,” Muslims and Christians one guesses, who spread lies to the detriment of “Indian 
civilization.” 
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however, Sarvan delivered an address, “informing [the audience] of the historical and 

contemporary significance of Gorakshatila and Gogameri.”198 Given his longer and more 

invested connection to both local members and the institution of the RSS, perhaps the Dhuna 

Trust saw it best if he, an RSS volunteer and trust member, communicated the import of the 

temple to his familiars in a way he knew they could appreciate. Whether or not this was the 

intention, the results were (described in writing as) the same; for the following morning RSS 

officials and volunteers told Sarvan of how they felt “the influence of the natural environment, 

holy pond, and feelings of devotion” at the temple—so much that they “desire[d] to return again 

and again.”199 While here I concentrate on the ways in which the iterablees of the Hindu Right 

entered into devotional parlance in Gogameri, one could thus also approach the resonance 

machine from the opposite direction, asking after Gorakhtila’s devotional enlistment of political 

actors from the Hindu Right.  

If Rupnath and trustees pitched the import of Gorakhtila to RSS members strategically, 

they also re-problematized Sangh discourses and institutional practices in the language of their 

own repertoire of concerns. As an example of the many ways the Trust was able to bend RSS 

practices and discourses to meet needs related to its own projects, as well as insinuate elements 

of such Gorakhtila projects into RSS events, I will now consider a Gogameri Times editorial 

column, the subtitle of which defines “Gogameri development” as “true social harmony.” Given 

the recognizable differences in the two journalists’ writing styles, and the article’s heavy use of 

Perso-Arabic vocabulary (which Sarvan rarely used), it seems to me to have been penned by 

Safi.  

                                                
198 Gogameri Times. “Samrast  cycle y tr  k  udgh an sam roh sampann.” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1 
199 Gogameri Times. “ n  hai b r b r.” Year 1, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 1. 
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After equating Gorakhnath and Gogaji’s critical attitudes toward caste discrimination 

with those of Sangh volunteers, the article casts Rupnath as diligent heir to the Nath 

Sampraday’s history of inter-jati activism. Like Gorakhnath, the mahant also “gives to all the 

same discourse of harmony and the actions of the heart.” The description continues: 

 
The fortnightly newspaper that [Rupnath] publishes, Nath-panth, is coedited by a young 
Safi Mohammad Bhati, from the Muslim society. Sikh youths [also] sponsor puja here 
[…] There is discrimination here neither in the year-round bhandara, nor when it comes 
to bathing in the holy Goraksh-Ganga pond.200 

 

When combined with my observations of Safi inside Gorakhtila, the example of his employment 

by Rupnath may enable me to construct a preliminary guess at the social harmony that trustees 

envisioned to come. Though they both dismissed the idea when I proposed it, at the behavioral 

level Safi performed his subordination to Sarvan through unreciprocated acts of hierarchical seva 

(Lamb 2002). (In that sense, I might call these acts performatives of subservience, thereby 

drawing on the historio-linguistic relation to seva.) Almost all of the time I spent with these men 

was in their Gorakhtila office, when they were in town for the monthly Trust meetings. On those 

occasions when I happened upon them beforehand, they would leave me in the office with their 

newest publication or literary acquisition while they left to attend the meeting. Invariably, Safi 

returned fifteen to twenty minutes later to look after me and see to his own work. Although I was 

never invited to join, both men explained that Safi’s presence was needed only to discuss the 

newspapers, whereas Sarvan—appointed because of his academic credentials—participated in 

brainstorming sessions for other projects as well. Twice, I even ran into Safi while the Trust held 

meetings without him. He explained that the newspapers were then operating smoothly, and 

hence no new decisions were required. When Sarvan would return subsequently, we would often 

                                                
200 Ibid. 
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repair from the office to the journalists’ drawing room, which doubled as their temporary living 

quarters for the festival. As Sarvan reclined on the bed, Safi tended to him attentively and 

obediently: fetching water and food, searching for writings stashed in the office or cupboard, etc. 

At the level of discourse, there was no reason necessarily to relate this situation to religious 

affiliations. Instead, as Bourdieu (1977, 1990) might say, children in northeastern Rajasthan 

learned from a young age to reproduce hierarchies of age, gender, and position through such 

performatives of subservience. When I asked if they understood such behaviors in terms of age, 

though, Safi smiled and said he was Sarvan’s elder by a year and change. “He’s my friend,” Safi 

offered, and then tied such acts of friendship to well-known claims of Indian hospitality: He 

attends to his friends in the manner of a host. Safi’s relationships to the Dhuna Trust and Sarvan 

therefore tender one model for understanding the RSS-inspired social harmony the journalists 

proposed. The harmony of their friendship rested on mutual recognition of a common purpose 

that trumped differences of religious affiliation. In this case, that purpose was to rectify three 

deficiencies they both represented as historical retrogressions: the underdeveloped countryside, 

the disappearance of unifying nationalist convictions, and the absence of empirical data on 

Gogaji and Gorakhnath. Facing no explicit disparagement of his religious location, Safi could 

maintain an “evenness of mind” (samrasta) at a) his exclusion from decision making, by 

appreciating the Trust’s stated reasons for this without skepticism; and b) his own acts of 

subservience, in terms of regional-cultural morality. If this corresponds to the Trust’s visions for 

social harmony writ large, then such an understanding might shed light on the remainder of this 

editorial as well, which depicts pilgrimage development as the highest ideal of harmony. 

After indicating Rupnath’s “feelings of social harmony” toward one Muslim man and 

Sikh youths, the editorial references the absence at Gorakhtila of caste-based restrictions on 
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sharing water and food. This excerpt is not the only instance of the Dhuna Trust’s strategic 

reference to Safi’s Islam or the allure of Gorakhtila to people other than Hindu men (although the 

latter would nevertheless continue to dominate public debate and decision making). Nath-panth, 

for example, reported that the approximately 125 cyclists who participated in the Dhuna-Jyoti 

Pilgrimage included “people from all religions, castes, [and] sects.”201 Joshini Devi Kumar, 

furthermore, told me unironically that Rupnath had invited her to join the Dhuna Trust after he 

and other members decided in a meeting that they needed a female representative on the board. 

The only person I encountered who found such moves disingenuous was, unsurprisingly, 

Samundarnath. To Joshini Devi and Safi, conversely, strategic invocations of Rupnath’s concern 

for social harmony did not call into question the sincerity of his attempts to realize this ideal. At 

least ethnographically, then, one must struggle with the sincerity of Rupnath and Dhuna trustees’ 

commitments to social harmony. Wondering how Dhuna trustees’ calls for social harmony 

related to Rupnath’s private intentionality might be desirable in order to form moral or political 

modernist assessments of him as a man, or of his seva-vikas.202 Leaving such questions and 

procedures to my interlocutors, I propose to deal with this sincerity as an ethnographic “artifact” 

(Riles 200; Strathern 2013): grappling with an array of diverse interpretations of Rupnath’s 

sincerity such that I may treat it as if I discovered it in the field (Riles 2006a). Tying this 

proposal to my comments concerning Safi and Sarvan’s friendship, one can see how the criteria 

of sincerity could also operate as a condition of possibility for enrollment in Gorakhtila seva-

vikas projects. Before arguing this point, I must return to the editorial to show just how it 

correlated social harmony to pilgrimage development. 

                                                
201 Nath-panth. “Samp dk y: s m jik samrast  ke purodh  r  gur j i.” Year I, Issue 11 (24 Nov. 2006): 2. 
202 On the colonial-era formation of modern practices of sincerity, see Chakrabarty (2000: Ch. 5) and Keane (2007: 
Ch. 7).  
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Having reconfigured images and discourse of monastic Nath practice by identifying them 

with a likewise reworked notion of social harmony, the editorial shifts to a discussion of the 

strange mixture of harmony, discrimination, and inequality at Gogaji’s tomb. Although “people 

from every caste, religion, and sect perform p j -arcan  in King Gogadevji’s temple,” 

underdevelopment in the area abounds, and the Devasthan Department does nothing to improve 

matters. Constructing a two-fold problematic of religio-caste-based and socioeconomic 

inequality, the article equates the moral “offence” that the pitiful pilgrim facilities delivered, on 

the one hand, with that of the unjust distribution of priests “from the same religion” as the 

temple’s majority clientele, on the other. In the concluding paragraph, we read that the RSS 

alone is capable of rectifying the morally offensive, unequal distribution of infrastructural works 

and Hindu priests in Gogameri, by means of social (inter-religious) and Hindu (inter-caste) 

harmony. 

 
May the [RSS] network incite devotees of Gogaji and Gorakhnath across north India to 
sponsor the construction of toilets and bathhouses [in Gogameri]! May [the RSS further 
incite them to] liberate the festival from police corruption, make [other] arrangements for 
administering punishment and showing [us] the path ahead, facilitate darshan, put an end 
to incidents of pickpocketing, correct and improve [the leadership of] puja-archna, help 
stop the theft of [temple] revenue, sponsor the construction of dharmshalas and rest 
houses, open schools, operate bhandaras, and request that the government of Rajasthan 
declare [Gogameri as] a tourist destination. Such [would be] the actual kind of harmony 
and the true homage to Guru Gorakhnath and the heroic Gogaji: [respectively] the 
supreme emperor of Shri Guruji [Golwalkar], and the Hindu Hero.203 

 

As we have seen, the Gorakhtila periodicals pitched this kind of encompassing call to various 

audiences, depending on the context. That is, they treated many prominent visitors at Gorakhtila 

with the same blend of virtual capacity and guidance that they here do with the RSS. According 

to my understanding of the implicit sociology of Gorakhtila seva-vikas, this sort of code-

                                                
203 Ibid. 
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switching both sought to cast the widest net possible in the hopes of landing the most 

participants, and reconfigured the definition of each participant’s role in pilgrimage 

development. While the newspapers played to older political sensibilities by demanding the state 

invest in festival administration and infrastructural development, they did so to those with more 

recent commitments to market reforms by mobilizing (and publicizing their mobilization of) the 

private capital of the faithful in service-based development. Here, the editorial encourages a 

pilgrim audience to look for inspiration to the RSS( that superlative “volunteer organization”), 

which could answer the government’s many shortcomings with discipline and organization. And 

yet, I must reiterate that the Trust’s heavy reliance on such rhetorical practices did not bar people 

like Safi and Joshini Devi from recognizing in Gorakhtila seva-vikas the criteria of Rupnath’s 

sincerity and dharmik sovereignty. To them, Rupnath was invested in pilgrimage development, 

the Hindu nation, and social harmony simultaneously, and with no contradiction in terms. To 

appropriate Blackburn’s vocabulary (2010: 209-10), it is only by examining the “locative 

pluralism” of Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust’s seva-vikas project—in relation to multiple 

audiences, concerns, dialogues, allies, and the “felt senses of belonging” connected to each—that 

one can begin to appreciate their enunciation of needs and projects to satisfy these, as well as 

their ability to enlist pilgrims, politicians, and organizations in their projects. 

“All journalists are liars,” Ratan once alleged: They “live apart” from the people about 

whom they write. Rather than research the subjects of their articles in depth, moreover, “they 

only talk to one person—sometimes even on the phone.” Finally, they give shallow descriptions 

of the events they cover, with only their own fame in mind. Sarvan and Safi, Ratan gave as an 

example, spend very little time in Gogameri, preferring to speak to Rupnath on the phone to 

gathering information themselves. “Guruji scolded them last year (2012) on Guru Purnima,” he 
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informed me, referring to the holiday for visiting and honoring one’s guru. “They hadn’t 

published a newspaper in over a year.” This was not even the worst of their faults, though; for 

during the festival they strolled the mela grounds selling subscriptions to pilgrims and charging 

separate fees for each family member. “If there were seven people in your family […], then they 

would take Rs. 1,400 [altogether],” for seven subscriptions which individually cost Rs. 200. “But 

everyone in the family can read the same paper. So how is this right?” Apparently, Sarvan and 

Safi had run this scam on one of Rupnath’s personal disciples, “a very important man.”  When he 

caught wind of it, Rupnath became even angrier than he had at the newspapers’ delayed 

publications.  

 
Guruji told them that the newspapers don’t matter to him. He doesn’t make any money by 
[publishing] them—and he was fine before them, so he’ll be fine without them. It’s really 
all about image, this whole need to publish a newspaper. And Guruji already has an 
image.  

 

By the time of my fieldwork in 2013, Rupnath had readmitted Sarvan and Safi to the Gorakhtila 

fold, although I never managed to see more than two issues of either newspaper from that year. I 

always got the feeling that Rupnath’s personal and institutional breaks with Banarsiraj Jakhad 

and the RSS had something to do with this tense relationship; but Ratan denied this explanation. 

In the meantime, Rupnath and the Gorakhtila sevaks took to depicting the RSS as too hardline or 

orthodox (ka arv d , ru hiv d ) for the atmosphere at Gorakhtila. What is clear from this, on the 

other hand, are the tenuousness of alliances, and the felicitous circumstances and ongoing toil 

necessary to sustain them. This brings me to the question of cultivating associations with 

pilgrims in the service of pilgrimage development. For, if these could devolve, then how was he 

to maintain a greater temple public enrolled in seva-vikas? This is the question the following 
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chapter addresses, through the project to entice pilgrims’ trusts to build and operate dharmshalas 

in Gogameri. 

 

Conclusion. In closing, allow me to delineate the contours of my argument in brief. Broadly, the 

Dhuna Trust’s projects reconfigured heterogeneous material often assembled under the names 

“development,” “social services,” and “Hindu nationalism.” Doing so, it sought to persuade 

pilgrims to conceive of and practice these together: pilgrimage development as devotional and 

national seva; seva as a nationalist development project; and the true expression of nationalism 

as seva-vikas. To publicize these projects, elicit state and private donations, and mobilize 

pilgrims to develop the pilgrimage infrastructure, Rupnath not only published periodicals, 

sponsored research, and hosted spectacular public celebrations, but also pursued alliances with 

government figures and religio-political organizations he recognized to be powerful, effective, 

and amenable to Gorakhtila’s ongoing projects. As these sorts of alliances required care and 

investment, Rupnath reciprocated their investments in Gorakhtila by both contributing money 

and the Gorakhtila platform, and incorporating aspects of their ventures into the Dhuna Trust’s 

repertoire of concerns. As instances of this process with highly divergent outcomes, I analyzed 

the alliances that Rupnath sought to build in 2006 with Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje, and the 

local wing of the RSS. 

 Alliance building and publicity campaigns required Rupnath to spend much of the year 

beyond the village boundaries. And yet, he was primarily neither politician nor social worker 

but, instead, the monastic director of an increasingly renowned pilgrimage temple. Was Rupnath 

to abandon the ritual and devotional management of Gorakhtila, he would effectively sacrifice 

both the donor base and intended benefactors of the Dhuna Trust’s developmental efforts. To 
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recall chapter one, many of the public works he campaigned for and constructed were ritual 

spaces. The Dhuna Trust represented the new spaces whose architectural purposes were other 

than ritual practice, further—the Police Station or bathroom complexes—as materialized seva. 

By providing “the faithful” with both types of spaces, Rupnath elicited from a great number of 

pilgrims a recognition best summarized by the Gorakhtila accountant: With the Ancient Dhuna 

and water tower, he “open[ed] up his heart and show[ed] off the glory of Baba.” In this way, 

Rupnath not only fulfilled one of his devotional-cum-administrative duties as mahant, but also 

altered the material substratum of what scholars of religion once called “religious experience.” 

Another important duty likewise related to these encounters was the organization of daily ritual 

practice.  

For Rupnath to continue traveling as he did, he needed a trustworthy and organized staff 

to tend to worship, building and upkeep, finances, food, and the like. In addition to the two 

monastic priests and hired kitchen staff, Rupnath left to several of his local disciples the task of 

tending to pilgrims throughout the day. It was these sevaks, then, who provided the temple’s 

lifeblood, and without them the entire system might collapse. With more space, I might have 

therefore asked how individual people came to serve Gorakhtila in this capacity. The cases of 

Parsu and Ratan from above, for instance, offer different perspectives on this question. Whereas 

Ratan had been a recipient of Gorakhnath’s graces, Parsu was drawn to Rupnath—if we believe 

his mother—both as a father figure, after his father’s early passing, and in aesthetic terms. On the 

one hand, Parsu recently built his family their first home out of brick and mortar (rather than 

mud) in the “historical,” forest-dwelling-monastic style of the Ancient Dhuna and Police 

Station—with money earned in the Gorakhtila temple and bazaar. On the other hand, he also 

cultivated a layman’s brand of the ascetic, withholding aesthetics of comportment typified in 
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Rupnath’s personality. Despite this variance, both Ratan and Parsu valorized and took pleasure 

in the homo-social bonds that often developed between Gorakhtila volunteers, monks, and 

staffers. Another set of factors in their enlistment in the Gorakhtila workforce were their sensory-

intellectual recognitions: of the criteria of Gorakhnath’s divine life forms at Gorakhtila; and 

those of Rupnath’s dharmik sovereignty, in Trust projects. Similar to his own mediating role in 

representations of Vasundhara Raje, that is, Rupnath’s dharmik sovereignty had to be located 

between his grand materializations of his capacity for seva-vikas, and use of this capacity to 

exhibit the glory of Gorakhnath 

 Other than Gogaji’s annual holidays—the naumi, or “ninth day” of the Hindi month of 

Bhadrapad204—pilgrims flocked to Gogameri in smaller numbers for what residents and priests 

called “the minor (cho ) naumis,” the ninth days of the remaining months of the Hindi calendar. 

On one of these minor ninths, Rupnath was holding court informally just in front of the kitchen, 

when he noticed a man darting from door to door and peeking in them. Rupnath called out and 

asked suspiciously if he could assist the man. He was looking for Gorakhnath’s tomb, he said; 

might the monk know where to find it? Isn’t the tomb what people come to see? Rupnath 

explained that there was no Gorakhnath tomb there. The tombs of previous abbots lay on the 

other side of the temple; and Gogaji’s tomb, on the other side of the village. “You won’t find 

Gorakhnath’s tomb anywhere,” he added, “because he never died. iv-avt r  yog  Gorakshanathji 

mah r j: he’s immortal, brother!” Whereas on many accounts the Gogameri tomb possessed 

Gogaji’s divine body, Gorakhnath’s body was entirely absent from Gorakhtila. This absence 

                                                
204 Both the Hindi and Rajasthani calendars have two dating systems: the one, lunar, and the other, solar. There were 
thus two different ninth days of Bhadrapad/Bhadua People in Gogameri developed sociologies for the different 
celebrations of each: The “yellow-cloth” pilgrims from east of Delhi—who, Gogameri residents and priests said, 
thought of themselves as descendants of the royal subjects of Siriyal’s father, and hence “Gogaji’s in-laws”—
celebrate the pilgrimage festival on the ninth of the lunar fortnight. Everyone else—from Rajasthan, Gujarat, 
Punjab, and other states west of Delhi—make the pilgrimage on the ninth of the solar fortnight of Bhadrapad.  
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notwithstanding, Gorakhnath was in no way absent from Gorakhtila. Whether monk, pilgrim, or 

otherwise, most devotees characterized the built environment of Gorakhtila as a memorial to the 

fierce austerities that Gorakhnath performed there during Gogaji’s lifetime. As such, the 

enduring rhythms of Gorakhnath’s past presence continued to surge through the temple space—

just as electrical currents and piping systems enliven family homes, connect them to dispersed 

and subterranean networks, and thereby render a stationary place into a fluid locus of mobility 

(cf. Lefebvre 1991: 93).205  Somewhere between this and Kafka’s tale of a frenzy of building 

projects in the sovereign’s absence (1952), the affective charges of Rupnath’s seva-vikas now 

shot through the ritual spaces and physical infrastructure, revitalizing the temple even when the 

abbot was away, and re-mobilizing pilgrims in association with Naths human and divine.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
205 This typology of the Hindu temple, in terms of entombed bodily presence vs. residual rhythms of past ascetic 
feats, is in some ways unique to Gogameri. If pressed, I might explain the difference to a Hindu Studies audience in 
terms of the distinction between iconic and aniconic forms of worship: a murti of Krishna, say, vs. a Siva linga. The 
reader will have already noticed the tenuous character of making such links, however, given that disagreement 
abounded (at least in the villages of Gogameri and Karanpura) over whether or not the tomb was a temple. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A HOW-TO GUIDE ON TRUST BUILDING: ARCHITECTURE AND THE WORK 

OF TEMPLES AND DHARMSHALAS 

 

 Introduction. In a Gogameri Times article entitled, “Let there be efforts to develop the 

festival!,” Dr. Sarvan Suthar launched into a tirade against the tahsil, state, and central 

governments over their failure to commence development in Gogameri. Sarvan juxtaposed the 

large number of pilgrims to the resounding lack of amenities such as shelter and clean food and 

water. This juxtaposition signaled a deeper contradiction for him, one of the development state, 

the situation in Gogameri, and the Devasthan extraction of pilgrims’ religious donations for its 

own ends. Though he faults private citizens for their lack of initiative, he ultimately blames this 

too on the state: 

 
Those wanting to contribute funds to [trusts] erecting dharms l s and the like cannot 
even think of investing money here, because the process through which one obtains land 
[from the Devasthan Department, on which to construct dharmshalas] is so 
complicated.206 

 

Two issues later, Sarvan reported that the “biggest problem for guests is the lack of dharmshalas 

(pilgrim hostels) in which to sleep the night.” He bemoaned the “ratio of dharmshalas to the 

great number of pilgrims”: “Less than one percent of the people who come during the main 

festival days find a place to stay.”207 This is problematic given the monsoon season in which the 

festival falls, for “the faithful cannot even manage to find shelter from the rain.” While chapter 

four dealt with the complicated bureaucratic process of obtaining land on which to build a 

                                                
206 Suthar, Dr. Sarvan. “Mele [sic] ke vik s se samanvit pray s ho .” Gogameri Times. Year 1, Issue 3 (10 Jul. 
2006): 2. 
207 Gogameri Times. “Samp dk y: y tr  suvidh o  ke vik s me  sark r pray s kar bh m ho  prots han de .” 
Year 1, Issue 5 (24 Aug. 2006): 2 
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dharmshala, here I tackle the labor facing those with such imperatives on the far side of 

applications: the grunt work of building and running a Gogameri dharmshala. My two primary 

examples are those of the Bagar Seva Samiti (Ch. 2) and Moti Ram Singh from (Ch. 4), which I 

chose because both of their sev -vik s ventures combined dharmshala projects with temple 

construction and administration in their home locales.  

 Chapters one through three made mention of the ritual-spatial controversy concerning the 

Gogameri tomb. While the Chayals spoke of the mausoleum as an Islamic ritual space, the 

Devasthan Department and Sharma puj r s classified it as a Hindu temple. This ritual-spatial 

controversy further mapped onto that over Gogaji’s religious and political affiliations: Was he a 

Hindu king who converted to Islam just prior to immolation through entombment, or a proto-

Hindu nationalist who was martyred during war with “Muslim invaders”? Although such debates 

long predated my fieldwork, they only recently came to demand documentary verification, 

especially for authors affiliated with the Sharma priests and Dhuna Trust. One of the central 

factors in these authors’ enthusiastic search for historical evidence grew from the gulf between 

their intellectual and affective investments and the architectural given of the tomb. To put it 

crudely, these authors and their priestly or trustee-associates knew confidently the history of the 

pilgrimage, and just needed to find empirical support to convince everyone else. The present 

chapter, in this context, elaborates an argument from chapter three. The seva-vikas project of the 

Sharma and Devasthan pujaris—to reclaim their ritual, interpretive, and financial sovereignty 

within the mausoleum—pursued various rhetorical practices simultaneously. Chapter three 

analyzed legal and ritual modes of persuasion, whereas this one tracks spatial contributions to the 

Gogameri controversies. In short, Gogameri circles witnessed a dispersed network-strategy to 

alter the architectural given of both Gogameri and Gogaji devotion beyond the village. 
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Infrastructural development was not apolitical, in the sense of micro-political controversies, for 

the multiplication of “Hindu” dharmshalas in Gogameri and temples in the home cities of trusts 

constituted a new background against which to view the tomb itself. If the pilgrimage site and 

home temples featured unmistakably Hindu spatial forms, that is, then the gap between the 

hagiographic investment (that Gogaji never converted to Islam) and the perceptual given might 

begin to close. Yet, this was not an intentional, objectified project, as were the seva-vikas works 

of individual trusts. Instead, this was a network-project produced by various, unaffiliated trusts; 

no one drove this process from above. This is not to say that explicit parameters were entirely 

absent, however. The sensibilities and documentary aesthetics guiding the manner in which the 

Devasthan Department recognized trusts and their construction projects, for instance, assured a 

certain continuity of seva-vikas across trusts. Many trusts also responded to the Gorakhtila re-

problematization of seva-vikas needs and projects. Not only did Dhuna trustees encourage 

investments in dharmshalas, but they also set the aesthetic standard through contemporary Hindu 

spaces such as the Goraksh-Ganga pond and Ancient Dhuna. These non-concerted efforts in fact 

offer a privileged perspective on contemporary Hinduism, for they were driven by shared 

aesthetic sensibilities, reshaped through encounters with the greater ritual landscape. As we shall 

see, though, ritual aesthetics were not always intellectually controllable, and the network-project 

to reconstitute the built environment could run counter to seva-vikas plans.  

 In the following I analyze trustees’ representations of their home temples and Gogameri 

dharmshalas alongside my own architectural readings of the ornamentation, citational designs, 

generosity, and leisure within these structures. Understanding trustees’ “sense[s] of space” 

(Adorno 1997b) as drawn from their familiarity with broader north Indian temple-spatial 
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practices and representations of temple space,208 I propose that Moti Ram and Surya were 

technicians of public ritual space,209 and in this capacity acted as non-architect spatial experts. I 

also find reflective coordination and para-ethnography in the knowledge practices of both seva-

vikas programs, as these worked to alter the built environment. I describe the reflectively 

coordinated architectural practices and seva of the temple and hospital of the Bagar Seva Samiti 

in Agra, and make a case for how these contribute to its overall seva-vikas project. I present the 

background preparation of their ritual spaces in terms of Surya’s state-bureaucratic expertise in 

the reasoned delegation of responsibilities: to his wife Shachi, under-pujari Vikas, and daughter-

in-law Sangita. In Surya’s dharmshala and Moti Ram’s temple I identify modes of architectural 

citationality and generosity, both of which related to an at-times unconscious coordination of 

stylistic references that, to paraphrase Adorno (1997b: 14), thought more of pilgrims and Gogaji 

devotees than they did of themselves. I interpret Moti Ram’s dharmshala, finally, as a “space of 

leisure” (Lefebvre 1991) that sought to satisfy something similar to what Adorno (1997b) calls 

“the needs of the here and now.” 

 

Spatialized Purpose: The Gorakhnath Temple in Agra. I begin this section with an analysis of 

the Gorakhnath temple in Agra as a site of Surya’s knowledgeable intervention in the 

controversies in Agra and Gogameri. I then discuss Surya’s delegation of the management of the 

dharmshala and hospital to Shachi and his son and Sangita, respectively. Together with other 

                                                
208 One of my sources of inspiration here is Lefebvre (1991). Though fashioned on a Hegelian-Marxist dialectic of 
labor, Lefebvre’s “production of space” nevertheless ignores the practical labor of construction workers and 
management strategies of elites or technocrats whose mere “representations of space” appear within the dialectic. 
Contrarily, ritual space demands more than triangulating 1) social “spatial practice,” 2) experts’ “representations” of 
space, and 3) a phenomenological inhabitation of and ideological-cum-bodily dressage in “representational space.” 
It further demands acts of producing—in the non-dialectical, everyday sense indebted to theater—places for ritual in 
ways Smith (1987) and Bell (1992) described, as well as more mundane, background preparations such as the 
purchasing of building and ritual materials, setting up seating areas, arranging for bathrooms and childcare, etc. 
209 With this term, I am indebted to Rabinow and Marcus’s (2008) discussion of experts and technocrats as 
“technicians of general ideas.” 
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dharmshala operators in Gogameri, the Bagar trustees referred to the construction, management, 

and renovations of these spaces as seva, and I propose that reading religious and medical seva 

together results in a more comprehensive understanding of Surya’s knowledge practices and the 

trust’s overarching project. To do so requires a look into the mundane, behind-the-scenes labor 

of fundraising, hiring construction workers, and installing water tanks and fans. Therefore, I 

present the delegated practices Vikas pujari in the Gorakhnath temple, Sangita’s management of 

the hospital’s financial aid foundation, and Shachi’s supervision of construction projects in the 

Gogameri dharmshala: all as types of labor which were, at times, enjoyable loci of psychic, 

ethical, and aesthetic investment.210 

 The “Jahar Vir Baba” temple that the Bagar Seva Samiti first constructed lay en route 

from the Sharmas’ home to the Gorakhnath temple and hospital, at the boundary between their 

neighborhood and the stomping grounds of tourists. Complete with an ashram, the temple was 

built in the style of the Gogameri tomb, only with glass and steel instead of marble. Whereas 

Surya had all but cut ties with this temple and its pujari by the time of my fieldwork, Shachi 

continued to frequent it while in Agra, and spoke fondly of her work there to others in Gogameri. 

Surya had washed his hands of the place after finding his former cel  enjoying liquor and eggs 

just before I met them in 2010. Shachi held out hope for their activities there, and had taken on 

the atoning pujari as her first and only disciple, believing that she could retrain him. 

 Unlike the Gogaji temple, that of Gorakhnath was not stylized after a site in Gogameri, 

and the pujari there was still “like a son” to the couple. Vikas pujari made his way to Agra from 

                                                
210 In his historical ethnography of the competing sovereignties of the forest-dwelling Bhils of Gujarat, Skaria 
discusses what Bhils refer to as moglai, which literally means pre-colonial (or, “the Mughal [era]”), but which he 
translates as “the extra-colonial” of Bhil Raj: social practices prevalent in pre-colonial times, yet not properly pre-
colonial due to their transfigured continuation during the colonial and post-colonial periods (1999: 15, passim). The 
“pleasures” and “aesthetics” of pre-colonial, slash and burn agriculture in forests, for example—banned by the 
British Raj—resurfaced in colonial-era insurgency: Bhil arson attacks on colonial buildings, Skaria argues, 
poetically conjured up the Bhils’ moglai pleasurable labor (ibid: 274-75). 
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his village in Madhya Pradesh around the age of sixteen, after he answered a personal add in a 

national newspaper calling for applications from Brahman priests of Surya’s sub-caste (gotra), 

Lavaniya. Schooling was neither a priority nor of high quality in the village, so Vikas’s mother 

was more than happy to send her youngest to work for a priestly Brahman family willing to put 

him in school and educate him in prestigious types of gyan not taught in the public education 

system. Vikas’s father had served as the pujari of a Krishna temple in the village, which, given 

the aesthetics of their coordination of Sanatani and Nath genealogies, must have made Vikas an 

appealing candidate in Surya and Shachi’s minds. Although they had not paid much attention to 

Gogaji or Gorakhnath prior to making their acquaintance with Surya, Vikas said he and his 

family had “seen enough miracles” after moving to Agra to develop devoted convictions 

regarding the power and grace of these two saintly deities. Around thirty by the time I knew him, 

Vikas had lived at and looked over the Gorakhnath temple with his wife and mother since 

construction began in the early 2000s. Surya too spent more and more of his time there—even 

before the discovery of his first pujari-disciple’s (un)savory habits—which in turn became the 

home base from which to operate the trust’s seva-vikas project.  

 The Gorakhnath temple and adjacent hospital were located in Roshni Nagar, a 

neighborhood off the Fatehabad highway near the south by southeast Agra city limits. Only a 

few kilometers from their home, Shachi and Surya had long beforehand purchased that land in 

Roshni Nagar, then consisting of agricultural fields but subsequently developed in a manner akin 

to satellite cities such as Noida. A lower and lower-middle-class residential area, Roshni Nagar 

was flanked on two sides by luxury tourist hotels and shopping malls, while many of its 

inhabitants still tilled the land and grazed cattle on plots not yet bought up for new interests. The 

temple’s location thus evokes comparison with Surya’s seva-vikas venture, for various aspects of 
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both are inhabitable, in turn, by means of peasant or working-class and upwardly mobile or 

upper-caste sensibilities; and these aspects adjoined and interpenetrated the others such that one 

would be hard-pressed to say where one stopped and the others began.  

 How am I to account for the Surya and the trust’s design of the temples, hospital, and 

dharmshala? Chapter two conceived of Surya and Sangita as producers of specialized 

knowledge. Neither of them, though, were architects, engineers, or historians of architecture, all 

three (or a combination) of which characterize the general sense of a spatial expert. Yet Surya—

perhaps like royal and elite patrons of Buddhist temples and monasteries (Ortner 1989; 

Blackburn 2007, 2012), or Hindu merchant patrons of dharmshalas (Birla 2009)—wielded his 

para-ethnographic knowledge of built environments in order to intervene in the controversies in 

Agra and Gogameri. I want to argue that Surya had learned to rely on his sense of space—built 

up slowly over the years, first through his ordinary training in inhabiting and responding to the 

lived spaces of contemporary north Indian spatial practice (cf. Heidegger 1996, 1997; Merleau-

Ponty 1962; Bourdieu 1977; Lefebvre 1991), and then through his reflective, para-ethnographic 

engagement with Nath and Sanatani ritual places and authoritative representations thereof. That 

is, Surya exhibited a hyper-attention to the construction, folklore, and ritual practices of Nath and 

Sanatani spaces of worship during his travels as a bureaucrat and guru, which formed the bulk of 

data which he reflectively coordinated with his own convictions and aesthetic sensibilities. The 

spatial interventions of the Bagar Seva Samiti comprised a response to his threefold temporal 

apprehension (comprehension, anxiety, and seizure) concerning Sanatani, Nath, and Gogaji-

oriented ritual-spatial practice, representations of ritual space, and his inhabitation and 

characterizations of their respective representational ritual spaces (Lefebvre 1991). Northern 

South Asia boasts a long and eclectic history of erecting loci for Gogaji worship, known by some 
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linguistic variation of me  (me h , m , m h , etc.) and often built in the likeness of the 

Gogameri tomb—which scholars uninvolved in Gogameri controversies might recognize as 

Hindu appropriations of dargah architecture. One of the distinguishing characteristics of the 

institutionally unaffiliated persons whom I call stranger pilgrims, however, is a reworking of 

northern South Asian histories of ritual and genealogical practices oriented to Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath. The temples and dharmshala of the Bagar Seva Samiti are cases in point here. On 

the one hand, the Jahar Vir Baba temple highlights the concept of architectural citationality 

(2007). For example, in its deployment of reiterative architectural aesthetics but with novel 

construction materials, this temple turned the meri style against its predominant context—ritual 

loci for lower-class and caste, variously affiliated peasants to petition for miraculous help largely 

in times of needs, rather than sites educated, Sanatani Hindus visited for daily, Vaishnav-inspired 

acts of bhakti, etc.211 On the other hand, most historical meris already highlighted this dynamic 

of citation, inasmuch as they too re-appropriated an Islamic architectural style to pan-northern 

South Asian ritual ends. 

 The Agra Gorakhnath temple, unlike the Gogaji meri, eschewed citations of Gogameri 

structures nearly entirely. One might object to this statement: As a Gorakhnath temple, there was 

no expectation that it cite Gorakhtila. The home temple of Dr. Dev, however, a stranger pilgrim 

affiliated to the Gorakhtila, was built in partially citational forms, which offered worshippers the 

possibility of connecting propositionally with Gorakhtila at the time of worship. Contrarily, the 

Bagar Seva Samiti’s Gorakhnath temple was designed to evoke Surya’s reconfiguration of the 
                                                
211 Benjamin noted that steel and glass construction, when it first appeared in the earliest of Paris’s arcades, still 
unconsciously referenced (or cited) the architecture of cathedrals (1999); hence, his conceptualization of modernity 
as “always-again-the-same” (Buck-Morss 1989: 293). Inasmuch as mine is an effort to think through a highly 
situated contemporary and not a large scale modernity, I am reticent to connect Surya’s case to the historical 
processes Benjamin perceived—in habitual elements of the early deployment of novel construction materials that 
made for overlaps with outdated architectural styles, followed by habitual mastery of these materials that allowed for 
architectural breaks or ruptures with “tradition”—even though chronologically his Gogaji and Gorakhnath temples 
might evoke such a comparison. 
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Gogameri pilgrimage: de-affiliated with the tomb’s ambivalent lineages and multiform ritual 

practices, and reoriented to Surya’s reflective coordination of the Nath Sampraday and Sanatan 

Dharm. 

 
Figure 6.1. Layout of the Gorakhnath Temple, Agra. 

Numbered Buildings: 1—Main Sanctum (with storage basement); 2—Durga Temple; 
3—Yagyashala (with ritual basement); 4—Residential and Storage Quarters. 

Lettered Spaces: A—Temporary Stage for Saptah-Katha; B—Tended Area for Celebrations.  
Shaded Area: Covered Circumambulation Track. 

 
 The Gorakhnath temple was comprised of four buildings set to the far right of around an 

acre of land. A brick fence approximately six feet in height surrounded the rectangular plot, the 

middle and left two-thirds of which consisted of a large courtyard used for public festivities such 

as sapt hs and feasts. The upper portions of front-most structures housing deities (buildings 1-3 

in Figure 6.1) had been painted pink (gul b ), a frequent alternative for the saffron bhagv  of 

Hindu ritual dress. Below this the walls were lined with white tiles adorned with printed roses 

(gulab), and the domes, roofs, and metal window bars, with orange paint. The floors were 

covered with marble and lined with polished granite. For rt , one walked inside the gate and 

turned to the right to approach the buildings, all built atop a shared, raised concrete foundation. 

Beneath this were two basements, one of which was used for Thursday possession, petition, and 
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prayer events (see below). Climbing up the three stairs leading from the courtyard, worshippers 

familiar with the particular ritual etiquette there washed their hands and feet at the tap all the way 

to the left, and then approached the center worship structure (building 1 in Figure 6.1). Inside 

this rectangular hall, murtis sat upon a counter-like tier stretching along the back wall. From 

house left to right, these were Hanuman, Gorakhnath, Gogaji, “Gorakhtila-vali” Kali, Kaila Mata 

(a Rajasthani goddess and Shachi’s family’s kuldevi), and Ganesh. As attendees stood inside this 

structure or just outside of it, within the cloister (the shaded area in Figure 6.1), Vikas pujari 

would begin to sing “Om jay Jagdish Hare” (the words to which were printed on several posters 

hanging on the back wall), offering arti first to Gorakhnath, second to Gogaji, and then to the 

other deities from left to right. While lay gatherers clapped and sung along, Vikas would leave 

this sanctum for the smallest structure on the grounds, the cubic Durga temple downstage house 

right (structure 2 in Figure 6.1). He would then take the tray of lamps and hand bell into the 

largest of the worship halls to the extreme left (building 3 in Figure 6.1), a narrow rectangular 

building extending to the back. (Below this was the large basement which served as the Thursday 

night meeting hall.) Upon entering the side-facing door at the front, Vikas would attend to Sai 

“Nath” Baba (Shirdi), and then to the Shiva lingam, Shani Dev, the Gorakhnath image and 

dh , and a roughly three-fifths replica of Gogaji’s tomb. Having arrived at the back, he would 

then descend the stairs and worship the large painting of Gogaji and his horse, placed on a shelf 

built into the joint of the otherwise empty cellar’s left wall and floor. Emerging again, he would 

worship the Styrofoam and brass murtis of familiar Sanatani gods and goddesses that his wife 

kept in the grain room, and those his mother kept in their apartment and attached temple kitchen 

(all three rooms located in the small building directly behind the central sanctum; structure 4 in 

Figure 6.1). After circumambulating the central temple structure—the function for which the 
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cloister was built—Vikas would sing the last verse and chorus of the arti hymn with his back 

turned towards the temple buildings, offering arti to the universe. Coming back inside the first 

building, he would then lead worshippers in a series of Sanskrit mantras, memorized pledges and 

praises in Hindi, and prostrations, before everyone made their own rounds and received prasad. 

 

Figure 6.2. Saptah-Katha at Surya and Shachi Sharma’s Gorakhnath Temple, Agra. 
 
 

 It was in part through the trust’s emphatic patronage of havan, arti, and the singing of 

“Om jay Jagdish, Hare”—in both the Gogameri tomb and daily worship at home and in 

neighborhood temples—that they sought to ground their reconfigured Sanatani-Nath “lineage 

claims” (Blackburn 2003, 2007, 2010a) in the worship experience of devotees. The Gorakhnath 

temple, this section proposes, becomes understandable as this purpose-become-space (cf. Adorno 

1997: 13-14). The design of the temple foregrounded havan and arti: The layout of the three 

ritual structures and the cloister connecting them lent themselves to Vikas pujari’s 

circumambulations of the centerpiece during arti, which marked his first and last location during 

arti. Further, the dhuna, as the site for havan, was built at the center of the long-ways structure 

(building 3 in Figure 6.1) to the left of the center sanctum. All of these buildings, finally, were 

squeezed into an extreme side of the rectangular plot, thereby leaving open over two-thirds of the 
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courtyard. The Bagar Seva Samiti decided on this design to facilitate other ritual celebrations 

that worked, in part, to enroll devotees in the trust’s seva-vikas project, such as saptah-kathas, 

feasts, and other public festivities. In those cases, the audience sat in the (tented) courtyard (B in 

Figure 6.1), and directed their attention to a temporary platform (A in Figure 6.1), atop which 

Ghulam Singh and his band sat.  

 The architectural forms of the complex evoked similarities and differences from the 

broad fields of Sanatani and Nath temple-spatial practice. The issue of color, for example, leaves 

little room for the type of vertiginal interpretive gymnastics through which certain speakers and 

writers claimed for Gogaji’s tomb an aesthetic form indebted to Hindu and not Muslim 

architectural lineages. This point may seem trivial, and one can always find examples to the 

contrary, but the solid green of many darg hs and emblems Muslim political and religious 

organizations (not to mention the populations symbolized in the green of Indian, Pakistani, and 

Bangladeshi flags) is nowhere reproduced within the complex. Rather, the saffron and rose 

colors associated with Hindu political and religious organizations (and the Indian flag) reigned 

supreme, as did the marble of royal and grand merchant structures (represented to be) of yore. 

Rhythmically, therefore, the trust’s Gorakhnath temple and larger seva-vikas efforts may be read 

as a repetition (involving difference [Lefebvre 1991, 2004]) of Maharaja Ganga Singh’s 

“renovations” to the Gogameri tomb (see Chapter 1).  

 Temple construction enterprises constantly demand the efforts of families, trusts, and 

other collectives in India, ranging from the humble house shrine to elaborate, Disneyesque 

properties such as Akshar Dham in Noida (or the Ancient Dhuna at Gorakhtila). One common 

strategy utilized by run-of-the-mill devotional groups aspiring to regional or community 

transcendence is to erect structures that draw on the longue durée of temple-architectural and 
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stone carving arts in the subcontinent (cf. Gold 1987: 407-08, 411). Such buildings are then 

almost universally recognized as heir and participant in what is now called Sanatan Dharm, the 

“eternal heritage” (ibid), even if the strategic nature of these architectural practices fail to escape 

the attention of others. A much larger temple built of marble to resemble a budding lotus, for 

instance, stood adjacent to the Gorakhnath temple on the road leading to the Fatehabad Highway. 

In characteristic style, Surya represented the temple in contrast to what he saw as the dilettantish 

ornamentation of this and other such temples in favor of something more modest and substantial. 

 

 
Figure 6.3. Durga Temple, Surya and Shachi’s Gorakhnath Temple, Agra. 

 

 One of Surya’s strengths as guru and trust leader was his reasoned delegation, a skill 

which he acquired through years of state-bureaucratic practice. He ably translated skills from 

state bureaucracy into the field of seva-vikas (cf. Brenneis 2006). The design and administration 

of the trust temples, dharmshala, and hospital were no different in this regard. In effect shutting 

down a conversation that a disciple initiated about Rup Nath and Gorakhtila, Surya once 

commented, “Building a temple is easy, but running one is difficult.” Here and elsewhere Surya 

valorized the organization of public programs on festive holidays. To Surya’s mind, if thrown 
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responsibly such festivities ought to proceed enjoyably, instructionally, and on one’s own dime 

(which for him included disciples’ donations). To a large degree such programs amount to what 

Surya understood as the arduous task of running the temple. For, he looked at me and asked if I 

had “seen how much money [he] put into the saptah” which I attended. He has tried to convince 

people in Gogameri, he claimed, to learn from his programs so that they may organize similar 

events. “But no one listens to me there,” he bemoaned. In Agra, on the other hand, disciples and 

trustees worked closely with Surya to manage trust projects. In addition to delegating writing to 

Sangita, medical seva to Sangita and Ramkrishna, and public speaking, singing, and the Itawa-

based wing of his followers to Ghulam Singh, Surya left the upkeep, improvement, and daily 

activities of his temples and dharmshala to others. Although this arrangement backfired in the 

case of his Gogaji temple, whose priest took to eating (donations and eggs), the core trustees and 

more involved disciples appeared investment in their tasks at the Gorakhnath temple and 

Gogameri dharmshala. The operation and leadership of the Bagar Seva Samiti, as those of state 

bureaucracy, demanded this type of investment if all of the behind-the-scenes grunt work was to 

be accomplished. This chapter therefore describes Sangita’s management of the family’s medical 

seva, and Shachi’s supervision of construction in the Gogameri dharmshala. 

 

Entr’acte: Sangita’s Knowledge at Work in the Hospital Surya Built. Not only were the 

Gorakhnath temple and Lavaniya Hospital close in space, but their respective spatial strategies 

likewise interpenetrated, having been conceptualized, executed, and revisited in tandem. Current 

dialogues in medical anthropology lie far from my research interests and general capacities. 

Here, I would merely like to point to some ways in which Sangita’s work in the hospital 

contributed to the trust’s more encompassing seva-vikas projects. My argument hinges on the 
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fundamental role that specialized knowledge and para-ethnographic research methods played, in 

both endeavors, in the identification and historical problematization of needs, and then in the 

molding of one’s seva to fit needs thusly construed. The hospital, for example, boasted of a 

foundation (sansth n) that tried to cover medical costs for poor patients. “There are a lot of poor 

people in the slums of this area,” Sangita explained, “especially the Muslims.”  

 
I’ve done research and, from what I’ve seen in the field—meaning the villages 
[surrounding Agra], and with rural people in government hospitals in the city. So, from 
what we’ve seen in the field, thirty percent of all deaths in India were [those of] people 
without money. This means that illness did not cause their deaths—an inability to pay 
[for treatment] did. 

 

Sangita clarified that the Indian medical system was “the best in the world,” particularly in terms 

of education, facilities, and funding. Nevertheless, “all of this belongs to private hospitals, where 

poor people and villagers can’t go.” She offered an example of the lack of “quality treatment” in 

government hospitals: A woman facing complications with her pregnancy, like those Sangita 

encountered on field excursions, might go to a government hospital for a cesarean section. The 

doctors would then prescribe the woman inexpensive, generic medicine. 

 
The baby will not be cured, however, and so it dies. In reality, it needs to be hooked up to 
machines and tubes; but where can anyone find these in government hospitals? They 
don’t even have enough doctors, so people end up waiting out front [instead of being 
treated]. 

 

With funds from the Bagar Seva Samiti, Sangita and Ramkrishna created the hospital’s 

foundation to deal with just these types of medical deficiencies.  

 The Lavaniya Hospital foundation subsidized private medical care for poor women who 

were either pregnant or who had recently given birth. In this they were aided financially and 

methodologically through the Lucknow office of the State Innovations in Family Planning 
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Services Agency (SIFPSA), a joint endeavor of the central Indian government and USAID. 

According to Sangita, the hospital was “a franchise of SIFPSA,” and thus received a monthly 

stipend of around Rs. 40,000 (then just over USD 7,000), which was meant to cover appointment 

and prescription costs for qualifying women. Sangita was somewhat disappointed with these 

funds, however, given that their use was institutionally restricted to women and babies. “I want 

to provide [medical] seva to everyone—meaning, to children, boys, and old men as well.” 

Additionally troubling were the corrupt tendencies of certain SIFPSA workers, some of whom 

“ate” medical aid, she said, evoking the ethics of seva-vikas in Gogameri. Consider her 

comparison of SIFPSA with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). 

 
UNICEF only works with vaccinations, like those for polio, whereas SIFPSA provides 
medical seva [for people] with all manner of illnesses. But UNICEF is run by foreigners, 
while SIFPSA is run by Indians. And all these Indians just take the money for 
themselves. […] Most of the middlemen—by “middlemen” I mean those who bring 
together doctors and [financial aid] organizations—[…] just want to make money. 

 

Sangita’s comparative assessments of these aid agencies proceeded through the pliable binary of 

transparent vs. hidden financial motivations for seva-vikas. More than an injunction against 

profiting, however, this ethical juxtaposition encouraged trustees to reinvest donations in seva-

vikas works. “Look,” Sangita elaborated, “we have a saying in India: Monday is made from 

money (paise se pais  bant  hai).” In the case of the Bagar Seva Samiti this indexical summary 

of the workings of capital referred to the circuits of donations and reinvestment. Offerings given 

at one temple made their way into the dharmshala, hospital, or other temple. With the financial 

and philanthropic overlaps between the activities of the trust and medical aid agencies, Sangita 

could translate her knowledge and experience of one field, seva-vikas, into the other, medical 

seva, and vice versa. It was therefore through these sorts of expert translations that trusts 
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routinely introduced contemporary discourses of financial transparency into the practices of 

pilgrimage development and temple administration. Financial ethics were not the only objects of 

translation, however, and the knowledge practices that Bagar trustees employed were also 

indebted to those Sangita learned from international aid agencies.  

 As part of the stipulation of their partnership, SIFPSA insisted on daily communication 

with the Lavaniya Hospital foundation. Sangita sent nightly “reports” to the Lucknow office (via 

email or over the phone), and was in turn kept abreast of new medical practices and funding 

opportunities. Another service that Sangita said SIFPSA provided to the hospital staff consisted 

of introductions to people whom Sangita called “mobilizers.” Employed by third-party 

organizations but compensated partially by the hospital, the mobilizers with whom Sangita 

worked were women who traveled daily to Agra’s slums and nearby villages. They conducted 

field research on the health conditions of resident women, and “advertised” the economic 

assistance and medical services available at the hospital.  One can pinpoint analogous para-

ethnographic field methods at work in Surya’s guru speech and, more to the point, Sangita’s 

second book (Sharma n.d.b; published conjointly by the Ma Bachal dharmshala and Lavaniya 

Hospital). There, one stumbles again and again on lineage claims and devotional instructions 

rooted in descriptive, architectural and ritual anecdotes about temples throughout northern India: 

pan-Hindu pilgrimage sites such as Vrindavan, Dwarika, and Badrinath (ibid: 20, 95, 99); and 

more regionally specific sites such as festival parks, yogis’ dhunas, and family household shrines 

(ibid: 23-24, 47-48, 114-15). In Sangita’s writings and Surya’s speech, the localized specificities 

of devotional practices served as raw empirical data to be cited, which shaped their reasoning 

and the direction of arguments. It remains unclear to what extent Surya’s knowledge practices 

were transformed by Sangita’s medical para-ethnography or exchange of data and trade tips with 
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mobilizers. This matters little in terms of the trust’s larger ventures, however, the trust delegated 

both medical seva and writing to Sangita. In that sense, Sangita’s field methods were as 

indispensable to the trust’s seva-vikas as Surya’s reflectively coordinated knowledge. From this 

perspective one observes how the associational form of the seva-vikas project could alter the role 

of gyan in guru-led devotional groups. The conditions of possibility for devotional-cum-

charitable group formation (among trustees, disciples of Surya, and neighborhood devotees) no 

longer lay solely in the knowledgeable holy man, but also came to rely on the financial, medical, 

and managerial knowledge according to which the trust’s works proceeded. To put it another 

way, Surya’s gyan and seva activities rested so firmly on the likes of Sangita that any distinction 

between his or her identification and problematization of needs—and his or her reflective 

creativity in shaping seva practices to meet these—blurs and eventually falls by the wayside. 

This short adagio therefore adds another perspective to my characterization of the knowledge 

practices and seva-vikas of the Bagar Seva Samiti. As Sangita’s medical seva and field methods 

offered the trust other avenues of service, so other trustees contributed to this distributed gyan. 

Shachi’s knowledge and labor, for instance, enabled the trust’s spatial interventions in Gogameri 

by means of her work at the dharmshala. 

 

Oversights in Overseeing Construction. Surya, Ghulam Singh and the band, and the attendees 

departed the Gogameri dharmshala following the saptah-katha of summer 2010. Shachi, as was 

typical, stayed back to oversee the construction workers whom she hired and brought from Agra. 

Gogameri residents and stranger pilgrims seemed never to tire from joking about her qualities as 

a dharmshala operator. She was, they said, a “sharp-tongued old lady” (tez bu hiy ). She ran a 

tight ship, so to speak, but most people found a caring base, a fairness, and an approachability in 
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her leadership. Rising every morning well before the sun, Shachi allowed the workers to slumber 

a while longer before she woke them, often with tea, for the morning arti preceding the day’s 

work. Although two defected and fled back to Agra without telling her, the remaining six 

workers got along well with m t j  and, under her direction, completed an underground water 

tank and the foundation and lower half of the dharmshala’s front rooms in only a month.  

 Shachi’s stated preference for bringing her own laborers from Agra linked up well with a 

set of discourses on work ethic and honesty prevalent among stranger pilgrims. These related 

specifically to the difficulty posed by locating workers in Gogameri’s vicinity who were 

perceived as skilled and proactive. Topics such as the laziness of “local” (kshetriya) workers, 

their inability to execute even the simplest tasks correctly and on time, and propensity for 

skipping out on jobs abounded in conversations among stranger pilgrims (non-resident city folk 

who actively led construction initiatives in Gogameri), or between them and sympathetic 

contractors. Shachi’s appropriation of these publicly available assertions entailed both moral and 

psycho-phenomenological processes. In order to give the reader a sense of what was at stake, this 

section deals specifically with the complaints of Shachi and the director of another trust and 

dharmshala, Bhim Lal Gupta.  

 The month before the Bhadua festival was stressful but exciting for many in Gogameri. 

Local residents and migrant workers and sevadars watched and discussed the restaurants and 

shops pop up in even the tiniest and out-of-the-way nooks; animal husbands rode into town on 

camel-drawn trailers to set up shop behind the temple; and busloads and private vehicles of 

pilgrims began their descent on the village. Dharmshala operators stormed to and fro in a frenzy, 

scrambling in preparation to serve the coming pilgrims. Approximately a month before the 

official inauguration of the 2013 mela, Shachi arrived in Gogameri with Surya, Vikas pujari, and 
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a family of three from Agra. Sonless and now with a sick daughter, the parents accompanied 

their guru on this commissioned pilgrimage, during which Surya and Vikas were to lead them in 

elaborate havans in the Ma Bachal yagyashala, and smaller havans and d n at Gorakhtila and the 

tomb. Everyone save Shachi left following the completion of this family’s ritual petitions. As she 

had done after the 2010 saptah, Shachi remained in Gogameri in order to supervise the final 

touches on the new bathroom complex. Two weeks later I walked upon a conversation she was 

having with several pilgrims.  

 “Brother, if you do the job well,” Shachi protested, “then I’ll pay you. But I won’t pay 

when the doors don’t work.” She was reenacting a conversation from earlier that day, when a 

laborer previously in her employ had come with several male elders from his nearby. The point 

of contention concerned the doors in the new bathroom complex. Since the mistr  had installed 

them backwards, and they locked from the outside rather than the inside, Shachi withheld 

compensation. When the elders confronted her, she claimed to have responded, “‘Look, I don’t 

waste money (pais  nah  m rt ). You can go see for yourselves whether or not the doors work.’ 

So they went and examined the doors. [They] said, ‘Yes, mataji, you spoke correctly.’” Shachi 

recounted how she offered to pay the worker if the doors were fixed in the next twenty-four 

hours. Otherwise, she would hire someone else for the job and refuse all payment to this man. 

“Brother, I need those doors. This is not okay. During the festival thousands of people come 

inside [the dharmshala] to use the bathrooms. What would happen if ladies were using the 

latrines and a man came to piss? The [women in the bathrooms] should be protected.” 

 As an “art of speaking,” “operating,” and “thinking,” the practice of narration inserts 

memory fragments into the spatial, temporal, and trans-personal “‘ensemble’ context” of 

narration, the latter which the narrator alters by seizing the moment as the “right point in time” 
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(de Certeau 1984: 84-88). The ensemble context into which Shachi inserted her memory of the 

morning’s confrontation was composed of transitory elements: space (a dharmshala), time (part-

time labor, an impromptu meeting borrowed from Shachi’s workday), and persons (a 

dharmshala operator and part-time construction worker; the village elders were also only 

temporarily in support of the worker).212 The context of the remembered experience likewise 

consisted of transitory elements, particularly the longer-term sevadars (and part-time 

dharmshala residents) to whom she spoke. The discussion about money and the morning’s 

accusations against her dealings therein led to performative assessments of her management of 

money and the dharmshala. The transition went like this: “‘I’m not involved in cheating. This is 

dharm ka paisa (money from/for dharm), brother.’ That’s what I told them. I don’t spend dharm 

ka paisa on anything other than this”—she waved her hand as a game show hostess might, 

showing off the dharmshala. “I pay for my own [bus] ticket from Agra,” she offered as an 

example. I asked if her household money did not also come from the temples. “No,” she 

responded adamantly.  

 
[You know] my son, the doctor sahib, right? He and my daughter-in-law work in the 
hospital [whence is derived much of the household income]. Plus there’s guruji’s pension 
[from the civil service]. Look, all [of the money] that comes into the temple [in Agra] and 
[dharmshala] here goes right back into the dharmshala. […] When you came for the 
saptah [in 2010] these rooms [along the front left side] weren’t built, nor were these 
bathrooms. But a lot of money comes in, and the temple [inside the dharmshala], the 
[ornamental] stones on the outside—we did all of this with that money. And, after this 
festival I’m going to build four AC-rooms on that [now empty] side, so if some hi-fi 
guest comes they can stay there. And I’m going to install air coolers in each room—not 
ones [like those] you can buy in the market—those aren’t any good. I’m having them 
made. 

 

                                                
212 My understanding of transitory space and time is drawn from Benjamin’s writings on the Paris of the nineteenth 
century (see Benjamin 1999; Buck-Morss 1989; additionally, see Benjamin 1969: 222-23; Buck-Morss 1977: 43, 
77, 83, 276). 
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In Shachi’s report on trust and family finances resonated Sangita’s citation of the common, 

idiomatic formula for capital in Hindi: “Money is made out of money.” This capital, according to 

Shachi, was regulated by their shared interest in the highest quality of seva, which they crafted to 

meet specific needs related to their program to develop Gogameri, its pilgrims, and their ritual 

and genealogical practices. She offered an explanation for all of this. 

 “Guruji has a moral policy (niti): ge ba h o (grow further; expand ahead). Whatever 

money comes in: Accept it, eat, but put it back in [the temples, hospital, and dharmshala]. Go 

ask anyone. They’ll all say that the Agra-vali Ma Bachal dharmshala is always improving. […] 

That’s what [Surya] tells the pujaris [at his temples]: Eat, but further improve [the temples].” 

Shachi described to me the slow process through which they built and filled the trust temples. 

She attributed all of this to Surya’s “moral policy” (niti). Not that this happened easily, though. 

IN the ensemble context of moral-financial ambiguity (caused by the worker’s allegation), 

Shachi’s narration inserted various details of the economic hardships that Surya’s moral policy 

created for the trust—difficulties she accepted, she said, given the moral breadth of Surya’s 

vision. “Look, I have to pay Ram Lal [the caukidar]. He demands Rs. 5,000 a month (then: 

roughly 90 USD). And then there are electric and water bills. Did you know I pay Rs. 8 [per 

watt] for electricity? Everyone else pays Rs. 4.” I asked why they paid more than others. “[The 

bill] is in the trust’s name, right?” I didn’t understand, and asked her to explain it. “If the 

[electricity bill] is [registered] under a trust’s name, then they charge Rs. 8 [per watt]; if it is 

under a private name, they only charge Rs. 4. So all the other [dharmshala operators] registered 

[their electrical connections] under their own names [rather than that of their trusts]. But guruji is 

straight-laced (s ddh ), so he registered it under the trust’s name.” 
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 Throughout the discussion, Shachi seemed agitated and defensive, which was 

understandable given the morning she had. Dealing with the stress of unforeseen complications 

while setting the stage the pilgrims, however, was something in which Shachi excelled and was 

invested, and which she often enjoyed. “Guruji doesn’t bother with this stuff,” she told me of 

construction and upkeep. “His disciples in Agra and everywhere else need him, so he stays busy. 

But I can do this work. My children are all grown, and I have a daughter-in-law [to look after the 

household], right? It’s a mother’s work to teach children, to scold them. But a grandmother’s 

work is different. Parents scold, but grandmothers just spoil them.” She laughed. “I can spoil my 

grandkids anytime, so I stay here. If Sangita or [my son] doctor sahib needs anything, they call 

and I go back.” Yet her ability to look after things in Gogameri was not solely a matter of age 

and availability, as she humbly made it seem. She was also an able bookkeeper. Her father, a 

businessman with whom she had been extremely close, tutored her in the skills of his trade. This 

field of intimacy and shared enthusiasm blossomed over the years, and Shachi later graduated 

from a two-year college with a degree in business.213 Akin to Surya and Sangita’s translations of 

bureaucratic and medical know-how, Shachi’s bookkeeping skills similarly bolstered the trust 

project to ground lineage claims in ritual practice and pilgrimage experiences. She routinely 

managed and molded the space of these practices and experiences. Surya’s gyan was able to 

intervene in Gogameri networks, that is, to the extent that the bureaucratic organization of the 

Bagar Seva Samiti worked efficiently to construct and maintain the physical infrastructure of 

pilgrimage and seva, tasks which the trust had felicitously delegated to Shachi.  

 As I mentioned, Shachi faced the same sort of hurdles as other stranger pilgrims. This 

was due partly to the similar ethics of labor in Delhi, Agra, and other north Indian cities. Many 

city dwellers juxtaposed this ethics not to the seasonal rhythms of agricultural toil but, rather, to 
                                                
213 “College” here refers to eleventh and twelfth grades, what Americans know as the last two years of high school. 
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the lack of specialized construction labor in villages. The equivalence of stranger pilgrims’ 

representations of rural laborers also stemmed from exchanges among themselves. While those 

like Shachi, Moti Ram Singh, and Bhim Lal Gupta did not always get along, they had much in 

common and, thus, about which to talk. Before reflecting on some architectural peculiarities of 

the Ma Bachal dharmshala, it will help to flesh out certain aspects of these shared discourses by 

describing some complications Bhim Lal Gupta faced, leading to his inability to see the 

preparations through for the 2013 pilgrimage festival. The following thereby also confirms the 

argument that the Bagar Seva Samiti succeeded in pilgrim-enrollment where other stranger 

pilgrims and Gogameri experts failed because of the bureaucratic efficiency. 

 The second dharmshala up the road to Gogaji’s tomb belonged to the Delhi Dharmik 

Seva Sangh, but was known in Gogameri as the “Agarwal dharmshala,” after the caste-based 

membership of the trust that built and operated it. Hence, unlike the Bagar Seva Samiti, this trust 

consisted of one particular family, caste-community, and home locale. The plaques affixed to the 

interior walls of the foyer, and atop the doors to each room, attested to this: In these tiles were 

inscribed the names and addresses of trust members and donors,214 all drawn from Agarwal 

(baniya, or “merchant”) families from middle and upper-middle-class neighborhoods in 

northeastern Delhi. I introduced the reader to Bhim Lal Gupta (trust president), and his son 

Ganesh (secretary), in chapter four, where I described their court case between trustees. 

 Bhim Lal arrived in Gogameri some six weeks prior to the first day of Bhadua, 2013. His 

humor, low when I saw him three months earlier in Delhi, seemed perpetually to worsen. Unlike 

Shachi, who was happy to spend time at her dharmshala, Bhim Lal preferred to avoid his of late. 

His son Ganesh had become seriously ill in the last year, and Bhim Lal resented not being able to 

                                                
214 The same is true for all dharmshalas and temples in Gogameri, as it is in many places throughout northern India. 
Like books in a university library, these memorialize the donors, their gifts, and sometimes a stated intention for the 
donation (i.e., “in memory of our father,” etc.). 
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care for him in Delhi. Another headache issued forth in the aftermath of his legal battle with the 

former trust members, who in effect called him and his son liars in court. “There’s all this work 

to do,” he complained, gesturing inside his dharmshala’s gate, “like painting and other such 

tasks.” He then pointed to the gate itself and said it needed to be fixed. “There is so much work 

to do, but everyone [i.e. laborers] here is worthless. Do you know [what they do]? I find them 

and tell them to come to work in the morning. And then at night, after one day’s work, they 

demand money.” Bhim Lal’s face was flustered with what I interpreted at first as anger; but as 

the conversation proceeded I realized that exhaustion, disappointment, and a sense of betrayal 

also materialized in his gestures and words. “And then…?” Bhim Lal paused dramatically. 

“They don’t return the next day! I’m an old man. I shouldn’t be looking after this work. But [I] 

can’t find good people [to employ] here.” His emotional affectivity to his own words took over 

the direction of the conversation. Irately, he turned towards the corridor, where the caukidar’s 

cot lay. “Right after I got here the caukidar ran off. He hasn’t been back for three days, that sister 

fucker!”  

 Other than labor-related defects, socio-moral concerns contributed to Bhim Lal’s 

discontent as well. “People bring girls here,” he went on. “Whoring (ra b z-dhandh ) is out of 

hand.” He outstretched his arm in the direction of the back of the dharmshala. “There are even 

some drunks who bring liquor and drink inside. Whoring, drinking liquor, gambling—these are 

the fashionable illicit businesses (dhandha) in this area. Thieves! Dacoits! Dick-less sister 

fuckers (cakke bahan chod)!” While Bhim Lal and Ganesh had built the dharmshala intent on 

caring for Gogaji, Gorakhnath, and their faithful pilgrims, the latter along with “locals” had re-

appropriated his dharmshala space and transformed it into one aimed at the gratification of baser 

instincts. Somewhat in the manner of Shachi’s self-identification as mataji, Bhim Lal spoke of 
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himself as the se h of the dharmshala: its moneyed, respectable, and/or merchant boss. He was 

rattled by responses to his—the seth’s—seva, which were divergent with gratitude for a server-

cum-boss. “What do people say?” he asked rhetorically. “They say, ‘The seth just sits back and 

eats.’” Dejectedly, Bhim Lal grabbed his earlobes and said, tob , “Good god, I repent!” When he 

looked up, Bhim Lal addressed the absurdity of these charges of financial scandal. “What 

earnings are there [for a seth running a dharmshala to embezzle]? I built this [dharmshala] for 

seva. […] Then they say, ‘The seth doesn’t serve people with his own hands.’ Sister fuckers! 

Everything here is just…” Bhim Lal paused and touched his earlobes again with his thumbs and 

forefingers. “Toba!”  

 Through seva Bhim Lal and Ganesh performatively and less-than consciously sought 

recognition as a certain brand of sevak, shot through with the traits of a seth. This brand ought to 

have garnered others’ respect instead of accusations, access to a partially sovereign field of 

action (cf. Birla 2009) rather than state interference in their seva, and pilgrims’ devotional and 

moral behavior in the dharmshala rather than locals’ misuse of this space. This is not to say that 

Bhim Lal did not perform seva for the reasons he provided or did not care deeply about this 

service itself. Nor does this psycho-phenomenological reading preclude the transfer of economic 

capital into prestige (Bourdieu 1990), or even into samsaric merit. Here, though, I highlight the 

manner in which the grammar and intelligibility of seva across varying language games involved 

assessment of individual acts and collective projects of seva-vikas, in terms of devotion, 

morality, and sovereignty (in both the strict, state-centered and poetic, extra-state sense), and the 

extent to which seva acts responded properly to the stipulations of all three. Above, Shachi 

responded forcefully to allegations against her seva’s adherence to these stipulations, before she 

was able to return to the thankless labor that set the stage for pilgrimage. Bhim Lal had done so 
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in the past, but his frustration had now reached its limit. Were one of the Bagar trustees to face a 

similarly disabling stalemate, the others could pick up the slack. The Delhi Dharmik Seva Sangh, 

conversely, no longer boasted an efficiently governed board.  

 A few days later Bhim Lal expressed his dissatisfactions to Pankaj, the eldest son of 

Anand Saini, a commodities distributor from Bhadra who active within various Gogameri 

networks. Bhim Lal now said that he resolved to return to his family, and particularly to his sick 

son, rather than forge ahead in his unappreciated seva. He decided to leave the night before, but 

the caukidar had not returned n time for Bhim Lal to catch his bus. Therefore, he proposed an 

arrangement to Pankaj: “I only came here to oversee (karv n ) these minor tasks, but they aren’t 

being accomplished. I just want to lock the dharmshala and leave the key at [your father’s] store. 

[…] If some relative or friend comes, then they can pick up the key from the store.” All others 

would have to find shelter elsewhere. Bhim Lal and Pankaj discussed and then decided on the 

plan, and then Bhim Lal went to pack his bags. He eventually returned the night before the first 

naumi, but the dharmshala stood locked and empty for the first two weeks of the festival. 

 In chapter four, Moti Ram described how impossible trust registration seemed. Either a 

large group of people worked together (which carried its own difficulties), or an almost 

manically driven individual such as Moti Ram jumped through the bureaucratic hoops alone. 

Any other arrangement was bound to fail, Moti Ram suggested. Since their former trust members 

abandoned the dharmshala in the wake of their legal battle, Bhim Lal and Ganesh were left to 

manage their seva-vikas program alone, but Ganesh’s illness had confined him to the home. He 

was forced to resign his low-level public office in themunicipal Congress government, and 

postpone his duties as trust secretary. Unlike Bhim Lal, Shachi was not alone in her endeavors, 

and Surya could funnel funds through her with the confidence that festival-infrastructural seva-
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vikas would thrive under Shachi’s administration. With a working and trustworthy delegation, 

then, Surya’s efforts succeeded where Bhim Lal’s, in this instance, had not: arranging 

dharmshala space as a condition of possibility for the Gogameri pilgrimage. With this 

understanding of the behind-the-scenes production of one of the spaces in which the faithful 

might encounter the powerful presence of Gorakhnath and Gogaji, I now turn to two noteworthy 

aspects of the Ma Bachal dharmshala’s architectural forms: its yagyashala and its exterior 

ornamentation. 

 

“AGRA Red Fort Is a Hindu Palace”215: The “Truth Content” of Ma Bachal’s Adornments.  

 

Figure 6.4. Exterior, Ma Bachal Dharmshala, Gogameri.  
 
Pilgrims with long-standing familial ties to the Gogameri pilgrimage tended to be aware of the 

less visible ritual sites in the village. In addition to the tomb and Gorakhtila, many visited such 

places as the Gorakhtila gaushala, the Ramdevji temple off near the bus stop, and temples 

erected inside many dharmshalas. Notable among the latter were the Ma Bachal ku  (water 

                                                
215 This is the title of a book within a series of Hindu nationalist monographs that devise their own reinterpretations 
of many of the fine Islamicate architectural structures in northern India. With this title, I reference Hansraj Bhatia’s 
1971 publication, AGRA Red Fort in a Hindu Building, published by Surya Prakashan, Nai Sarak, Delhi—6. The 
title page glosses Bhatia as a member of the Institution for Rewriting Indian History, and author of the previously 
published, Fatehpur Sikri is a Hindu City. Another publication within this genre, again dealing with Mughal 
monuments in Agra, is P. N. Oak’s (1963) The Taj Mahal is a Hindu Palace. Bombay: H. G. Mirchandani for Pearl 
Publications. 
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pool) in the Jat dharmshala, the Ravidas shrine in the Dalit-Chauhan dharmshala, and the 

Vishvakarma temple in the Nai (“barber”) dharmshala, all of which drew large numbers for 

worship (given the prominence of Jats in the environs, and lower-caste families in the mass of 

pilgrims). Among the dharmshalas built on Gogaji’s Devasthan-controlled land, however, Surya 

and Shachi’s was the only one with a temple. While in speech thet referred to this structure as a 

“temple” (mandir), it had been built and named a yagyashala, or “[Vedic] sacrificial hall.” 

 Similar to havan, yagya (Sanskrit: yajña) refers to fire sacrifices that have been 

conceptualized and practiced in extremely variable ways for millennia in the Indian 

subcontinent. While ancient and contemporary Vedic practitioners might have disparaged 

Surya’s sacrificial methods for their non-adherence to Vedic and other canonized ritual manuals, 

Surya joined a host of historical and contemporary worshippers who pursued their devotion to 

non-Vedic divinities through ritual practices inspired by the Vedas’ prestigious procedures. Ma 

Bachal’s yagyashala was built dead center inside the dharmshala, the first thing one saw when 

entering the gate. All of the rooms, further, lined the exterior walls and opened onto the center as 

if congregating around the yagyashala. By the same token, many of Surya’s disciples prized this 

above other ritual sites in Gogameri, for here they were on grounds traversed by Gorakhnath and 

Gogaji—as they were in Gorakhtila and the tomb—but, instead of Rupnath or the tomb’s pujaris, 

the ritual specialist with whom they dealt was their guru. Indeed, whereas Vikas led artis and 

havans in the Agra Gorakhnath temple, Surya often did so in the yagyashala when in Gogameri. 

The infrequency with which Surya presided over public worship in Agra intensified his 

disciples’ willingness to travel to Gogameri and sit through lengthy sacrifices. I argued above 

that the Gorakhnath temple in Agra worked as a spatialization of arti and havan as purpose. This 

feature aided Surya’s hagiographical interventions in controversies by enabling worshippers to 
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experience their claims spatially: these ritual practices in that space encouraged participants to 

recognize themselves and the gods they worshipped as heirs to an authoritative lineage of 

Sanatani and Nath predecessors. Accordingly, the design and particularities of the Ma Bachal 

dharmshala supported the trust’s hagiographic claims by directing lodgers’ attention to ritual 

practice within the space of the yagyashala. Unlike Agra, the trust could reach a far wider 

audience during the festival. 

 When I returned to Gogameri in 2013, the front of the Ma Bachal dharmshala was 

unrecognizable to me. Walking by on the way to the tomb, a friend from Karanpura suggested it 

had been decorated to resemble the Fatehpur Sikri fort: The front wall was covered with tiles of 

red sandstone, towards the top of which concrete lattice had been installed (see Figure 6.4). A 

parapet of tiles carved to resemble leaves stretched the distance of the wall, and atop this, in the 

center above the entrance, sat a large, royal chatr , or ornamental lookout with an “umbrella”-

like roof. Four smaller chatris were constructed at equal intervals on either side, and an arch 

adorned the top of the metal gate. Above this arch, an overhanging eave was built into the 

slightly protruding section under the large, centered chatri. From the sides and interior, however, 

one could see that this exterior was mere ornamentation. Although built in the style of a royal 

fort, this façade seemed to be just that: an elegant mask covering the brick-and-cement interior, 

the latter which was constructed functionally to meet only the basic needs for shelter, water, and 

private facilities. How was I to understand this building? 

 In a somewhat affected tone, Winters writes that “marginal” built structures sometimes 

“disguise their architectural purpose [by] feigning to be architectural works belonging to a 

grander tradition” (2007: 19). A gardener’s hut designed to resemble a Greek temple, for 

instance, works to trick the onlooker’s sensorium into an aesthetic “experience as of the 
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represented building, a classical temple” (ibid; emphasis in original). This differentiation of 

architecture proper, as a functional fine art, from non-architectural buildings removed from a 

reified realm of artistic tradition leaves one with the impression that the Ma Bachal dharmshala 

(like the gardener’s hut) formed an “architectural equivalent of trompe l’oeil” (ibid). A more 

sympathetic interpretive vein is suggested by Blackburn’s study of “citational” architectural 

practices in Southeast Asia (2007), Buddhist ritual spaces built in the likeness of prestigious 

pilgrimage temples in South Asia.  

 Shachi represented the additions to the dharmshala as a kind of decorative advertisement 

for Surya’s expertise. Like other stranger pilgrims, Surya and Shachi were known within 

Gogameri through association with their home city. Thus, the Ma Bachal dharmshala sign just 

off the road to the tomb informed passers-by that this was the jurisdiction of “the Agra-vale 

guru.” “It’s not [like] Fatehpur Sikri,” Shachi answered my queries after my friend from 

Karanpura offered his interpretation. “The Red Fort is in Agra, right? That’s what it 

[references].” In a lecture on architectural ornamentation (1997b), Adorno defends ornaments 

against their critics, who argued that forms that have outlived both their historical function and 

the social order in which they functioned become a useless ornament. But they also become a 

symbol for that past epoch in which they functioned, so any strict opposition between functional 

and functionless architectural forms must be set aside. Shachi and Surya clearly intended the 

dharmshala’s unusable exterior ornamentation to function as an identifier: The older, royal 

function of chatris became a functionless symbol of Mughal rule in Agra, and the Ma Bachal 

dharmshala’s citation of these functionless symbols rediscovered their function as a means of 

identification. Surya and Shachi also—as Adorno would insist—appreciated the ornamentation 

aesthetically. They were proud of having built what many saw as the singly most beautiful 
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dharmshala in the village. Indeed, aesthetic appreciation was a priority in their seva-vikas works, 

as it was for Rupnath and the Dhuna Trust.  

 If the dharmshala’s exterior is understood to be aesthetic-functional ornamentation that 

cites the Agra Red Fort, however, what can be said of its relation to their seva-vikas program? 

Chapter two sought Surya’s contribution to the controversies in Gogameri and Agra in ritual and 

daily prescriptions and hagiographical claims connected to a reflective coordination of Gogaji-

oriented ritual practices, the Nath Sampraday, and Sanatan Dharm. While the latter, Zavos 

(2011) shows, can be traced to a de-politicized, de-nationalized collection of organizations, 

writings, ritual modes, and sensibilities in line with mainline Hindutva, Surya’s reflectively 

coordinated program of worship and historical memory worked explicitly against the Chayals’ 

engagements with Gogaji through ambivalently affiliated styles. And yet, the Gogameri locus of 

their initiatives architecturally cited a building that for many years housed the Mughal 

administration, one of the historical targets of the Hindu Right. Nor was this Surya’s only ritual-

spatial practice that exhibited Islamic qualities. In the Gorakhnath temple in Agra, one was 

expected to wash one’s hands and feet prior to entering the santaca, a practice reminiscent of 

wuz  preparations for nam z. Beyond this, one of the two basements served as a site for 

Thursday night ecstatic prayer sessions, which resembled rural, lower-caste j gara s and 

possession temples more than the sober interiors of those urban, middle-class Sanatani temples 

which the sancta cited. The day of the week and aesthetics that Surya chose for these gatherings 

recall certain forms of qawwali at dargahs. What is one to make of these aspects of Surya’s 

temple-spatial practice? Or, in a more ethnographic manner, how did Surya, Bagar trustees, and 

his disciples resolve these tensions? 

 To their credit, Surya and Shachi in fact did not resolve these tensions, nor did I ever hear 
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them characterize these as tensions. In his conceptualization of what Leach names an 

“architecture of generosity” (1997: 4), Adorno writes that the greatest architectural works 

“think[] better of men than they actually are” (1997b: 14). I want to argue that the architectural 

forms of the Ma Bachal dharmshala were similarly generous, a characteristic which becomes 

clearer if thought alongside Adorno’s description elsewhere of the “truth content” of artworks. 

Truth content, he wrote, emerges out of philosophical reflection on individual works’ materials, 

forms, and styles—and not their “contents”—if in and out of these the social antagonisms 

inherent in their historical locations become manifest (Adorno 1997a: 127-33). In themselves, 

architectural works must contain these antagonisms without attempting to resolve or cover them 

(Adorno 1997b; Heynes 1992; A. Benjamin 2000). As Buck-Morss has highlighted (1977), 

moreover, Adorno’s studies of atonal music discovered such truth content in works whose 

contents and artists offered no political statement or motivation; for, this truth content was 

frequently unintentional on the artist’s part. Without affirming this position once and for all, I do 

find here a convincing intuition with which to think through the polemical relationship between 

the yagyashala and exterior ornamentation Ma Bachal dharmshala. Replacing Adorno’s 

dialectical contradictions with the multi-form controversies in Gogameri, I might say that the 

greatest controversy in this space is not that between Hindu and Muslim genealogies, or lower 

and upper-caste aesthetic forms, but rather that between Surya and Sangita’s reflective 

coordination, and the pilgrim-masses’ unreflective coordination, of various modes and aesthetics 

of Gogaji and Gorakhnath worship. (In Adorno’s language, this was an antagonism between 

Surya and Sangita’s critical knowledge practices and the devotional status quo.) The Ma Bachal 

dharmshala, therefore, “[thought] better of [pilgrims]”—and Surya, Shachi, and Sangita are to be 

included here—because it left to them the unresolved tension between Surya’s seva-vikas project 
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and its other, the long historical production of a religious aesthetics with “conjoined and 

disjunctive genealogies” (Chakrabarty 2000: 255). 

 This section argued that the exterior ornamentation of the Ma Bachal dharmshala cited 

the Agra Red Fort, which Shachi represented as a decorative advertisement for Surya, who was 

known within Gogameri networks as “the Agra-vale guru.” On an architectural reading, 

however, this intended function of the exterior ornamentation was less striking than the 

unintentional reproduction of Gogaji and Nath-related ritual architecture’s incorporations of 

Islamicate spatial practices—something which Surya and his delegates worked explicitly to 

reinterpret in conjunction with contemporary Sanatani forms and genealogies. The autonomous 

(extra-social, aesthetic) interrelations of the dharmshala’s architectural forms comprised an 

unresolved contradiction with Surya and Sangita’s delineations of the goals of their trust’s 

efforts. These forms, I proposed, thereby generously held Surya, Shachi, and other pilgrims in 

high esteem, as capable of existing in an intellectually challenging space, which did not force 

them to forgo ambiguously affiliated aesthetic interests in pursuit of intended spatial purpose. In 

the next section, I describe the Gogaji temple that Moti Ram built in Noida, the exterior of which 

cited not only the Gogameri tomb but also the myriad citational meris spread throughout 

northern India. 

 

 A Satellite’s Empty Center: Moti Ram’s Jahar Vir Baba Temple in Noida. Gogaji temples 

built in likeness to the Gogameri tomb are spread out over northern South Asia. In addition to the 

historical and geographical dispersal of meris, such “temples” attract a wide clientele of the ill or 

otherwise afflicted, many with no interest or investment in the pilgrimage or micro-politics of 

Gogameri. Even the construction patrons need not maintain a relationship to that which their 
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meris cite architecturally. I met a Sindhi Hindu family in northern Delhi, for example, who had 

immigrated following Partition, and erected a red-painted meri in front of their house. In 

Karachi, they had frequented a neighborhood Gogaji temple. As migrant merchants before them 

(Birla 2009), they constructed their own ritual space shortly after relocating, one consequence of 

which was the social lubrication temple or dharmshala construction offered immigrants entering 

a new area. This family had never been to Gogameri, and in both Karachi and Delhi celebrated 

Goganaumi by throwing public feasts at the respective meri. Patronage of a meri, in other words, 

does not always entail a dual intervention into fields of knowledge and experience in both 

Gogameri and at home. Nor for that matter does the construction of a Gogameri dharmshala: 

only around half of the dharmshala “bosses” I knew in Gogameri had constructed temples at 

home. As Surya’s case further demonstrates, Gogameri dharmshala operators with temples back 

home do not always design their home temples to reference those in Gogameri. Moti Ram’s 

temple in Noida, on the other hand, was a citational meri with a small temple public wedded to 

the Rajput dharmshala seva samiti. Beyond these empirical points of interest, Moti Ram’s meri 

is also noteworthy for the conceptualization and execution of its form. While the exterior of 

Surya’s temple did not reference Gogameri’s architecture, the tomb and the “Gorakhtila-vali Kali 

Mata” did. A mirror image of this, Moti Ram’s temple almost completely cited the Gogameri 

tomb, down to the ornamental level. The exception was its interior, which contained not a tomb 

but a marble icon of Gogaji. 

 I mentioned in the introduction to this section of the dissertation that descriptions of 

Noida in the Indian and international media quite often describe this satellite “urban village” 

through the stark contrasts in its landscape: Batman’s Gotham City forcing itself up through 

agricultural fields that used to belong to the villages now comprising the New Okhla Industrial 
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Development Authority (NOIDA). Unsurprisingly, Kshama and Moti Ram Singh spoke of the 

emerging metropolitan area subsuming their village of Shadipur in a similar manner. According 

to them, the government had forcibly purchased much of the land at low prices, and then sold the 

land at significantly higher rates to private companies and developers. The latter were hard at 

work—or not, as it sometimes turned out—erecting high-rise residential towers, shopping and 

leisure parks, and commercial and industrial factories. Kshama and Moti Ram lived in one of the 

villages of Noida: rural clusters of “new[-]money” (Vasudevan 2013) homes and shops built into 

or beside older, agriculturalist quarters, and under the gaze of an aspiring city’s skyline. This 

family had moved just beyond the populated neighborhoods of rural Shadipur, however, into a 

“farmhouse-type” home they had built a few fields beyond the residential boundaries of the 

village.  

  

 

 
Figure 6.5. Gate to Moti Ram and Kshama’s Farmhouse Compound, Noida. 

 
 Resembling the rural-based vacation properties of metropolitan families, Kshama and 

Moti Ram’s home was part of a walled-in compound with three buildings. The outside walls 

were decorated with signs, stone inscriptions, and painted slogans, all indicating that this was a 
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“Shri Jahar Bir Baba Temple (dham)”216 run by “Shri Shri 108 [Moti Ram] Singh Baba ji” (see 

Figure 6.5). The gate to this rectangular compound stood downstage right. Inside, the temple was 

constructed upstage right, their elaborate outhouse and barn center left, and, upstage left, their 

home, which was squarely middle-class yet drew from urban and rural forms. Kshama told me 

that most families in Noida who had recently acquired what for them was a newfound wealth had 

no idea what to do with their money. Whereas many newly wealthy families in the area flaunted 

their funds on what seemed to Kshama as gaudy homes and commodity displays, the Singhs 

were using this novel opportunity to invest in the Noida temple and Gogameri dharmshala—

both of which combined moneyed and lower-class aesthetics. What is most remarkable about 

their Noida construction practices, though, is the way in which Kshama and Moti Ram had 

attempted to recreate the architecture of the Gogameri tomb, including its unused metal ladder to 

the top and the Brahman pujari-controlled kund to center stage right. Moti Ram and Kshama told 

of their longstanding commitment to building and maintaining a replica of the tomb complex, 

with one crucial difference: “I didn’t want to build a tomb (samadhi),” Moti Ram asserted. 

“There should only be one samadhi for any god.” 

 
                                                
216 Readers of the Nagari script will recognize the alternative spelling of Gogaji’s name on the plaque inlayed by the 
Singh’s gate: jahaar bir rather that than jaahar vir or zaahir pir, etc. (Figure 6.5). Despite this, Moti Ram and 
Kshama pronounced this name as jaahar bir, which they used interchangeably with “Gogaji.” 
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Figure 6.6. Gogaji’s Tomb, Gogameri (left) and the Jahar Vir Baba Temple, Noida (right). 
 

 Moti Ram and Kshama’s Jahar Vir Baba temple was a much less elaborate structure than 

the Gogameri tomb (see Figure 6.6). Rather than marble-tiled, conical-cylindrical columns 

supporting the four corners of the tomb complex’s interior structure, those reinforcing Moti Ram 

and Kshama’s temple were constructed of brick, smoothed over with cement, and then painted 

white, which approximated the color of the former’s marble. They likewise transformed the 

elegant, marble lattice and carved ornamentation of the Gogameri tomb’s parapet, and in the 

front piece at the top. In their place, Moti Ram and Kshama had commissioned the short, brick 

and cement parapet along the top of the Noida temple’s roof to resemble that of the tomb. This 

former factory worker did not have the means of a princely state’s Maharaja, and their parapet 

was punctuated with metal lattice set into the brick and cement like tiny, unused windows. Nor 

were the exterior walls constructed at an inward slant and then covered with marble tiles; rather, 

like the columns, the walls stood at a vertical, ninety-degree angle from the raised foundation. 

Moti Ram and Kshama’s temple, furthermore, had only one entrance to the interior, while that in 

Gogameri had an additional exit off to the right side. I mention all of this not to disparage what 

some might see as the inferior craftsmanship and design of this satellite meri; for the education 

and sensibilities responsible for such a deprecatory comparation are as indebted to uneven 

development as the differences between the two meris in form and laborers’ métier. Instead, I 

want to highlight Moti Ram and Kshama’s seizure of this moment of novel possibilities and 

constraints, and to underscore the difference of their use of this moment from their co-villagers 

and extended family.  Moti Ram and Kshama represented this distinction in terms of their 

sounder investment in the future: lump sums of government money for land were ephemeral, but 

their seva—the meri and dharmshala—would withstand fading fashions and regimes. 
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 The decoration and placement of objects inside Moti Ram’s temple resembled that of 

many Hindu temples in northern India (see Figure 6.7). A platform was built in the center, 

evocative of the tomb’s placement in Gogameri but also the resting places of many Shiva lingas, 

and on top of this Moti Ram had installed an image of Gogaji, flanked on either side by icons of 

Narsingh Pande and Bhajju Kotwal.217 Gorakhnath sat in the lotus position atop a shelf built into 

the back wall of the temple. Like many before him Moti Ram had commissioned these marble 

murtis in Jaipur’s famous domestic and export stone carving market in Chand Pol. Inside Moti 

Ram’s marital room, to the right of the flat-screen television hung the glossy image of Gogaji 

which Moti Ram had petitioned over his son Om’s youthful malady. This glossy, like their seva 

samiti’s certificate of registration with the Devasthan Department (see chapter five), was not 

only pinned up proudly in this intimate interior space; upon its materials, forms, and wrinkles 

were also “imprinted” the traces of Gogaji’s miraculous hand, of Om’s scarred body, and of the 

family’s prayers and protests (cf. Benjamin 1999: 9).218 Contact with and proximity to this 

image, furthermore, evoked Moti Ram’s confidence in the future “fate” of his family’s seva-

vikas project. Moti Ram’s propositional confidence in this hope’s eventual fulfillment may have 

been set in motion by the temporal series in which Moti Ram’s hope for his son’s life proved to 

be well founded (cf. Miyazaki 2004). This seems all the more viable 1) given that his memory of 

this series would likely rank highly among the stock of affects the Gogaji image could elicit 

                                                
217 To remind the reader, Narsingh Pande is remembered by the Sharma pujaris at the Gogameri tomb as Gogaji’s 
rajguru, his royal-martial master and their ancestor. Bhajju Kotwal, whose character is less crucial to the 
controversies in Gogameri but equally interesting from a folkloric perspective, was Gogaji’s Chamar friend and/or 
servant, who, along with Gogaji’s horse, Nila, was born from the same guggal Gorakhnath granted Bachal, which 
resulted in Gogaji’s miraculous birth. 
218 Indeed, Moti Ram and Kshama’s “responsible” and “mysterious relationship to ownership” of this image 
(Benjamin 1969: 60) ought not to be underemphasized. More thoroughly a concrete particular permeated by spirit 
than Hegel intended the concept, this potent image, though perhaps not “studie[d],” was indeed “loved” by Moti 
Ram and Kshama, and its elementary components contained “the scene, the stage, of their fate” (ibid). This fate for 
Benjamin, as is well known, became decipherable once each entry in his book collection fell into “a magical circle” 
through which “[e]verything  remembered and thought, everything conscious, becomes the pedestal, the frame, the 
base, the lock of [the collector’s] property” (ibid). 
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through its use, and especially alongside 2) the more general epistemological process in which 

one’s “habit of thought [and action]” enables one to assemble “former[-]present” experiences so 

as to believe that mechanisms and processes perceived in the past will function similarly in the 

future (Deleuze 1991: 94-95). If this is correct, the Gogaji glossy ought then to be understood as 

central to Moti Ram and Kshama’s seva-vikas project. I surmise from our conversations and my 

observations that this picture, through its habitual use, elicited affective memories of Gogaji’s 

gracious decision to spare Om’s life.219 The picture’s constant presence and daily veneration in 

the interior cajoled them propositionally to remain confident in their future seva-vikas efforts, 

and thus in their ability to work off their debt to Gogaji. This image, in other words, functioned 

daily to renew their commitments to seva. 

 
                                                
219 Although I take issue with his conclusions regarding the “homelessness” of “modernity”—particularly when his 
political position within that epoch he thusly characterized is taken into account—I find conceptual utility in 
Heidegger’s proposal that “to dwell,” in the phenomenological sense of Dasein’s “inhabitation” of its world, is to 
“spare” and “preserve” what he calls the “fourfold”: dwelling on earth, dwelling under the sky (cosmos, universe), 
dwelling before the gods, and dwelling alongside other people (Heideigger 1997). Building, on this account, is to 
allow the fourfold to dwell. In a famous passage from Minima Moralia, Adorno seems to echo Heidegger: 
“Dwelling, in the proper sense, is now impossible” (Adorno 2005: §18, p. 38; quoted in Heymen 1992: 89). Heynen 
argues that Adorno’s answer to dwelling’s impossibility, in place of a phenomenology of technology, is the state of 
the world after Aushwitz (1992: 89). Adorno’s fuller answer indicates the relationship between genocide, war, and 
the concept of dream-sleep state he developed with Benjamin to characterize the distorting ideologies of modern 
consumer capitalism, itself connected to the Second World War (Adorno 2005: 38-39). Ironically—and I am 
surprised Heynen did not recognize this—Adorno’s emphasis on non-identity and negativity is here realized in an 
utterly perverse manner: the Nazi and the Jew come to the same conclusion. 
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Figure 6.7. Inside the Jahar Vir Baba Temple, Noida. 
 

 This Gogaji glossy lay at the center of Moti Ram’s construction projects in a more literal 

manner. When Moti Ram traveled to Jaipur to contract the temple murtis, he had taken this 

image with him and asked the stone carver to fashion the marble icon in its likeness. Jaipur’s 

Chand Pol murti bazaar was saturated with marble carvings of pan-Hindu deities and Jain 

tirthankars, and many stores placed their stone carvers in view of customers so as to attract the 

city’s many tourists and advertise their wares to aspiring temple patrons. Once, while browsing 

these shops with a Himalayan religious art dealer, I realized two things. First, this, the largest 

mass of marble murti sellers, produced images that required only the basic art-disciplinary 

métier, but nonetheless catered to temples small and large the world over. One really ought not to 

say nevertheless here, though, for there was widespread recognition across Sanatani northern 

India of this market’s prestige, discussions of which often incorporated high assessments of the 

style and skill of its composite artists. In fact, a worthwhile research project might extend 

Lutgendorf’s (1991) study of the tremendous impact of Gorakhpur’s Gita Press on formations of 

contemporary Sanatan Dharm by tracking the lives of Chand Pol’s stone carvings with an eye for 

the stylistic organization of the worshipped forms of Sanatanis’ divine objects of devotion. 

Secondly, I realized that Gogaji and Gorakhnath murtis were available only on commission, 

insofar as the low demand among temple designers and patrons for these lok-devtas (“folk-

deities,” as shop owners called them) meant that shop owners did not keep them in stock.  

 Moti Ram proudly told me that he had his temple murtis made in this market, and 

explained that any noteworthy temple needed a “beautiful image,” which were to be sought in 

Jaipur’s Chand Pol market. Pushing not his intentions but the composition of his schema of 

perception and practice and the effects (intended or otherwise) of his ritual-spatial enterprise, I 
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see Moti Ram’s murtis through their relation to his aesthetic “sense” (Plate 2005) and the import 

of this for his seva. That is, in his capacity as a technician of public ritual space and objects, Moti 

Ram’s aesthetic choices 1) were partially mediated by his location within contemporary north 

Indian Sanatani and Nath temple-spatial practice, and 2) intervened in this spatial practice 

through the construction of ritual spaces that “argued” for a specific understanding of his, 

Gogaji’s, and Chauhan devotees and pilgrims’ hereditary and ritual lineages (cf. Blackburn 

2007). Moti Ram’s aesthetic sensibilities grounded his seva-vikas venture in his and his family’s 

experiences, thereby microscopically fleshing out for us the epistemological-cum-habitual bases 

of what elsewhere might go under the name of religious conviction.  

 While the absence of Gogaji’s tomb within Moti Ram’s temple seemed to stand as the 

architecture’s one non-citational form, the images commissioned and placed in the tomb’s stead 

were therefore also citational; only the reference was different. Rather than the widely cited style 

of meri-with-tomb, Moti Ram’s murtis both attempted performatively to conjure up experiences 

of Gogaji in forms inspired by contemporary Sanatani aesthetics of the divine, and, in their 

likeness to his family’s glossy, evoked for Moti Ram’s family members archived memories of 

their promise and futural projections of their seva tied to this promise. 

 

 A Virtual Space of Leisure in a Place without Amenities: The Rajput Dharmshala: When I 

visited Gogameri in 2008 and 2009, and then for the 2010 summer, the Rajput dharmshala’s plot 

lay empty, with Moti Ram scrambling to deal with the government documents and offices I 

described in the previous chapter. By January 2013, one room had been finished, which Moti 

Ram used as his Gogameri headquarters and family bedroom, as well as to host enlisted or 

would-be donors and other important guests. He had erected a brick barrier around the property 
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he so vigilantly strained to lease from the Devasthan Department, but had not yet covered it with 

cement and paint. Two temporary outhouses stood to the back, built atop a large mound of earth 

next to the rear exit. Work on the second room, nearing completion, and on a large rectangular 

trench dug into the center of the plot and covered with a thick tarp fastened with loose bricks, 

remained in suspension. Moti Ram had initiated the construction of this room and water tank, but 

his donor’s funds in the meantime fell into a land deal in Patiala, Punjab. Both men were waiting 

for the finalization of the latter’s sale. A mass of bricks were partially stacked but mostly strewn 

about in a heap in the front right corner. Finally, he had rented a long, rectangular canvas tent 

from a store in Bhadra from which most Gogameri experts and stranger pilgrims sought 

temporary infrastructural amenities for public festivities. Moti Ram had this store’s workers set 

up the tent along the wall shared with the Ma Bachal dharmshala, under which he placed 

wooden cots for pilgrims and longer-term sevadars on a budget. For the entirety of my field 

research in 2013, the sign affixed to the top of Moti Ram’s dharmshala read, “Rajput 

dharmshala seva samiti[,] Gogameri[:] Under construction” (see Figure 6.8). Compared to other 

Gogameri dharmshalas, Moti Ram’s seemed to be in shambles, but this was only because he and 

Kshama were waiting on the funds needed to build what they imagined as the most comfortable 

dharmshala in the area, and would settle for nothing less.  

 

 
Figure 6.8. Front of the Rajput Dharmshala, Gogameri. 
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 Moti Ram and Kshama knew well that spaces of leisure were in high demand in 

Gogameri. As Sarvan Suthar had done in the article I cited at this chapter’s opening, the Singhs 

collocated this want with the increasing numbers and socioeconomic locations of Gogameri 

pilgrims. Moti Ram estimated, for example:  

 
Eighty percent of pilgrims take their own private cars; fifteen percent go [to Gogameri] in 
trucks, [… generally] the poorer UPites [… who] dress in yellow clothes and sing 
bhajans the whole way. But only five percent of pilgrims go by bus. The bus is too 
uncomfortable, and most Gogameri pilgrims are wealthy enough to take their own cars. 

 

In 2013, there were only three other places where pilgrims of wealth and leisure could find 

suitable room and board: several rooms in the Gorakhtila dharmshala were reserved for 

politicians and other influential pilgrims Rup Nath needed to woo; two rooms in the Nohar seva 

samiti’s dharmshala, next to the tomb, had likewise been set aside for the influential; and then 

there were the rooms on the second floor of the “Jay Mata Di” Hotel, which people like Moti 

Ram and Surya avoided given the hotel’s “non-veg” restaurant, where village elites and 

wealthier pilgrims enjoyed their tavern fare with adult beverages (see Chapter 7). With the shifts 

in both pilgrimage clientele and the habits of many pilgrims with a longer connection to the 

village, Moti Ram knew that new demands of the infrastructure were emerging, and not only 

from the political classes and those with an appetite for controversial substances. Moti Ram’s 

dharmshala, like the tomb after Ganga Singh’s “renovations,” acted as something of a 

“prophesying place” (cf. Benjamin 1979: 98-99, 313-14; 1999: 8-13). The Rajput dharmshala, 

that is, and the words and gestures proper to its spatial strategy, clairvoyantly presented “images” 

of a developed realm in Gogameri of comfort, devotion, and seva for the ordinary, vegetarian 

middle classes. For Moti Ram and Kshama, furthermore, this future development was connected 

to and nourished by their promise like an umbilical cord. The snag in this simile, though, stems 
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from a question: Did their archived memories of, and interim commemorative practices 

regarding, Gogaji’s miraculous cure for Om’s life-threatening illness feed this development to 

come, or did the future seva work its way through the cord-like promise in order to sustain past 

memories and interim commemorative practices? It seems from Moti Ram’s para-ethnographic 

knowledge practices that the two temporal processes worked together, though there is reason to 

suspect that the latter often won out like his higher bid in many important instances. 

 

 
Figure 6.9. Water Tank under Construction, Rajput Dharmshala, Gogameri. 

 

 As part of his promise to Gogaji, Moti Ram began spending huge chunks of time after his 

retirement “looking around” Gogameri para-ethnographically. He wanted to identify the most 

pressing problems pilgrims suffered: “In order to get a sense of the difficulties, I stayed [in 

Gogameri] watching everything.” Some of the ways he sought to meet these needs also 

addressed more personal concerns. One of Moti Ram’s own challenges in Gogameri involved a 

rather basic dilemma of ageing, to which the village infrastructure was ill equipped to cater. With 

painful arthritis in his knees, Moti Ram faced particular trouble sitting down on and standing up 

from the ground. While this was unavoidable in the tomb and Gorakhtila—generally there were 

no chairs in the former, and only Rup Nath sat on chairs in the ritual quarters of the latter—Moti 

Ram conceived of a way to spare his knees as well as pilgrims from certain, formerly mundane 
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practices that had been and/or were being problematized as indecent. “I wanted to build a 

dharmshala,” he stated, “where all of the rooms have their own attached toilets—some with 

western-style toilets. Some rooms will have Indian-style toilets, and all of the rooms will have 

bathing rooms attached—By which I mean: there are places to bathe and wash clothes [in each 

room].” I asked if he was talking about the kind of rooms found in the the Nohar seva samiti’s 

dharmshala. “Exactly,” Moti Ram answered. “In this whole area there are only two rooms with 

attached bathrooms: numbers thirteen and fourteen.” He chuckled and added, “I even know the 

room numbers!”  

 As I mentioned in chapter one, the construction of public facilities served as a major 

genre of seva-vikas, both state and private. Here Moti Ram pointed to something more specific, 

though. Like other of my city-dwelling friends with knee problems, Moti Ram was apprehensive 

about visiting villages, for the once-prevalent practice of “going into the forest [to relieve 

oneself]”—or even using Indian-style toilets—was a source of tremendous pain: hence, Moti 

Ram’s desire to install Western-style toilets in half of his rooms, which are easier on the knees 

than are their desi cousins. The concern for providing each room with an attached bath, 

furthermore, was one for questions of both comfort and shifts in configurations of gendered 

propriety. Each morning in Gogameri, I saw my fair share of pilgrims split off into male and 

female groups for disparate corners of the woods (and in some cases not even in search of the 

forest but, instead, a wall or bush). Village elites and stranger pilgrims, however, were 

problematizing such habits as loci of desirable retraining. The target of many enunciations 

regarding the proper amount of privacy at these times, unsurprisingly, was the female body, 

particularly under the literal male gaze. Moti Ram’s virtual contribution to the controversy over 

exposed body parts and bodily functions consisted in the future construction of a space not only 
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of moral-cum-physical safety—which, as Shachi said, satisfied the imperative to “protect” 

women—but one also of locational leisure (cf. Lefebvre 1991).220 This was clear in Moti Ram 

and Kshama’s commitments to building rooms larger than those generally available in other 

dharmshalas, and complete with family beds, wall hooks and chests of drawers for storing 

clothes ceiling fans, and air coolers. 

 Adorno juxtaposes the aesthetic functionalism of generous architecture to buildings like 

those of German reconstruction that seek to meet “the needs of the here and now,” or those 

“false” needs constructed ideologically by the bourgeois state and culture industry (1997b: 14). 

Lefebvre likewise writes of “leisure spaces” such as tourist beach towns in the Mediterranean as 

“functionally and hierarchically” dominated by capitalist ideology and practice (1991: 384). And 

yet, neither author allows for an absolute opposition between generous and opportunistic 

architecture, labor and leisure, or false embodied pleasure and the vengeful return of the body. In 

chapter one, I answered Riles’ (2004: 398-99) call for initiating an ethnography of “needs” as a 

counterpart to the now fashionable ethnography of experts, and proposed that an indispensible 

disciplinary forebear for this project may be found in Marxism, yet one whose overall 

disposition, like the intellectual habits of a grandparent, should not detain our thoughts for too 

long. In line with this manner of operating, no longwinded response to Adorno or Lefebvre’s 

conceptualization of ideological, false needs is required. Of course, this does not mean that Moti 

Ram possessed complete intellectual mastery over those of pilgrims’ needs he attempted to meet 

                                                
220 My understanding of leisure spaces breaks with Lefebvre’s insistence, with this concept, on capitalism’s ability to 
hold together fragmented spaces—admittedly a central component in the concept of leisure space (1991: 58-59, 319-
21, 346-47, 352-54, 383-85). The Rajput dharmshala, furthermore, is a far cry from the Mediterranean beaches and 
Alpine ski resorts Lefebvre places in this category. Still, I find quite helpful his suggestion that—despite 
capitalism’s organization of leisure spaces by means of the relations of production and consumption—the generative 
body and “the festive” vengefully return to Mediterranean beaches in some (albeit small) capacity. Lefebvre’s 
writings are particularly germane, then, to dharmshala operators’ management of construction workers, fundraising 
strategies, and production of spaces that, among other effects, facilitate city dwellers’ partial escapes of daily urban 
life into quasi-“natural” settings. 
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through his dharmshala, or that these needs were “natural” in the sense of nature vs. culture. To 

be sure, the pairing of my ethnographic interest in pilgrimage experts and that in pilgrims’ needs 

already admits of the former’s historical problematization of the latter. What Moti Ram’s and 

other experts and stranger pilgrims’ para-ethnographic identification of needs adds to the mix, 

though, is a circumscription of experts’ capacity to shape needs willy-nilly. For, those like Moti 

Ram dealt in this way with data, in effect, and however creative their seva might have been, it 

had to be responsible to needs that were recognizable as ripe for redress to donors and pilgrims 

alike. The Rajput dharmshala’s distinction, as a leisure space, from the Ma Bachal and other 

dharmshalas therefore sprung from its preoccupation with comforts particular to a middle-class 

aesthetics, while the Ma Bachal dharmshala’s architecture (in its intentional elements) projected 

an aesthetics concerned first and foremost with the ritual forms suited to Surya’s ritual and 

genealogical interventions. As Surya and Shachi frequently commented, “principles” (siddhant) 

and his “moral policy” (niti) always took precedence over indulgence: he did not mind if his rotis 

were buttered or dry. 

 Moti Ram intended the Rajput dharmshala not only as a space of leisure—and hence of 

class-specific gestures, discursive forms, and spatial modulations—but also, as the name 

indicates, one responsible to caste sensibilities and morality (see Chapter 1). Moti Ram exhibited 

a sort of righteous indignation over the lack of basic amenities he noticed in Gogameri, and in 

response to its underdevelopment in the cultural sense. Whereas Surya lamented what he saw as 

a civilizational decline in the replacement of Brahmans in both the ritual and educational spheres 

(see Chapter 4), Moti Ram cared little for Brahman aspirations to a monopoly over ritual 

administration (he himself exhibited similar aspirations) or assessments of the change in 

Brahmans’ locations in configurations of inter-caste relations. Although he was friendly with a 
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few of the tomb’s Brahman pujaris, Moti Ram was disheartened by what registered to him as the 

profit-motivation of the majority of them—a feeling to which many in Gogameri gave 

expression by means of global discourses on the proper separation of the religious and financial 

intentions of clergy, and those closer to home concerning Brahmans in general, the Gogameri 

tomb’s pujaris more specifically, and the opposition between seva and eating/embezzlement. In 

certain respects, Moti Ram’s efforts to construct a dharmshala for Rajputs drew off of these 

discourses as well.  

 “Gogaji was a Rajput,” Moti Ram assured me, with eyes bulged and raised eyebrows, 

“but there is no Rajput dharmshala here!” I overheard Moti Ram make the same point at other 

times in Gogameri and Noida (see Chapter 1). Given his interlocutors’ familiarity with micro-

politics in Gogameri, he was rarely asked to expand on this point. To caukidars from other 

dharmshalas, though—who bounced around from dharmshalas to teashops and fruit vendors’ 

carts looking for an amusing story or joke—stranger pilgrims were prized for their gossip, and 

sought after for in-depth conversations. The dharmshala operators who seemed to enjoy this 

attention (or who at least were willing to indulge such fancies) often engaged leisurely with their 

listeners and, when their stories were received well, repeated them to others. Such was the 

context in which Moti Ram explicitly connected the dots leading from the absence of a Rajput 

dharmshala to his own seva-vikas project. 

 Rather than remain in the village for longer stints as he was in the habit of doing, Moti 

Ram had recently taken to shorter, more frequent trips between Noida and Gogameri. His 

daughter-in-law suffered from a “stomach sickness” (a euphemism for fertility complications), 

and every time he settled into the rural rhythms of dharmshala life, Moti Ram complained, he 

received calls from home or his daughter-in-law’s parents near Meerut, UP. He subsequently had 
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to rush back to Noida and escort his daughter-in-law to emergency medical appointments in her 

natal village.221 I had come from Noida this time with Moti Ram and we planned to return 

together as well, but now he arrived inside the Ma Bachal dharmshala to tell of his departure this 

afternoon and ask Ram Lal to look over construction materials the donor from Patiala was 

having delivered in a few days. Along with Ram Lal, I was sitting outside the room of “Doctor 

sahib,” an ageing specialist in several Indian medical systems who moved into the dharmshala 

after he retired so as to continue his practice in a location more accessible than his village. Ram 

Lal introduced Moti Ram to Doctor Sahib and Gurdyal, a twenty-something Sikh man from rural 

MP and a self-described salesman, who had been living in the dharmshala for several weeks.222 

Ram Lal explained to these men that Moti Ram was the “boss” (malik) of the Rajput 

dharmshala. Gurdyal asked “which one,” likely meaning which dharmshala, but Moti Ram 

evidently took him to be asking, “which [Rajput dharmshala]?” 

 “There’s only one Rajput dharmshala, brother,” Moti Ram shot back in a slightly 

agitated tone—“it’s just here.” He pointed over the wall separating the two plots. Moti Ram 

asked Gurdyal about his caste, but Ram Lal cut him off, saying that he was Sikh (sardarji), 

implicitly referencing an old (and in many ways false) discourse on the Sikh rejection of caste. 

Gurdyal made this explicit:  

 “A lot us don’t follow [the norms and practices of] caste, but I’m called baniya (merchant 

grouping) in [my] village.” 

 “Hmm. Baniya,” registered Moti Ram, who seemed less focused on listening than telling. 

“Well, I’m Rajput—Chauhan.” Gurdyal gesticulated in the general direction of the tomb, and 

                                                
221 Of course he shouldn’t pay for these types of procedures—her parents should! This also meant, though, that she 
would visit the doctors her parents chose. 
222 In fact, Gurdyal had a recipe for an antiseptic liquid that could be prepared through the simple mixture of readily 
accessible materials. He hopped from one region to the next, living in dharmshalas and convincing school principals 
and prison wardens to buy enough of this product to keep Gurdyal in the bottle off the profit for a week or so.  
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asked if Moti Ram was Chauhan like Gogaji.“That’s right,” Moti Ram answered. “Now suppose 

I’m Chauhan Rajput and [Ram Lal] is too. I come here for darshan—Look! I’ve come for a 

Chauhan’s darshan, and I’m also Chauhan; but there’s nowhere for Chauhans to stay.” Moti 

Ram looked to Ram Lal for reinforcement, and the latter nodded in confirmation. “Chauhans 

don’t even come here,” Moti Ram continued, “because, all things considered, everyone knows 

that the small castes worship him. Rajputs go to [Gogaji’s birthplace] Dadrewa; there are 

amenities for them there, and Rajputs are in control [of the temple]. But here no one knows.” 

 In our conversations, Moti Ram’s wife Kshama explained herself in more detail than her 

husband. Listening patiently to Moti Ram describe to me their “dharmshala mission,” she joked 

that he only spelled out half of what he thought and wanted to communicate. Kshama then 

proceeded to characterize their activities from a close though slightly different perspective 

without contradicting Moti Ram, who in turn did not interrupt her in disagreement. She 

articulated two points I never heard from Moti Ram, and which I highlight here for their 

explanatory value. Following Moti Ram’s delineation of the context of his promise to Gogaji, 

Kshama picked up on her husband’s interest in spreading (pracar) Gogaji’s fame (nam). Nam in 

Hindi, which literally means, “name” (of which the Sanskrit predecessor is a cognate) refers by 

extension to one’s reputation, especially one’s good reputation. 

 
It’s like this: [Moti Ram] (inho ne)223 promised a thousand-years-worth of seva […] in 
’92. Then he built the temple [in Noida] around ’94. Brother, people come here to 
worship on Sundays, so [Gogaji’s] name has spread, right? […] In Gogameri, we’re 
working to spread Gogaji’s name by means of the dharmshala. Brother, through that 
dharmshala we provide the best seva. Just look at that one room [we’ve completed]! […] 
Imagine pilgrims went for darshan and stayed there. The pilgrims will return home after 
staying there and tell everyone in the village, “We went to Gogameri and stayed in the 
Rajput dharmshala with all the comforts.” We’ve built as no one else has. Why have we 

                                                
223 Given my discussion of nam and naming, I would have liked to deal with the enticing power of one’s beloved’s 
name, and the socio-linguistic technologies for protecting this force by restricting the locations in which one may 
respectfully address one’s spouse or partner’s name.  
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only built one room until now? For the reason that we’re building in the right way, and 
we’re investing our own money. […] So gradually his name will spread, and our name 
will spread too. Our name will spread too, right? 

 

Two names will be on the lips of pilgrims who will have stayed in the Rajput dharmshala, 

Kshama and Moti Ram projected, both of which are included in the dharmshala’s name: 

“Gogaji” from “Gogameri,” and “Rajput” from “Rajput dharmshala.” 

 
Both names are there, no? Gogaji and Rajput dharmshala? They’ll say both names, and 
everyone will come to know who the Rajput dharmshala’s boss (malik) is. In the 
beginning it seemed to everyone [in Shadipur, Noida] that [Moti Ram] only wanted to 
eat. His brothers [thought it] too! They said, “Oh come on! He just wants to eat. I won’t 
have anything to do with this.” 

 

Two related issues of naming emerged in Kshama’s speech, while a third did so in her 

enunciation of this discourse (see footnote 21). First, Kshama explained their seva-vikas 

programs in Gogameri and Noida through what in the last chapter I called Moti Ram’s higher bid 

to his para-ethnographic knowledge practices: an originary experience, close physical contact 

with Gogaji’s miraculous powers and grace, which initiated not a debt relationship—as those 

Surya arranged for his disciples—but, rather, the promise. Kshama and Moti Ram’s promise 

differed temporally from a debt in the sense of requiring daily maintenance and vigil, with no 

end in sight: the promise did not work towards a future fulfillment but in the interstices of the 

meeting between the original and interim enunciations of the promise and an unknown and 

unknowable horizon of seva. The form they understood their obligation to have taken pinpointed 

the diffusion of Gogaji’s reputation among its central objectives. High-quality construction of a 

space of leisure, secondly, would 2a) work towards this goal to the extent that pilgrims discuss 

their comfortable night in the virtual dharmshala with others; the news should spread by word of 

mouth like wildfire, given the limited range of lodging choices in Gogameri. Concomitantly, by 
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naming the vehicle for transmitting Gogaji’s name the “Rajput dharmshala seva samiti, 

Gogameri,” Kshama and Moti Ram 2b) envisioned circulating Gogaji’s proper name: he was 

Rajput. They held no illusions here, though: both were aware that northern Indians familiar with 

Gogaji knew he was Rajput. Moti Ram and Kshama wanted rather to mobilize this knowledge in 

a more specific way. While many authors and speakers from Gogameri networks emphasized 

Gogaji’s different hagiographic personalities for various reasons, this couple was doing so with 

respects to his caste as a lineage claim: he is that, and we are too. But to whom, one may wonder, 

was this claim being made? 

 I want to answer this question by recalling that Kshama characterized her and Moti 

Ram’s seva-vikas project as setting in motion their own name in addition to Gogaji’s. Obviously, 

cognitive-behavioral factors were at play here, whereby Kshama and Moti Ram made 

propositions to an objectified self or significant other. Even if a self-dialogical argument did take 

precedence, though, it would do so for Moti Ram and Kshama with a self and/or beloved other 

who had matured in the urban village of Shadipur, Noida: a self and spouse who came to 

consciousness in an intersubjective context in which his intentions were seriously questioned. 

Kshama alluded to this much in the quote above. Additionally, Moti Ram introduced me casually 

to two of his brothers in Noida, who were playing cards in a drawing room that belonged to one 

of the two other Chauhan men with whom they were sitting. He asked them to entertain me while 

he tended to other matters, and the conversation that ensued after Moti Ram’s departure involved 

tongue-in-cheek questions and comments about “Baba Moti Ram’s” activities in Noida and 

Gogameri. There was no ignoring the fact that they viewed—or, at least, were treating—the 

Noida temple and Gogameri dharmshala as jokes. It makes little difference whether one stressed 

Moti Ram’s preoccupation with enrolling others in this suspect project (particularly in terms of 
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financial contributions), or his devotion to a saintly god most popular among the lower classes 

and castes. For these men—including his brothers—the affair was laughable either way. To 

Kshama and Moti Ram, alternatively, their seva-vikas would ultimately rectify both 

misconstrued identifications—if not in his brothers’ or co-villagers’ eyes, then at least to their 

minds and, it was hoped, those of other pilgrim-devotees beyond Shadipur. Moti Ram and 

Kshama were not merely attempting to “legitimize” their ritual, lineage, and spatial practices in 

the face of contention or competition (Blackburn 2007: 216), though, as my reference to the 

micro-political situation in Noida may lead one to suspect. To argue in this manner runs the risk 

of overlooking the social-psychological aspects of Moti Ram and Kshama’s self-representations, 

as well as the highly affective qualities of both their public performances of devotion (cf. 

Novetzke 2007, 2008) and their retellings of their personal interactions with Gogaji’s miraculous 

life forms. As I did with Surya and Sangita in Chapter 4, when it comes to the micro-political 

situation in Noida I am inclined, rather, to interpret Moti Ram and Kshama’s seva-vikas in part 

through what I called their threefold temporal apprehension. That is, a) disconcerted with 

Shadipur residents’ allegations of his hidden agenda as well as with Gogaji devotees and others’ 

unreflective association of this deity with the poor and lower castes, b) Moti Ram para-

ethnographically identified deficiencies in certain fields of knowledge and experience he and 

Kshama were poised to rectify, and thus c) seized hold of his memories of Gogaji’s grace, funds 

from the Noida land grab and donations from other extra-Shadipur Chauhan patrons, and his own 

para-ethnographic knowledge in order to work towards changes in the future. 

 By designing its forms to meet class-specific configurations of comfort, which were 

further meant for privileged castes and not for others, Moti Ram left little room for ingenuity in 

potential socio-political critiques of the Rajput dharmshala’s failure to “think[] better of” 
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pilgrims (Adorno 1997b: 14). As others have indicated with respects to their own fieldwork 

(Riles 2006; Marcus and Holmes 2005), this sort of critique requires even less analytical legwork 

inasmuch as actors in Gogameri networks themselves beat me to the punch. In Chapter 1, I 

presented some of these voices: Samunder Nath explicitly faulted Moti Ram, Surya, and the 

Gupta’s trusts and dharmshalas for their casteism (jativad), which he interpreted as contrary not 

only to state secularism, but also to Gogaji’s personality. There, I problematized Moti Ram’s 

assertion that no Chauhan dharmshala existed in Gogameri by discussing the dalit Chauhan 

dharmshala, and I pointed to Moti Ram’s everyday casteist practices by relaying Moti Ram’s 

story of violently ejecting a dalit woman from his dharmshala. Still, such appraisals bothered 

Moti Ram very little; indeed, the caste and class aspects of his seva-vikas were intentional and 

clear for all to see. In light of my characterization of his seva-vikas through his threefold 

temporal apprehension, however, another perspective on the Rajput dharmshala’s architecture 

emerges—one that attacks rather than affirms what Adorno would have called a status quo. To 

arrive at this vantage point, one must dignify a methodological shift away from a liberal outlook 

sympathetic to the plight of the underprivileged, as I have done at certain points throughout this 

dissertation. The “status quo,” from Moti Ram and Kshama’s perspective—resembling in this 

regard the status quo sensed by the Sharma pujaris and Gorakhtila sevaks—consisted in a 

variation of the once-state-sponsored political preeminence of the historically disenfranchised. In 

terms of the Gogameri pilgrimage, Moti Ram and other upper-caste stranger pilgrims felt 

themselves to be the political, religious, and intellectual minority, with the ambivalently 

identified aesthetics of lower-class and caste pilgrims’ modes of worship overshadowing all of 

their efforts. Once understood in this light, the “generosity” of the Rajput dharmshala’s virtual 

architecture—like that of Surya’s Gorakhnath temple in Agra, I can now state—becomes 
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intelligible: it believes that the ordinary pilgrims belonging to this sensed majority are more 

capable than they themselves realize of embracing Moti Ram’s propositions regarding Gogaji’s 

historical personality and the demand he intended this understanding to create for returning the 

village, pilgrimage, and aesthetics and politics of worship to the once-powerful hands of Rajputs, 

now updated with comforts afforded by technological innovations. There would also be a 

generosity to his Noida temple’s architecture on this reading, trusting against the odds that his 

and Gogaji’s “name” could be redeemed in the eyes of rural Noida’s Chauhans, and that the 

latter could reclaim their inheritance from this power and gracious divine ancestor. 

 

Conclusion. As the concluding chapter of this dissertation’s second section on stranger pilgrims 

and their trusts, I have here dealt microscopically with the spatial interventions of Surya and 

Moti Ram’s enterprises into Gogaji-related controversies, both in their respective home locales 

and on the “mela grounds” of Gogaji’s Devasthan-administered land. These two cases offered a 

privileged look into the processes whereby urban-based proponents of alterations to Gogaji’s 

worship and genealogical affiliations constructed ritual sites that functioned, in part, as strategic 

“arguments” amidst competing “language claims” (Blackburn 2003). Architecture, as the 

aesthetic-functional production of tactile-visual works, served these trusts by grounding their 

lineage claims in the physical infrastructure of the Gogameri pilgrimage. Surya designed his 

Gorakhnath temple in Agra, for example, such that its users could engage in Surya’s prescribed 

ritual practices: arti, havan, saptah-katha, and circumambulation. I proposed in this and the 

fourth chapters that Surya, Shachi, and Sangita emphasized these forms of Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath worship over others insofar as these drew on contemporary configurations of 

Sanatan Dharm. Oriented in and by the temple space to practices wedded to such lineage claims, 
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worshippers possessed at their fingertips the experiential possibility of identifying themselves, 

Surya and his delegates, and Gorakhnath and Gogaji with Surya and Sangita’s reflectively 

coordinated Nath-Sanatani heritage. The same held for their Gogameri dharmshala, insofar as 

the design of its interior functioned in this manner by means of the yagyashala. 

 In order to enroll worshippers and pilgrims, though, such projects demanded routine 

management and toil, on the one hand, and others’ recognitions therein of dharmic seva modeled 

to address their own “needs.” Surya’s delegation of havans to Vikas in the Gorakhnath temple 

targeted both demands and, when functioning as intended, created debt relations between havan-

worshippers and Gorakhnath. Surya then mediated the repayment of these debts by prescribing 

ritual and daily habitual regimes that further reinforced for worshippers the lineage claims he and 

his affiliates made through diverse media. Sangita’s administration of the financial aid 

foundation in the Lavaniya Hospital, further, bolstered both the intelligibility of the family’s 

conjoint efforts as seva, and the knowledge practices at their disposal. I motioned toward the link 

between her interactions with the field researchers to whom SIFPSA introduced foundation 

members, on the one hand, and her and Surya’s spatial para-ethnographic knowledge of Nath and 

Sanatani ritual sites across northern India, on the other. In both instances, interventive seva had 

been molded to meet needs identified and historically problematized through para-ethnography 

and reflective coordination. Shachi’s management of construction work in the Ma Bachal 

dharmshala, finally, was indispensible to the success of the trust’s goals. In the menial 

preparation of the dharmshala for pilgrims, Shachi both responded to public calls for the 

development of Gogameri’s pilgrimage infrastructure and catered to the specific needs 

pinpointed through Surya and Sangita’s para-ethnographic research. Her behind-the-scenes seva, 

that is, provided for one crucial condition of possibility for pilgrimage and pilgrim-enrollment in 
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their seva-vikas venture. This was not an easy task, and Shachi joined the host of dharmshala 

operators and resident pilgrim experts who faced and discussed a similar set of difficulties 

related to construction work and upkeep. The triumph of their endeavors, especially when 

compared with the temporary failures of Bhim Lal and Ganesh Gupta, stemmed from the 

bureaucratic efficiency of their trust: translating state-bureaucratic skills into the field of seva, 

Surya had delegated important components of their shared project to close affiliates with the 

necessary know-how. This had worked smoothly in the cases of Vikas and Sangita in the 

Gorakhnath temple and hospital, as it did with Shachi in the dharmshala. A trained and able 

bookkeeper, Shachi was invested aesthetically and ethically in her pleasurable labor within the 

dharmshala, and her husband’s interventions in Gogameri controversies would not have been 

possible without this work. 

 In a sense, this chapter might have ended here, but Moti Ram and Kshama’s construction 

projects and ritual-spatial practices in Noida and Gogameri helped to fill in certain gaps left open 

in my analysis of the Agra crew. At the most basic level, I knew the Singhs at a time when their 

dharmshala construction was in the beginning stages, and their project therefore lent itself to a 

study of hardships other trusts might have faced before I knew them: the ebb and flow of 

networking, fundraising, and thus of work and stoppage, etc. Their temple, furthermore, did not 

attract a large public like Surya’s in Agra, so it enabled me to focus on the affectivity of 

technicians of public ritual space to their own built works. Reading their temple in terms of 

architectural citationality, for example, I pointed to what seemed like the non-citational interior 

of the otherwise citational structure, and suggested that the marble icons inside referenced both 

Sanatani aesthetics of the divine as well as closer, less public events and memories. Rather than 

reproduce the tomb, Moti Ram had commissioned the temple’s centerpiece to be carved and 
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painted in the fashion of the glossy Gogaji image to which he had prayed when bargaining over 

his son Om’s life. He thereby worked both to preserve the aura of the samadhi in Gogameri and 

to provide his family with the capacity to encounter within the space of their temple material 

traces of Gogaji’s miraculous preservation of Om’s life and their abiding promise in return. Their 

knowledge and affective memories of Gogaji’s powerful presence, their interim commemorative 

practices, and their ongoing and future acts of seva were thus facilitated through their aesthetic 

choices and the resulting spatial frame for memorializing the promise. 

 The Rajput dharmshala in Gogameri likewise enabled me to fill in gaps in my analysis of 

Surya’s construction projects, most importantly by diversifying my portrayal of the needs 

identified para-ethnographically for redress through seva. Moti Ram and Kshama envisioned the 

virtual dharmshala as a space of leisure, one equipped to deal with the class-specific needs of the 

new type of Gogameri pilgrim they encountered. Added to this was the caste valences of their 

enterprise: they meant their seva to rectify the ironic and hurtful absence of Chauhan Rajput 

spheres of activity and rest at a pilgrimage and burial site for a Chauhan Rajput deity. By naming 

their trust the “Rajput dharmshala seva samiti, Gogameri,” the Singhs wanted to spread both 

Gogaji’s Chauhan Rajput nam and their own. Beyond this publicly referenced impulse for 

building, though—which came in handy for fundraising among Chauhan Rajputs from elsewhere 

in northern India—Kshama and Moti Ram sought through the Rajput dharmshala to respond to 

more local, caste-specific tensions. Inasmuch as Moti Ram’s brothers and other residents of 

Shadipur, Noida, viewed Gogaji and “Baba Moti Ram” as shams, the Gogameri dharmshala 

opened up a wider field for seva and recognition. Switching their efforts from Noida to 

Gogameri, they utilized their threefold temporal apprehension: Uneasy with Shadipur residents’ 

low assessments of Gogaji, their ancestor, and Moti Ram’s intentions, this couple deployed Moti 
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Ram’s para-ethnographic comprehension of the need for a middle-class, Chauhan Rajput space 

of comfort in Gogameri, and seized hold of this knowledge, funds gained through the 

government land grab in Noida, and their promise to Gogaji in order to work towards a future in  
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CONCLUSION 

SAINTLY INVESTMENTS, THE STATE, AND CONTEMPORARY HINDUISM 

 

Introduction. This dissertation described and analyzed the overlaps and mutual effects of three 

fields of action and knowledge in Gogameri: 1) the privatized development of state-run 

pilgrimage sites; 2) Hindu, Muslim, and state competition over the administration of pilgrimage 

worship and the income derived thereby; and 3) contemporary forms of Hindu devotion and 

charity. The somewhat novel—or contemporary—social form through which I illustrated the 

complex relations of these fields was the sev -vik s project. Led by the religious and charitable 

trusts of stranger pilgrims and priestly groups, seva-vikas projects first emerged as responses to 

the Devasthan plan (Apna Dham, Apna Kam, Apna Nam) to privatize infrastructural 

development and social services at rural temples within its administrative jurisdiction. By 2010, 

trustees in Gogameri came to speak of the resulting “private” (i.e. nongovernmental) 

development through the devotional mandate to perform seva. The concept and practice of seva 

in Gogameri drew on the term’s roots in the “practical Vedanta” of Swami Vivekananda, the 

associational culture of early-twentieth-century “moderates” in north India, Gandhi’s “uplift” 

programs for Dalits, and the face-saving “nation-building” services of the organized Hindu Right 

(Beckerlegee 2003, 2001; Watt 2005; Froerer 2009; Pandya 2014a, 2014b; Srivatsan 2015). In 

other contexts, seva also connotes loving, worshipful service to one’s intimate seniors, one’s 

guru, and the gods (Gold 1987; Lamb 2000, 2002; Packert 2010). Rather than illustrate the 

relations between them, though, most of the literature on Hindu and Sikh seva analyzes one or 

another pole of seva activity (see also: Murphy 2003; Warrier 2003; Dyahadroy 2009; Copeman 

2009; Gold 2015). In Gogameri, alternatively, priests, bureaucrats, and pilgrim-trustees targeted 
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several poles of seva for developmental intervention. Seva-vikas thus consisted in development 

works engaged as religio-social service provision, and the cultivation of what they cast as more 

developed modes of ritual seva (often tied to a Vaishnava-inspired Sanatan Dharm), and more 

transparent seva-motivations (over and against profit-motivation).  

By way of conclusion, I want to reflect more systematically on the conceptual 

implications of my ethnography. I begin by considering the analytical work that my use of the 

term “investment” performed, particularly in comparison to the more usual employment of the 

Maussian gift. In conjunction with several verses from the rt  hymn, “Om jay Jagdish Hare,” I 

clarify the financial, physical-bodily, and intellectual-ethical-affective objects, goals, and returns 

of seva-vikas investments. Temporally, furthermore, I identify certain similarities among these, 

Nehruvian state development, and trust endowments, all of which utilized past donations for 

ongoing projects to reach objectified goals in the future. In terms of religious studies, I propose 

that the language of investments may name several elusive concept-practices, such as “faith” or 

“belief,” without reproducing some of the unintended consequences that others have critiqued in 

these terms. In the following section, I synthesize my observations of the everyday state and 

contemporary Hinduism. I make a case for reflectively coordinating the studies of devotional and 

political Hinduism, and transitioning away from studies of the nation in order to scrutinize the 

everyday state. Government agencies such as the Devasthan Department, I propose, invite 

scholars to enunciate a contemporary religious-studies analytics of the state, in concrete and 

sometimes surprising ways. I thus end the dissertation by highlighting some intriguing ways in 

which the Devasthan bureaucracy offered employees and pilgrims alike the opportunity to 

reconfigure the heterogeneous elements in contemporary forms of Hinduism.  
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Saintly Investments. Writing of seva and Hindu endowments, scholars have frequently invoked 

the relationship between the Sanskrit d na and the classical anthropological understanding of gift 

exchange (Watt 2005; Birla 2009; Copeman 2009). For several reasons, I spoke conversely of 

“investments.” In everyday speech, firstly, stranger pilgrims and Dhuna trustees spoke of their 

seva-vikas contributions not with the verb den , “to give,” but instead with lag n , “to invest.” 

Now, the latter refers to a number of actions (to attach or fasten, apply or spread, plan or 

establish, arrange or direct, and expend or calculate), depending on the direct object used. Since 

these alter the verb’s meaning, I should be clear on what exactly pilgrims, priests, and 

bureaucrats invested in seva-vikas projects. Particularly for stranger pilgrims like Moti Ram, 

Surya, and Sangita, there may be no better source through which to appreciate these direct 

objects than that most ubiquitous of ritual-aesthetic forms, “Om jay Jagdish Hare.” The last 

verse that Madhu Swami dictated to me, which I subsequently checked against his leadership of 

arti, reads thusly: 

 
tan man dhan, sab kuch hai ter , sv m  sab kuch hai ter  
ter  tujh ko arpa  (2x), ky  l ge mer  

 jay Jagad  Hare. 
 
[My] body, mind/heart, and wealth—all of these are yours, oh Lord, all of these are 

yours. 
Entrust to yourself these that I offer you (2x), what attachment (investment) do I have to 

them?  
Om, victory to Jagdish, oh Hari. 

 

What devotees offer (arpan), in the parlance of the hymn, are their body, mind or heart, and 

wealth. Hence, when I wrote of “investments,” I did so not only to borrow a financial term for a 

religious-studies ethnography of development. More than this, I utilized this term to evoke the 

manner in which the practice of seva-vikas invited trustees to give of themselves to an intimate 
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Lord (cf. Packert 2010). That is, they offered their bodies (tan) through labor, travel, and 

physical seva (like massaging the tomb); their hearts or minds (man) through knowledge 

practices, ethics, and affective investments; and their wealth (dhan) through temple donations, 

infrastructural investments, and organizing public festivities and feasts. 

 Secondly, with the term investment I relay the manner in which the temporality and 

knowledge involved in donation-as-investment articulated with those of both trusteeship and 

Nehruvian development. Temporally, Gogameri donations, state investments in national 

development, and trust endowments more generally contributed to ongoing, future-oriented 

projects. When pilgrims gave offerings at Gorakhtila and the Gogameri dharmshalas, moreover, 

they were asked to specify the works to which these be put. As scholars have indicated with 

respect to the Five-Year Plans (Scott 1998: 95; Gupta 1998; Gidwani 2008), explicit sets of goals 

and the means to reach them objectified the “progress” of pilgrimage development. On an 

abstract level, one might represent trust goals as the improvement of the same fields as 

investments: tan, or body (shelter, food, water, medical care); man, or mind/heart 

(hagiographical and historiographical understanding, ethical practice); and dhan, or wealth 

(economic development). In order to gain Devasthan registration, however, a trust had to detail 

the material programs through which they would pursue these goals (for tan: building and 

operating a dharmshala; for man: sponsoring historical research and Sanskrit education), as well 

as prove that their financial house (their dhan) was in order. There are, of course, good reasons 

why seva-vikas investments should have resembled postcolonial development and trust 

endowments. On the one hand, the same twentieth-century Indian nationalists who would lead 

the developmental state conceived of the independent government in part through the trust model 

(Birla 2009). On the other hand, a strong case can be made that the postcolonial state engaged in 
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welfare governance on the basis of seva. The postcolonial state’s lack of legal accountability to 

provide welfare provision to its citizenry, that is, strongly echoes the unaccountability of early 

twentieth-century sevaks to seva-recipients (Srivatsan 2015). While the development state thus 

encouraged citizen groups to pick up the slack and offer social services to those whom the 

government itself could not (Sarkar 2008; Kaviraj 2010), incentives to do so would have to come 

from beyond the state. These incentives then bring me to the third reason why I chose to write of 

investments rather than gifts.  

 While scholars have spilled much ink delimiting the possibility of the free gift (Bourdieu 

1977; Derrida 1992; Laidlaw 2003), my conception of seva-vikas investments admits of the 

possibility of returns. More than this, in fact, “investment” enunciates the pilgrim-donor’s 

anticipation of rewards to come. To evoke these, I turn again to “Om jay Jagdish Hare,” for the 

second verse states plainly a series of hoped-for, future fruits of worship. 

 
jo dhy ve phal p ve, dukh bina se man k , sv m  dukh bina se man k  
sukh-sa patti ghar ve (2x), ka  mi e  tan k  
u  jay Jagad  Hare 
 
May the one who keeps you in mind receive the fruits thereof: a heart free of grief, oh 

Lord, a heart free of grief! 
May happiness and financial success enter his/her home (2x)! May his/her bodily 

sufferings be allayed! 
Om, victory to Jagdish, oh Hari! 

 

While I used the previous verse to motion toward the bodily, intellectual-ethical-emotive, and 

financial qualities of seva-vikas investments, I want to read this excerpt for a definition of the 

fruits of those investments. For, both speak in almost the same terms: freedom from bodily (tan) 

and mental (man) distress, and a happy and prosperous home (sukh-sampatti, instead of dhan). 

Preempting the objection that this hymn speaks of worship instead of social seva, I will recall 
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that in addition to ritual practice, priests and stranger pilgrims also cast seva-vikas as a premier 

mode of “keep[ing the Lord] in mind.” Hence, the personal returns of devotional and seva-vikas 

investments potentially included spiritual, bodily, and financial fruits. The economic returns of 

investing in a dharmshala, for example, garnered much attention among stranger pilgrims, 

priests, and residents in Gogameri, many of whom were ethically concerned to avoid profit-

motivation: thus, the pervasive opposition of seva to kh n  (“eating,” profit-motivation). Given 

the renown of the grace and miraculous powers of Gogaji and Gorakhnath, the ethics of seva-

vikas further led trustees to prioritize the devotional returns on investments, over and above the 

likely miraculous (bodily or economic) returns. Surya and Sangita encouraged devotees to 

engage in seva before expecting such bodily or financial returns as medical cures or promotions. 

This did not entail a disavowal of such fruits, however. For, they simultaneously assured 

worshippers that Gogaji and Gorakhnath took care of their own, thereby reshaping the proper 

orientation to devotion. Although I described debt relations that Surya created and mediated 

through seva-vikas, I also intimated what my interlocutors represented as the personal spiritual 

and affective gains (e.g. those of man) achieved through seva-vikas. It therefore seems 

appropriate to understand acts of seva-vikas themselves as investments—of body, mind, and 

money—in the physical, intellectual-emotive, and economic development of the Gogameri 

pilgrimage. 

 The trusts of stranger pilgrims and priestly groups alike sought to develop more than the 

pilgrimage infrastructure. As the final aspect of saintly investments, I want to consider the 

possibility that pilgrims, priests, and bureaucrats invested, perhaps most of all, in Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath. Through ritual and hagiographical reconfiguration, that is, they sought to develop 
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not only the forms of worshipful seva in Gogameri, but also these divinities themselves. 

Consider for a last time the implications of singing “Om jay Jagdish Hare” to Gogaji: 

 
tum p ra  param tm , tum antary m , sv m  tum antary m , 
p r brahma parame var (2x), tum sab ke sv m  

 jay Jagad  Hare 
 
You are the highest being of any; you are the one who knows my inner thoughts and 

feelings. Oh Lord, you know my inner thoughts and feelings. 
The brahman beyond and supreme Lord (2x), you are the lord of all. 
Om, victory to Jagdish, oh Hari! 

 

In chapter two, I argued that the conjoined ritual-aesthetic forms of this hymn and arti operated, 

on one level, as a device to transport a contemporary, Vaishnava-inspired assemblage of Sanatan 

Dharm into the mausoleum. The field of Hindu studies is in great need of a historical account of 

how these forms were linked and then mobilized together. Without such a history, this 

dissertation illustrated the power of these forms to associate people, places, and deities with the 

trans-regional, trans-historical ranks of a broadly assembled Sanatan Dharm. As the hymn 

captures, the importation of this dyad in Gogameri was slowly producing a network-effect to 

elevate Gogaji from a distant “folk deity” (lok devt ), to the “highest being,” “brahman beyond,” 

and “supreme Lord.” By “saintly investments,” therefore, I refer not only to the embodied, 

intellectual, and financial contributions of individuals and trusts to pilgrimage development and 

the cultivation of certain ritual forms. I also indicate diverse investments in Gogaji and 

Gorakhnath. There were of two sorts: investing in these divinities qua divinities and qua social 

realities. On the one hand, writing of devotees’ investments in gods as gods responds to older 

critiques in religious studies of the intellectualizing (and often Latinizing) employment of terms 

like belief or faith (Bell 1992; Asad 1993; Ruel 1997; Lopez 1998). An analytics of “investment” 

provides for bodily, ethical, and affective practices oriented to divinities as much as intellectual 
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ones. It implies not merely a series of actions, but also an ongoing, processual, and ethical 

project to relate and reorient oneself to deities as deities and objects of loving seva. On the other 

hand, I described many attempts to develop Gogaji and Gorakhnath not as divinities but, rather, 

as social realities. As Sangita wrote, her family and friends mocked her devotion to these gods, 

but Surya’s leadership of the Bagar Seva Samiti provided her with answers and gave her peace of 

mind. Through research, writing, construction projects, and other components of seva-vikas, 

certain stranger pilgrims, priests, and writers reframed Gogaji and Gorakhnath as avt r  devt s, 

or gods descendent of Vishnu and Shiva. While this may recall the Indological theory of 

“Sanskritization,” methodologically I bypassed this structural argument to conceive of series of 

investments in the iterables, associations, and aesthetics of a Hinduism of the contemporary.  

 Seva-vikas projects, from this perspective, consisted in physical, intellectual (and ethical, 

affective), and financial investments in associations that were working toward objectified 

development goals for the future. Seva-vikas activities also entailed physical, intellectual (and 

ethical, affective), and financial returns, though the ethical terrain of such investments resulted in 

efforts to monitor and reconfigure one’s project vis-à-vis those of others. Investments of the 

seva-vikas variety, finally, functioned simultaneously as investments in Gogaji and Gorakhnath, 

and trustees served these deities by means of providing for their pilgrims. Together with the 

Sharma pujaris and Dhuna trustees, moreover, the stranger pilgrims of whom I wrote witnessed a 

different type of investment in Gogaji and Gorakhnath: those in the network-project to develop 

the social existence of these deities from the realm of rural healing shrines visited largely by the 

lower castes and classes (who may have been less cognizant of the policed boundaries between 

reconfigurations of world religions). Less an objectified goal than an investment itself, the more 

developed social beings of Gogaji and Gorakhnath were set to reclaim these deities’ status as the 
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universal Lords of “Om jay Jagdish Hare.” With this conceptualization of seva-vikas 

investments, I turn now to how these investments and the trusts through which they were 

channeled placed the everyday state in relation to some newer devotional practices of 

bureaucrats, priests, and pilgrim-trustees. 

 

The Everyday State and a Hinduism of the Contemporary. With regards to the field of Hindu 

studies, this dissertation built on and sought to contribute to scholarship on both devotional and 

political strains within Hinduism, topics often pursued separately. Part of my plan to bridge these 

sub-fields relates to my understanding of the project of religious studies. Like seva-vikas and the 

Gogameri pilgrimage, the discipline of religious studies is also a product of “conjoined and 

disjunctive genealogies” (Chakrabarty 2000: 255): the one, in the humanities; the other, in the 

social sciences (cf. Gold 2003). To oversimplify matters, one might propose that scholarship on 

devotional Hinduism tends toward the humanistic inheritance of religious studies, as that on 

political Hinduism tends more towards the social scientific inheritance of religious studies. This 

is not only a matter of method, but one of the general objects of inquiry as well. Consider the 

differences between two recent works on Hindu pilgrimage in northern India, both of which 

combine humanistic and social scientific methods and objects, but which nonetheless fall to one 

side or the other. Lochtefeld (2009) combines ethnography with studies of religious texts to 

describe the continuities and changes in pilgrimage practices, but seems to face difficulty in 

conceptualizing the diverse effects of the colonial state and growing tourism economy. 

Maclean’s (2008) study of the historical production of the Allahabad Kumbh Mela, on the other 

hand, deals astutely with bureaucratic and priestly competition over pilgrimage administration, 

but offers no indication of the sorts of devotion or affect involved. Alternating between the two 
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tendencies, this dissertation sought to appreciate the mutual imbrications of larger-scale political 

and economic processes, state actors and agencies, religious change, and individual devotional 

investments. Doing so, I not only combined the methods and objects of humanistic and social 

scientific inquiry, but also, at times, illustrated the intellectual possibilities arrived at by 

mismatching these methods and objects: an aesthetic interpretation of the devotional import of 

bureaucratic objects (Chs. 3-4), say, or political-anthropological and STS methods for analyzing 

the import of divine miracles for pilgrim-enrollment (Chs. 2-4, 6). As with Surya’s knowledge 

practices, I could call this mismatching a process of reflective coordination; and it is through 

reflective coordination, I argue, that a religious-studies analytics of the state ought to proceed.  

What might a reflectively coordinated religious-studies conception of the state entail, and 

how would this dissertation’s ethnographic study of seva-vikas and the Devasthan Department 

contribute to such a project? Instead of political theology, for one—which often consists of 

rereading the secularized religious genealogies of the concepts and practices of modern 

statecraft—this dissertation motioned toward what I might call a non-secular analytics of the 

state.224 Secondly, scholars of religion in twentieth and twenty-first-century India have written 

much of Hindu nationalism, secularism, and the legal codification of Hinduism. While I deal 

with the law below, here I should clarify the reasons for the marked absence in the preceding of a 

sustained discussion of either “secularism” or “nationalism.” In both cases, one of the first 

factors was ethnographic. While certain of my interlocutors spoke routinely of secularism (like 

Samundarnath), most people in Gogameri were far more concerned with Devasthan finances and 

bureaucratic regulation—or the need for the department to invest in pilgrimage development—

than they were in the secularity of the Department. None of the Devasthan employees I knew, 

                                                
224 Whereas “the post-secular” functions on the basis of a historical philosophy, I understand the non-secular to 
entail a methodological orientation to questions beyond the separation of religion and the state. 
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furthermore, conceived of their jobs or department in relation to secularism. Looking ahead to 

work to be done, however, I might relay the commonest response to my inquiries on the matter: 

In addition to the “Hindu” Devasthan Department, many priests and stranger pilgrims responded, 

the Rajasthan state government likewise boasted of a “Muslim” Waqf Board (which manages 

Islamic endowments in much the same way as the Devasthan Department does, Hindu temples). 

Through this sort of statement, they pointed to the intuited differences of Indian secularism, for 

example, from that in the US: Rather than the separation of religion and government, Indian 

secularism has largely been understood as the legal equality of religions. In the face of this 

contrast, however, it is possible to argue that Gogameri seva-vikas, so far from marking the 

difference of Indian secularism, finds the Devasthan Department and current American political 

system nearly converging on the overlooked questions of secularism. Rather than strict 

separations of church and state, both governments privatized previously state-led social service 

provision and now outsource these routinely to religious associations: in Rajasthan, to religious 

and charitable trusts; in the US, to “faith-based” providers (Sullivan 2009). In both cases, this 

entails a reconfiguration of state and religious sovereignty. George W. Bush’s Faith-Based and 

Community Initiative drew on Dutch Calvinist theories of the differing “sphere sovereignty” of 

church and state (Daly 2009). Comparably, the trusts operating dharmshalas in Gogameri seem 

to have reclaimed a mode of what scholars of precolonial India termed “distributed sovereignty” 

(Birla 2009), even if this tends toward the Mitra-capacity for care rather than the Varuna capacity 

for force (Singh 2015).  

Similar to the subject of secularism, a few people with whom I worked represented their 

activities in terms of nationalism. Sarvan Suthar, one of the Gorakhtila journalists, often spoke of 

the two goals of his writing and research: development and nationalism. Nearly everyone of 
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whom I wrote voted for the BJP, furthermore, held themselves and their communities to socially 

conservative ethical standards, and represented Indian history in ways recognizably influenced 

by the Hindu Right. For all of that, however, most spent more time discussing forms of historical 

belonging other than the nation: the Nath Sampraday, Sanatan Dharm, caste, religious and 

charitable trust, etc. Even when they did support the project of Hindu nationalism, in other 

words, most of my interlocutors conceived of their seva-vikas projects in terms of multiple 

orientations (cf. Blackburn 2010). While I thus resisted the impulse to call these people Hindu 

nationalists, in no sense do I deny that many were aligned with the Hindu Right. In fact, I 

propose that writing of “the Hindu Right” enables analysis to grasp the diversity of socially and 

politically conservative Hindu goals and projects beyond “nation-building.” Scholarship on 

Sangh-affiliated seva organizations understands this point perhaps more than other fields 

(Froerer 2009; Thachil 2011, 2014; Gold 2015). By concentrating on the affects, ethics, and 

knowledge practices of individuals and collectives along a spectrum of the Hindu Right, 

moreover, this dissertation builds on the work of those like Sen (2007) and Menon (2010), which 

seek to pluralize what we know of the reasons for and effects of religio-political mobilization. In 

order to appreciate something like Hindu nationalism, one must combine a larger, historical 

analysis of the circulation of nationalist iterables (discourse, practices, objects), with a smaller-

scale study of the heterogeneous ways in which individuals and groups come to appropriate and 

inhabit these. On the one hand, my analysis of trust and priestly writing (texts as well as 

documents) highlighted the extent to which knowledge practices in Gogameri circles often 

produced claims with the help of Hindu-nationalist iterables. On the other hand, by situating 

these writings amid longer biographical sketches of the writers and texts themselves, I argued 

that this was a matter of the “resonance-machine” between the historiographic-hagiographic and 
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ritual-aesthetic sensibilities of Hindu nationalists and conservative Hindu devotees (who were 

nonetheless different) (cf. Connolly 2008). While it may be disconcerting, the implication here 

calls for the field of Hindu studies to account as well for the diverse manners in which devotional 

sensibilities and affects do and do not resonate on different levels with the political affects and 

sensibilities of the Hindu Right, and how such resonance does and does not provide the 

emotive—indeed, devotional—potential for sympathy with, participation in, or mobilization by 

organized Hindutva.  

 Another factor in my decision not to concentrate on nationalism was a matter of academic 

historiography. While scholars of political Hinduism have written much, and well, of Hindu 

nationalism and the Hindu idioms of Indian nationalism, I sought to redirect this subfield’s 

attention from the nation to the state. Following a recent trend in South Asian studies, moreover, 

I concentrated ethnographically not on the state writ large or even the central government but, 

instead, “the everyday state,” at the local, district, and state levels (Fuller and Bénéï 2001; 

Sherman et al. 2014). Together, my findings present openings for a discussion of how the 

regulation and knowledge practices of diverse state agencies and representatives in fact 

contributed to the practice and reconfiguration of a Hinduism of the contemporary. In that sense, 

the hagiographic controversies and seva-vikas projects I studied may help to orient a 

contemporary, reflectively coordinated, religious-studies analytics of the state. In order to 

illustrate how they do, I synthesize my ethnographic analyses of law, state administration, and 

bureaucracy. 

 Given India’s robust history of legislative and judicial regulation of religious practice, 

scholarship on Hinduism has long recognized the effects of law and the courts on the formation 

of religious discourse. While others have pointed to the legal codification of Hinduism, I 
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approached my interlocutors’ judicial, ritual, and micro-political endeavors as coterminous, 

interpenetrating components of larger seva-vikas projects. In particular, I situated Shyam Lal and 

the Sharmas’ petition alongside the retroactively strategic citation of arti and O.P. Sharma’s 

legal-devotional book, “The True Court of Lord Shri Gogaji” (n.d.). Whereas methodologically I 

sought to understand rather than critique the claims of my interlocutors, the High Court’s ruling 

offered me the opportunity to study the conditions of felicity for these claims in different 

language games. Although they failed to persuade the court of their lineage claims and legal 

arguments, Shyam Lal and the Sharmas’ diversification of rhetorical strategies worked in their 

favor, for the reference to arti did evoke for many pilgrims the Hindu character of the tomb. O.P. 

Sharma, on the other hand, a retired advocate and judge, presented political critiques, lineage 

claims, and devotional instruction in conjunction with citations and reproductions of court files 

and bureaucratic orders. His text not only responded to the novel discourse on corroborated 

hagiography, but also contributed legal methodologies to a field of devotional-historiographical 

writing that hitherto employed empiricist knowledge practices from literature studies and history, 

as well as para-ethnography. This was not the only manner in which judicial procedure bled over 

into the pilgrimage site. Affiliates of the Sharmas and Chayals alike came as well to invest 

devotionally in the outcome of the suit, as Samundarnath did by tracking developments in the 

case.  

 On the executive level, it is clear that the administration of Vasundhara Raje formed 

several conditions of possibility for the formulation of seva-vikas in Gogameri. My interlocutors 

often referred to her plan to develop pilgrimage temples into tourist sites. The Devasthan 

Department, during Ms. Raje’s first stint in office, implemented the Apna Dham, Apna Kam, 

Apna Nam scheme, which sought to enroll trusts in the project of infrastructural development by 
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leasing to them Devasthan-managed land on which to construct dharmshalas. Although neither 

Ms. Raje’s interest in pilgrimage development nor this policy were responsible for the 

emergence of seva-vikas projects in Gogameri, they nonetheless laid some of the groundwork. 

Of greater import for seva-vikas in Gogameri, on the other hand, the Chief Minister’s own policy 

orientations came to shape the developmental efforts of the Gorakhtila Dhuna Trust. Rupnath 

and other trustees sought to cultivate affiliations with Ms. Raje to several ends, including state 

investments and higher-profile recognition. I highlighted the manner in which this affiliation also 

affected the Dhuna Trust’s repertoire of seva-vikas concerns: Some of Ms. Raje’s more-or-less 

personal concerns (disaster relief, opposition to gender-based abortion, and support for girls’ 

education) entered the Gorakhtila lexicon when Ms. Raje made her administrative pilgrimage to 

Gogameri, and then came to command more attention after her departure.  

 More than the administration and judiciary of the Rajasthan state government, I found the 

greatest governmental potential to influence contemporary Hinduism within the local Devasthan 

bureaucracy. This is hardly surprising, given the department’s explicitly religious jurisdiction. 

Insofar as the Devasthan Department regulates the pilgrimage-development works of religious 

and charitable trusts, one would expect stranger pilgrims to approach the department, in part, 

with devotional motivations. Yet, I also identified three other ways in which state bureaucracy 

came to bear on the reconfiguration of contemporary Hinduism in Gogameri. First, when he led 

the seva-vikas project of the Bagar Seva Samiti, Surya drew on his experience as a higher-up 

civil servant in the U.P. Forestry Department. He assembled a group of well-qualified, trusted 

delegates who could pursue the trust’s various efforts in Gogameri, Agra, and rural U.P. Rupnath 

likewise managed Gorakhtila and the Dhuna Trust in ways that drew on what he learned through 

associations with government officials and bureaucrats. While this seems to echo the Weberian 
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thesis of modern routinization of religious authority (see also Rudnyckj 2010), the two further 

classes of devotional possibilities offered by bureaucracy proceeded in other directions. 

Secondly, then, the professional posts of Devasthan employees in Gogameri invited these men to 

reconceive of their lives and professions in pronouncedly devotional terms. Although none of 

them had been devotees of Gogaji prior to employment there, proximity to the tomb encouraged 

various investments in serving Gogaji and pilgrims. Madhu developed what he depicted as a 

singular desire to worship at the tomb with arti, and for year-round Devasthan administration. 

Arun, on the other hand, came retrospectively to frame his entire life as a fated prologue to 

serving Gogaji, and to model his devotional self-understanding on the sorts of ritual exchanges 

that he observed in the mausoleum with such affectivity.  

Third, and perhaps most interesting of all, stranger grew devotionally to inhabit aspects 

of the bureaucratic process that seem less amenable to devotional practice. Thus, Moti Ram 

spoke of his endurance through the process of applying for trust registration and dharmshala 

land as a sort of spiritual trial. Like Samundarnath, he also developed affective, ethical, and 

psychic investments in the bureaucratic forms he filled and filed with the department. Most 

practitioners and academics alike would not identify the bureaucratic form as a devotional 

technology. Yet, both Moti Ram and Samundar related to their trust charters in affective, 

devotional, and ethical ways. One could explain this rather well with reference first to people’s 

ability to inhabit the lived-in world around them by means of an ever-developing pattern of 

practice and perception, and secondly to the tendency of religious sensibilities and practices to 

aid in this process. On a wider scale, though, the para-ethnographic process through which Moti 

Ram and others composed trust charters in conjunction with Shyam Lal and Sharma priests cited 

and spread again the iterables of both seva (dharmshalas, medical services, environmental 
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protection) and Sanatan Dharm (Sanskrit education, cow protection, havan). Bureaucratic 

application forms therefore acted beyond their official purposes not only as personal devotional 

devices, but also as small media through which the heterogeneous elements of contemporary 

Hinduism were reconfigured and re-mobilized. Hence, the contemporary form of Hinduism 

linked to seva-vikas projects in Gogameri provided for new syntheses of older and newer 

material in conjunction with always-developing repertoires of perception and practice. It was 

thus through such processes that a Hinduism of the contemporary reemerged: an “eternal” 

(san tan) dharm, forged anew. 
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